
regulation coexist. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the · Continuing a discussion at the Federal level Chapter 7
industry's historyfrominceptiontoapproximatelywhen presents FERC's role in promoting competitive whole-
deregulation and restructuring started. Chapter 3 sale electric power markets and restructuring the man-
explains the infrastructure of the industry, detailing its agement, operation, and possibly the ownership of the
generating, transmitting, and distributing components. Nation's high voltage bulk power transmission system.
It also presents industry-wide statistics depicting how Although the bulk power transmission system does rot
restructuring has changed the composition of the in- receive wide public attention, it plays a key role in the
dustry. For example, it illustrates the growing impor- movement to a competitive industry.
tance of nonutility power producers in meeting the
Nation's electric power demands. Chapter 4 presents a Chapter 8 discusses the roles of individual States in pro-
summary of 21 Federal acts that have directly or moting competition and restructuring at the retail level.
indirectly affected the regulation, structure, and oper- A summary of the status of each State's restructuring
ating procedures of the electric power industry since its activities is presented along with discussions addressing
inception. retail competition in five States. A discussion of the re-

cent problems in the California market is included in this
Chapter 5 presents a' discussion of the causes chapter.
leading to Federal and State deregulation of power
generation and subsequently to restructuring of the Chapter 9 examines IOUs-the largest component of the
electric power industry. Following this, Chapter 6 electric industry in terms of power generation, value of
discusses numerous Federal bills, either initiated in assets, and total revenues-and how they are coping
Congress or by the Administration, designed to with and preparing for competition through mergers, ac-
promote, assign responsibility, or provide guidance quisitions, and power plant divestitures. In many ways
to continued deregulation of the industry. This these corporate activities, whichtransfer and/or consoli-
chapter also discusses the debate to repeal the Public date ownership and control of the Nation's electric
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, and the power assets, represent the core of industry restruc-
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, both turing. Readers will also find a discussion of the role of
of which brought significant changes to the industry, the Federal Government in approving mergers and ac-
but are now considered by some to be obsolete in a quisitions, which has become more important as the
competitive electricity industry. number of mergers increases.
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Part 1:

The U.S. Electric Power Industry
as a Regulated Monopoly
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2. Historical Overview of the Electric Power Industry >

At the beginning of the 20' century, vertically inte- by the Sherman Antitrust Act,3 regulation of the utilities
grated' electric utilities produced approximately two- was a necessity. In addition to its intrinsic design to
fifths of the Nation's electricity. At that time, many protect consumers, regulation generally provided relia-
businesses (nonutilities) generated their own electricity. bility and a fair rate of return to the utility. The result
When utilities began to install larger and more efficient was traditional rate-based regulation.'
generators and more transmission lines, the associated
increase in convenience and economical service Electric utility holding companies5 were forming and
prompted many industrial consumers to shift to the expanding during the early 1900s, and by the 1920s they
utilities for their electricity needs. With the introduction controlled much of the industry. By 1921, privately
of the electric motor came the inevitable development owned utilities were providing 94 percent of total gen-
and use of more home appliances. Consumption of eration, and publicly owned utilities contributed only 6
electricity skyrocketed along with the utility share of the percent.' At their peak in the late 1920s, the 16 largest
Nation's generation. electric power holding companies controlled more than

75 percent of all U.S. generation' Originally formed to
Utilities operated in designated exclusive franchise areas reap the benefits (mostly of a financial nature) of cen-
which, in the early years, were usually municipalities. tralized ownership of a multitude of subsidiaries, these
Along with the service area designation came the unregulated holding companies were in a position to
obligation to serve all consumers within that territory. abuse their power over their subsidiaries. Sometimes,
'The growth of utility service territories .. . brought the result was increased prices paid by consumers of
State regulation of privately owned electric utilities in electricity. Because the States could not regulate an
the early 1900s. Georgia, New York, and Wisconsin interstate holding company, it became apparent that the
established State public service commissions in 1907, Federal Government would have to step in. After
followed shortly by more than 20 other States. Basic several large holding company systems collapsed, an
State powers included the authority to franchise the investigation by the Federal Trade Commission was
utilities; to regulate their rates, financing, and service; ordered, leading eventually to the passage of the Public
and to establish utility accounting systems." 2 Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA). Under

the provisions of the Act, holding companies became
The early structure of the electric utility industry was regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
predicated on the concept that a central source of power Under Title II of PUHCA utilities involved in interstate
supplied by efficient, low-cost utility generation, trans- wholesale marketing or transmission of electric power
mission, and distribution was a natural monopoly. became regulated by the Federal Power Commission
Because monopolies in the United States were outlawed (FPC).'

A vertically integrated utility is one which engages in generation, transmission, and distribution operations.
Energy Information Administration, Annual Outlook for U.S. Electric Powr 1985, DOE/ELA-0474(85) (Washington, DC, August 1985),

p. 3.
3 The Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914 strengthened the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890.
4 This form of rate setting has been blamed by some groups for removing the incentive for utilities to achieve maximum efficiency in

operations and planning, thereby exhibiting the major flaw in this type of regulation and promoting the push for its demise.
A holding company is a company t-at confines its activities to owning stock in and supervising management of other companies.

The Securities and Exchange Commission, as administrator of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. defines a holding company
as "a company which directly or indirectly owns contros or holds 10 percent or more of the outstanding voting securities of a public utilty
company" (15 USC 79b, par. A (7)).

Energy Information Administration, Annual Outlookfor U.S. Elctri Power 1985, DOE/EIA-0474(85) (Washington. DC. August 1985),
p. 3.

7 Enyclopedia Americana, International Edition, Vol. 22 (New York, NY: Americana Corporation. 1977), p 769
* In October 1977, many of the regulatory powers of the FPC were transferred to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
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On October 29, 1929, the U.S. stock market crashed, During the 1920s and the early years of the Depression,
creating losses of $16 billion for that month--a staggering ' the public became disenchanted with privately owned
amount of money in 1929-and leading to the Great power and began to support the idea of Government
Depression. The social and economic well-being of the ownership of utilities, particularly hydroelectric power
Nation was severely shaken, but the electric power facilities, This disenchantment was chiefly the result of
indtstry was able to stay adrift of the devastation, and abuses heaped on utilities, and ultimately on then
local operating utilities remained solvent. Figure 1 customers, by holding companies,' causing the price of
shows that, although the rate of growth in the industry electricity to increase. Government-owned hydroelectric
did wane at times during the Depression, the U.S. elec- power facilities could produce power cheaply and sell it
tric utility industry's capacity, generation, revenues, and to publicly owned utilities for distribution. This concept
sales experienced a healthy growth pattern from 1932 was a controversial political issue at the time, with
through 1980. Table 1 shows the percentage change strong arguments on both sides. Many believed that pri-
between various electric power industry statistics for the vate power did not employ fair operating practices and,
years 1932 and 1945, which also demonstrates the robust therefore, Government-owned power was whole-
condition of the industry during that time. heartedly supported. Others were opposed to the Gov-

ernment entering the electricity business because they
Figure 1. Annual Statistics for the Total Electric believed that the Government was exploiting hydro-

Utility Industry, 1932-1980 electric sites. Nevertheless, the Federal Government did
_-" " -- _ _ _ _--______ . ... become heavily involved through the construction and

..... - r. r r -- _r=~ '~ ____ ownership of several massive hydroelectric facilities.

_ ___ i .,. ~ F~ During the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933 to
. -- ,...:__ . lit it,,.,-*, ->- -1945), a numberof these facilities were built and publicly

.,1, - .- . _ _^'-____ owned power took a strong hold. President Roosevelt
7-*- -. _-7>-__ - began his New Deal campaign, which was designed to

"> --. *- -.- -i--- V - ---.-_ help the American public by providing jobs, and
~ ; _ ==" .!___ ~ ultimately hope, during the long years of the

. . *-' ._ _ Depression. As part of the program, he proposed that
":'.'- ; .?T c "', ; < ,/ the Government build four hydropower projects and,

.'.. : .. -.-...~ - -------- within a year after his proposal, his administration
-' -> ... ..----- ... . ......- began to implement the projects. Large Bureau of

- -, * A --- z -_ _ Reclamation dams began serving the western States:

, ^ .. °......" .. __ .._ * Hoover Dam began generation in 1936, followed
by other large projects.

-. c i._.". ,_ _.-.-.-=- - -.. ==..* · Grand Coulce, the Nation's largest hydroelectric
,0 _ _ -.--. -- _- .- Idam, began operation in 1941.

* The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood control
Source: Electric Utility Systems Engineering Department of dams provided additional low-priced power for

the General Electric Company, Electric Utility Systems and preferred customers.
.Practices, ed. Homer M. Rustebakke, 4" ed., Chapter 1. "The
Electric Utility Industry" (New York. NY: Wiley & Sons, Inc., Under the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933, the
1983), p. 4. Federal Government supplied electric power to States,

In the years immediately following the onset of the Great counties, muncipalities, and nonprofit cooperatives,
soon including those of the REA. The Bonneville ProjectDepression, Congress took actions designed to alleviate At of 1dg those of the REA. The Bonneville Project

some of the most acute problems, e.g., unemployment Act of 1937 pionred the Federal power marketing
and the plight of farmers. Two of these actions directly administratons. By 1940, Federal power pricing polcy
and advantageouslyaffected the electric powerindustry: was set; all Federal power was marketed at the lowest
the development of Federally owned power and the possible-price, while still covering costs. From 1933 to

creation of the Rural Electrification Administration 1941, one-half of all new capacity was provided by
,(RE). (See inset on page 7.) Federal and other public power installations. By the end

For further details, refer to the subsequent section on The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.
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Table 1. Percentage Change Between Various Electric Power Industry Statistics From the Great
Depression Through World War II, 1932-1945

1932 1945 Percent Change

Real GNP (1958 dollars in billions) ................... 154 437 184
Energy consumption (Btu trillions) ................... 18,022 36,030 100 ,
Electricity production (kWh millions) .................. 99,359 271,255 173
Real prices (1958 dollars):

Electricity (cents/kWh) .......................... 7.08 2.89 -59
Oil (dollars per barrel) ........................... 2.16 2.04 -6
Coal (dollars per ton) ........................... 3.25 5.15 58

Percent electricity produced by:
Privately-owned utilities .......................... 75.0 66.7
Publicly-(Govemment)owned utilities ................ 4.9 15.3
Industry and transport ........................... 20.1 18.0 -

Production per kW of capacity (kilowatthours) .......... 2,309 4,440 92
Ccal equivalent per kWh produced (pounds) ........... 1.5 1.3 -3
Return earned on average capital (percent) ............ 6.3 6.6 5
Return earned on average equity (percent) ............ 7.9 8.2 4
Bend yields (percent) ............................. 4.7 2.6 -45
Utility stock index (S&P electric) ..................... 16.64 14.94 -10
Industrial stock index (S&P 400) .................... 5.37 14.72 174

Source: L. S. Hyman, America's Electric Utilities, Past, Present and Future, Fifth Edition, Public Utilities Reports. Inc. (Arlington,
VA,. August 1994), p. 113.

of 1941, public power contributed 12 percent of total new starts, Federal power continued to grow as earlier
utility generation, with Federal power alone contributing projects came on line.
almost 7 percent. 0 Besides electric power, these dams
provided flood control, navigation, area development, In the mid-1930s, many homes, farms, and ranches in
and greatly needed work for the unemployed. Even rural areas were still without lights, indoor bathrooms,
during the Eisenhower Administration's policy of no refrigerators, or running water. It was too expensive

The Rural Electrification Administration

In an effort to lessen the effects of the Depression on the American farmer, in 1936 "Congress passed the Norris-Rayburn Act,
the purpose of which was to ensure a 10-year integrated program for electrifying American farms. To that end, it authorized
appropriations of $410 million."' The Federal Government encouraged the growth of rural electricity service by subsidiing the
formation of rural electric cooperatives. The Rural Electrification Act of 1936 established the Rural Electrification Administration
(REA). Congress authorized it as an independent Federal bureau, and in 1939 it was reorganized as a division of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. The REA undertook a program to provide rural areas and towns with populations under 2,500 with
inexpensive electric lighting and power. "To implement those goals, the administration made long-term, self-liquidating loans
to State and local governments, to farmers' cooperatives, and to nonprofit organizations; no loans were made directly to the
consumers."O REA-backed cooperatives enjoyed Federal power preference plus lower property assessments, exemptions from
Federal and State income taxes, and exemption from State and Federal Power Commission regulation.

aM. L. Cooke, Electrifying the CountrVside, http://newdeal.feri.org/tva/cooke.htm.
iRural Electrification Administration, http://www.infoplease.com/ce5/CE045037.html.
'The Rural Electrification Administration has been replaced by the Rural Utilities Service, whose mission is to improve the

cqality of life in rural America by administering its Electrification, Telecommunications. and Water and Waste Disposal
Programs.

10 Edison Electric Institute. Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility ndustry Through 1970, pp 2. 24.
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for the investor-owned utilities that served the cities to sources, sustain economic growth, and encourage the
stretch their lines into the countryside, so many areas efficient use of fossil fuels. One result was the passage
remained without access to electric power. The Federal of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
Government encouraged the growth of rural electricity (PURPA). PURPA became a catalyst for competition in
service by subsidizing the formation of rural electric the electricity supply industry, because it allowe4
cooperatives. The Rural Electrification Act of 1936 nonutility facilities" that met certain ownership, oper
established the REA to provide loans and assistance to ating, and efficiency criteria established by FERC to
organizations providing electricity to rural areas and enter the wholesale market. Utilities initially did not
towns with populations under 2,500. REA-backed welcome this forced competition, but some soon found
cooperatives enjoyed Federal power preferences" plus that buying generation from a qualifying facility (QF)
lower property assessments, exemptions from Federal had certain advantages over adding to their own
and State income taxes, and exemption from State and capacity, especially because of the increasing
Federal Power Commission regulation. As a result, by uncertainty of recovering capital costs. The growth of
1941 the proportion of electrified farm homes rose to 35 nonutilities was further advanced by the Energy Policy
percent, more than three times that of 1932.12 Act of 1992 (EPACT). EPACT expanded nonutility

markets by creating a new category of power pro-
For decades, utilities were able to meet the increasing ducers-exemptwholesale generators (EWGs)-that are
demand for electricity at decreasing prices. Economies exempt from PUHCA's corporate and geographic re-
of scale were achieved through capacity additions, strictions. Like QFs, EWGs are wholesale producers
teclnological advances, and declining costs. Of course, that do not sell electricity in the retail market and do
the monopolistic environment in which they operated not own transmission facilities. Moreover, unlike the
left them virtually unhindered by the worries that nonutilities that qualified under PURPA, EWGs arenot
would have been created by competitors. This overall regulated and may. charge market-based rates, and
trend continued until the late 1960s, when the electric utilities are not required to buy their power. The
utility industry saw decreasing unit costs and rapid growth of EWGs marked another step toward
growth give way to increasing unit costs and slower increasing the level of competition in the wholesale
growth." Over a relatively short time, a number of electricity market. (For a more detailed description of
events took place which contributed to the unprece- the purpose and effects of PUHCA, PURPA, and
dented reversal in the growth and well-being of the EPACT, see Chapter 4.)
industry: the Northeast Blackout of 1965 raised
pressing concerns about reliability; the passage of the Prior to passage of PURPA in 1979, the electric power
Clean Air Act of 1970 and its amendments in 1977 industry had been relatively stable for approximately
required utilities to reduce polluting emissions; the Oil 45 years. Today. however, the industry is undergoing
Embargo of 1973-1974 resulted in burdensome immense change, both structurally and operationally.
increases in fossil-fuel prices; the accident at Three Mile Having a basic knowledge of how it was originally
Island in 1979 led to higher costs, regulatory delays, organized canfacilitate understanding its current trans-
and greater uncertainty in the nuclear industry; and itional state. A more detailed account of the industry's
inflation (in general) caused interest rates to more than history is provided in Appendix A, History of the US.
triple. Electric Power Industry, 1882-1991. Appendix B,

Historical Chronology of Energy-Retated Milestones,
While the industry was attempting to recover from this 1800-2000, lists the major technological and insti-
onslaught of damaging events, Congress designed tutional events in the development of the U.S. electric
legislation that would reduce US. dependence on power industry. The following chapter describes its
foreign oil, develop renewable and alternative energy organizational components.

" The Federal Government moved quickly in the mid-1930s to, where opportunities appeared, produce and distnbute less expensive
federally produced electricity to preference customers.

: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970. Bicentennial Edition, Part 2 :Washington,
DC, 1975), p. 827.

u Energy Information Administration, Annual Outlookfor U.S. Electric Power 1985, DOE/EA-0474(85) (Washington. DC. August 1985),
p 7.

" A nonutility is a corporation, person, agency, authority, or other legal entity or instrumentality that owns electric generating capacity
and is not an electric utility. Nonutility power producers include qualifying cogenerators, qualifying small power producers, and other
nonutility generators (including independent power producers) without a designated franchise service area, and which do not file lormns
listed in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 18, Part 141.
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3. The U.S. Electric Power Industry Infrastructure: z

Functions and Components

Introduction Generation

The transition of the U.S. electric power industry from a Generation facilities are currently owned and operated
regulated monopoly to a deregulated industry where by two categories of companies-utilities and non-
generators of electricity compete for customers is in full utilities.' 5 Electric power generators use a variety of
swing. Consequently, many aspects of the industry are prime movers and energy sources to generate electric
-hanging, including its infrastructure. This chapter energy. Prime movers are the engine, turbine, water
explains the functions and components (or participants) wheel, or similar machines that drive an electric gen-
contained in the infrastructure and uses data collected erator. Energy sources include combustion of fossil
by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) to fuels, nuclear fission, kinetic energy in water or wind,
reflect the changes that have taken place in the past chemical energy in a fuel cell, and sunlight. Wind, water,
decade or so. Shifts in the number and ownership of sunlight, geothermal energy, biomass, and waste
power production facilities, the volume of power gen- products are renewable energy sources that are con-
eration and capacity, and other areas are also explained. sidered inexhaustible.

The fundamental structure of the industry has been Generating units vary in size. Nuclear and fossil-fuel
based on the vertical integration of utilities, i.e., their steam-electric units typically have large capacities with
involvement in the three functions of power supply. many over 1,000 megawatts (MW), while hydroelectric
Those functions are generation, transmission, and distri- dars range from less than 1MW to thousands of MW at
bution of electricity (Figure 2). Generation is defined as some of the large Federal dams. Gas turbines, corn-
the production of electric energy from other energy bustion turbines, and combined-cycle units are typically
sources. Transmission is the delivery of electric energy less than 200 MW, but some are larger. Wind and solar
over high-voltage lines from the power plants to the plants are relatively small. Distributed generation, which
distribution areas. Distribution includes the local system can be installed at or near the customer's site can be
of lower voltage lines, substations, and transformers quite small, such as rooftop photovoltaic arrays or fuel
which are used to deliver the electricity to end-use cells ranging from several to a few hundred kilowatts.
consumers. Prior to detailing the components of power
supply along with their characteristics, this chapter will The generating units operated by an electric utility vary
outline the three functions of power supply. by intended usage, that is, by the three major types of

load (generally categorized as base intermediate, and
Figure 2. Electric Power Supply Functions peak) requirements the utility must meet." A base-load

generating unit is normally used to satisfy all or part of
the minimum or base load of the system and, as a

' _ I |'-' ',.'..-'" consequence, produces electricity at an essentially
.. .... - ,- . , _ ; ; constant rate and runs continuously. Base-load units are

Glcrtnic of Trnf imen DOItritbti on generally the largest of the three types of units, but they

'i Electric utilities are defined as either privately owned companies or publicly owned agencies that engage in the supply (including
generation. transmission, and/or distribution) of electric power. Nonutilities are pnvately owned companies that generate power for their
own use and/or for sale to utilities and others. The next section of this chapter delineates the types and characteristics of utilities and
nonutilities as well as their changing roles in the supply of the Nation's electricity.

"bThe demand for power varies over the day, with about 16 hours of"on-peak" time in the day and about 8 hoursof off-peak)" tune
during the night Demand for electric power typically reaches its highest peak on very hot or very cold davs. At those tmues. many of the
available plants in a region may need to be brought online to meet the high demand
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cannot be brought on line or taken off line quickly. Peak- ' Cogenera ting Units: Cogenerators, also known as com-
load generating units can be brought on line quickly and bined heat and power generators, are facilities that
are used to meet requirements during the periods of utilize heat for electricity generation and for another
greatest or peak load on the system. They are normally form of useful thermal energy (steam or hot water), for
smaller plants using gas and combustion turbines. Inter- manufacturing processes or central heating. There are,
mediate-load generating units reetsystem requirements two types of cogeneration systems: bottom-cycling anca
that are greater than base-load but less than peak load. top-cycling. In a bottom-cycling configuration, a manu-
Intermediate-load units are used during the transition facturing process uses high temperature steam first and
between base-load and peak-load requirements. a waste-heat recovery boiler recaptures the unused

energy and uses it to drive a steam turbine generator to

Types of Generators produce electricity. In one of two top-cycling config-
'~~Types of Generators ~urations, a boiler produces steam to drive a turbine-

Steam Units: Steam-electric (thermal) generating units generator to produce electricity, and steam leaving the

are typically the large baseload plants. Steam produced turbir e is used in thermal applications such as space
in a boiler turns a turbine to drive an electric generator heating or food preparation. In another top-cycling
(Figure 3a). Fossil fuels (coal, petroleum and petroleum configuration, a combustion turbine or diesel engine
products, natural gas or other gaseous fuels) and other burns fuel to spin a shaft connected to a generator to
combustible fuels, such as biomass and waste products, produce electricity, and the waste heat from the burning
are burned in a boiler to produce the steam. Nuclear fuel is recaptured in a waste-heat recovery boiler for use
plants use nuclear fission as the heat source to make in direct heating or producing steam for thermal
steam. Geothermal or solar thermal energy also produce applications (Figure 3d).
steam. The thermal efficiency' of fossil-fueled steam-
electric plants is about 33 to 35 percent. The waste heat Other Units: The kinetic energy in moving water and
is emitted from the plant either directly into the wind is used to turn turbines at hydroelectric plants and

atmosphere, through a cooling tower, or sent to a lake wind facilities to produce electricity. Other types of
for cooling. A water pump brings the residual water energy conversion include photovoltaic (solar) panels
from the condenser back to the boiler. that convert light energy directly to electrical energy,

and fuel cells that convert chemical energy directly to

Gas Units: Gas turbines and combustion engines use the electrical energy.
hot gas from burning fossil fuels, rather than steam, to
turn a turbine that drives the generator. These plants can Energy Sources
be brought up quickly, and so are used as peaking
plants. The number of gas turbines is growing as tech- Coal: Coal is the Nation's primary fuel for electricity
nological advances in gas turbine design and declining generation, representing 40 percent of the capability,"
gas prices have made the gas turbine competitive with and producing over half (52 percent) of the generation
the large steam-electric plants. However, thermal (Figure 4) because coal is used as a baseload fuel.
efficiency is slightly less than that of the large steam-
electric plants (Figure 3b). The gas wastes are disposed Gas and Petroleum: Gas and petroleum uruts, which are
of through an exhaust stack. typically used for peak demand, make up 23 percent and

8 percent, respectively, of generating capability. In 1998,
Combined-Cycle Units: Combined cycle plants first use petroleum-fired generation provided 4 percent of our
gas turbines to generate power and then use the waste electricity, while gas-fired units provided 15 percent.
heat in a steam-electric generator to produce more
electricity. Thus, combined-cycle plants make more Coal, petroleum, and gas are considered fossil-fuels and
efficient use of the heat energy in fossil fuels. New tech- collectively produced 71 percent of the Nation's elec-
nologv is improving the thermal efficiency of combined- tricity in 1998. When fossil fuels are burned in the
cycle plants, with some reports of 50 to 60 percent production of electricity, a variety of gases and par-
thermal efficiency (Figure 3c). ticulates are formed. If these gases and particulates are

7 Thermal efficiency is a measure generally expressed in Btu per kilowatthour which is computed by dividing the total Btu content of
the fuel bumed for electric generation by the resulting net kilowatthour generation

'" Capability is the maximum load that a generating unit, generating station, or other electrical apparatus can carry under specified
conditions for a given period of time without exceeding approved limits of temperature and stress.
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Figure 3. Prime Movers of Electricity

3a. Schematic ol generic thermal generator 3b. Schematic of gas turbine
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Source: R. Baldick "Introduction to Electric Power Systems for Legal and Regulatory Professionals," Course Materials The
University of Texas at Austin (1999).

not captured by some pollution control equipment, they capability, and generated 19 percent of electricity in
are released into the atmosphere. Among the gases 1998. Nuclear plants have increased their capacity
emitted during the burning of fossil fuels are sulfur factors (the ratio of electricity actually produced to
dioxide(SO,), nitrogenoxides(NO,), andcarbondioxide potential production if the unit runs at full power)
(CO,). Coal-fired generating units produce more SO,, steadily in recent years, reaching a record high of
NO,, and CO, than other fossil-fuel units for two 86 percent in 1999.
reasons. First, because coal generally contains more
sulfur than other fossil fuels, it creates more SO when Hydroelectric: Hydroelectric capability"'9 accounts for 13
burned. Second. there are more emissions from coal- percent of the Nation's generating capability. Precipita-
fired plants because more coal-fired capacity than other tion patterns affect the availability of hydroelectric
fossil-fueled capacity is in use. power, which contributed 9 percent of net generation in

1998, a relatively dry year.
Nuclear. Nuclear power plants, which also are used as
baseload plants, represented 13 percent of the generating

19 Hydroelectric power includes pumped storage which is the generation of electric energy during peak-lo poenods by using water
previously pumped into an elevated storage reservoir during off-peak periods when excess generating capacity is available to do so When
additional generating capacity is needed, the water can be released from the reservoir through a conduit to turbine generators located in
a power plant at a lower level.
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Figure 4. Electric Power Industry Capability and Geheration by Energy Source, 1998
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Source: Capacity: Form EIA-860A, "Annual Electric Generator Report-Utility" and Form EIA-860B, 'Annual Electric GeneralorReport - Nonutility." Generation: Form EIA-860B, "Annual Electric Generation Report - Nonutility" and Form EIA-759, "MonthlyPower Plant Report."

Renewables: Renewable generating units use energy Figure 5. Energy Sources for Electricitysources that are judged to be inexhaustible including Generation by Region
solar, wind, geothermal, municipal solid waste, and bio-
mass fuels such as landfill methane gas, wood
byproducts, and waste. (Hydroelectric power is also /considered a renewable resource.) Many wind and solar / i -4 T I
plants are intermittent in nature, depending on the ' r1availability of their energy source. In 1998, renewables
other than hydropower represented 3 percent of capa-' l '' t~ -- 2-.
city and 1 percent of generation, as they are typically V -
used only intermittently.

Regional Variation -P -' '
'

_t r --

' co al --. ,.
The type of energy source used for generating electricity ;' Natural Ga, -
varies in the United States by region and is usually i Paetroleum
dictated by the availability of natural resources (Figure huctear
5). The Pacific Northwest generates most of its power at Hyrosectri
large hydroelectric projects owned by the Federal
Government. The Nation's coal-producing States and
regions are the location of the majority of coal-fired Note: The large icons on this map represent about 10 GWplants, and consequently the source of much of the air ol capacity. not individual plants, in a regional area for eachemissions resulting from the combustion of coal. Ohio, fuel source. Smaller icons represent about 5 GW capacity.West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee are the largest Where less than 5 GW of capacity for a fuel type exists for anusers of coal for electricity generation in the Nation. individual region or State. generating plants are notTexas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma are rich in natural gas, represented on this map.
and make use of it for electricity generation. Much of the Source: Form EIA-860A, "Annual Elecric Generator ReportNation's petroleum-fired generation is concentrated in - Utlity" and Form EIA-860B, "Annual Electric GeneratorFlorida and New York. Report - Nonutlity."
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California'stightrestrictions onairemissionsdiscourage sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides. Carbon dioxide
coal-fired generation. Natural gas, which burns more (CO,) emissions are tracked, but no regulations exist at
cleanly than coal, is used by many California plants for this time for CO2 emissions.
electricity generation. However, California utilities pur-
chase electricity from outside of the State, some of which The Nuclear Regulatory Commission licenses the ctn-
is generated from coal as the main fuel source. The struction and operation of nuclear power plants and fel
energy source available for electricity generation is a cycle facilities, inspects licensed nuclear facilities and
factor in the disparity of retail prices across the Nation. oversees decommissioning, and enforces the provisions
For exariple, the Northwest enjoys the low cost of of nuclear licenses.
hydropower, while some Northeast States depend
heavily on petroleum and nuclear power.

Transmission
Regulation of Generation

Electric power transmission is the transportation of large
The foundation for strong Federal involvement in the blocks of power over relatively long distances from a
electricity industry was established in the early 1900s. central generating station to main substations close to
The electric power industry became recognized as a major load centers or from one central station to another
natural monopoly due to its production of a product for load sharing. The transmission grid consists of high
most efficiently provided in a specific location by one voltage (between 138 and 765 kilovolts) overhead and
supplier. Because monopolies in the United States were underground conducting lines made of either copper or
outlawed by the Sherman Antitrust Act, regulation of aluminum. High-voltage transmission lines are used
the utilities was a necessity. Interstate wholesale markets because they require less surface area for a given
and transmission became regulated by the Federal carrying power capacity, and result in less line loss.
Power Commission. In 1997, regulatory authority was Because of resistance in the conductors, some power is
given to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission "lost" as dissipated heat during transmission. At the
(FERC). Today, FERC has jurisdiction over interstate generating station, the voltage of the three-phase alter-
movement of electricity by private utilities (investor- nating current output from the generator is increased to
owned utilities), power marketers, power pools, power the required transmission voltage by a step-up trans-
exchanges, and independent system operators (ISOs). former. The high-voltage alternating current is then
FERC approves rates for wholesale sales of electricity transmitted through the transmission grid to the load
and reviews rates set by the Federal Power Marketing center where it is again transformed (stepped down) to
Administrations (PMAs). FERC also confers Exempt lower voltages required by distribution lines.
Wholesale Generator status (a classification of generator
created by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT)) and In the United States, investor-owned utilities (IOUs)
certifies qualifying small power producers and own 73 percent of the transmission lines, Federally
cogeneration facilities under provisions of PURPA. An owned utilities own 13 percent, and public utilities and
additional responsibility of FERC is licensing the cooperative utilities own 14 percent (Figure 6).2 Not all
construction and operation of hydroelectric power utilities own transmission lines (i.e., they are not ver-
projects and enforcing the provisions of the licenses. tically integrated), and noindependentpower producers

or power marketers own transmission lines. Over the
The State Public Utility Commissions (PUCs) have juris- years, these transmission lines have evolved into three
diction over intrastate trade of electricity. The PUCs major networks (power grids), which also include
regulate retail rates for customers, approve sites for smaller groupings or power pools. The major networks
generation facilities, and issue State environmental consist of extra-high-voltage connections between mdi-
regulations. vidual utilities designed to permit the transfer of

electrical energy from one part of the network to
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is charged another. These transfers are restricted, on occasion.
with implementing the provisions of Title IV of the because of a lack of contractual arrangements or because
Clean Air Act. The EPA establishes rules requiring of inadequate transmission capability. The three net-
fossil-fueledpower plants to reduce the air emissions works are the Eastern Interconnect, the Western
and pollutants that are a primary cause of acid rain, Interconnect, and the Texas Interconnect (Figure 7). The

20 Refer to Table 2 for a definition of the types of utilities and other entities involved in electricity supply.
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Figure 6. Transmission Ownership in the United . Figure 7. The Main Interconnections of the U.S.
States Electric Power Grid and the 10 North

American Electric Reliability Council
Cooporali« Utlites Regions

6
PbPuhcly One

Fedram lly

Totaled SINUS, is" li llee
uv sl-Owne ThMs 3s5|_
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Source: Calculations made by the Energy Information . -
Administration, Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric, and Alternate ERCOT

Fuels, from data taken from FERC Form 1, "Annual Report of
Major Electric Utilities. Licensees. and Others." (Data for
cooperative utilities are for 1997.) r.2as lacon.red

The Texas Interconnect is not interconnected with the
other two networks (except by certain direct current ECAR - East Central Area Reliability Coordination Agreement

lines). The other two networks have limited inter- ERCOT - Electric Reliability Council of Texas

connections to each other. Both the Western and the FRCC- Florida Reliabli Coordiating Council
MAAC - Mid-Atlantic Area Council

Texas Interconnect are linked with different parts of AN - Mid-America Inlerconnected Network
Mexico. The Eastern and Western Interconnects are MAPP - Mid-Continent Area Power Pool
completely integrated with most of Canada orhave links NPCC - Northeast Power Coordinating Council
to the Quebec Province power grid. Virtually all US. SERC - Southeastern Electric Reliability Council
utilities are interconnected with at least one other utility SPP - Southwest Power Pool
by these three major grids. The exceptions are utilities in WSCC - Western Systems Coordinating Council
Alaska and Hawaii. The interconnected utilities within Coordinating Council (ASC isNote: The Alaska Systems Coordinating Council {ASCC) is
each power grid coordinate operations and buy and sell an affiliate NERC member.
power among themselves. Source: North American Electric Reliability Council.

Regulation of Transmission
In 1965, a major blackout in the Northeastern United

Under authority of the Federal Power Act of 1935, as States precipitated the voluntary formation of the North
amended, FERC exercisesprincipal regulatory authority American Electric Reliability Council (NERC). NERC is
over the transmission system- Under this authority, responsible for overall reliability, planning, and coordi-
FERC: nation of the electricity supply in North America. The

membership of NERC is unique-as a not-for-profit
* regulates wholesale electricity rates and services corporation, NERC's owners comprise 10 Regional

for wholesale transactions Councils (Figure 7). The members of these Regional
* approves sale or leasing of transmission facilities Councils come from all segments of the electric
* approves mergers and acquisitions between industry-utilities, independent power producers,povwer

lOUs, and marketers, and electricity customers. The councils cover
* exercises jurisdiction over the interstate corn- the 48 contiguous States, part of Alaska, and portions of

merce of electricity. Canada and Mexico. The councils are responsible for
overall coordination of bulk power policies that affect

FERC's authority covers about 73 percent of the power the reliability and adequacy of service in their areas.
transmission system in the United States, while the They also regularhl exchange operating and planning
remaining 27 percent is Federally owned, municipally information among their member utilities. However,
owned, or owned by cooperative utilities, and is not participation in NERC is voluntary and participants in
under FERC's jurisdiction. the industry are neither required to be a member nor to
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follow the directions of NERC. The boundaries of the- function because duplicate systems of lines would be
NERC regions follow the service areas of the electric impractical and costly.2

utilities in the region, many of which do not follow
States boundaries. Distributed generation is a growing part of the restruc-

tured electric power industry. Distributed generationis
Because electric energy is instantaneously generated and defined as small generators located near or at te
consumed, the operation of an electric power system consumer site, within the distribution system. Distrib-
requires a coordinated balancing of generation and uted generators are not directly connected to the
consumption of power. Control Area Operators (CAOs) transmission grid.' The amount of distributed
perform this function, as well as other important tasks, generation is expected to increase in the future, with the
that allow the interconnected electric power systems and technological and economic improvements in small
their components to operate together both reliably and generators. Fuel cells and photovoltaic systems are
efficiently. There are approximately 150 Control Areas becoming more available as alternative or supplemental
in the Nation (Figure 8). Most are run by the dominant power sources.
large investor-owned utility in a geographic area defined
by an interconnected transmission grid and power plant Net metering arrangements are increasingly being
system. The CAOs dispatch generators from a central offered in some States to consumers that install distrib-
control center with computerized systems in such a way uted generation units using renewable resources at their
as to balance supply and demand and maintain the homes or businesses. The owners may use all or most of
transmission system safely and reliably. the power produced, but at times the distributed gen-

Figure 8. Electric Control Area Operators - erator produces more power than the owner uses, and

Continental United States, 1998 excess power flows out onto the distribution system. The
Continea--- Unite Staes consumer's meter "runs backwards," and "nets out" the

;i:. - - --... . portion of the electricity delivered to the consumer.

- t : Regulation of Distribution and Retail Sales

'- --- - - " \"- -' -' - ; The distribution of electric power is an intrastate func-
-- .\ -- t' s,-~ " --'^ ' . tion under the jurisdiction of State public utility com-

- L-::_..- t =:--.-=- "' missions (PUCs). Under the traditional regulatory
~- '~* ., " * -" ' ' ';' system, the PUCs set the retail rates for electricity, based

:-~- -*~ 'on the cost of service, which includes the costs of
· :, : - "' distribution. Retail rates are set by the PUC in

* - "--' ratemaking rulings. The rates include the cost to the
.-'.- ..... _.... utility for generated and purchased power, the capital

costs of power, transmission, and distribution plants, all
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Coal,

Nuclear. Electric and Alternate Fuels. Based on data contained operations and maintenane expenses, and the costs to
in Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report." provide programs often mandated by the PUC for

consumer protections and energy efficiency, as well as
taxes. As the industry restructures, in some States the

Distribution PUC will eventually no longer regulate the retail rates
for generated or purchased power. Retail electricity

Distribution is the delivery of electric power from the prices will be open to the market forces of competition.
transmission system to the end-use consumer. The dis- The PUCs will continue to regulate the rates for distri-
tribution systems begin at the substations, where power bution of power to the consumer. They also have a say
transmitted on high voltage transmission lines is in the siting of distribution lines, substations, and
transformed to lower voltages for delivery over low generators. Metering and billing are under jurisdiction
voltage lines to the consumer sites. The system ends at of the PUC and in some States are becoming competitive
the consumers' meters. Distribution is considered a functions. As the industry restructures, the PUCs'
"natural monopoly" and is likely to remain a regulated responsibilities are changing. The goal of eachState PUC

2 Competition for the distribution of electricity is being evaluated in Califomia.
2 Distributed generators are indrectly connected to the grid through their consumers' facilities which are connected for backup

purposes or to sell excess power.
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remains to provide their State's consumers with reliable, Without transmission facilities, electricity could not be
reasonably and fairly priced electric power. moved from power plants to the thousandsof distribu-

tion systems serving millions of consumers of electric

The Components of Electricity power.
Supply - Utilities and Nonutilities Utilities can also be categorized in a different mannra,

i.e., the number of companies that generate, transmit,

Introduction and/or distribute electric power. It is interesting to note
that only about 27 percent of the Nation's 3,169 utilities

This section provides a basic understanding of the infra- actually generate electric power. Many electric utilities
structure of the electric power industry, i.e., the (67 percent) are exclusively distribution utilities, pur-
components that carry out the generation, transmission, chasing wholesale power from others to distribute it,
and distribution of electricity. The components consist of over their own distribution lines, to the ultimate con-
two broad categories of energy providers-utilities and sumer. These are primarily the utilities owned by State
nonutilities." Their ownership characteristics, their cur- and local governments and cooperatives. Conversely, all
rent role in electricity supply, and how some roles have nonutilities generate power but do not own or operate
shifted since passage of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 transmission or distribution systems (Table 4).
(EPACT) 24 are explained in the following sections. In
most cases, the data presented are for 1998, although in Investor-Owned Utilities
some cases, data for earlier years are compared with
1998 data to show changes. Two basic organizational forms exist among in-

vestor-owned utilities (lOUs). The most prevalent is the
Utilities individual corporation. Another common form is the

holding company, in which a parent company is estab-
Electric utilities in general are defined as either privately lished to own one or more operating utility companies
owned companies or public agencies engaged in the that are integrated with one another.
generation, transmission, and/or distribution of electric
power for public use. Utilities can be further classified Most of the IOUs sell power at retail rates to several
into four subcategories based on ownership-investor- different classes of consumers and at wholesale rates to
owned, Federally owned, other publicly owned, and other utilities, including other investor-owned, Federal,
cooperatively owned (Tables 2 and 3). State, and local government utilities, public utility

districts, and rural electric cooperatives (Figure 9). They
Under the traditional system, utilities are given a also have high-density service areas.
monopoly franchise over a specific geographic area. In
return for this franchise, the electric utility is regulated Federal Utilities
by State and Federal agencies. Some electric utilities
haveserviceterritoriesextendingbeyond a singlecounty There are nine Federal electric utilities in the United
or parish. Others just serve a municipality or part of States (Figure 10). They include four operating entities:
a county. Many counties in the United States are served the Department of Defense's U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
by more than a single utility, and some parts of the neers (USACE), the Department of the Interior's U.S.
country (such as Kossuth County, Iowa and Fillmore Bureau of Reclamation, the Department of the Interior's
County, Minnesota) have more than 10 electric utilities U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (USBR), and the Depart-
operating in a county. ment of State's International Water and Boundary

Commission. These entities operate the Federal hydro-
To move electricity among utilities, an extensive system electric plants.
of high-voltage transmission lines is owned and oper-
ated by the Nation's larger utilities. This transmission Also included in this category are four Federal power
network permits electricity trading between utilities. marketing administrations (PMAs): the Bonneville

3 Nonutilities generate but do not transmit or distribute electricity.
2 As earlier stated, EPACT provided a Federal mandate to open up the national electricity transmission system to wholesale suppliers,

marking the beginning of competition in the electric power industry, and was the impetus for significant structural changes In 1996. the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued its Order 88, which carried out the goal of EPACT. From the 1970s until 1992 little
change had occurred in the industryeitherstructurally or operationally, with the exception of the creation of nonutility qualifying facilities
brought about by PURPA.
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Table 2. Major Characteristics of U.S. Electric Utilities by Type of Ownership, 1998

Ownership Major Characteristics

Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs) * Earn a return for investors; either distribute their profits to stockholders as
dividends or reinvest the profits. ,

lOUs account for about three-quarters of a Are granted service monopolies in specified geographic areas.
all utility generation and capacity. There * Have obligation to serve and to provide reliable electric power.
are 239 lOUs in the United States, and * Are regulated by State and Federal governments, which in turn approve rates
they operate in all States except that allow a fair rate of return on investment.
Nebraska. They are also referred to as a Most are operating companies that provide basic services for generation,
privately owned utilities. transmission, and distribution.

Federally Owned Utilities a Power not generated for profit
* Publicly owned utilities, cooperatives, and other nonprofit entities are given

There are 9 Federally owned utilities in preference in purchasing from them.
the United States, and they operate in all o Primarily producers and wholesalers.
areas except the Northeast, the upper * Producing agencies for some are the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S.
Midwest, and Hawaii. Bureau of Reclamation, and the International Water and Boundary Commission.

* Electricity generated by these agencies is marketed by Federal power
marketing administrations in the U.S. Department of Energy.

* The Tennessee Valley Authority is the largest producer of electricity in this
category and markets at both wholesale and retail levels.

Other Publicly Owned Utilities a Are nonprofit State and local government agencies.
* Serve at cost; return excess funds to the consumers in the form of community

Other publicly owned utilities include: contributions and reduced rates.
Municipals * Most municipals just distribute power, although some large ones produce and
Public Power Districts transmit electricity; they are financed from municipal treasuries and revenue
State Authorities bonds.
Irrigation Districts * Public power districts and projects are concentrated in Nebraska, Washington,
Other State Organizations Oregon, Arizona, and California; voters in a public power district elect

commissioners or directors to govern the district independent of any municipal
There are 2,009 in the United States. government

0 Irrigation districts may have still other forms of organization (e.g., in the Salt
River Project Agricultural Improvement and Power District in Arizona, votes for
the Board of Directors are apportioned according to the size of landholdings).

* State authorities, such as the New York Power Authority and the South Carolina
Public Service Authority, are agents of their respective State governments.

Cooperatively Owned Utilities * Owned by members (rural farmers and communities).
* Provide service mostly to members.

There are 912 cooperatively owned * incorporated under State law and directed by an elected board of directors
utilities in the United States, and they which, in turn, selects a manager.
operate in all States except Connecticut, * The Rural Utilities Service (formerly the Rural Electrification Administration) in
Hawaii. Rhode Island, and the District of the U.S. Department of Agriculture was established under the Rural
Columbia. Electrification Act of 1936 with the purpose of extending credit to co-ops to

provide electric service to small rural communities (usually fewer than 1,500
consumers) and farms where it was relatively expensive to provide service.

Power Marketers * Some are utility-affiliated while others are independent.
Buy and sell electricity.

There are 194 active power marketers in * Buy and sell electricity.
t he rUnited States. p ow er m a rke te r * Do not own or operate generation. transmission, or distribution facilities.the United States.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Office of Coal. Nuclear. Electric and Alternate Fuels.
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Table 3. Number of Electric Utilities by Class of Owhership and NERC Region, 1998

State,
Municipal,

Investor- and Other
NERC Region' Owned Federal Government Cooperative Total

ECAR ................. 43 0 228 103 374

ERCOT ................. 6 0 66 58 130
FRCC ................. 3 0 31 12 46
MAAC ................. 18 0 49 19 86
MAIN .................. 17 0 131 33 181
MAPP ................. 14 0 486 171 671
NPCC ................. 58 0 127 10 195
SERC ................. 20 2 352 262 636
SPP................... 11 0 250 86 347
WSCC ................. 27 7 253 137 424

Subtotal NERC 217 9 1973 891 3090
Alaska" ................ 19 0 36 21 76
Hawai ................ 3 0 0 0 3

U.S. Total ............. 239 9 2,009 912 3,169

*NERC is the North American Electric Reliability Council, formed in 1968 by the electric utility industry to promote the reliability
and adequacy of bulk power supply in the electric utility systems of North America.

bAlaska and Hawaii are not full members of NERC.
Note: See Figure 7 for a map of NERC regions.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report."

Power Administration, the WesternArea Power Admin- wholesale consumers have preference claims to Federal
istration, the Southwestern Power Administration, and electricity. Only the surplus remaining after meeting the
the Southeastern Power Administration (Figure 10). energy requirements of preference consumers is sold to
These Federal utilities exist to market and sell the power investor-owned utilities.
produced at Federal hydroelectric projects. They also
purchase energy for resale from other electric utilities in Other Publicly Owned Utilities
the United States and Canada.

Publicly owned electric utilities can be categorized as
The ninth Federal utility is the Tennessee Valley generators and nongenerators. (In contrast, virtuallv all
Authority (TVA), the largest Federal power producer, investor-owned electric utilities own and operate gener-
which operates its own power plants and sells the power ating capacity.) Generators are those electric utilities that
in the Tennessee Valley region in both the wholesale and own and operate generating capacity to supply some or
retail markets. The TVA generates electricity from coal, all of their customers' needs. However, some generators

- gas, oil, and nuclear power as well as hydropower. supplement their production by purchasing power. The
nongenerators rely exclusively on power purchases.

Of the Federal utilities, three are considered major Their primary function is to distribute electricity to their
producers of electricity: the TVA, the USACE, and the consumers. The nongenerators comprise over half of the
USBR. Generation by the USACE, except for the North total number of publicly owned electric utilities.
Central Division (Saint Mary's Falls at Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan) and by the USBR, is marketed by the four Other publicly owned utilities include municipal
PMAs. authorities, State authorities, public power districts, irri-

gation districts, and other State organizations. Municipal
Consumers of Federal power are usually large industrial utilities tend to be concentrated in cities where the loads
consumers or Federal installations. Most of the re- are small. They exist in every State except Hawaii, but
maining energy generated by non-profit Federal utilities most are located in the Midwest and Southeast. State
is sold in the wholesale market to publicly owned authorities are utilities that function in a manner similar
utilities and rural cooperatives for resale at cost. These to Federal utilities. The) generate or purchase electricity
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Table 4. Energy Supply Participants and Their Operations, 1998

Participants/Operations Number of Companies Percent of All Utilities

Vertically Integrated (Generate," Transmit,' and Distribute')
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .......................... ......... 140 4.4
Federal ................. ......... ....... ... 3 0.1
Publicly Owned ......... ........................ 132 4.2
Cooperatives . .......................... ......... 20 0.6

Total ......................................... 295 9.3

Generate and Transmit Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 10 0.3
Federal ........................................ 3 0.1
Publicly Owned .................................. 36 1.1
Cooperatives .................................... 40 1.3

Total ......................................... 89 2.8

Transmit and Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 6 0.2
Federal ........................................ 1 0.0
Publicly Owned .................................. 58 1.8
Cooperatives .................................... 74 2.3

Total ................................... ..... 139 4.4

Generate and Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 25 0.8
Federal ........................................ 2 0.1
Publicly Owned .................................. 403 12.7
Cooperatives .................................... 23 0.7

Total ....................... ................. 453 14.3

Generate Only
Utilities

Investor Owned .................................. 11 0.3
Federal ........................................ 0--
Publicly Owned ................................ . 12 0.4
Cooperatives .................................... 1 0.0

Total ........................................ 24 - 0.8
Nonutilities ........................................ 1,930 d100.0

Transmit Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 7 0.2
Federal ........................................ 0
Publicly Owned ................................. 8 0.3
Cooperatives .................................... 19 0.6

Total . .. ............ .. ................. 34 1.1
See notes at end of table.
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Table 4. Energy Supply Participants and Their Operations, 1998 (Continued)

Participants/Operations Number of Companies Percent of All Utilities

Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 34 1.1
Federal ..................................... ... 1 0.0
Publicly Owned .................................. 1,358 42.8
Cooperatives .................................... 735 23.2

Total ......................................... 2,128 67.1

Other'
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 6 0.2
Publicly Owned .................................. 2 0.1

Total .................................. ....... 0.2

Power Marketers' ... : ............ ............... g400

aAn electricity generator is a facility that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.
bAn electricity transmitter moves or transfers electric energy over an Interconnected group of lines and associated equipment

between points of supply and points at which it is transformed for delivery to consumers or is delivered to other electric systems.
Transmission is considered to end when the energy is transformed for distribution to the consumer.

CAn electricity distributor delivers electric energy to an end user.
'This figure represents the percentage of nonutilities rather than utilities.
e*Other" includes maintenance service companies for parent utiities that perform such functions as guard services, equipment

maintenance, etc. Also, one of the publicly owned utilities in this category acts as an agent to buy and schedule power for the parent
utility.

'An electricity power marketer buys and sells electricity but does not own or operate generation, transmission, or distribution
facilities.

91n 1998, about 400 power marketers filed rate tariffs with FERC, of which 111 reported wholesale sales and 49 reported retail
sales. Currently, over 850 power marketers have fied rate tariffs with FERC.

- = Not applicable.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report," and Form EIA-860B, "Annual Electric

Generator Report - Nonutility."

Figure 9. Service Areas of Investor-Owned Figure 10. Service Areas of Federal Utilities, 1998
Utilities, 1998
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Source: Resource Data International. 1998. Fuels. Based on data contained in Form EIA-412. -Annual

Report of Public Electric Utilities."
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from other utilities and market large quantities in the Figure 12. Service Areas of Cooperative Utilities,
wholesale market to groups of utilities within their 1998
States at lower prices than the individual utilities would
otherwise pay. Large concentrations of publicly owned -'- , '
power districts are in the Midwest and Eastern regions I-. -,
of the United States (Figure 11). In general, publicly ;' i',
owned utilities tend to have lower costs than ^ b.
investor-owned utilities because they often have access >

to tax-free financing and do not pay certain taxes or divi-
dends. They also tend to have high-density service areas. :

Figure 11. Publicly Owned Utilities in the United'
States, 1998

i . _. , - ._Source: National Rural Electric Cooperative Association's
j ,* ..- --- ...-. - " website at http-J/www.nreca.org (1998).

;- * ._- -- '-' -.

the distribution cooperatives to whom they supply
,V. , -. --- S:,, wholesale power. Distribution cooperatives resemble

! e'- _ Dow ^^^^Federal utilities, supplying electricity to other utility
: -.. , . .~ consumers from their generating capability.

': raw+; add_ t l j- Non-Federal Power Marketers

-'· . L * The introduction of the competitive wholesale market
;' i ,/" for electricity has brought about a fifth subcategory of

-_ *'_..._ _ __ __. _ _____ _______ electric utilities-power marketers. They are classified as
electric utilities because they buy and sell electricity at

Source: EIA, Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternative the wholesale and retail levels. However, they do not
Fuels. Based on data contained in Form EIA-412, "Annual ownor operate generation, transmission, or distribution
Repon of Public Electric Ulilities.- facilities, and therefore, their data (primarily electricity

purchase and sales data) are not included in this chapter.

Rural Electric Cooperatives Although relatively small in terms of volume of sales,
the power marketers are a growing segment of the

Most rural electric cooperative utilities are formed and industry. Currently, over 850 power marketers have
owned by groups of residents in rural areas to supply filed rate tariffs with FERC to sell electric power, but
power to those areas (Figure 12). Some cooperatives ay only approximately 160 were actively engaged in retail
be owned by a number of other cooperatives. There are and/or wholesale sales during 1998-
really three types of cooperatives: (1) distribution only,
(2) distribution with power supply, and (3) generation Nonutilities
and transmission. Cooperatives currently operate in 47
States, and they represent 29 percent of the total number Nonutilities are privately owned entities that generate
of utilities in the country. Most distribution cooperatives power for their own use and/or for sale to utilities and
resemble municipal utilities in that they often do not others. Nonutilities can be classified in two distinct
generate electricity, but purchase it from other utilities. ways. One approach separates nonutilities into separate

categories based on their classification by FERC and the
The other type (generating and transmission coop- type of technology they employ: (1)cogenerators and
eratives) are usually referred to as "power supply (2) small power producers, both of which are qualifying
cooperatives." These cooperatives are usually owned by facilities (QFs) because they meet certain criteria set

2 Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report," 1998
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forth'by PURPA;26 (3) exempt wholesale generators company falls. Nonutility electricity generators are
mandated by EPACT and designated by FERC, found in many different industries. In 1998, most
(4) cogenerators not qualified under PURPA, and nonutility generating capacity (52 percent) was in the
(5) noncogenerators not qualified under PURPA (Table manufacturing sector of the economy (Figure 13). Within
5). As the industry furthers its transition to full retail the manufacturing sector, the chemical industry, the
competition in the generation portion of electricity paper industry, and the petroleum refining industry
supply, the distinctions between the nonutility sub- account for 70percentoftheelectricitygeneratedbythat
categories are becoming less clear, and some may fade sector. The manufacturing processes conducted at many
entirely within the next 10 years as a result of ongoing of these plants can utilize the thermal energy produced
structural changes and the possible repeal of the Federal when cogenerating electricity. After manufacturing, the
mandates that created them. largest portion of nonutility electricity generating capa-

city (23 percent) can be found in the electric, gas, and
A second approach for classifying nonutilities is based sanitary services sector. The entities that make up this
on the major industry group into which the nonutility sector are primarily engaged inproducing, transporting,

Table 5. Major Characteristics of U.S. Nonutilities by Type

Type Major Characteristics

Cogenerators (QF) * Are qualified under PURPA by meeting certain ownership, operating, and
(Combined Heat and Power) efficiency criteria established by FERC.

* Sequentially produce electric energy and another form of energy, such as
heat or steam, using the same fuel source.

* Are guaranteed that utilities will purchase their output at a price based on
the utility's "avoided cost" and will provide backup service at
nondiscriminatory rates.

Small Power Producers (OF) * Are qualified under PURPA by meeting certain ownership, operating, and
efficiency criteria, established by FERC.

* Use biomass, waste, renewable resources (water, wind, solar), or
geothermal as a primary energy source.

* Fossil fuels can be used but renewable resources must provide at least 75
percent of the total energy input.

* Are guaranteed that utilities will purchase their output at a price based on
the utility's "avoided cost" and will provide backup service at
nondiscriminatory rates.

Exempt Wholesale Generators * Creation authorized by EPACT.
o Are exempt from PUHCA's corporate dnd geographic restrictions.
* Are wholesale producers; do not sell retail.
* Do not possess significant transmission facilities.
e Utilities are not required to purchase their electricity.
_ Are regulated but usually may charge market-based rates. -

Cogenerators (Non-QF) * Are not qualified under the provisions of PURPA.
o Are nonutilities, utilizing a cogenerating technology, which may themselves

consume part of the electricity they cogenerae.

Noncogenerators * Are not qualified under the provisions of PURPA.
(Non-OF) * Do not utilize a cogenerating technology.

OF = Qualifying facility (under PURPA).
Note: An entity can be any combination of cogenerator OF. small power producer OF. and exempt wholesale generator.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Electric Power Annual 1995. Volume II, DOE/EIA-0348(95)/2 (Washington, DC,

December 1996)

" QFs receive certain benefits under PURPA. In particular, they are guaranteed that electnc utilitles will purchase their output at a price
based on the utilitys "avoided cost"
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Figure 13. Shares of Nonutility Nameplate . expanding their roles in wholesale power supply and are
Capacity by Major Industry Group, taking advantage of the divestiture activities of utilities
1998 by purchasing their generation assets. As a result, the

nonutility share of total industry capacity rose from 7
[,To Nuoity capiy To Nonuti u caty ,i n percent in 1992 to 12 percent in 1998."

Mnm 3% A yearly comparison of the above-mentioned four stat-
oW2,-% Cnemca x% istics (Figure 15) gives a clear picture of the significant

shifts in ownership of electricity supply that have taken
5M2 %ne ppe place :in the relatively short period of time since passage

ecc. Rehng 13 of EPACT. A number of these shifts can be attributed to
SWanRa °u^nulwwV y30% the strategic business plans companies are using to cope

5~~ s *~'nn~~ c r° Z~ ~in a deregulated and competitive market. For instance,
since 1992, the number of IOUs has decreased by 8 per-

Note: Totals may not equal the sum of components due cent and their nameplate capacity has decreased by

to independent rounding.- 5 percent (Figure 16). The decrease in the number ofSource: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-
860B, "Annual Electric Generator Report - Nonutility. IO U s is a result of recent mergers between lOUs. The

decrease in generation capacity is evidence of the
divestiture of generation assets. On the other hand, the

and/or distributing electricity, although they may be fact that IOU net generation has actually increased by
engaged in steam, gas, water, and/or waste disposal 11 percent since 1992 can be attributed to such factors as
services as a primary business. Unlike nonutilities in higher demand for electricity and efficiency gains
other sectors, these nonutilities are engaged primarily in stermming from competition and mergers.
activities similar to the generation activities carried out
by electric utilities. The remaining nonutility capacity is Although the number of nonutility companies decreased
found either in the mining industry (3 percent) or in in 1997, the number of nonutilities grew by 9 percent
various other industries, including agriculture, trans- during the 7-year period examined. Also, with non-
portation, and other services (21 percent). utilities expanding by buying IOU generation assets and

constructing new generation units, the result was an

A Comparison of Utility and Nonutility Roles increase innonutility nameplate capacity (up 73 percent
since 1992) and generation (up 42 percent since 1992).

The relative contribution of utility and nonutility corn- Nonuility additions to capacity have been increasing at
ponents to the supply of the Nation's electricity can be an average annual rate of nearly 7 percent since 1992.
understood by looking at their shares of nameplate
capacity, 7 net generation,' additions to capacity, and Electricity Sales and Trade
number of companies (Figure 14). The number of pub-
licly owned utilities (i.e., those owned by State and local Wholesale Sales and Trade
governments) far outweighs the number of lOUs (2,009
versus 239); however, in 1998 lOUs were responsible for The bulk power system outlined earlier makes it possible
the lion's share of capacity (66 percent) and generation for utilities to engage in wholesale (for resale) electric
(68 percent). On the other hand, the nonutility share of power trade. Wholesale trade has historically played an
capacity and generation has been relatively small, but important role, allowing utilities to reduce power costs,
that trend is changing. The change began with the increase power supply options, and improve reliability.
passage of PURPA when nonutilities were promoted as In quantity, it accounts for more than one-half of
energy-efficient, environment-friendly alternative electricity sales to ultimate consumers. Since 1986. the
sources of electricity. More recently, FERC Order 888 total amount of wholesale power trade (as measured by
opened the bulk power transmission grid to suppliers purchased power plus exchange received) among utili-
other than utilities. In response, nonutilities have been ties and nonutilities has grown at an average annual rate

7 EIA defines nameplate capacity as the maximum design production capacity specified by the manufacturer of a processing unit or
the maximum amount of a product that can be produced running the manufacturing unit at tull capacity.

2 EIA defines net generation as gross generation minus plant use from all electric utility-owned plants.
2" Energy Information Administration, Electric Power Annual 1998. Volumr I, DOE/EIA-0348(98)/1 (Washington, DC. April 1999),

. 1 .
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Figure 14. Share of Utility and Nonutility Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to Capacity, and
Number of Units by Ownership Category, 1998

Nameplate Capacity Net Generation
(826 Thousand Megawatts) * (3.620 Million Megawatthours)

lOUs lOUs Z
e6.1% 68.1%

r /

^».X--£i^ i ^Y-^ .NonUibuliliws Nonutiliiies

I=> 119.% \ 11.2%

Coops ' Co-oa

Fdonuls Pubbes 3-1% Federatls ubk_ 4.0%
8.2% 10.7% 76% 9.1%

Capacity Additions Number of Companies'
(6,581 Megawatts) (5,100)

Nonutities

Co-ops 3.5%
--- -- .Publics 3.8% IO

./' Fedceras 0.1% 4.7%

/'-'. ,.-IOU
s

11.0% F

. / ;,~ . ~Co-ops
179%

Nonutliles 81 6%. --

Publics
39.4%

' Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Intormation Administration, Form EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report," Form EIA-860A. "Annual Electric

Generator Report - Utility," Form EIA-861. "Annual Electric Utlity Report," and Form EIA-860B. "Annual Electric Generator Report -
Nonutility."

of 4.7 percent, which is more than the rate of growth for grew at an annual average rate of 8.3_percent over the

retail sales by utilities (3.1 percent). In the past, whole- same period. Utility sales to ultimate consumers,

.sale trade has been dominated by utility purchases from wholesale sales by nonutilities, and wheeling by utilities

other utilities. In 1998, utilities purchased a total of 1,669 all grew more slowly between 1990 and 1998, with

billion kilowatthours of wholesale electricity from other annual growth rates of 2.2 percent, 12.6 percent, and 4.3

utilities and a smaller but increasing amount (259 billion percent, respectively.

kilowatthours) from nonutility producers (Figure 17).

International Trade
Wholesale power sales by nonutilities to utilities and
wheeling (the transmission of power from one point to In recent years, U.S. international trade in electricity has

another via a third party) by utilities have both grown returned to the levels of the rnid-1980s (Figure 18). U.S.

vigorously. Wholesale sales by nonutilities grew from 40 trade is mostly in imports, which were more than three
billion to 259 billion kilowatthours between 1986 and times the level of exports in 1998. Most imports are from
1998, yielding an average annual growth rate of 16.8 Canada (99 percent of total gross imports in 1998) and

percent. Wheeling, while not increasing as spectacularly, the remainder is from Mexico.
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Figure 15. Total Utility and Nonutility Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to Capacity, and
Number of Units by Ownership Category, 1992-1998
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' Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Forn EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report," Form EIA-860, "Annual Electric

Generator Report," Form EIA-860A, "Annual Electric Generator Report - Utility," Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report."
Form EIA 867. "Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report." and Form EIA-860B. 'Annual Electric Generator Report - Nonutility."

Imported power is particularly important to the NPCC and "other." The residential sector includes private
and MAPP regions of NERC,3 where gross imports households and apartment buildings where energy is
were 7.2 and 6.5 percent, respectively, of retail sales by consumed primarily for space heating, water heating, air
utilities in these regions in 1998. In contrast, gross conditioning, lighting. refrigeration, cooking, and clothes
imports for the Nation as a whole that year were 1.2 per- drying appliances. The commercial sector includes non-
cent of retail sales by utilities. manufacturing business establishments such as hotels,

motels, restaurants, wholesale businesses, retail stores,
Retail Sales by Sector and health, social, and educational institutions. The

industrial sector includes manufacturing, construction,
Electricity is sold to four classes or sectors of retail (i.e., mining, agriculture, fishing, and forestry establishments.
ultimate)consumers-residential, commercial, industrial, The "other" sector includes public street and highway

30 Refer to Figure 7 for details on NERC regions.
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Figure 16. Annual Growth Rate of Utility and NonutUity Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to
Capacity, and Number of Companies, 1992-1998
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Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report," Form EIA-860, "Annual Electric

Generator Report." Form EIA-860A, "Annual Electric Generator Report - Utility," Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report,"
Form EIA 867, "Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report," and Form EIA-860B. "Annual Electric Generator Report - Nonutility."

lighting, railroads and railways, municipalities, divisions from the 1992 levels. Together, these two non-residential
or agencies of State and Federal Governments under sectors accounted for 62 percent of 1998 retail sales.
special contracts or agreements, and other utility depart- Sales to the "other" sector were 104 billion kilowatthours
ments." in 1998, an increase of 25 percent over 1992 levels

(Figures 19 and 20).
Sales to the residential sector in 1998 increased 20.1 per-
cent from the 1992 level, to 1,128 billion kilowatthours, Retail Sales by Ownership Category
which represented 35 percent of sales to ultimate
consumers. The 1998 commercial sector retail sales Sales by investor-owned electric utilities in 1998 in-
increased 25 percent and the industrial sector 8 percent creased 15.6 percent over 1992 levels and represented

31 There are some exceptions to the types of customers listed in each of the four sectors. For instance, some small manufacturers are
classified as commercial while some large commercial establishments are classified as industrial
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Figure 17. Electric Utility Wholesale Power Purchases by Ownership Type, 1998
(Billion Kilowatthours)
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Notes: Data do not include utility purchases from power marketers. Totals may not equal sum of components due to
independent rounding.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report."

Figure 18. U.S. International Electricity Trade, Figure 19. Sales to Ultimate Consumers by Sector,
1985-1998 1992 and 1998
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Notes: Other includes sales for public street and highway
Source: 1985-1994: Energy information Administration, lighting, other sales to public authorities, sales to railroads and

Annual Energy Review 1995, DOE/EIA-0384(95) railways, and interdepartmental sales. Totals may not equal
(Washington, DC, July 1996), Table 8.1.1995-1998: Energy sum of components because of independent rounding.
Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 1998, Source: Energy Informalion Administration, Form EIA-861,
Volume 1, DOE/EIA-0348(98)/2 (Washington, DC, December "Annual Electric Utility Report."
1999), Tables 41-43.
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Figure 20. Share of Sales to Ultimate Consumers Figure 22. Share of Sales to Ultimate Consumers
by Sector, 1992 and 1998 by Class of Ownership,
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sum of componerynts because Ad inidependent rounding. Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, Annual Electric Utility Report."

"Annual Electric Utility Report."

74.9 percent of sales to ultimate consumers. Publicly Conclusion
owned utility sales increased 25.6 percent over 1992
levels and represented 15.0 percent of total sales. This chapter has outlined the infrastructure of the elec-
Cooperative utility sales increased 26.7 percent over tric power industry by defining its components and their
1992 levels and represented 8.6 percent of sales. Federal respective roles. In addition, it has provided statistics32

utility sales experienced a decrease of 145 percent from to clarify the roles and has compared current data to
1992 levels and represented 1.5 percent of the total retail historical data to show how the roles are changing due
sales in 1998 (Figures 21 and 22). to the opening of competition in the industry. In

addition, information was given regarding wholesale

Figure 21. Sales to Ultimate Consumers by Class and retail sales in an effort to more thoroughly cover the
of Ownership, 1992 and 1998 roles of the components of the current electric power

industry. Some roles will continue to change throughout
the transition from a vertically integrated and regulated

_, arnd
L-.' -_ -*-=j2.1 monopoly to a functionally unbundled industry with a

_--------------__ 2428 competitive market for power generation. Market forces
[^~ ~L_ J~38~7 ~will replace State and Federal regulators in setting the

Pubdy Old *- ___j3
; _t~~_ 45~w pprice and terms of electricity supply and are expected to

SQ C[E221 ilead to lower rates for customers. The individual States
Coopszr t w 280 are moving toward opening their retail markets to

i- competition. Chapter 8 details the role of the States in
Feiotuli7 _S__ promoting competition. The following chapter outlines

....- .- -- .-.....-.-.-..-- the Federal legislation that has affected the structure and
ooM 00 1 _.2 1.eoo 2.000 2.40x 2,800

ToW SaesiBiln Kiowarwn) operating procedures of the electric power industry
since the 1930s.

Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of
independent rounding.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861,
-Annual Electric Utility Report-"

n Various additional industry summary statistics are provided in Appendix D.
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4. The Federal Statutory Background of the
Electric Power Industry

Introduction the United States was controlled by three huge holding
companies.35 The size and complexity of these huge

This chapter describes major Federal legislation that has trusts made industry regulation and oversight control by
shaped the electric power industry since the 1930s. It the States impossible. After the collapse of several large

begins by detailing three Acts that have had holding companies, the mostFederal Trade Commission
profound effects on the industry's structure-the Public (FC) conducted an investigation after which it crit-
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA), the icized the many abuses that tended to raise the cost of
PublicUtility Regulatory Policies Actof 1978 (PURPA)," electricity to consumers. The Securities and Exchange

and the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT), which led Commission (SEC) also investigated and 'publicly
to the issuance of Orders 888 and 889 by the Federal charged that the holding companies had been guilty of
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The remainder '... stock watering and capital inflation, manipulation of

of the chapter lists and summarizes other laws which subsidies, and improper accounting practices.' The
have affected the industry throughout the years. general counsel of.the FTC went further, claiming that
Appended to the end of the chapter is a list of major 'words such as fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, dis-Appended to the end of the chapter is a list of major ho
Supreme Court cases which also have had an impact. honesty, breach of trust, and oppression are the only

suitable terms to apply."' ~

The Public Utility Holding Under PUHCA, the SECwas charged with the adminis-
tration of the Act and the regulation of the holding

Company Act of 1935 companies. One of the most important features of the
Act was that the SEC was given the power to break up

The Public Utility Holding Company Act, enacted in the massive interstate holding companies by requiring
1935, was aimed at breaking up the unconstrained and them to divest their holdings until each became a single
excessively large trusts that then controlled the Nation's consolidated systemserving a circumscribed geographic
electric and gas distribution networks. They were area. Another feature of the law permitted holding com-
accused of many abuses, including "control of an entire panies to engage only in business that was essential and
system by means of a small investment at the top of a appropriate for the operation of a single integrated util-
pyramid of companies, sale of services to subsidiaries at ity. This latter restriction practically eliminated the par-
excessive prices, buying and selling properties within ticipation of nonutilities in wholesale electric power
the system at unreasonable prices, intra-system loans at sales. The law contained a provision that all holding
unfair terms, and the wild bidding war to buy operating companies had to register with the SEC, which was
companies."- authorized to supervise and regulate the holding

company system. Through the registration process, the
Although more than 100 holding companies existed SEC decided whether the holding company would need
before PUHCA, almost half of all electricity generated in to be regulated under or exempted from the require-

" PUHCA and PURPA are now being targeted for repeal due to the industry's transition to competition. Chapter 6 will address the
issues and arguments associated with the call for repeal; as well as current proposals for comprehensive restructuring legislation that are
before Congress.

' L. S. Hyman, America's Electric Utilities: Past, Preent and Future, Fifth Edition (Arlington. VA: Public Utilities Reports. Inc.. 1994), p.
111.

s The Securities and Exchange Commission actually noted 142 registered holding companies in 1939. Secunties and Exchange
Cornmission, Fifth Annual Report of the Securities and Erchange Commission. Fiscal Yer Ended June30,1939 (Washington. DC. 194D). pp I and
43.

T.J. Brennan et aL, A Shock to the System: Restructurng America's Electrty Industry (Resources tor the Future: WashngtDn, DC. July
1996), p. 160.
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Table 6. Relative Size of Registered Holding Companies as of December 31, 1998

Consolidated Twelve Months' Retained
Assets Consolidated Earnings'

(thousand Operating Revenues Number of (thousand
Holding Company System dollars) (thousand dollars) Customers dollars) -

Allegheny Energy, Inc. (E) ......... 6,747,793 2,576,436 1,418,353 836,759
Alliant Energy Corp. (E) (G) ........ 4,959,000 2,131,000 1,295,500 537,372
Ameren (E) (G) ................. 8,847,439 3,318,208 1,479,365 1,472,200
American Electric Power Co. (E) .... 19.483,200 6,345,900 3,022,479 1,683,561
Central and South West Corp. (E) ... 13,744.000 5,482,000 1.752,000 1,740,000
CINergy Corp. (E) (G) ............ 10,298,800 5,876,300 1,870,000 945,200
Columbia Energy Group (G) ....... 6,968,700 5,731,800 2,100,000 409,544
Conectiv (E) (G) ................ 6,100,000 3,100,000 1,049,706 276,939
Consolidated Natural Gas Co. (G) ... 6,361,900 2,760,400 1,880,000 1,591,543
Eastern Utilities Associates (E) ..... 1.302.638 538.801 305,018 56,062
Entergy Corp. (E) ................ 22,848.023 11,494,772 2,495,000 2,526,888
GPU Corp. (E) .................. 16,288,109 4,248,792 2,041,000 2,230,425
National Fuel Gas Co. (G) ......... 2,684,459 1,248,000 704,217 428,112
New Century Energies (E) (G) ...... 7,672,000 3,610,900 2,658,000 740,677
New England Electric System (E) .... 5,070,535 2,420,533 1,363,000 998,912
Northeast Utilities (E) ............. 10.387,381 3.767,714 1,729.250 560.769
PECO Energy Power Co. (E) ....... 118,000 18.500 NA NA
Southern Co. (E) ................ 36,192,000 11,403,000 3,794,000 3,878,000
Unitil Corp. (E) (G) ............... 376,855 149,639 114.500 36.401
Total ...................... 186,450,832 76,222,695 31,071,388 20,949,364

'Retained earnings are the balance, either debit or credit, of appropriated or unappropriated earnings of an entity that are retained
in the business.

E = Electric.
G = Gas.
NA = Not applicable.
Source: Securities and Exchange Commission, Financial and Corporate Report (Washington, DC, July 1, 1999), p. 3.

ments of the Act. The SEC also was charged with from SEC regulation by SEC order, and 112 holding
regulating the issuance and acquisition of securities by companies exempt since they fell under the umbrella of
holding companies. Strict limitations on intrasystem PUHCA Section 3 (a) (1) and/or (2), which states:
transactions and political activities were also imposed.3 '

The Commission... shall exempt any holding company,
The holding companies at first resisted compliance, and and every subsidiary company thereof... from any. ..
some challenged the constitutionality of the Act, but the provisions of this title.. unless itfinds the exemption
Supreme Court upheld PUHCA's legality. By 1947, detrimental to the public interest or the interest of
virtually all holding companies had undergone some investors or consumers if-(l) such holding company,
type of simplification or integration, and by 1950 the and every subsidiary company thereof. . . are predom-
utility reorganizations were virtually complete." As of inantly intrastate in character and carny on their
December 31, 1998, there were only 15 registered business substantially in a single State in zhdich such
holding companies in the Unites States (Table 6). holding comparmi and even/ such subsidiaru company
Additionally, there were 53 holding companies exempt thereof are organized;

r For a more extensive discussion of PUHCA, see Energy Information Administration, The Public Utility Holdins Conrmaiv Act oL 1935
1935-1992, DOE/EIA-0563 (Washington, DC, January 1993), pp. 39-53.

" J Seligman, The Transformation of Wall Strret and The History of thl Seriritis anid LT'nchange Comrnissiorr n Modern CorpSrar' Finan'c.
(Boston, MA: Houghton, Miflin Company, 1982), p. 134.
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(2) such holding company is predominantly a public utility was to develop renewable and alternative energy
company whose operations .. do not extend beyond the sources.
State in which it is organized and States contiguous
thereto.? The most significant part of the National Energy Act of

1978 with regard to the structure of the electric poiur
Although PUHCA reform or outright repeal is being industry was PURPA, specifically, Section 2 of the Act:
considered today because of the move to restructure (see
Chapter 6), the same plea for change has been made The Congress finds that the protection of the public
several times over the past 20 years. In the 1970s, health, safety, and welfare, the preservation of national
utilities sought relief from PUHCA constraints to security, and the proper exercise of congressional
diversify into nonutility lines of business as a means to authority under the Constitution to regulate interstate
improve their declining profits. In the 1980s, they sought commerce require-
to diversify to exploit the positive experience of inde-

pendent power producers under PURPA, which (1) a program providingfor increased conservation of
eliminated PUHCA constraints on certain qualifying electric energy, increased efficiency in the use of
generating facilities. It was not until 1992 that EPACT facilities and resources by electric utilities, and
significantly modified PUHCA by allowing both utilities equitable retail rates for electric consumers,
and nonutilities to build, own, and operate power plants
for wholesaling electricity in more than one geographic (2) a program to mproe the wholesale distribution

(2) a program to improve the wholesale distr'bution of
area. A more detailed discussion of the effects of PURPA electric energy the reliability of electric service, the

electric energy, the reliability of electric service, the
and EPACT on PUHCA provisions follows, procedures concerning consideration of wholesale rate

applications before the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, and to provide other measures with

The Public Utility Regulatory respect to the regulation of the wholesale sale of electric

Policies Act of 1978 energy,

In October 1973, Nations of the Organization of Petro- (3) a program to providefor the expeditious develop-
leum Exporting Countries (OPEC) imposed a ban on oil ment of hydroelectric power..
exports to the United States. Although the ban lasted
only until March 1974, its effects increased public Section 210 of PURPA requires electric utilities to inter-
awareness of energy issues, resulted in higher energy connect with and buy whatever amount of capacity and
prices, contributed to inflation, and acted as a catalyst energy is offered from any facility meeting the criteria
for the proposal and adoption of the National Energy for a qualifying facility (QF) (see inset). It further
Act. This Act, which was signed into law in November requires that the utility pay for that power at the utility's
1978, comprises five different statutes: PURPA, the own incremental or avoided cost of production." This
Energy Tax Act, the National Energy Conservation provision created a market in which QFs could
Policy Act, the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act, unilaterally sell electricity to utilities. To further ease the
and the Natural Gas Policy Act. The general purpose of burden on nonutility companies wishing to enter the
the National Energy Act was to ensure sustained electric generating market, Congressexempted most
economic growth while also permitting the economy QFs from rate and accounting regulationby FERC under
time to make an orderly transition from the past era of the Federal Power Act, from regulation by the SEC
inexpensive energy resources to a period of more costly under PUHCA, and from State rate, financial, and
energy.4 Although it had numerous objectives, a organizational regulation of utilities. It also simplified
primary goal of the National Energy Act was to reduce contracts, streamlined the power sales process, increased
the Nation's dependence on foreign oil and its vul- financial certainty for creditors and equity sponsors, and
nerability to interruptions in energy supply. Another generally eliminated several procedural and planning

Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (Public Law 74-333), Section 3.
w J. H. Minan and W. H. Lawrence, "Federal Tax Incentives and Solar Energy Development., Energy Lawu Service, Monograph 7F

(Wilmette, IL, September 1981), p. 5.
" Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-617). Section 2
c The law required electric utilities to purchase electricity from qualified facilities at "a rate which Idoes not) exceed the incremental

cost to the electric utility of alternative electricenergy... [which the) utility would generate or purchase from another source." Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-617). Title II, Section 210. Paragraphs (b). (2), and (d)
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problems that had made entry into the electricity market producing the electricity. Instead, the prices they are
prohibitive for most of the smaller energy producers." paid reflect the avoided cost of the purchasing utility,

that is, the cost the utility avoided by not producing the
In enacting PURPA, Congress ensured that QFs had a electricity received from the QF or purchasing it from
guaranteed market for their power at a price equal to the another source. One initial interpretation of avoided cot
avoided cost of the utilities that purchased their power. under PURPA was the cost of additional electricity
This is quite different from traditional regulation, which produced by the utility itself. However, under PURPA's
generally sets the price of electricity on the basis of the requirements, some utilities had to purchase QF gener-
cost (to the producer) of producing it. The QFs them- ation even though they already had sufficient supply
selves are not subject to cost-of-service regulation, and available to meet demand, either through their own
the prices paid to them are not based on their cost of generation or through purchases from other sources.

PURPA Qualification Criteria

PURPA was designed to encourage the efficient use of fossil fuels in electric power production through cogenerators and the
use of renewable resources through small power producers. There is no size limitation for an eligible solar, wind, or waste
facility, as defined by section 3(17) (E) of the Federal Power Act. For a non-eligible facility, the power production capacity for
which qualification is sought may not exceed 80 megawatts. (Under PURPA provisions, both cogenerators and small power
producers cannot have more than 50 percent of their equity interest held by an electric utility.)'

Cogenerators Renewables

Cogenerators are generators that sequentially or simul- A renewable resource is an energy source that is regenerative
taneously produce electric energy and another form of energy or virtually inexhaustible: Renewable energy includes solar.
(such as heat or steam) using the same fuel source. Cogen- wind, biomass, waste, geothermal, and water (hydroelectric).
eration technologies are classified as "topping-cycle" and Solar thermal technology converts solar energy through high
"bottoming-cycle" systems. In a typical topping-cycle system, concentration and heat absorption into electricity or process
high-temperature, high-pressure steam from a boiler is used to energy. Wind generators produce mechanical energy directly
drive a turbine to generate electricity. The waste heat or steam through shaft power. Biomass energy is derived from
exhausted from the turbine is then used as a source of heat for hundreds of plant species, various agricultural and industrial
an industrial or commercial process. In a typical bottoming- residues, and processing wastes. Industrial wood and wood
cycle system, high-temperature thermal energy is produced waste are the most prevalent form of biomass energy used by
first for applications such as reheat furnaces, glass kilns, or nonutilities. Geothermal technologies convert heat naturally
aluminum metal furnaces, and heat is then extracted from the present in the earth into heat energy and electricity.
hot exhaust stream of the primary application and used to Hydroelectric power is derived by converting the potential
drive a turbine Bottoming-cycle systems are generally used in energy of water to electrical energy using a hydraulic turbine
industrial processes that require very high-temperature heat connected to a generator.

For a nonutility to be classified as a cogenerator qualified For a nonutility to be classified as a small power producer
under PURPA, it must meet certain ownership, operating, and under PURPA, it also must meet certain ownership and
efficiency criteria established by FERC The operating operating criteria established by FERC.Ilnaddition, renewable
requirements stipulate the proportion (applicable to oil-fired resources must provide at least 75 percent of-the total energy
facilities) of output energy that must be thermal energy, and input PURPA provisions enabled nonutility renewable
the efficiency requirements stipulate the maximum ratio of electricity production to grow significantly, and the industry
input energy to output energy. responded by improving technologies, decreasing costs, and

increasing efficiency and reliability.

' For further information regarding criteria, refer to http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov.

In the mid-1980s, several States began to review their to put competitive bidding into practice. CMP did this
own and others' experiences with PURPA implemen- in an effort to protect itself from oversupply of elec-
tation. Maine, in particular, concluded that avoided tricity by QFs after the PSC had previously decided that
costs could be established through competitive bidding avoided-cost rates for QFs were to be based on the cost
among QFs, as opposed to setting them adminis- of production of electricity by nuclear facilities. These
tratively. In 1984, Central Maine Power (CMP) and the high rates spurred a larger volume of offers than CMP
Maine Public Service Commission (PSC) became the first needed. The switch to market-based pricing provided

' Energy Information Administration, Renewable Energy Annual 1995. DOE/EIA-0603(95) (Washington, DC, December 1995), p. xxvi
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a new avoided cost for purchased power from QFs that' priate share, if any, [of] necessary associated services,
was below the initial avoided cost levels that would including, but not limited to, an appropriate share of any
have prevailed in the absence of bidding." enlargement of transmission facilities." The language

also says that FERC "shall ensure, to the extent
practicable," that costs incurred by the wheeling utility

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 are recovered from the transmission customer rather
than "from a transmitting utility's existing wholesale,

In 1992, President George Bush signed the Energy Policyd tra n
retail, and transmission customers."Act (EPACT). The Act substantially reformed PUHCA

and made it even easier for nonutility generators to entery t m s c o E
the wholesale market for electricity by exempting them the eansion of F s athority n the creation of
from PUHCA constraints. The law created a new

from P CA co s Te lw c d a nw EWGs that were exempt from SEC regulation. A bitter
category of power producers, called exempt wholesale dse that were earea of transmission acces. Some

.generators (EWGs).' By exemptirg them from PUHCA dispute was in the area of transmission access. Some
igenerators (EWGs).'5 By exempting them from PUHCA nonutility groups had argued that not revising trans-

regulation, the law eliminated a major barrier for utility- m on- s rus ud reinforce the utility,,-.r , .„......... , ,mission-access rules would reinforce the utility
affiliated and nonaffiliated power producers who want
affiliatted and nonaffiliatd new noned power p lr ants monopolistic structure. The main thrust of the argument
to compete to build new non-rate-based power plants.
EWGs differ from PURPA QFs in two ways. First, they against these transmission access authontyrevisions
are not required to meet PURPA's cogenerafton or was that the high level of reliability enjoyed by theare not required to meet PURPA's cogeneration or
renewable fuels limitations. Second, utilities are not Naon wold be
required to purchase power from EWGs. Marketing of
EWG power has come to be facilitated by transmission Although regulated public utilities had no general
provisions that gave FERC the authority to order utilities obligation to provide access to their transmission lines
to provide access to their transmission systems. before EPACT, there are several restricted exceptions to

this generalization. One is the requirement, under

The law has been hailed by industry analysts as one of PURPA, that utilities interconnect with and purchase
the most significant pieces of legislation in the history of power from QFs. Another is that under the Federal
the industry. In addition, the law amended the whole- Power Act, as amended by PURPA, FERC had the
sale transmission provisions of the Federal Power Act. authority to require wheeling under limited circum-
These transmission provisions have led to a nationwide stances. But, in its first deliberation on this authority,
open-access electric power transmission grid for whole- F E R C found that the authority was limited so that it did
sale transactions. (The law specifically prohibits FERC not allow FERC to require a utility to wheel power to its
from ordering retail wheeling-the transmission of wholesale customers or to encourage competition in
power to a final customer.) Independent power pro- bulk power markets." This interpretation of PURPA
ducers, publicly owned utilities, rural cooperatives, and circumscribed the conditions under which FERC could
industrial producers (i.e., anyone selling power at order wheeling but FERC's interpretation was later
wholesale) gained the ability to seek from FERC orders upheld by the courts. The enactment of EPACT in 1992
that require transmission-owning utilities to provide broadened FERC's authority to order utilities to provide
transmission service at FERC-defined 'just and reason- wheeling over their transmission systems to utilities and
able" rates. nonutilities. In addition, anti-trust laws and analyses

have been used to require access to transmission and
The language of the law concerning pricing directs generation capacity. FERC's implementation of EPACT
FERC, when it issues a transmission order, to approve and open transmission access is discussed in Chapter 7.
rates which permit the utility to recover "all legitimate,
verifiable economic costs incurred in connection with the The following table lists Federal legislation which has
transmission services." Such costs include "an appro- impacted the electric power industry since 1933.

" W. H. Wellford and H. E. Robertson, "Bidding for Power: The Emergence of Competitive Bidding in Electric Generation," Working
Paper No 2, National Independent Energy Producers (March 1990), p. 3

4 An EWG is a corporate entity. An EWG-owned facility is called an -eligible facility." In this report. "EWG" refers to an EWG-owned
eligible facility.

Southeastern Power Administration v. Kentucky Utilities Company. 25 FERC § 61,204 (1983).
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Major Federal Legislation Affecting the Electric Power Industry
Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933
(Public Law 73-17)

Under this law, the Federal Government provided electric power to States, counties, municipalities, and nonprofit cooperatives.
It was the steady continuation of Federal initiatives to provide navigation, flood control, strategic materials for national defense,
electric power, relief of unemployment, and improvement of living conditions in rural areas. The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
was also authorized to generate, transmit, and sell electric power. With regard to the sale of electric power, the TVA is authorized
to enter into contracts up to 20 years for sales to governmental and private entities, to construct transmission lines to areas not
otherwise supplied with electricity, to establish rules and regulations for power sales and distribution, and to acquire existing
electric facilities used in serving certain areas.

Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA)
(Public Law 74-333)

PUHCA was enacted to remedy utility industry abuses facilitated by the holding company structure. PUHCA gave the Securities
and Exchange Commission the authority to oversee utility holding companies pursuant to the extensive set of regulations
provided by the Act.

Federal Power Act of 1935 (Title II of PUHCA)
(Aug. 26. 1935, ch. 687, Title II, 49 Stat. 838)

This Act was passed to provide for a Federal mechanism for interstate electricity regulation.

Rural Electrification Act of 1936
(Public Law 74-605)

This Act established the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) to provide loans and assistance to organizations providing
electricity to rural areas and towns with populations under 2,500. REA cooperatives are generally associations or corporations
formed under State law. The predecessor to this Act was the Emergency Relief Appropriations Act of 1935, which performed
the same lunction.

Bonneville Project Act of 1937
(Public Law 75-329)

This Act created the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), which pioneered the Federal power marketing administrations. The
BPA was accountable for the transmission and marketing of power produced at Federal dams in the Northwest. In 1953, the BPA
first guaranteed the bonds of and a market for small energy facilities built and financed by public utility districts.

Reclamation Project Act of 1939
(Public Law 76-260)

This Act requires that rates for electric power generated at Federal hydroelectric projects be sufficient to recover an appropriate
share of annual operation and maintenance costs and an appropriate share of construction costs, to include-interest charged
at a rate of not less than 3 percent.

Flood Control Act of 1944
(Public Law 78-534)

This Act formed the basis for the later creation of the Southeastem Power Administration (SEPA) a in 1950 to sell power produced
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the Southeast; and the Alaska Power Administration (APA)b in 1967 to both operate and
market power from two hydroelectric plants in Alaska: the Eklutna Project and the Snettisham Project. Although the Southwestern
Power Administration's (SWPA)C authority after World War II came from the Flood Control Act of 1944. it was established using
the Executive Branch's emergency war powers authority to satisfy the growing demands from weapons development and
domestic needs. This Act also demands that rates for electric power be enough to recover the cost of -producing and transmitting
such electric energy."d
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Major Federal Legislation Affecting the Electric Power Industry (Continued)
First Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1949
(Public Law 81-71)

The Act authorized the Tennessee Valley Authority to construct thermal-electric power plants for commercial electricity sale'

Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESECA)
(Public Law 93-319)

This Act allowed the Federal Government to prohibit electric utilities trom burning natural gas or petroleum products.

DOE Organization Act of 1977
(Public Law 95-91)

In addition to forming the Department of Energy (including the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission), this Act provided
authority for the establishment of the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) e and transferred power marketing
responsibilities and transmission assets previously managed by the Bureau of Reclamation to WAPA. WAPA's authority was
extended through the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984. This Act also transferred the other four power marketing administrations
(PMAs)-the Southeastern Power Administration, the Southwestern Power Administration, the Alaska Power Administration, and
the Bonneville Power Administration-from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Energy.

National Energy Act of 1978
(Public Law 95-617 - 95-621)

This Act was signed into law in November 1978 and includes five different statutes: the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
(PURPA), the Energy Tax Act (Public Law 95-618), the National Energy Conservation Policy Act (Public Law 95-619), the
Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (Public Law 95-620), and the Natural Gas Policy Act (Public Law 95-621). Passed in the
wake of the oil-producing nations' ban on oil exports to the United States and retail oil price increases, its general purpose was
to ensure sustained economic growth while also permitting the economy time to make an orderly transition from the past era
of inexpensive energy resources to a period of more costly energy.

Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA)
(Public Law 95-617)

PURPA was passed in response to the unstable energy climate of the late 1970s. PURPA sought to promote conservation of
electric energy. Additionally, PURPA created a new class of nonutility generators, small power producers, from which, along with
qualified cogenerators, utilities are required to buy power. Further, PUfPA gave FERC the authority to order wheeling under
the FPA.

Energy Tax Act of 1978 (ETA)
(Public Law 95-618)

This Act, like PURPA, was passed in response to the unstable energy climate of the 1970s. The ETA encouraged conversion
of boilers to coal and investment in cogeneration equipment and solar and wind technologies by allowing a tax credit on top of
the investment tax credit. It was later expanded to include other renewable technologies. However, the incentives generally were
curtailed as a result of tax reform legislation in the mid-1980s.

National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978
(Public Law 95-619)

This Act required utilities to develop residential energy conservation plans to encourage slower growth of electricity demand.

Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978
(Public Law 95-620)

This Act succeeded the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974, and extended Federal prohibition on the
use of natural gas and petroleum in new electric power plants.
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Major Federal Legislation Affecting the Electric Power Industry (Continued)
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980
(Public Law 96-501)

This Act created the Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Council to coordinate the conservation and resource-.
acquisition planning of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The Act also provides for BPA to purchase and exchange
electric power with Northwest utilities at the "average system cost." Approval of the methodology for determining "average
system cost" is required. This Act also gave the BPA the authority to plan for and acquire additional power to meet its growing
load requirements.

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
(Public Law 97-34)

This Act introduced a new methodology for determining allowable tax depreciation deductions. The new methodology, the
Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS), set forth rules enabling taxpayers to claim generous depreciation deductions based
on the system's permitted depreciable life, method, and salvage value assumptions. The generation, transmission, and
distribution plants of regulated electric utilities were categorized as public utility property. Public utility property under ACRS was
assigned relatively long depreciable lives.

Electric Consumers Protection Act of 1986 (ECPA)
(Public Law 99-495)

This Act was the first significant amendment to the hydro licensing provisions of the FPA since 1935. "The amendments have
made four principal changes to Part I of the FPA. First, the municipal preference on relicensing has been eliminated. Second,
the importance of environmental considerations in the licensing process has been greatly increased and the role of the State
and Federal fish and wildlife agencies is expanded. Third, PURPA benefits for hydroelectric projects at new dams and diversions
were eliminated unless the projects satisfy stringent environmental conditions. Finally, FERC's enforcement powers have been
increased substantially."'

Tax Reform Act of 1986
(Public Law 99-514)

Underthis Act, ACRS was replaced with the ModifiedAccelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS). Under MACRS, the disparity
in treatment of property between regulated and nonregulated taxpayerswaselrninated. The investment credit was also repealed.
The investment credit of the Federal income tax law was a dollar-to-dolar offset against the taxes payable by the taxpayer. The
investment credit was available for regulated and nonregulated taxpayers and was intended to encourage capital Investment
by the Nation's businesses. The credit continues to be of importance to regulated utilities, however, because it is generally
amortized for ratemaking and financial reporting purposes over the regulatory life of the related property that gave rise to the
credit.

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA)
(Public Law 101-549)

These Amendments established a new emissions-reduction program. The goal of the legislation was to reduce annual sulfur
dioxide emissions by 10 million tons and annual nitrogen oxide emissions by 2 million tons from 1980 levels for all man-made
sources. Generators of electricity will be responsible for large portions of the sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide reductions. The
program instituted under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 employs a unique, market-based approach to sulfur dioxide
emission reductions, while relying on more traditional methods for nitrogen oxide reductions.

Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT)
(Public Law 102-486)

This Act created a new category of electricity producer, the exempt wholesale generator, which narrowed PUHCA's restrictions
on the Oevelopment of nonutility electricity generation. The law also authorized FERC to open up the national electricity
transmission system to wholesale suppliers.
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"SEPA markets power in West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama.Mississippi.
Tennessee, and Kentucky. SEPA is unique from the other marketing authorities because it does not own any transmission lines.

bThe APA and the TVA are the only two Federal marketing organizations that operate their own plants.
CSWPA markets power in Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas.
dEnergy Information Administration, Financial Statistics of Major U.S. Publicly Owned Electric Utilities 1994. DOE/EIA%

0437(94)/2 (Washington, DC, December 1995), p. 458.
'The territory served by WAPA includes 15 Central and Western States of Arizona, California, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas,

Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada. New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming. The WAPA's
authority was lengthened through the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984 to constrain customer utilities to address certain
conservation activities and to retain a part of customers' power allocations if they did not follow.

D. J. Muchow and W. A. Mogel, Energy Law and Transactions (Matthew Bender, April 1996), p. 53-20.
Note: Although it is not a law, the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA)-which provides that the sale

of electricity is sourced for apportionment purposes to the ultimate destination State-has been adopted in some form by 44
States from a total of 47 States that impose a corporate income tax. Public laws before 1935 were sourced differently than those
after 1935. For more information on the power marketing administrations, refer to Energy Information Administration, Financial
Statistics of Major U.S. Publicly Owned Electric Utilities 1994, DOE/EIA-0437(94)/2 (Washington, DC, December 1995).

Source: This Inset is based on information compiled by the Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels from various
documents. These documents Include Congressional Quarterly as well as others published by the following organizations: the
Congressional Research Service, Government Institutes, Inc., the Council on Environmental Quality, the General Accounting
Office, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Also refer to D. J. Muchow and W. A Mogel, Energy Law and
Transactions (Matthew Bender, April 1996).

In addition to the preceding statutorybackground regar- Court cases and decisions that have had major impacts
ding the electric power industry, the inset below on the industry.
provides a synopsis of a related subject-U.S. Supreme

Major U.S. Supreme Court Cases Affecting the Electric Power Industry'

Court Case Date Decision

Munn v. Illinois 1877 The Supreme Court establishes the rights of government to regulate and set
(94 U.S. 113) rates for companies that provide vital public services in a business

environment

Smyth v. Ames 1898 The Supreme Court decrees just compensation on fair value. The decision
(169 U.S. 466) in this case upheld the right of the Stale to regulate the prices charged to

the public by a business -affected with a public interest."

Rhode Island PUC v. Attleboro 1927 The Supreme Court declares that seling electricity interstate cannot be
(273 U.S. 83) regulated by a State.

Ashwander v. TVA 1936 The Supreme Court upholds the constitutionality of the Tennessee Valley
(297 U.S. 288) Authority.

Electric Bond & Share v. SEC 1938 The Supreme Court upholds the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.
(303 U.S. 419)

Tennessee Electric Power Co. v. 1939 The Supreme Court rules in TVA's favor, despite the claims that TVA
Tennessee Valley Authority threatened the large investments already made by privately owned utilities.
(306 U.S. 118) This ruling resulted in TVA becoming a major electricity supplier in the

region.

F.P.C. v. Hope Natural Gas 1944 The Supreme Court closes a longstanding dispute by allowing either original
(320 U.S. 591) or replacement cost accounting in utility rate making, so long as just and

reasonable rates result.

Otter Tail Power Co. v. United 1973 The Supreme Court upholds finding that Otter Tail Power Co. violated
States Section 2 of the Sherman Act by refusing to sell or wheel wholesale power
(410 U.S. 366) to proposed municipal systems.
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Major U.S. Supreme Court Cases Affectirig the Electric Power Industry (Continued)

Court Case Date Decision

FPC v. Conway Corp. 1976 The Supreme Court states that FERC, in setting wholesale rates, must
(426 U.S. 271) consider allegations that the proposed rates are discriminatory and

anticompetitive in effect.

FERC v. Mississippi 1982 The Supreme Court upholds the constitutionality of PURPA in regards to its
(456 U.S. 742) preemptive effect on the States' authority.

American Paper Institute v. 1983 The Supreme Court upholds the constitutionality of FERC's cogeneration
American Electric Power Service rules promoted pursuant to PURPA.
Corp.
(461 U.S. 402)

Nantahala Power & Light Co. v. 1986 Among other outcomes, the Supreme Court confirms that FERC has
Thomburg exclusive authority over wholesale electric rates.
(476 U.S. 953)

Mississippi Power & Light Co. v. 1988 The Supreme Court determines that FERC authority is controlling and that a
Mississippib State commission is obligated to honor a FERC order. The Court stated
(487 U.S. 354) "FERC-mandated allocations of power are binding on States, and Stales

must treat those allocations as fair and reasonable when determining retail
rates."'

Duquesne Light Co. v. Baraschd 1989 "U.S. Supreme Court held that absent any showing that a State's rate-
(488 U.S. 299) making methodology results in unreasonable rates that throw into jeopardy

the financial integrity of the utilities or otherwise fail to compensate
shareholders for their risks of investment, no impermissible taking exists.
Further, the Constitution of the United States does not mandate any
particular rate-making methodology lor State regulatory commissions."e

'This inset highlights the major U.S. Supreme Court cases that affect the electric power industry, stating the final decision of
the Court without discussing in detail the contents of the case.
bThis case. Mississippi Power & Light Co. v. Mississippi, continues the holding found by the U.S. Supreme Court in the

Nantahala Power & Light Co. v. Thomburg case.
CW. F. Fox, Jr., Regulatory Manual Series: Federal Regulation of Energy (Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1993), p. 149.
"This case is a final construction work in progress (CWIP) case. FERC issued a CWIP rule effective July 1, 1983. This means

that a utility may include, in its rate base, up to 50 percent of its CWIP costs for ongoing construction projects and for the costs
of nuclear fuel in the process of fuel refinement, conversion, enrichment, and fabrication. In addition, the rule continues to permit
utilities to include all CWIP costs associated with pollution control and fuel conversion facilities. See W. F. Fox, Jr., Regulatory
Manual Senes: Federal Regulation of Energy (Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1993), p. 150.
eW. F. Fox, Jr., Regulatory Manual Series: Federal Regulation of Energy (Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1993), p. 153.
FERC = Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
TVA = Tennessee Valley Authority.
PG&E = Pacific Gas & Electric Company.
PURPA = Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act.
PUC = Public Utility Commission.
Source: This inset is based on information compiled by the Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels from various

documents from the Department of Energy Library. For more information, refer to D. J. Muchow and W. A. Mogel, Energy Law
and Transactions (Matthew Bender, April 1996); and W. F. Fox, Jr., Regulatory Manual Series: Federal Regulation of Energy
(Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1993).
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Part II:

The U.S. Electric Power Industry
in Transition to Competition
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5. Factors Underlying the Restructuring
of the Electric Power Industry

Introduction that it is now a target for unbundling along similar lines,
with power generation and sales being untangled from

In recent years, economists and public policy analysts transmission and distributionservices."Otherexamples
have extolled the advantages of competition over regula- of this changed climate can be found throughout the
tion and have promotedthe idea that free markets can State and Federal levels as wel as other countries
drive down costs and prices by reducing inefficiencies. around the world In the United States, the Energy
Competitive industries may also be more likely to spur Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) was passed by Congress to
innovations with new technologies. Recent actions with promote competition inelectricitygeneration. The recent
regard to electric power by legislators and regulators in spate of generating asset sales (some utilities with
the United States are evidence of the changing approach enormous holdings of generating capacity have sold or
to dealing with what until recently has been a regulated are planning to sell their entire inventories) is at least
monopoly. Originally, protecting consumers was a pri- partly a result of EPACT. In 1998, retail sales in
mary motivation for decisions to impose regulatory deregulated markets occurred in 11 States." With the ex-
constraints on the industry. Today, legislators and ception of Missouri, all of these States had deregulated
regulators are making laws and rules that promote market sales in the industrial sector and all but Idaho,
competition across the economy for the same purpose, Montana, and Rhode Island had sales to commercial
because they believe that consumers will benefit more customers in deregulated markets. Those that did not
from an industry whose members must compete for have residential sales in deregulated markets were
customers than from an industry composed of regulated Idaho, Missouri, Montana, and Washington. As of
monopolies. July 1, 2000,24 States and the District of Columbia had

passed legislation or issued regulatory orders to restruc-
One example is the 1999 revocation of the Bank Act of ture the electric power industries within their borders.
1933. Like the Public Utility Holding Company Act of Only eight States have taken little or no action toward
1935 mentioned in Chapter 2 and later outlined in restructuring (Figure 23). This changed climate and the
Chapter 4, it was another piece of Depression-era legislative and regulatory actions that have resulted are
legislation that was believed to have become obsolete. one of the three factors underlying restructuring that are
That law had been passed to separate commercial outlined in this chapter.
banking from investment banking (the underwriting of
securities). Subsequent pressure from both commercial For most of the industry's history, consumers welcomed
and investment bankers and from the insurance indus- the protection that regulation afforde them and felt that
try, promoting synergies that the Act was ostensibly this means of oversight assured them of fair prices for
constraining, led to its repeal. electricity. Now, however, consumers themselves are

pushing for competition (to both lower prices and
The most important and controversial sections of the increase the variety of suppliers such as green power
Telecommunications Act of 1996, and the Federal producers) and regulatory reform. The main thrust is
Communications Commission's regulations imple- coming from large industrial users of electricity who, in
menting it, concern the unbundling of the local phone some areas of the United States, have been burdened by
company's network elements down to the level of high electricity prices while their competitors in other
virtual space (bandwidth) within the individual areas pay far less for their electricity. These price differ-
telephone line leading to a residence. The same thinking entials are the second factor underlying the restructuring
is now being applied to the electric power industry in of the industry.

" P. Huber. "Is a Breakup Next? Not Likely,- The Wal: Street Journal (April 4, 2000). p. A26.
· California, Idaho, Illinois, Missouri. Montana, New Hampshire, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Washington
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Figure 23. Status of State Electric Utility market incentives to reduce certain types of pollution.5

Deregulation Activity, as of July Nonutilities are also able to put advanced generators
2000 into operation quickly, sometimes as an alternative to

utility capacity that is already built.
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T tifiable factors that are motivating the structural changes
ii^ -- {-- ~ in the electric power industry-price differences and

_11^: ; *i ; : B y '^^^ x to measure these factors where they are relevant.

) "-- * ' R-l LeB- "L~EU cd ' Price Differences
C.a0*,~ ~OAl 0,. W..d

* - c~,, L.wrs,,,. .,o,, io,. While restructuring originated with the Public Utility

-_. a" Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, large differences in the
'Arizona. Arkansas, Caliiomia, Connecticut, Delaware, District of retail prices of electricity have continued to motivate

Columbia, Illinois. Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan. some to advocate expanded restructuring. The current
Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico. structure of the electric power industry, as mentioned
Ohio. Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Texas, above, provides only a limited number of retail elec-
Virginia. and West Virginia.

rgNew Yorkand West tricity customers-mostly in Pennsylvania, California,
3Alaska and South Carolina. Massachusetts, Oregon, and Washington-with the
4Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, opportunity to purchase electricity from alternative

Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota. suppliers. Furtherrestructuring oftheindustryholds the
Utah. Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. possibility of allowing more choice for more consumers.5Georgia. Hawaii, Idaho. Kansas. Kentucky, Nebraska, South Many industrial companies, because they are large
Dakota, and Tennessee
Source: Energy Information Administration, consumers of electricity and have a lot to gain if they can
http'/www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/chg_str/regmap.htmL reduce their average price of electricity by choosing

another provider, are especially prone to advocate
A third factor that has had a significant impact on further restructuring. They argue that price differentials
restructuring is the technological innovation in the among utilities provide an advantage to the competitor
production of electricity. Nonutilities, using recently who is situated in an area with lower electricity prices,
improved aero-derivative gas turbine technologies to and that all consumers should have access to cheaper
generate electricity, can now do so cheaply enough that electricity. Some industrial consumers, who have
merchant plants are being built in many areas of the threatened to purchase power from lower-priced pro-
country where they are permitted." Today, with one viders, move the location of their companies, orgenerate
exception, s the capital costs and both the fixed and their own electricity, often have "succeeded in wringing
variable operations and maintenance costs of combined- lower prices from their traditional electric utilities.""
cycle plants, and conventional and advanced com-
bustion turbines, are lower than the traditional baseload In the United States, the average revenue received per
coal and nuclear technologies.5 Also, the advanced unit of electricity sold, i.e., the price to all retail
generators are cleaner than coal plants and some are consumers, varies substantially by State (Figure 24). In
more efficient. Today'sregulatory environment includes 1998, the States with average prices of more than 9.5

4' An exception is Florida, where it was ruled that merchant plants planning to sell their power outsideState boundaries cannot be built
in the State.

50
Variable operations and maintenance costs at nuclear plants are less than those at combined-cycle plants.

5' Energy Information Administration, Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook, DOE/EIA-0554 (Washington DC. January 2000),
Table 37. Cost and Performance Characteristics of New Central Station Electricity Generating Technologies.

3
2 The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 established the Environmental Protection Agency's Acid Rain Program whete allowances

permitting the emission of sulfur dioxide may be bought and sold on the open market. Similarly, the Amendments led to the establishment
of the Ozone Transport Commission which formed a market, albeit regionally limited, for nitrogen oxide allowances.

" T.R. Kuhn, et al., "Electric Utility Deregulation Sparks Controversy." Harvard Business RNeviw (May/June 1996). p. 150.
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Figure 24. Average Revenue per Kilowatthour for All Sectors by State, 1998

U.S. Total Average Revenue per kWh in 1998 was 6.74 Cents
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Note: The average revenue per kilowatthour of electricity sold is calculated by dividing revenue by sales. Sales in deregulated

retail electricity markets are not included.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report."

cents per kilowatthour were the six New England States, Large industrial electricity consumers tvpically pay less
New York, New Jersey, Alaska, and Hawaii. Since the because it is less costly to service one large customer
1996 edition of this report, the average revenue from than many small ones. With this power, industrial
electricity sales to all consumers in the United States has consumers have played a substantial role in motivating
declined from 6.9 cents per kilowatthour to 6.7 cents per the restructuring of the electric power industry. Their
kilowatthour.r It is not coincidental that many of the bargain ing power is refsleted i the declining trend of
States leading the restructuring movement are among industria prices relative to those paid for all consumers
the States with high prices. They see restructuring as a (Figure 26). The relative price industrial consumers paid
means of lowering prices. n Ad contrast, States with for electricity rose from the mid-1960 until 1963, then
average prices below 6 cents per kilowatthour are still declined from 1983 through 1997, then rose slightly in
scattered throughout the country. Most have average 1998, but not to the ll it had been in 1996. Because
pric es for all cosumers that are less than oneha ththose real a verage revenues f rom both roups have been
in States with the highest average revenue. These States falling since 1983, the relatively lower revenues for
have les is incentive than the high et ttinria coner-s co Sacted that their average price
restructure their electricity markets. A similar geo- has been falling faster than the average price charged to
graphic pattern exists for average electricity prices all consumers.

received from industrial consumers, although industrial
consumers yieldone-thirdlower average revenues than Over the years, utilities have developed programs to
all retailh c oustomers (Figure 25). help lower the prie of electricity to the industrial sector.

s Both n umbers ar e m nominal aunits
Because industrial consumers usually use larger amounts of electricit t sumersndhan other conumers and becae theusually take it at

higher voltages, the cost of providing each unitt of electricity to them is lower
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Figure 25. Average Revenue per Kilowatthour for thie Industrial Sector by State, 1998

U.S. Total Industrial Average Revenue per kWh in 1998 was 4.48 Cents
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Figure 26. Relative Average Revenue of They traditionally have relied on alternative rate design
Electricity Sales: Ratio of Industrial approaches, such as interruptible service and time-of-use
Consumers to All Consumers, rates to reduce the time-variation of demand by the
1960-1998 industrial sector. The programs also use technological

1.0 approaches, such as thermal storage. A number of
utilities have developed flexible custom measure pro-

0.9 - grams, which allow industrial energy users and utilities

0 8 - - \- . .to work together to identify cost-effective programs.

0-/ N Technological Advances
0.6 -

Restructuring has been sustained primarily by techno-
~0~~ . s ~5 - logical improvements in gas turbines. "In areas with

o 9 197 cheap... natural gas-most notably the United Sta es-gas
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 turbines fare] the least cost option [for new electricity

generating capacity]. These improvements also have
Source: Energy Information Adminisiration. Annual Energy r ecast economies of scale in electric power generation

Review 1998, DOEEIAe0384(98) (Washington, DC, July technologies. No longer is it necessary to build a 1,000-
1999), Table 8.13. megawatt generating plant to exploit economies of scale.

H.R. Linden, 'The Revolution Continues," The Electrcity Journal (December 1995), p. 54.
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Combined-cycle gas turbines reach maximum efficiency Table 7. Total Projected Additions of Electricity
at 400 megawatts, while aero-derivative gas turbines can Generating Capability for Electric
be efficient at scales as small as 10 megawatts.5 Indeed Generators by Technology Type,
from 1996 through 1998, gas-fired and gas- and oil-fired 1999-202
capacity brought on-line was almost two-thirds of the (Gigawatts)
total. The average capacity of these units was 65 mega- Technolo Capabilit Additions

~~~~~watts3~ ~Coal Steam ............... 21.1

In its modeling of the electric power industry, the CombnedCycle ........... 135.2
Energy Information Administration (EIA) compares the Cobustion Turbin/Diesel ... 133.8
estimates of the costs of different generating tech- Fuel Cells ............... 0.1
nologies. In its forecasts, "it is assumed that the selection Renewable Sources ......... 9.7
of new plants to be built is based on least cost, subject to Total .................... 299.9
environmental constraints."5 The reference case forecast
released by EIA in late 1999 projects that, of the 300 giga- Source: Energy Information Administration. AEO2000
watts of new generating capability projected to be added National Energy Modeling System run AE02K.D100199A.
by electric generators between now and 2020,90 percent
will be either combined-cycle or combustion turbine Both advanced and conventional combined-cycle tech-
technology (Table 7)6 as nonutilities move toward less nologies require only 3 years while a coal or nuclear
capital intensive projects." Both technologies are plant needs 4 years.' H.R. Linden writes in The
designed primarily to supply peak and intermediate Electricity Journal that "under pressure of competition,
capacity but combined-cycle technology can also be used the all-in cost of a combined-cycle plant has dropped to
to meet baseload needs. The reduction in baseload $450 per kilowatt, less than half that of a new clean coal
nuclear capacity also has an impact on the electricity plant. In combined-cycle configurations, heat rates have
outlook after 2010. Almost half of the new cor- dropped. Thishas made naturalgasat 2.50/millionBtu
bined-cycle capacity projected over the entire forecast competitive with coal in terms of variable cost when the
period is expected to be brought on line in those 10 muchlower non-fuel operating and maintenance costs of
years, due in part to nuclear retirements. Another gas are figured in."'
relative advantage of combined-cycle technology as a
source of baseload capacity is the shorter leadtime The following chapter outlines the major issues that are
needed for construction. framing the current debate over Federal initiatives to

facilitate the industry's transition to a competitive
market environment.

7 R.E. Balzhiser, "Technology - It's Only Begun to Make a Difference," The Electricity Journal (May 1996).
' Energy Information Administration, Inventory of Nonutility Electric Power Plants in the United States 1998, DOE/EIA-0095(98)/2

(Washington, DC, December 1999), p. 7 and EIA, Inventory of Electric Utility Power Plants in the United States 1999, DOE /EIA-0095(99)
(Washington, DC. November 1999), p. 11.

" Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2000, DOE/EIA-0383(2000) (Washington. DC, December 1999), p- 233
m Energy Information Administration, AE02000 National Energy Modeling System run AE02K.D100199A.
*' Remarks of Jay Hakes. Administrator. Energy Information Administration, North Amencan Gas Strategies Conference (Calgary,

Alberta, October 19,1998).
' Energy Information Administration,Assumptions to the AnnualEnergy Outlook DOE/EIA-0554 (Washington DC,January 2000). Table

37, Cost and Performance Characteristics of New Central Station Electricity Generating Technologies.
" H.R Linden, "Operational, Technological, and Economic Drivers for Convergence of the Electric Power and Gas Industries," The

Electricty Journal (May 1997).
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6. Federal Legislative Initiatives

Introduction that more delays will result in a significant decrease in
the reliability of the Nation's supply of power due to the

Even with the changes that have been spurred by the ever-increasing demand for electricity coupled with the
factors discussed in the previous chapter, there are still fact that needed investments in new generating capacity
statutory and regulatory limitations at both the Federal are being stymied due to investors' uncertainties during
and State levels" on how quickly and how far restruc- the industry's transition. The Administration had also
turing can proceed. This chapter examines the restruc- made it known that, although reliability is at the
turing initiatives of the U.S. Congress. A number of bills forefront of the critical issues, they were not in support
were introduced in the 106th Congress as well as in the of a stand-alone bill that addressed reliability. However,
past two Congresses which dealt with the deregulation some committee members stressed the necessity of such
of the electricity industry. Hearings, debates, and panels action if a workable comprehensive proposal could not
were held to determine the issues that must be be ironed out quickly. Consequently, the Senate Energy
addressed and decided. All groups associated with the and Natural Resources Committee came to a decision in
electric power industry have been given a chance to be late June, 2000 to end their pursuit of comprehensive
heard. As of July 1, 2000, 18 legislative proposals dealing restructuring legislation because it was unlikely that it
with the electric power industry were pending in the could be promulgated before the current Congress ends.
House of Representatives and 13 in the Senate." Some of Instead, they unanimously reported the stand-alone
these bills addressed all of the issues surrounding the reliability legislation introduced by Senator Slade Gorton
restructuring of the industry and are considered "corn- (R-WA). 7 This bill ". ..would pave the way for FERC to
prehensive" legislation. Others addressed several dosely designate the North American Electric Reliability Organ-
related issues and still others concentrated on just one of ization ... as the developer and enforcer of electric
the issues, for example bulk power reliability or tax- reliability standards in the United States, under Federal
exempt financing by governmentally owned utilities. Energy RegulatoryCommission(FERC) supervision. The
The latter have come to be known as "stand-alone" Committee approved the bill with an amendment that
restructuring legislation. Stand-alone proposals receive reflects industry consensus on State vs. Federal juris-
strong support among some groups because they believe diction over reliability."
that this type of legislation can move through the legis-
lative process quickly while others contend that this is a On the House of Representatives side, Commerce Com-
short-sighted and unsatisfactory "piece-meal" approach. mittee members have stated that they are still hoping to

move ahead with a full-committee mark-up of a compre-
The Clinton Administration has been pressing Congress hensive bill before the end of this year's session." This
to reach consensus and enact comprehensive legislation bill was the only comprehensive proposal to move

_withoutfurtherdelay."TheAdministrationhas stressed forward in the 106* Congress. The reason for this

" While each of the States have examined retail competition and most of them have taken steps toward that end, there is a consensus
among many interested parties that there must be a Federally guided transition to competition to ensure reliability of the national grid

* In the House of Representatives, legislation dealing with electricity deregulation is introduced and referred to the Energy and Power
Subcommittee, chaired by Congressman Joe Barton (R-TX. Once this Subcommittee has marked-up a bill, it is passed on to the full
committee, the Committee on Commerce, chaired by Congressman Tom Bliley (R-VA). In the Senate, legislation dealing vith electricity
deregulation is introduced and referred to the Subcommittee on Water and Power, chaired by Senator Slade Gornon (R-WA) then passed
on to the full committee, the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, chaired by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK)

t In early 1999, the Administration submitted to Congress a comprehensive restructuring proposal entitled "The Comprehensive
Electricity Competition Act." It was introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on May 13 1999 See Appendix C for a summarv.

6; Refer to Appendix C for details on S. 2071. "The Electric Reliability 2000 Act." introduced hy Senator Slade Gorton (R-W\ A)
"Senate Panel Abandons Restructuring Legislation; Approves Reliability Bill," Public Pou'rr Daily (June 21, 2000).

" This bill is H.R. 2944, "The Electricity Competition and Reliability Act of 1999," introduced by Congressman Joseph Barton (R-TX}
on September 24, 1999. See Appendix C for a summary
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Major Electric Power Industry Restructuring Issues Before Congress

· Mandatory participation in a regional transmission organization (RTO)
· Bulk power reliability
· Nuclear decommissioning provisions
· Transmission expansion and construction
· Reform of the Tennessee Valley Authority and Federal power marketing administrations
· Federal authority to regulate retail sales, protect retail consumers, or regulate local grid interconnections
· Utility mergers
· Public benefits fund
· Retail net metering
· Emissions caps and standards for generators
* IRS restrictions on "private use" of municipal electric systems
* State/Federal jurisdiction clarification
· Retail sales to Federal agencies
· Retail reciprocity

Extension of Order 888 wholesale wheeling rules to transmission by municipals, cooperatives, Federal power
marketing administrations, and the Tennessee Valley Authority

· Reoewable portfolio standards
· Repeal of PUHCA and Section 210 of PURPA"

aRepeal of PUHCA and Section 210 of PURPA are discussed in more detail later in this Chapter.

seeming lack of progress can be attributed to the fact synopsis oftheClintonAdministration's Comprehensive
that reaching compromise and consensus on the number Electricity Competition Plan.
of issues involved in restructuring the electric power
industry is a monumental task. The inset box above lists Reliability
the major issues that have been considered and debated.
Underlying each of these issues are complex details Voluntary compliance by electric utilities with pro-
which must be addressed. In addition, the pro and con cedures for ensuring the reliability of the power system,
arguments of a vast number of stakeholders with which were established by the North American Electric
diverse interests have been heard and must be taken into Reliability Council (NERC) and its member Regional
account. The committee members themselves have been Reliability Councils, has worked effectively over the past
divided on various issues and must make decisions that three decades. Hov ever, with the emergence of competi-
will benefit not only the national economy and the tion and the multitude of changes taking place in the
industry, but also their varied constituencies. For industry over the past few years, industry leaders and
instance, members who represent States or districts that government officials are concerned thatLhe reliability of
already enjoy lower than average rates for electricity are the system may be threatened. Many officials believe
concerned that certain actions, which may benefit the that a voluntary approach is no longer adequate, and
Nation as a whole, could result in an increase in rates for that Federal legislation establishing mandatory relia-
their electorate. bility rules is required to ensure that competition does

not compromise the reliability of the transmission
system. A number of House and Senate bills contain

Major Issues Under Debate provisions that would lead to mandatory reliability
standards for electric utilities to follow.

The following paragraphs detail several of the more
controversial of the issues mentioned above (reliability, Administration and enforcement of mandatory relia-
regional transmission organizations, a renewable port- bilitystandards is also an issue. One approach suggested
folio standard, and repeal of the Public Utility Holding in pending Federal legislation, would be to create an
Company Act of 1935 ( PUHCA) and the Public Utility independent reliability organization, such as NERC,
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA)) followed by a with FERC having some sort of oversight responsibility
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for establishing the reliability standards. The appro- under Sections 205 and 206 of the Federal Power Act to
priate role of the States in establishing and enforcing order public utilities, primarily investor-owned utilities,
standards is also an issue. State regulators want to to participate in RTOs on a case-by-case basis, if neces-
maintain some control over the quality of service sary, toremedyunduediscriminationoranticompetitive
received by customers in their respective States. Federal activities of electric utilities. FERC believes that Fedeoal
legislation dealing with reliability will have to address, legislation is needed to reinforce the Commission's
in some manner, the appropriate organization structure authority to order public utilities to participate in an
for enforcing reliability standards, and jurisdictional RTO, if the voluntary approach does not succeed. The
authority between Federal and State regulators. above authority refers primarily to investor-owned

utilities. To cover the entire transmission grid, FERC
In August of 1999, Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson also needs similar authority with respect to municipal
formed DOE's Power Outage Study Team. The Team's electricutilities,rural cooperatives, and Federallyowned
purpose was to study significant electric power outages utilities.
and other disturbances that occurred across the Nation
during the summer of 1999 and to recommend Renewable Portfolio Standard
appropriate Federal actions to avoid electric power
disturbances in the future. The first step was to meet There have been a number of proposals for a renewable
with relevant utilities, independent system operators, energy portfolio standard. Such a standard would
and regulators in areas where outages and disturbances require that any company selling electricity in a com-
occurred. The Team's findings were published in an petitive market include some amount of renewable
Interim Report issued in January 2000. Subsequently, energy as part of its portfolio of generating fuels. The
three workshops were held to solicit recommendations portfolio standard would more or less be competitively
from electric industry stakeholders on possible neutral, i.e., it would have to impose an equal obligation
approaches to address the issues raised by the Team's on any company selling electricity in any State.
findings. A Final Report was given to the Secretary on
March 13, 2000, containing the Team's findings along Definitions would have to be made regarding which
with 12 recommendations for Federal lawmakers. renewable resources were eligible. For instance, the

Secretary Richardson stressed that "Congress must ClintonAdministration does not include hydroelectricity
move ahead to make changes in the Federal statutory in the renewable portfolio section of its restructuring
framework to provide the certainty that is needed to proposal. Purchase requirements would have to be
achieve reliable electric service in competitive wholesale decided upon, and the level of the standard needs to be
and retail markets."' 0 determined. In addition, enforcement of the standard

would have to be addressed as well as penalties for
failure to meet the standard.

Regional Transmission Organization Issues
The main differences among the various renewable

In December 1999, FERC released Order 2000 calling for portfolio standards proposals are the required renew-
the voluntary formation of regional transmissionorgani- able share, the timing of the program, the definition of
zations (RTOs). FERC believes that RTOs will facilitate qualifying facilities, and whether or not there is a limit
the continued development of competitive wholesale (cap) on the allowable price for renewable credits. For
power markets and will lead to improvements in example, the Administration's proposed Comprehensive

-reliability and management of the transmission system. Electricity Competition Act, submitted to Congress on
(Chapter 7 has a detailed discussion of Order 2000). In April 15, 1999, includes a Federal renewable portfolio
order for an RTO to be fully effective, all of a region's standard that would apply to all U.S. electricity
transmission system must be controlled by the RTO. Its suppliers. The key provisions of the Act that pertain to
effectiveness and the benefits cannot be achieved if a renewable portfolio standard are:
portions of the transmission system are left out.

* The required renewable share of electricity sales
Although voluntary participation in RTOs was re- would be set at 2.4 percent for the years 2000 to
quested, FERC has determined that it has the authority 2004, increase to 7.5 percent by 2010, and then

7 Copies of the Report of the U.S. Department of Energy's Power Outage Study Team: Findrss ,and R,'conrnl,,litlioni to Eu'l mner Rdflabilty
from the Summer of 1999 are available from DOE's Office of Public Inquiries, (202) 5,6r-5575. and on the Internet at
www.policy.energy.gov /electriciry/postfinal.pdf.
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remain at 7.5 percent through 2015, after which it Over the years, the petition for PUHCA repeal has, forwould expire (sunset).vertheyea epeon PUHCA pealhas forwould expire (sunset). the most part, been based on two arguments-that
PUHCA has already achieved its goal of restructuring inQualifying renewables would include geothermal, order to make holding companies manageable and regu-biomass (including biomass used in coal-fired lated, and that it has been rendered obsolete because gplants), solar thermal, solar photovoltaic, wind, changes that have occurred in the latter part of thuand the portion of municipal solid waste (MSW) century which preclude the holding company abuses ofthat consists of biomass products. yesterday.' They are as follows:

* The price for renewable credits would be capped . The development of an extensive disclosureat 1.5 cents per kilowatthour. If the market price system for all publicly held companiesfor the credits rose above the cap, electricity
retailers would be able to purchase credits from * The increased competence and independence ofthe U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) at the 1.5- accounting firms
cent price (with the resulting revenues deposited
in a Public Benefits Fund). In that event, the * The development of accounting principles andqualifying renewable share actually achieved auditing standards and the means to enforce themwould fall below the required 75-percent share."

* The increased sophistication and integrity ofCritics believe that a renewable portfolio standard will securities markets and securities professionalsincrease costs to consumers. They also argue that
customers and the market should be able to select what * The increased power and ability of State regu-types of electricity sources are used rather than be lators.'3mandated to select one over another. These critics alsosay that promulgating a portfolio would also provide an Supporters of stand-alone PUHCA-repeal legislationunfair market advantage to renewable energy tech- believe that speedy passage is of utmost importance,nologies. However, supporters argue that the portfolio given the rapidly changing makeup of the electricstandard would help diversify the Nation's energy industry. They contend that the current PUHCAsupply and would promote environmentally-benign provisions prevent all companies from competing on aforms of electricity. Supporters further argue that level playing field, which some believe is a necessity infledgling renewable energy industries would receive a a competitive market. Under the prevailing law, the SECmuch-needed boost with an increased market demand imposes the business and financial restrictions which~~~~for renewables. ~companies feel are unfair in the current changing

environment. The major restrictions include the fol-Repeal of PUHCA lowing: prices for wholesale and retail transactions areset by FERC and S:ate utility commissions, respectively;Although the relevancy of PUHCA's provisions are in registered holding companies need SEC approval to ownquestiontodayduetothecurrent transitionalstateofthe electric and gas operations; mergers and acquisitionselectric power industry, there is little question that 6 require regulatory approval; and the types of businessesdecades ago PUHCA achieved what it was designed to in which registered holding companies may engagedo-break up large, powerful trusts that abused their are severely limited, although exempt wholesale gen-powers over the Nation's electric and gas distribution erators (EWGs) do not have the same limitations. Whilenetworks. However, in today's environment of other comprehensive energy legislation that has beenincreasing electric industry competition, there are those introduced contains provisions to repeal PUHCA alongwho believe that PUHCA's regulations are antiquated with provisions aimed at addressing other restructuringand are now impeding the transition to competition. issues, certain interests feel that such comprehensiveConversely, others believe strongly that, until the proposals will take far too long to move through theindustry completes the transition, PUHCA's regulations system. They argue that repeal of PUHCA must bemust stay in effect in order to protect consumers. promulgated now through stand-alone legislation" For information regarding EIA's examination of the potential impacts of these proposed provisions. refer tn Annuall Etl'ril, Outlook2000, DOE/EIA-0383(2000) (Washington, DC, December 1999), p. 18.For a discussion of these abuses. refer to Chapter 4.
7 For further discussion of these dcanges. see Energy Information Administration. The Public Utility HoldinS ConpatJly Actf (1935: 1935-

992, DOE/EIA-0563 (Washington, DC. January 1993). p 23.
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Those who are against outright repeal of PUHCA are not must be established by the market-not by the Govem-
arguing that the Act should remain in effect in an open ment. In addition they assert that, because of EPACT's
market atmosphere. Rather, they believe that the time is creation of EWGs and its incorporation of competitive
not yet quite right for its repeal. Until the Nation has policies, PURPA's QF concept has been overtaken by
completed the transition to a fully competitive market, events, i.e., the industry now realizes that nonutilities
the safeguards that PUHCA provides are necessary. can cleanly and efficiently provide additional generatng
They question the wisdom of removing vital consumer capacity.
protection mechanisms and leaving the door open to
anticompetitive practices by monopolies which are at Those who want PURPA eliminated now say that its
present aggressively taking actions, such as merging and mandatory purchase clause is anticompetitive and is
diversifying, perhaps to increase their market dom- therefore impeding the transition to competition. Fur-
inance. Most opponents of the legislative proposals to thermore, QFs have been receiving long-run avoided-
repeal PUHCA stress that what they are against is costratesthattodaysubstantiallyexceedcurrentmarket
immediate, stand-alone action Instead, they want to see prices. These rates were based on past forecasts of
well-thought-out, comprehensive restructuring legis- sharply rising oil and natural gas prices as well as the
lation that will deal with all deregulation issues, expectation of future increases in the demand for
including repeal of PUHCA. electricity and construction of new generating capacity.

By the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, oil prices

Repeal of PURPA had stabilized, natural gas prices had declined, and
excess generating capacity in most regions of the country

PURPA was born of the energy crises of the 1970s, allowed utilities to buy capacity and energy at much
which resulted in an intense desire by Congress to lower prices than had been forecast a decade earlier. The
reduce the Nation's dependence on foreign oil (and fossil utilities' actual avoided costs dropped lower than in the
fuels in general) and to diversify the technologies used mid-1980s and were considerably lower than the levels
for electricity generation. PURPA's goal was to cultivate required by the long-term contracts imposed by some
conservation and the efficient use of resources." It was State Commissions. Many utilities contend that PURPA
successful in that it promoted cogeneration, the use of has caused dramatic hikes in retail electric rates, and
renewable resources, and other energy-efficient tech- many groups along with these utilities now believe that
nologies, and it was fortuitous in that it also introduced new regulatory action must be taken to correct past
competition by demonstrating that the generation of misjudgments.7

electricity is not a natural monopoly. But, like PUHCA,
PURPA is now being targeted for repeal due to the Forecasters predictthatfuturepowergenerationwillbe
industry's move to competition. There are many argu- dominated by natural gas. Reformers argue that, based
ments on both sides of the debate over the prudence of on these forecasts, PURPA becomes irrelevant because
eliminating PURPA immediately, eventually, or not natural gas-fired power generation is relatively inex-
at all. pensive and the most environmentally benign of all the

fossil fiels used in electric power generation. As
Proponents of stand-alone PURPA-repeal legislation mentioned earlier, some groups contend that PURPA is
contend that the Act's mandatory purchase obligation is no longer necessary because its goals have already been
grossly anticompetitive and anticonsumer-anticom- achieved-i.e., cogeneration using improved turbine
petitive because the Government created an artificial techniques and the use of renewable resources has not
market by mandating that utilities buy from QFs, and only gotten a foothold but has claimed a rather
anticonsumer because numerous studies have estimated significant share of electric power production. Pro-
that the Act caused utilities (and ultimately, consumers) ponents of repeal further contend that PURPA's
to pay billions of dollars over present market prices for environmental and fuel diversification goals will be
power. They claim that, although the Act introduced maintained by the workings of a free market while
competition, it can hardly be said that it did so in an others are not so sure. Although they may agree that a
atmosphere of free market participation, a basic tenet of free market can provide a solution to many of the
economic theorists who stress that the rules and prices industry's problems, they seriously question the wisdom

7' For a discussion of the events that led to PURPA and how it affected the industry. refer to Chapter 4.
75 Energy Information Administration, Renewabl EnergyAnnual 1995, DOE/EIA-0603(95) (Washington, DC. December 1995). pp x v,-
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of relying on competition to continue the strides made in comprehensive restructuring bill. They argue that there
the use of renewables and cogeneration techniques. is no need to push a stand-alone repeal bill through
Energy conservation and diversification of generating Congress when there is currently other proposed elec-
fuels were mandated by Congress because of the tricity competition legislation that will comprehensively
growing dependence on foreign oil and the Nation's address the restructuring and regulatory issues that
concerns about the energy crises of the 1970s. Those warrant legislative action, including repeal of PURPA.
fears have faded with the passage of time, but it is
argued that it is not out of the realm of possibilities that
another crisis could occur. Indeed, some believe that it The Administration's
would be shortsighted and irresponsible to regard
energy shortages as merely nightmares of the past and Comprehensive Electricity
to gamble on the unlikelihood of a similar recurrence. Competition Proposal
They argue that the Nation cannot be without the ability
to cope with such a situation in the future. The Administration released its revised version of the

Comprehensive Electricity Competition Plan in April
Even if dependence on foreign energy sources was not 1999. The 1999 Plan closely mirrors the Administration's
an issue, PURPA supporters stress that common sense 1998 proposal.n Both are built on the premise that a
dictates that energy be conserved and that electricity competitive electric energy market will lower prices,
generation use more environmentally benign fuels in encourage innovation, and allow customers a choice in
order to sustain a certain quality of life for future electric energy suppliers. The Administration's Plan also
generations.7 6 In addition, some believe that QF policy aims to promote a clean environment, increase the
corrects a market failure-i.e., the price of fossil or reliability of the national power supply grid, and to aid
nuclear energy is too low based on the costly damage it low-income consumers, rural communities, and Indian
does to the environment and the fact that those who tribes."
create the pollution do not pay for it. In this context, i

Several issues that were notadequately developed in thesome argue that conservation, diversification of fuels, 1998 Plan have since been included in the 1999 Plan., -„' 1998 Plan have since been included in the 1999 Plan.and the use of renewable resources that are not
depletable and other fuels that lessen the problems of
acid rain and greenhouse gases must continue to be
supported. ° o Improving prospects for competition in regions

-~~~~~~~supported. "served by the Tennessee Valley Authority, the
Bonneville Power Administration, and otherIn addition to PURPA's merits regarding the envi- Bonneville Power Administration and other

, , i .. .. . . ~ Federal Power Marketing Administrationsronment and fuel diversification, its supporters point
out that QFs bring increased reliability while decreasing Encouraging the use of environmentally friendly
the need for large, costly plants. They contend that rea tehooe
today's utilities have too much market power, which
makes it necessary for PURPA to continue to give a Enhancing consumerprotection
nonutilities a competitive advantage, and until every
electricity generator is playing on a level field, PURPA's e Enhancing the reliability of our electric system
QF provisions are justified.

* Providing support for Indian tribes and consumers
There are also those who believe that, while PURPA re- in those areas
peal rmght be warranted in a competitive electricity
supply scenario, such a scenario has not been realized e Increasing environmental benefits
yet. Just as some PUHCA reformers are against immedi-
ate piecemeal and stand-alone action, some PURPA * Addressing the impact of competition on poten-
reformers believe that repeal should be included in a tially affected electricity workers.

7 This is related to the concept of "sustainable development," which refers to ways of social. economic.and political progress that meet
the needs ol the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Sustainable development points to
ways that the economy can continue to develop without compromising the environment

U.. Department of Energy, Comprehensive Electrncty Competition Plan (Washington, DC, March 1998).
7 Adopted from the fact sheet issued by the Department of Energy on the Comprehensive Electrzory Competition Plan (April 15,1999).
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The Comprehensive Electricity Competition Plan: 79 ' including ordering divestiture of assets in cases
where States lack necessary authority to remedy

* Supports customer choice through a flexible man- retail market power.
date that would require each utility to permit all
its retail customers to purchase power from the * Recommends that the Federal Power Act (FPALbe
supplier of their choice by January 1, 2003. States amended to require FERC to approve the forrr-
or unregulated utilities could opt out if they find tion of and oversee an organization that prescribes
that consumers would be better served by an and enforces mandatory reliability standards.
alternative policy or the current monopoly system.
This approach strikes a balance between the need e Creates an Electricity Outage Investigation Board
to spur competition and the tradition of deter- to investigate major electricity outages and report
mination of retail electricity policy by States. its findings to the Secretary of Energy.

* Endorses the principle that utilities should be able * Recommends that the Secretary of Energy be per-
to recover prudently incurred, legitimate, and mitted to convene joint Federal/State meetings to

verifiable retail stranded costs that cannot be consider transmission capacity additions.
reasonably mitigated (including assistance for rie Recommends amendments to the FPA to providedisplaced workers). States and non-regulated ERC with the authority to require transmitting
utilities would continue to determine stranded .... - . , ,utilities would continue to determine stranded utilities to turn over the operational control of
cost recovery under State laws. The Plan grants their transmission facilities to an independent

their transmission facilities to an independentFERC "backup" authority to establish a stranded r s o
cost recoe m m if th Se regional system operator (who should also havecost recovery mechanism if the State lacks the pnnngand reabtyresponsibility).

planning anq reliability responsibility).authority to provide such recovery due to con-
stitutional constraints or jurisdictional gaps. * Secures the future of renewable generation

through the establishment of a Renewable Port-
Stipulates critical consumer protection initiatives folio Standard (RPS) to require that 7.5 percent of
by: (1) requiring all electricity suppliers to publicly annual electricity sales be generated from non-
disclose information on price, terms, and condi- hydroelectric renewable sources by 2010. This
tions of their offerings; the type of generation requirement ends in 2015. The Plan repeals the
source; and generation emission characteristics; (2) must buy" provisions of PURPA, but preserves
granting all consumers access to competitive retail existing contractual obligations.
service; (3) precluding possibilities of "slamming"e
and "cramming:;"" and (4) permitting customers to * Encourages and supports continued funding of
aggregate their loads. public benefit programs by creating a S3 billion

Public Benefits Fund to provide matching funds
* Repeals substantive requirements of PUHCA. for States for low income assistance, energy

Provides States and FERC with additional access efficiency and renewables programs, consumer
to books and records of holding companies to education, and the development and demonstra-
assist regulatory authorities in guarding against tion of emerging renewables technologies.
inter-affiliate abuses.

* With a view to promote renewables, recommends
* Establishes FERC's jurisdiction over mergers/con- that consumers should be eligible for net metering

solidations of electric utility holding companies with respect to very small renewable energy
and generation-only companies, and directs FERC projects.
to examine the impact of mergers on the com-
petitiveness of retail markets. o Recommends that Indian tribes be assisted to

participate in the new electricity markets and that
* Authorizes FERC to remedy market power in an Office of Indian Energy Policy and Programs be

wholesale markets and further accords the Corn- established to evaluate various options in a
mission "back up" market power remedies, changing market environment.

" Adopted from the fact sheet issued by the Department of Energy on the Comprelhcltnsr El'ctrirv Comrytrtionl Platn April 15.1999).
s Slamming is a term used to describe changing a customer's service provider without his or her permission
" Cramming is a term used to describe the inclusion of charges on a customer's bill for services he or she never ordered, authorized.

received, or used.
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* Clarifies the authority of the Environmental Pro-' Addresses nuclear decommissioning costs and
tection Agency to require a cost-effective interstate eliminates anti-trust review by the U.S. Nuclear
trading system for nitrogen oxide pollutant reduc- Regulatory Commission.
tions necessary to attain and maintain the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone. ConcluConclusion

* Ensures that Federal ownership of transmission This chapter has examined Federal-level restructuring
facilities does not hinder competition by mod- actions taken by the US. Congress. Table 8 lists the bills
ifying the governing rules of the Tennessee Valley thathavebeen introduced into the current Congress that
Authority and Federal Power Marketing Admin- deal with one or more aspects of restructuring the
istrations. electric power industry.s It is in chronological order (by

date of introduction) and begins with the House of
* Aims to clarify Federal and State authority in Representatives bills followed by the Senate bills.

several areas. It aims to provide FERC with the Appendix D provides a summary of each" Further
authority to order retail transmission, reinforces details about the status of the proposals and statements
FERC's jurisdiction over unbundled retail trans- made by the committee chairmen, as well as the full text
mission, and extends FERC's authority over of the bills, can be accessed through the Library of
municipals and cooperatives. The Plan exempts Congress website at http://thornmas.loc.gov. The
Alaska and Hawaii from the provisions of the following chapter discusses additional Federal-level
Comprehensive Electricity Competition Act. initiatives-those taken by FERC concerning wholesale

power markets and restructuring the U.S. transmission
* Eliminates private-use restrictions currently i- system. Subsequently, Chapter 8 analyzes State-level

posed on facilities using tax-exempt funds subject activities and Chapter 9 looks at investor-owned utility
to the requirement that tax-exempt financing not strategies, i.e., mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures.
be used for generation and transmission facilities
in the future.

' As of May 1,2000, three of these bills are at the forefront ofCongressional attention. They are H.R 2944 (which was the first and only
proposal to move out of the Subcommittee to the full Committee), S. 1047 (the Administration's proposal), and S. 2098 iSenator
Murkowski's proposal).

S' Bills that are not passed during the current Congress must be reintroduced in the next Congress. Of those which are reintroduced.
some will be amended while others may remain the same.
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Table 8. Proposed Legislation Influencing the Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry Introduced
into the 106th Congress as of May 1, 2000

Bill Purpose/Sponsor

H.R. 341 Establishes a "Fund for Environmental Priorities" to be funded by,
a portion of the consumers' savings resulting from retail electricity

Environmental Priorities Act of 1999 choice, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Robert Andrews (D-NJ) on January
19.1999.

H.R. 667 Clarifies State authority in matters involving retail wheeling,
reciprocity, and recovery of stranded costs, eliminates mandatory

The Power Bill purchase provisions contained within the Public Utility Regulatory
Policies Act of 1978, repeals the Public Utility Holding Company
Act of 1935, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Richard Burr (R-NC) on February
10, 1999.

H.R. 721 Amends the Internal Revenue Code by restricting tax-exempt
bond financing by public power utilities, and for other purposes.

Bond Fairness and Protection Act of 1999
Introduced by Representative J.D. Hayworth (R-AZ) on February
11, 1999.

H.R. 971 Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 to allow
State regulatory authorities to monitor rates charged by qualifying

Electric Power Consumer Rate Relief Act of 1999 facilities and to determine whether the facilities meet FERC
standards.

Introduced by Representative James Walsh (R-NY) on March 3,
1999.

H.R. 1138 Repeals Section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act.

Ratepayer Protection Act Introduced by Representative Clifford Stearns (R-FL) on March
16,1999.

H.R. 1253 Amends the Internal Revdnue Code to restrict the use of tax-
exempt financing by governmentally owned electric utilities and to

A Bill to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 subject certain activities of such utilities to income tax.

Introduced by Representative Phil English (R-PA) on March 24,
1999.

H.R. 1486 Provides for a transition to market-based rates for power sold by
the Federal Power Marketing Administrations and the Tennessee

Power Marketing Administration Retorm Act of 1999 Valley Authority.

Introduced by Representative Bob Franks (R-NJ) on April 20,
1999.

H.R. 1587 Amends the Federal Power Act to grant States the authority to
oversee and implement restructuring of the electricity industry.

Electric Energy Empowerment Act of 1999 repeals Section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act ot
1978. repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. and
for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Cliff Stearns (R-FL) on April 27.
1999.
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Table 8. Proposed Legislation Influencing the Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry Introducedinto the 106th Congress as of May 1, 2000 Continued

Bill 
Purpose/Sponsor

H.R. 1828 
Provides a comprehensive approach to restructuring the privateComprehensive E y C n At and public electricity industry and includes provisions to amend orComprehensive Electricity Competition Act repeal the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, theFederal Power Act, the Public Utility Holding Company Act of1935. and for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Thomas Bliley (R-VA) on May 17,1999.
H. R. 2050 

Provides a comprehensive approach to electricity restructuring,Electric Consums P r to C e aims to provide consumers with a reliable source of energy and aElectric Consumers' Power to Choose Act of 1999 choice of electric providers, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Steve Largent (R-OK) on June 8,1999.
~~~~H.R. 238~~6~~3 -Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 andenacts the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999 to provideThe Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999 for continuing consumer protection by facilitating Federal andState commission access to relevant books and records of allcompanies in a holding company system.

Introduced by Representative WJ.(Billy) Tauzin (R-LA) on June25, 1999.
~~~~~~~~~H.R. 2569 ~Directs FERC to prescribe stricter air quality regulations.

establishes a National Electric System Public Benefits Board forFair Energy Competition Act of 1999 public purpose programs funded by a capped wires chargeassessed to each operator, creates a renewable energy portfolio,amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, and forother purposes.

Introduced by Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. (D-NJ) on July20, 1999.
H.R. 2602 

.Grants FERC jurisdiction over the creation and operation of anElectric Reliability Organization (ERO) and authorizes FERC toNational Electricity Interstate Transmission Reliability approve and enforce reliability standards for the bulk-powerAct 
system.

Introduced by Representative Albert Wynn (D-MD) on July 22.H.R. 2645 _________--___________________ 1999.
H.R. 2645 Establishes consumer protection mechanisms, addresses

stranded cost recovery, electric utility mergers, and standards forElectcity Consumer, Worker, and Environmental a renewable energy portfolio. Requires utilities to transfer certain~~Protection Act of 1999 ~assets to regulated counterparts or affiliates after deregulation of
electricity sales.

Introduced by Representative Dennis Kucinich (D-OH) on July 29,1999.
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Table 8. Proposed Legislation Influencing the Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry Introduced
into the 106th Congress as of May 1, 2000 (Continued)

Bill Purpose/Sponsor

H.R. 2756 Amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to prevent tax-exempt
bonds from being used to finance public projects that will compe1l

Fair Competition in Tax-Exempt Financing Act of 1999 with private enterprise.

Introduced by Representative Ralph Hall (D-TX) on September 15,
1999.

H.R. 2786 Places unbundled transmission sold at retail under FERC
jurisdiction and allows FERC to determine State or Federal

Interstate Transmission Act jurisdiction for transmission and distribution facilities. Authorizes
FERC to review pricing policies and activities of transmission
service and allows for recovery of stranded costs.

Introduced by Representative Thomas Sawyer (D-OH) on August
5,1999.

H.R. 2944 Provides a comprehensive approach to restructuring the electricity
industry and includes provisions to amend or repeal the Public

lectricity Competition and Reliability Act of 1999 Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, the Federal Power Act,
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, establish an
electric reliability organization, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Representative Joseph Barton (R-TX) on
September 24, 1999.

H.R. 2947 Removes barmers to net metering by amending the Federal Power
Act and imposes standards for net metering and interconnection to

Home Energy Generation Act the electric grid.

Introduced by Representative Jay Inslee (D-WA) on September
24,1999.

S.161 Prescribes guidelines and sets operational requirements on the
Federal Power Marketing Administrations and the Tennessee

Power Marketing Administration Reform Act Valley Authority to assist r.3 they transition to a competitive
market, and prescribes specifics regarding use of revenue
collected through market-based pricing.

Introduced by Senator Daniel Moynihan (D-NY)on January 19,
1999.

S. 282 Repeals Section 210 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act
of 1978 and allows for recovery of stranded costs.

Transition to Competition in the Electric Industry Act
Introduced by Senators Connie Mack (R-FL) and Bob Graham (D-
FL) on January 21, 1999.

S. 313 Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 and
enacts the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999, and for

Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999 other purposes..

Introduced by Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL) on January 27.
1999.
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Table 8. Proposed Legislation Influencing the Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry Introduced
into the 106th Congress as of May 1, 2000 (Continued)

Bill Purpose/Sponsor

S. 386 Amends the Internal Revenue Code by eliminating restrictions on
public power utilities which impede their ability to provide open

Bond Fairness and Protection Act of 1999 access transmission, and restricts the ability of public power
utilities to use tax-exempt financing for construction of new
facilities.

Introduced by Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) on February 6, 1999.

S. 516 Benefits consumers by promoting competition in the electric power
industry, and for other purposes.

Electric Utility Restructuring Empowerment and
Competitiveness Act of 1999 Introduced by Senator Craig Thomas (R-WY) on March 3, 1999.

S. 1047 Provides a comprehensive approach to electricity restructuring
and includes provisions to amend or repeal the Public Utilities

Comprehensive Electricity Competition Act ' Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, the Federal Power Act, and the
Public Utility Holding Act of 1935, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on May 13, 1999.

S. 1048 Amends the Internal Revenue Code with respect to tax-exempt
private activity bonds to declare that the determination whether

Comprehensive Electricity Competition Tax Act any electric output facility bond issued before enactment of this
Act is a private activity bond shall be made without regard to any
specified permissible competitive action taken by the issuer.

Introduced by Senator Frank H. Murkowski (R-AK) on May 13,
1999.

S. 1273 Amends the Federal Power Act, facilitates the transition to more
competitive and efficient electric power markets, and for other

Federal Power Act Amendments of 1999 purposes.

Introduced by Senator Jeffrey Bingaman (D-NM) on June 24,
1999.

S. 1284 Amends the Federal Power Act to include reciprocity provisions,
recognizes the State's authority to regulate retail electric sales and

Electric Consumer Choice Act the local distribution of electric energy, repeals the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935 and Section 210 of the Public
Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978.

Introduced by Senator Don Nickles (R-OK) on June 24. 1999.

S. 1369 Enhances the benefits of the national electric system by
encouraging and supporting State programs for renewable energy

Clean Energy Act of 1999 sources, universal electric service, energy conservation and
efficiency, and for other purposes.

Introduced by Senator James Jeffords (R-VT) on July 14, 1999.

S. 1949 Sets emission standards for operating and future fossil fuel-fired
generating plants, and for other purposes.

Clean Power Plant and Modernization Act of 1999
Introduced by Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT) on Novermber 17.
1999.
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Table 8. Proposed Legislation Influencing the Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry Introduced
into the 106th Congress as of May 1, 2000 (Continued)

Bill Purpose/Sponsor

S. 2071 Benefits electricity consumers by promoting the reliability of the -,
bulk power system.

Electric Reliability 2000 Act
Introduced by Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) on February 10,
2000.

S. 2098 Facilitates the transition to a more competitive and efficient electric
power market and ensures electric reliability.

Electric Power Market Competition and Reliability Act
Introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on February 24.
2000.

aThis is the Administration's restructuring proposal.
Source: Library of Congress website at http:/thomas.loc.gov/.
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7. Wholesale Power Markets and Restructuring the -
U.S. Power Transmission System

Introduction 888, is the foundation for creating competitive wholesale
power markets.

While congressional assent is necessary for many of the As the electric power industry becomes more corn-
reforms to the electric power industry, Congress has petitive, many of the changes taking place involve thegranted the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulation, operation, and control of the transmission
(FERC) authority to make regulations in a number of system. FERC, the agency responsible for regulating
areas. The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, it intertate energy commerce andthe transmission grid
highlights FERC initiatives to promote competitive is at the forefront of these changes. Its objective is towholesale power markets over approximately the past make the power generation sector more competitive by
20 years, which have become progressively broader in fostering wholesale power markets, and to make the
scope in recent years. Second, it highlights FERC's Nation's transission system more efficient.
initiatives in promoting an efficient and reliable power
transmission system.' The two areas-promoting com-
petitivewholesale power markets and an efficient power FERC Promotes
transmission system-are interrelated goals. Having
fully competitive power markets depends on creating an Wholesale Competition and
efficient, well operating transmission system. Transmission Efficiency

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the power transmission FERC has long believed that competition in electric
system is one of three major components of the electric power generation could result in lower electricity prices
power industry; the others are power generation and and improved services for wholesale and retail elec-
distribution. The transmission system provides the tricity customers. Beginning approximately in the mid-
capability to move electrical power over long distances, 1980s, FERC has issued numerous Orders, Policy State-
producing significant benefits to electric utilities and to ments, or case rulings designed to promote competition
electricity customers. One benefit is that large efficient in wholesale power markets and to improve operation
power plants can be built far from where the power is of the transmission system. (Table 9 presents a chrono-
used, and the transmission system or systems can logical summary of these documents.) FERC's objectives
deliver power from those plants to many customers over center on five broad functions:
a broad area at a relatively low cost. This capability was e Introducing market-based rates for wholesale
one of the reasons that utilities built large centralized power sales
power plants, which now provide most of the Nation's
power generation capacity. e Providing nondiscriminatory access to the power

transmission system

Another benefit of today's transmission system is that it · Developing guidelines for recovery of stranded
provides wholesale electricity customers an opportunity costs
to purchase less expensive power from alternative
suppliers such as power marketers or independent bulk transpa ion about
power producers. This opportunity, which did not exist
until the passage of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 o Promoting development of regional transmission
(EPACT), and later expanded in 1996 by FERC's Order organizations.

" The transmission system is an interconnected group of lines and equipment for the movement or transfer of electric energy between
points of supply and points where it is transformed for delivery to customers or is delivered to other electric systems.
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Table 9. Overview of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Efforts Promoting Competition in
the Electric Power Industry

Date Description of FERC Efforts

Prior to the Energy Policy Act, FERC encouraged and approved the use of market-based rates
representing one of FERC's initial efforts to make the industry more efficient. Between 1985 and

1985-1991 mid-1991, FERC addressed 31 requests to sell wholesale electric power at markel-based rates
(Notice of Public Conference and Request for Comments on Electricity Issues, Docket No. PL91-
1-000, April 1991).

FERC issued a policy statement regarding Regional Transmission Groups (RTGs). The purpose
of RTGs was to facilitate the provision of transmission services to potential users of Ihe

July 1993 transmission system and to facilitate the resolution of disputes over provision of services. It was
July 993believed by FERC that RTGs would encourage negotiated agreements between transmission

providers thereby avoiding the need for potentially time-consuming and expensive litigation before
FERC (Policy Statement Regarding Regional Transmission Groups, RM93-3-000, July 30, 1993).

FERC established general guidelines for comparable transmission access for third parties.
Comparable access refers to the belief that owners of the transmission grid should offer third

May 1994 parties access to the grid on the same or comparable basis and under the same or comparable
terms and conditions as the transmission owner's use of the system. Comparable access is one
of the key ingredients of an open access transmission tariff specified in Order 888 (see below)
(67FERC61, 168).

FERC issued its Transmission Pricing Policy Statement. Prior to this policy statement, FERC had
allowed only postage-stamp and contract path pricing of transmission services. In this policy

October 1994 statement, FERC recognized the need to encourage a vanety of other pricing methods that may
be more suitable for competitive wholesale power markets (Transmission Policy Statement, RM 93-
19-001, October 1994, Final Rule Order on reconsideration and clarifying the policy statement.
May 22, 1995).

FERC issued Order 888, requiring all public utilities that own, control, or operate transmission
April 196 facilities to have on file an open access non-discriminatory transmission tariff. The Order also

permits public utilities to seek recovery of stranded costs associated with providing open access
(Order 888, Final Rule. RM95-8-000. and RM94-7-001, April 24.1996).

April 1996 FERC issued Order 889 establishing the Open Access Same-Time Information System.

FERC issued a Policy Statement (Order 592) amending ts procedures to evaluate potential

December 1996 mergers between electric utilities. The procedures were designed to streamline the merger
application process, and update FERCs evaluation of the merger to consider the merger's effect
on competition, its effect on rates, and its effect on regulation.

1 - D r FERC conditionally approved five Independent System Operators (ISOs)-Califomia ISO. ISO-
9January 17-December New England, New York ISO. Pennsylvania. New Jersey, Maryland (PJM) ISO (official name is

PJM Interconnection), and the Midwest ISO.

FERC issued Order 2000 asking all transmission-owning utilities, including non-public utilities, to
place their transmission faciliies under the control ol an appropriate regional transmission

December 1999 organization (RTO). So that utilities could comply with this request, the characteristics and
minimum functions of an appropriate RTO were defined in the Order (Order 2000. Final Rule,
RM99-2-000, December 20, 1999).
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Introducing Market-Based Rates for abuses and reciprocal dealing between the public utility
Wholesale Power Sales and its affiliated power marketer."

In a regulated environment, wholesale and retail elec- The use of market-based prices started with bilateral
tricity power prices are calculated based on a utility's transactions, where buyers and sellers negotiated .
embedded costs plus a negotiated rate of return on their price. Since then a few centralized power markets have
investments. Becausethismethodensuresthattheutility been created where a power supplier sells through a
will cover its costs of operation, this method does not power exchange, and wholesale electricity prices are
have appropriate incentives to motivate a utility to fully based on the market conditions at the exchange. Central-
evaluate all the risks of an investment. If a utility invests ized power markets have begun in New England; New
in what turns out to be an uneconomical project, it can York; Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland (PJM) region;
still add the costs of the investment to the price it and California. More are likely to open during the
charges for electricity. Thus, the risks and economic coming years. Without blanket approvalto sellpower at
consequences of a poor investment are passed to the market-based rates, these competitive centralized
electricity customer. Another limitation is that the cost- markets could not exist.
based pricing concept is the antithesis of the objective of
promoting competitive wholesale power markets. Providing Nondiscriminatory Access to the

Transmission System
To overcome the limitations of cost-based pricing, in the
mid-1980s FERC considered 31 applications to use mar- Historically, many vertically integrated utilities did not
ket-based pricing for wholesale transactions, although allow independent power suppliers to use their trans-
onlya few applications were approved. However, by the mission systems. If they were ordered to provide access,
mid-1990s, FERC had approved the use of market-based the integrated utilities would favor power from their
rates for more than 100 power suppliers, and substantial own plants over the independent supplier when the
growth in their use had begun, transmission lines became congested. In some instances,

the utility would withhold certain types of important

Currently, 866 companies are eligible to sell wholesale transmission services. These practices stymied the
power at market-based rates, including 389 independent growth of competitive power generation markets
power producers, 271 affiliated power marketers and because they limited the extent to which independent
producers, and 206 investor-owned utilities (lOUs) and powe suppliers could provide service to electricity
other utilities (Table 10). Affiliated companies must customers.
comply with standards of conduct designed to eliminate

EPACT's passage gave FERC broad authority to order

Table 10. Companies Eligible to Sell Wholesale transmission-owningutilitiestowheelpowerfor whole-
Power at Market-Based Rates, as of sale power transactions, and it helped to relieve some of
May 1, 2000 the barriers to using the transmission system. Wheeling

occurs when a transmission-owning utility allows
Number of another utility or independent power producer to move

Type of Company Companies (or wheel) power over its transmission lines. Although
Independent Power Marketers .. 389 FERC's wheeling authority facilitated creation of com-

Affiliated Power Marketers ..... 117 petitive wholesale electricity markets, wheeling requests
Affiliated Power Producers ..... 154 were evaluated on a case-by-case basis, which was

sometimes slow and cumbersome. Also, disparities still
Investor-Owned Utilities ....... 99 persisted in the comprehensiveness and quality of trans-
Other Utilites ................. 107 mission services provided by transmission owners to

Total ................... 866 other users. To address disparities in service, in 1994
FERC established a "comparability standard" statingSource: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, online ERC established a omparability standard stating

at www.terc.fed.us/electric/PwrMkt/PMUST.htm (May that transmission-owning utilities should offer other
2000). transmission users access to their transmission systems

s D.F. Santa. "Analytical Flaws and Practical Pitfalls: Reconsidering FERC's Merchant Affiliate Rules," Tle Electricity Journal, Vol. 11
No. 9 (November 1998).
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on the same basis and under the same conditions as they transmission services functions from other business
use the transmission systems to service their own activities in the company.
electricity customers. FERC also applied the compara-
bility standard case-by-case- when a utility requested Order 888 covered other transmission tariff issues such
approval for market-based rates or approval to merge as pricing of transmission services, the application of
with another utility, FERC would specify that the utility market-based rates for power sold from new capacity,
must incorporate the comparability standard into its and other items. (Table 11 provides a summary of the
transmission tariff as a condition for approval, major provisions of Order 888 with respect to open

transmission access.) Since issuance of Order 888, all
Even withmore wheeling authority and implementation utilities have filed their open access tariffs, and Order
of the comparability standard on a case-by-case basis, 888 is now history. In retrospect, Order 888 represented
open non-discriminatory transmission access still did FERC's first broad sweeping effort to eliminate discrim-
not exist universally. In April 1996 FERC took action to inatory and unfair practices in the management and
correct the lack of universal access by issuing Order 888. control of the transmission system.
At that time, Order 888 was considered the most far-
reaching and ambitious project undertaken by FERC to Developing Guidelines for Recovery of
eliminate deterrents to competition in the electric power Stranded Costs
industry. Order 888 had two basic goals: (1) to eliminate
anti-competitive practices and undue discrimination in The second goal of Order 888 was to ensure that electric
transmission services through a universally applied utilities are able to recover their sunk costs in a com-
open access transmission tariff, and (2) to ensure the petitive industry. These sunk costs are called stranded
recovery of stranded costs a utility might accrue in the costs, or transition costs, and they represent a utility's
transition to competitive markets. capital investments' that are unrecoverable because of

the transition to competition. The rationale for allowing
With respect to the first goal, FERC imposed a blanket stranded cost recovery is that utilities have invested
requirement that all transmission-owning utilities under billions of dollars in'facilities under a regulatory regime
its jurisdiction must file an open access transmission that allowed cost recovery of all prudent investments.
tariff specifying the terms and conditions for using their To gain support and cooperation for a successful
transmission systems. The comparability standard was transition to a competitive industry, and to be consistent
one of the required conditions of the transmission tariff, with the past decisions, FERC believed it was critical
One significant advantage of a universal transmission that utilities recover these costs. At the same time, FERC
tariff was that it eliminated FERC's time-consuming recognized that recovery of stranded costs may delay
case-by-case evaluation of wheeling requests. Instead, some of the benefits of competitive power markets.
rights, terms, and conditions to wheel power were
predefined in the tariff and a company could respond FERC's Order 888 spelled out under what general
immediately to opportunities in short-term markets that conditions a utiliy is entitled to recover its stranded
previously were not available to them in a timely costs and from whom. As far as entitlements, Order 888
manner. Access to the transmission system in a timely specified that cost recovery at the wholesale level is
manner is essential for a competitive short-term power limited to situations where there is a link between the
market to function properly. use of FERC's required open access ransmission tariff

and the loss of wholesale power customers. FERC went
Another equally important component of Order 888 was further to specify that recovery of wholesale stranded
the requirement for transmission owners to functionally costs should be assigned to the departing customer. At
unbundle their activities. Functional unbundling the retail level, FERC determined that States should
required the transmission owner to take transmission have primary jurisdiction over cost recovery resulting
service under the same tariff as other transmission users from retail competition, although it would entertain
(comparabilitystandard);toseparateratesforwholesale requests to recover costs resulting from retail corn-
generation, transmission, and ancillary services; and to petition when a State does not have the authority.
rely on the same electronic information network that its
transmission customers rely on to obtain information FERC's concerns for the recovery of wholesale stranded
about prices and available capacity of the transmission costs may have been overestimated. Since Order 888 was
system. Essentially, the idea of functional unbundling issued, FERC has on record seven stranded costs cases.
was to avoid favoritism and discriminatory practices Moreover, as of April 2000, it had not received a filing
within a vertically integrated utility by separating its for wholesale stranded cost recovery in more than a year
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Table 11. Major Provisions of FERC Order 888 on Open Access

Functional Unbundling Reciprocity

A utility's uses of its own transmission system for the purpose of Transmission customers of jurisdictional utilities who take service
engaging in wholesale sales and purchases must be separated from under the open access tariff and who own, control, or operate
other activities. Corporate unbundling is not required. transmission faciliies must, in turn provide open access service to the

· Utilities must take tranmission services (incuding y transmitting utility. This includes municipally owned entities and RUS* Utilities must take transmission services (including ancillary ooperatives.
services) under the same tariff of general applicabilty as.do copera
others. ~~~~~oth~~~~~~ers. Services to be Provided

· Utlities must state separate rates for wholesale generaion,Utlities must state sepaarae ates foesr h ale generaton A public utility must offer transmission services that it is reasonably
transmission, and ancillary svices. capable of providing, not just those services that it currently provides

* Utilities must rely upon the same electronic information network to itself and others.
that its transmission customers rely upon to obtainthat its transmission f customers rely upon t obtain Six ancillary services must be included in the open access tariff:transmission information.

1. Scheduling, system control, and dispatch
Nondiscrtminatory Open Access Tariff Requirement 2- Reactive supply and voltage control from generation sources

3. Regulaion and frequency response
By July 9, 1996, jurisdictional utilities that own or control transmission 4. Energy imbalance
must have filed a single open access tariff that offers both network, 5. Operating reserve-spinning reserve
load-based services and point-to-point, contract-based services, 6. Operating reserve-supplemental reserve.
Including ancillary services, to eligible customers comparable to the
service they provide themselves at the wholesale level. The rule The transmission customer must purchase the first two services from
provides a single pro forma tariff that sets forth minimum conditions for the transmission provider.
both network and point-to-point services and nonprica terms and
conditions for providing those services and ancillary services.

Pools and Holding Companies Pricing

Jurisdictional utilities who are members of tight or loose power pools The rule does not prescribe rates for network point-to-point, ormust file either an individual pro forma tariff or a joint pool-wide pro ancillary services. Instead, utilities may charge current rates or applyforms tariff by July 9. 1996. They are not required to take service for for new transmission rates. Utilites can propose to recover opportunity
pool transactions under that tariff, but are required to file a joint pool- costs and expansion costs. Crediting for customers' transmissionwide tariff no later than December 31. 1996, and begin to take service facilities will be permitted on a case-by-case basis. Proposed pricing
under that tariff lor all pool transactions by that same date. By that must conform with FERCs Transmission Pricing Policy Statementdate, they must also restructure their ongoing operations and open
membership to nonutilities.

Contract Reform
Public utility holding companies not subject to tight or loose pool
requirements are required to ile a single system-wide pro forma tariff The rule does not void any existing requirements contracts. The
permitting transmission service across the entire holding company by functonal unbundling reauirement applies only to transmission
July 9, 1996. services under new requirements contracts, new coordination

contracts, and new transactions under existing coordinaton contracts.
As bilateral economy energy coordination contracts executed before
the effective dale of this rule must be modified to require unbundling of Parties to requirements contracts executed on or before July 1. 1994.
any economy energy transaction occurring after December 31. 1996. may seek modification of such contracts on a case-by-case basis,

even if they contain a Mobile-Sierra clause. FERC. however, does not
take contract modification lightly and parties seeking to modify
contracts wig have a heavy burden to demonstrate the need for it.

Customer Eligibility Market-Based Rates

Any entity engaged in wholesale purchases or sales of energy or retail Utilities seeking market-based rates for sale of electricity at wholesale
purchases is an eligible customer. from new capacity are no longer required to demonstrate lack of

market power in generation. New capacity is that tor whch
construction has commenced on or after the effective date of this rule.
For existing generation. FERC will continue its case-by-case approach
that includes an analysis of generation market power in first- and
second-tier markets.

Source: Adapted from -FERC Finalizes Electric Industry Restructuring Rule." Public Utity Topics (Philadelphia. PA: Coopers & Lybrand.
L.L.P.. June/July 1996). No. 96-2. p 4
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and a half.8 The overwhelming majority of stranded chapter. It arguably can be called FERC's most signifi-
costs awards have been in States that have implemented cant and, to some extent, most tumultuous activity
retail competition. Chapter 8 contains a discussion of undertaken in its effort to create a more competitive and
stranded costs resulting from States introducing retail efficient industry.
competition.

The concept of regional organizations in the electic
Promoting Transparency of Information power industry has existed for some time. Many
About the Bulk PowerTransmission System regional entities have been created for planning, coor-

dination, or system reliability functions. The most visible
To follow through with non-discriminatory access to the are the 10 Regional Reliability Councils that develop
transmission system, timely and accurate day-to-day standards and procedures to maintain the reliability of
information about transmission must be unrestricted the Nation's power system. Some industry observers
and public to all transmission users. To implement this have noted that perhaps there are too many regional
concept, in 1996 FERC issued Order 889 requiring all entities, and that regional decision-making authority and
lOUs to participate in -the Open Access Same-Time responsibility sometimes becomes blurred.
Information System (OASIS).

RTOs refer to the idea of organizing the operation,
The OASIS is an interactive Internet-based database control, and possible ownership of the transmission grid
containing information on available transmission capa- into independent companies or organizations; the pro-
city, capacity reservations, ancillary services, and trans- cess of forming RTOs is also referred to as grid
mission prices. The underlying idea of the OASIS is to regionalization" Regional control of the transmission
create an interactive computerized market for trans- grd has many coordination and efficiency advantages
mission-related products and services which is acces- over the current balkanized configuration where each
sible by all qualified users of the transmission system. In verticallyintegrated utility operates and controls itsown
that role, the OASIS facilitates the functioning of transmission facilities.
competitive power markets.

The OASIS became operational in January 1997. Cur- FERC's effort to foster grid regionalization consists of
rently, 23 OASIS nodes are on the Internet, and three progressively ambitious initiatives. In 1993 FERC
approximately 166 transmission owners participate by issued a policy statement recommending that trans-
providing information about their transmission facilities. mission owners, transmission customers, and other
Initially the OASIS had operational problems traceable interested parties form regional transmission groups
to a lack of common data elements and business prac- (RTGs) to coordinate transmission planning and expan-
tices. This condition made it difficult to compare data sion on a regional and inter-regional basis (Table 9). A
between nodes, and to conduct business over multiple few RTGs were established, but their role has been
nodes. Recently, OASIS developers have adopted a com- limited. Although effective for planning purposes, these
mon set of Business Practice Standards to improve the organizations were usually not vested with appropriate
interaction between transmissions providers and decision-making authority needed to address trans-
customers over the OASIS.' 7 Implementation of the misson issues affecting an entire region
standards should move the OASIS further along in
becoming a useful tool in support of a competitive In its next initiative, FERC used a stronger and more
industry. ambitious approach to grid regionalization. In Order

888, FERC encouraged the formation of independent
Promoting Development of Regional system operators (ISOs), whereby utilities would
Transmission Organizations transfer operating control of their transmission facilities

to the ISO. Ownership of the facilities would remain
Promoting regional transmission organizations (RTOs) with the utility. Utility participation in an ISO was
is the last of FERC's major objectives discussed in this voluntary.

M Personal conversation with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, April 3. 2000.
v Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. -Open Access Same-Tume Information System and Standards of Conduct-Order 635."

(February 25.2000).
" Regional Transmission OrganLzations (RTOs) have also been called power pools, regional transmission groups iRTGs). and

independent system operators (ISOs). They are all similar in that they represent a grouping of transmission facilities owned by different
electric utilities to achieve common objectives. Their missions, scope of responsibilities, and objectives, however, were different.
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By encouraging ISO formation, FERC underscored its transmission system has been challenged to support the
belief in the importance of unbundling power generation movement of power in unprecedented amounts and in
and marketing from operation and control of the trans- unexpected directions."" This view is supported by a
mission grid. An ISO with no economic interest in U.S. Department of Energy Task Force noting that "there
marketing and selling power could administer fairly the is a critical need to be sure that reliability is not taken for
open access transmission tariff and eliminate discrim- granted as the industry restructures, and thus does not
inatory practices, and at the same time achieve the fall through the cracks."2
efficiency benefits from regional control of the grid."
Since Order 888 was issued, six ISOs have been formed Not only has maintaining reliability become more
and five of them are now operating. (The status of these difficult, other obstacles to competitive markets have
ISOs is discussed later.) emerged. Transmission congestion has increased, but

current procedures for relieving congestion are anti-
Remaining Impediments to Competitive quated and sometimes unfair. As FERC points out, "cur-
Power Markets After Order 888 rent transmission loading relief (TLR) procedures [for

relieving congestion] are cumbersome, inefficient, and
Even with five ISOs operating and open access trans- disruptive to power markets because they rely
mission tariffs in place, the development of wholesale exclusively on physical measures of [electricity] flows
power markets across the nation has been slow, and with no attempt to assess the relative costs and benefits
obstacles to competition still remain. Three major of alternative congestion management techniques."
obstacles have been mentioned. First, since Order 888 Another problem is that planning for transmission
was issued the Commission has received many com- expansion is more difficult than in the past because of
plaints of transmission owners discriminating against more uncertainty in the industry. Responsibilities for
independent power companies. Further, the Commis- transmission expansion are not always clear, the moti-
sion noted that an increase in the number of market vation for construction of new facilities is changing, and
participants and transactions in wholesale markets has cost recovery after construction may be more risky than
made discriminatory behavior with regard to trans- i the past. Finally, the current method of transmission
mission access more subtle and more difficult to pricing is antiquated given the new competitive environ-
identify.9 0Second, the Commission observed that electric ment. In most of the United States, the transmission
utilities' implementation of functional unbundling has customer pays separate additive access charges every
not produced sufficient separation between operating time the power crosses the boundary of a transmission
the transmission system and marketing and selling owner. This practice is referred to as pancaked pricing,
power, and that this lack of separation contributes to which has the effect of raising the cost of transmission
discriminatory behavior. Third, grid regionalization and reducing the geographic size of competitive power
through ISOs has occurred in some areas of the country, markets.
but was not implemented in other areas. Although
creation of an ISO was voluntary, expectations were that Order 2000 and Grid Regionalization
more regions would seek to realize the benefits of grid
regionalization and would participate in forming ISOs. FERC's third initiative to grid regionalization, which is

currently being implemented, is perhaps its most
In addition to these obstacles, an increase in market ambitious effort. In December 1999, FERC issued Order
participants and trading over the past few years, and 2000, calling for the voluntary creation of RTOs
changes to electricity trading patterns has made system throughout the United States. FERC had noted that all of
reliability more difficult to maintain which impedes the Nation's transmission systems should be brought
creating fully competitive power markets. The North under regional control and perhaps regional ownership
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) reported in order to eliminate the remaining discriminatory
that, "[in recent years] the adequacy of the bulk power practices, meet the increasing demands placed on the

" The intent of FERC's functional unbundling requirement, specified in Order 888 and discussed above, was to accomplish the same
thing without the need for separate organizations.

' Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. "Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Regional Transmission Organization." RM99--000 (NMav
13, 1999).

' North American Electric Reliability Council. "Reliability Assessment 1998-2007" (September 1998).
' Secretary of Energy Advisory Board's (SEAB) Task Force on Electric System Reliability, Maintaining Reliability in a Competitive U.S.Electric Industry" (September 29. 1998).
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transmission system, and achieve fully competitive Improve calculations of available transmission capa-
wholesale power markets. If FERC's implementation of city: Available transmission capacity (ATC) is a measure
Order 2000 is successful, the transmission system will of the amount of transmission capacity that is available
go from a system owned and controlled mostly by to transmit power over the grid at a particular time.
vertically integrated electric utilities to a system owned Market participants use this information to make sho4-
and/or controlled by a few, but uncertain number of, term decisions to purchase or sell power. ATC Is
unaffiliated RTOs. difficult to calculate due to constantly changing con-

ditions and the complexity of the electrical network. The
With this formidable undertaking, the Commission difficultyis compounded in a balkanized network where
again believes a voluntary approach will be successful each utility calculates its own ATC. An RTO with
because (1) many vertically integrated utilities recognize regional scope will have better information on con-
the benefits of an RTO, (2) Order 2000 provides clear ditions of the network than an individual utility; with
rules and guidance for utilities to follow in forming an better information, more accurate estimates of ATC will
RTO, (3) to facilitate cooperation, the Commission be available to transmission users. Also, FERC has
established a collaborative process for RTO develop- pointed out that many complaints have been filed
ment, and (4) Order 2000 provides ratemaking incen- claiming that transmission providers are calculating
tives for companies who assume the risks of a transition ATC to favor their own generators, which is a form of
to a new corporate structure. (Table 12 contains a discrimination. An independent RTO will eliminate this
summary of the major components of Order 2000.) behavior.

Potential Benefits of Regional Transmission Improve management of parallel path flow and system
Organizations Through Order 2000 reliability: The interconnection of the transmission grid

makes management a difficult and challenging task. One
By eliminating the balkanized control of the transmis- of the biggest problems is managing parallel path flow
sion grid, regionalization has the potential to increase (also called loop flow). Parallel path flow refers to the
significantly the overall operating efficiency of the fact that electricity flows across an electrical path
industry system. Many industry analysts believe that between source and destination according to the laws of
combining the control of individual transmission physics, meaning that some power may flow over the
systems under one regional organization with a wide lines of adjoining transmission systems inadvertently
regional scope can lead to improvements in transmission affecting the ability of the other region to move power.
pricing, improved management of congestion, improved This cross-over can create compensation disputes among
information relevant to promoting competition in power the affected transmission owners. It also impacts system
markets, better management of parallel path flow reliability if a parallel path flow overloads a transois-
problems, improved reliability management, and as sion line and decisions must be made to reduce (curtail)
noted above, the elimination of remaining discrim- output from a particular generator or in a particular
inatory practices concerning access to the transmission area. An RTO with access to regionwide information on
system services. The term potential is a key word transmission network conditions, with regionwide
because regionalized control of the Nation's trans- power scheduling authority, and with more efficient
mission grid, as proposed in Order 2000, is a new and pricing of congestion can better manage parallel path
unproven concept. These potential benefits, some of flows and reduce the incidence of power curtailment.

-which were alluded to in the above discussion, are
covered below in more detail. Improve transmission pricing methods: Pricing of

transmission services is one of the most important issues
Eliminate remaining opportunities for discriminatory in restructuring the Nation's transmission system. His-
transmission practices: As organizations completely torically, FERC has based its approach to transmission
independent from power production and sales, RTOs prices on the rolled-in average historic costs of the
will sever the economic incentives between power mar- transmitting utility. This method was largely developed
keting and control of the transmission system. Without for requirements service where the wholesale customer's
the economic incentive, the reasons for discriminatory load was dispersed throughout the utility's service
practices should be eliminated. Functional unbundling territory and integrated generation and transmission
required in Order 888 did not eliminate economic facilities are used. The result has been a "postage stamp"
incentives, and was not completely effective in elim- rate. Postage stamp rates have important limitations,
inating discriminatory practices. particularly in providing price signals to transmission
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Table 12. Summary of Major Provisions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Order 2000
Final Rule Establishing Regional Transmission Organizations

Filing Requirements and Deadlines

1. Each public utility that owns, operates, or controls interstate transmission facilities (except those already participating in anapproved regional transmission entity) must file by October 15, 2000, a proposal to participate in a regional transmissionorganization (RTO) that will be operational by December 15, 2001, or they must tile, by the same date, a description of effortsto participate in an RTO, obstacles to participation, and plans and a timetable for future efforts.

2. Each public utility that is a member of an existing transmission entity that conforms with the 11 ISO principles contained inOrder 888 must file by January 15, 2001, a description that explains the extent to which the transmission entity in which itparticipates meets the minimum characteristics and functions of an RTO, and how it proposes to modify the entity to becomean RTO, or a description of efforts, obstacles, and plans to conform to an RTO's minimum characteristics and functions.

3. All RTOs will implement their minimum functions according to the following schedule:

* Congestion management function by December 15, 2002
* Parallel path flow coordination function by December 15, 2004
· Transmission planning and expansion function by December 15, 2004
* Other minimum functions will be implemented by startup.

Minimum Characteristics of a Regional Transmission Organization

1. Independence: The RTO must be independent of market participants. Independence can be achieved by meeting threeconditions: (1) the RTO, its employees, and any non-stakeholder director must not have any financial interest in any marketparticipants, (2) the RTO must have a decision-making process independent of control by any market participant, and (3) theRTO must have exclusive authority under Section 205 of the Federal Power Act to file changes to its transmission tariff.

2. Scope and Regional Configuration: The RTO's region must be of sufficient scope and configuration to perform effectivelyits required function and to support efficient and nondiscriminatory power markets. FERC will evaluate the configuration orboundaries of the RTO according to the extent it meets nine criteria:

· Facilitates performing essential RTO functions
· Encompasses one contiguous geographic area
* Encompasses a highly interconnected portion of the grid
· Deters the exercise of market power
· Recognizes existing trading patterns
. Takes into account existing regional boundaries (e.g., NERC regions)
· Encompasses existing regional transmission entities
· Encompasses existing control areas
- Takes into account international boundaries.

3. Operational Authority: The RTO must have operational authority for all transmission facilities under its control, and it alsomust be the security coordinator for the region. The security coordinator ensures the real-time operating reliability of the powersystems.

4. Short-Term Reliability: The RTO must have exclusive authority for maintaining the short-term reliability of the transmissiongnd under its control. Short-term is intended to include all time periods necessary for the RTO to satisfy its reliabilityresponsibilities up to the planning horizon.

Minimum Functions of a Regional Transmission Organization

1. Tariff Administration and Design: The RTO will be the sole administrator of its own tariff and, therefore, it will be the soledecision-making authority on provision of transmission service including the decision to establish new interconnections.

2. Congestion Management: The RTO will ensure the development of market mechanisms to manage transmission congestionThese mechanisms should provide price signals to transmission customers regarding the consequences of their transmissionusage decisions.
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Table 12. Summary of Major Provisions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Order 2000
Final Rule Establishing Regional Transmission Organizations (Continued)

3. Parallel Path Flow: The RTO must implement procedures within 3 years of start-up to address the problems associated with
interregional parallel path flow and implement procedures immediately for regional parallel path flow. Parallel path flow refers
to the fact that electricity flows over transmission lines according to the laws of physics. Because of these laws, the power
generated in one region may flow over the transmission lines of another region, inadvertently affecting the ability of the other
region lo move power.

4. Ancillary Services: The RTO must serve as the provider of last resort for all ancillary services as required in Order 888. The
RTO should promote creation of competitive markets for procurement of these services.

5. Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) and Capability Calculations: The RTO should act as a single
OASIS node. The data elements of total transmission capability and available transmission capability, which are stored on the
OASIS and used by potential transmission customers, will be calculated by the RTO, or if provided by the transmission owner,
verified by the RTO.

6. Market Monitoring: The RTO will submit to FERC a market monitoring plan that (1) ensures that there is objective information
about the markets, (2) contains procedures for proposing efficiency improvements, market flaws, and market power, and (3)
contains procedures to evaluate the behavior of market participants.

7. Planning and Expansion: The RTO must develop a planning and expansion proposal that (1) encourages market-motivated
operating and investment actions for preventing and releving congestion, (2) accommodates efforts by State regulatory
commissions to create multi-state agreements to review and approve new transmission facilities and coordinates with existing
regional transmission groups, and (3) files a plan with milestones showing that the RTO'will meet its planning and expansion
requirements no later than 3 years after start-up.

8. Interregional Coordination: The RTO will develop mechanisms to ensure the integration of reliability practices within an
interconnection and market interface practices among regions.

Open Architecture

Open architecture refers to the idea that RTOs should be designed so that improvements in their structure, operating rules.
and other activities can evolve over time.

Policy for an RTO's Transmission Rates

FERC believes that effective transmission rates are essential in promoting economic efficiency in the generation and transmission
sectors, and are an important factor to the success of the RTO as a stand-alone transmission business. FERC has approval
responsibility for an RTO's transmission rate schedule. According to FERC policy, effective transmission rates will address the
following issues:

1. Eliminate Pancake Pricing: Pancake pricing occurs when a transmission customer is charged separate access charges for
each utility service territory crossed by the transmission customer's power transaction. Pancaking increases the price of
electricity and it discourages competition in the generation sector. By combining transmission systems under one RTO, a wider
area served by a single rate can be designed.

2. Reciprocal Waiving of Access Charges Between RTOs: FERC encourages the RTOs to waive transmission access
charges for transactions that cross RTO borders. This increases the size of the competitive trading area beyond the RTO
border.

3. Uniform Access Charges: FERC encouraged that an RTO establish one uniform access charge lor all transmission
customers. However, they recognized that this approach may result in cost shifting (i.e., low-cost transmission providers would
see a rate increase, and high cost providers a rate decrease). As a temporary solution, FERC will allow a single rate. but tat
rate will vary based on where the customer is located.

4. Congestion Pricing: Congestion pricing is closely related to congestion management in that effective pricing of congestion
problems provides the appropriate price signals to build additional transmission lines or power generation plants in order to
eliminate congestion.
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Table 12. Summary of Major Provisions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Order 2000
Final Rule Establishing Regional Transmission Organizations (Continued)

5. Service to Transmission-Owning Utilities that do not Participate in an RTO: FERC intends to permit an RTO to propose
rates, terms, and conditions of transmission service that recognize the participatory status of transmission customers. In other
words, a transmission customer who is also a transmission provider in the region that chose not to join the RTO. will havea
different transmission tariff than other customers.

6. Performance-Based Regulation: Performance-based regulation (PBR) represents the concept of offering financial incentives
to lower rates or costs. Under PBR, good performance can be rewarded with higher profits and poor performance can be
penalized in some manner. As an alternative to cost-based regulation, FERC encourages the RTO to develop PBR proposals,
although submission of a proposal is voluntary.

7. Other RTO Transmission Rate Reforms: To encourage investment in transmission facilities and efficiency in operation,
FERC indicated that it would consider other innovative transmission pricing proposals such as a higher return on equity than
previously allowed, levelized rates, or accelerated depreciation and incremental pricing for new transmission investments.

i. Additional Ratemaking Issues: This section of Order 2000 contained a wide range of comments on ratemaking issues not
specifically addressed in the notice of proposed rulemakiing. These comments cover issues ranging from alternative ratemaking
methods to issues dealing with how to incorporate incentives to promote environmentally benign resources.

9. Filing Procedures for Innovative Rate Proposals: FERC will evaluate innovative rate proposals based on how the proposed
rate treatment would help achieve the goals of an RTO. Rate moratoria or returns on equity that do not vary according to the
RTO capital structure may not be included in the RTO's rate structure after January 1, 2005.

Other Issues

In Order 2000, FERC identified nine issues, other than the ones discussed above, which may have an impact on the structure,
completeness, regulation, and design of RTOs.

1. Public Power and Cooperative Participation in RTOs: FERC expects pubic power entities to participate in the formation
of RTOs, but it is aware public power entities face several obstacles. The Intemal Revenue Service Codes may prevent facilities
financed by tax-exempt debt from wheeling privately owned power, or they may prevent transfer of operational control of
transmission facilities financed by tax-exempt debt to a for-profit transmission company. State and local government laws may
prevent public power entities from participating in RTOs. The lack of participation of public power entities may negate some of
the effectiveness and expected benefits of RTOs.

2. Participation by Canadian and Mexican Entities: FERC opined that Mexican and Canadian participation in an RTO would
be beneficial.

3. Existing Transmission Contracts: FERC indicated that it will examine, case-by-case, how to handle existing contractual
arrangements when forming an RTO. For example, one issue may involve how to handle pancaked rates in existing contracts
for others when transmission-owning utilities design a non-pancaked rate for their own transactions.

4. Power Exchanges: FERC will leave it to each region to determine a need for a power exchange, and if the RTO should
operate the exchange should there be a need.

5. Effects on Retail Markets and Retail Access: FERC opined that formation of an RTO will not affect the ability of States to
implement retail markets and competition. In Order 2000, FERC noted that experience with the independent system operators
(ISOs) indicates that an RTO could be a benefit to States that are Implementing retail competition.

6. Effects on States with Low-Cost Generation: Some Stales are concerned that an RTO would result in local utilities selling
their low-cost power to other States. FERC asserted that an RTO will provide access to future low-cost generation plants and
that new low-cost generation plants will be attracted to regions with an RTO because of dependable and nondiscriminatory
access to the transmission system.

7. States' Role With Regard to RTOs: FERC believes that States have an important role to play, but they chose not to specify
what role in Order 2000.
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Table 12. Summary of Major Provisions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Order 2000
Final Rule Establishing Regional Transmission Organizations (Continued)

B. Accounting Issues: FERC will require that RTOs conform to the Uniform System of Accounts, but they also indicated that
changes in the industry require them to re-examine existing accounting and related reporting requirements.

9. Market Design Lessons: FERC envisions that bid-based markets for wholesale electric power will be a central feature in
many RTO proposals. Although bid-based markets for electric power do not now represent the dominant method for buying and
seling electricity, this method is expected to grow. In Order 2000, FERC summarizes lessons learned from its analysis and
approval of bid-based markets for four independent system operators. As these and other power markets mature, additional
information on how to design and operate power markets will develop.

* Multiple Product Markets: Efficiency of a multi-product market operating in the same time period is maximized when
arbitrage opportunities reflected in the bids are exhausted. That is, it is efficient when, after the RTO's market has cleared,
no market participant would have preferred to be in another of the RTO's markets.

* Physical Feasibility: Transaction in the market should be physically feasible.
* Access to Real-Time Balancing Market: Real-time balancing refers to the moment-to-moment matching of loads and

generation on a system-wide basis. A real-time balancing market should be available to all grid users for purposes of
settling their individual imbalances.

* Market Participation: Markets are more efficient with a broad participation.
* Demand-Side Bidding: The current wholesale power markets do not offer customer demand-side bidding, only power

suppliers bid into the markets. However, demand-side bidding, to the extent it is practical, is desirable to make electricity
supply and prices more responsive to competitive markets.

* Bidding Rules: The market should allow generators to make bids that approximate their costs.
* Transaction Costs and Risks: Transaction costs should be low and participation in the market should involve no

unnecessary risk-
* Price Recalculations: Market clearing prices should minimize electricity price recalculations.
* Multi-Settlement Markets: Multi-settlement markets may involve a day-ahead market and a real-time market. If the day-

ahead market bids are needed for reliability, these bids need to be physically binding and may be subject to penalties for
failing to adhere to the bid.

* Preventing Abusive Market Power: FERC highlights three items which will help to lessen the potential for market power:
(1) have fewer restrictions on importing power into the region, (2) have less segmentation of geographic markets for the
same product, and (3) stop allowing market participants to change bids before they complete the financial settlement. Bid
changing can be used as signaling to facilitate collusive behavior.

* Market Information and Marketing Monitoring: Market clearing prices and quantities should be transparent so that
market participants can assess the market and plan their business efficiently.

* Prices and Cost Averaging: Transmission and congestion prices based on average costs may distort power production,
power consumption, and investment decisions. More innovative pricing methods are needed.

Collaborative Process: FERC asserted its commitment to hold regional workshops to assist in the voluntary formation of RTOs.
Five workshops were held in March and April 2000.

Sources: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. "Regional Transmission Organizations. Order No. 2000," 18 CFR Part 35
(December 20, 1999); LS. Hyman, What's Inside FERC's Transmission Policy: A Guide To Order 2000 (Vienna, VA: Public
Utilities Reports, January 2000).

users. Such rates may not reflect the cost of scarcity equitable pricing methods that eliminate the possibility
when there is a bottleneck on the grid, the costs of of pancaked pricing which can double or tnple the price
expanding capacity to remove such a bottleneck, or the of the transaction, making it more difficult for electricity
costs of transmitting power over long distances. suppliers that have to cross multi-transmission bound-

aries to be cost competitive. Under Order 2000, RTOs
In addition to the potential inefficiencies, each trans- willberequired todesignpricingmethodsthateliminate
mission owner had its own rate structure which worked pancaked prices. Also, Order 2000 encourages RTO
when the industry was totally regulated and wholesale applicants to consider innovative transmission pricing
electricity markets were relatively small or nonexistent methods such as performance-based ratemaking (PBR),
and electricity trading was infrequent. Competitive or levelized rates, to replace the inefficient transmission
wholesale power markets require more efficient and pricing methods currently used.
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Improve management of transmission congestion: but notes that a region sized appropriately will be
Transmission congestion occurs when a transmission sufficient to permit the RTO to effectively perform its
line reaches its transmitting capacity and additional required functions and to support efficient and
power from a specific generator cannot be dispatched as nondiscriminatory power markets. The Commission
needed. Congestion is caused by generation or power specified regional configuration factors to evaluate the
grid outages, increases in energy demand, loop flow appropriateness of the proposed RTO's configuration.
problems, or a combination of these factors. The region configuration should be large enough so that

the RTO can make accurate and reliable ATC calcu-
In the past, transmission owners had responsibility for lations, resolve loop flow issues internally within the
the management of congestion on their transmission region, manage congestion effectively, offer non-
systems. Usually, adequate transmission facilities pancaked transmission rates, effectively operate one
existed to support the flow of electricity within each OASIS site, and conduct transmission planning and
transmission owner's system; however, whencongestion expansion effectively. The specific boundaries of an RTO
occurred, the common approach was to curtail power to will be evaluated using nine criteria (Table 12, Minimum
relieve the congestion. In a competitive environment, Characteristic 2).
administrative curtailment is no longer an acceptable
technique for congestion management. By not evaluating A reading of Order 2000 requirements with respect to
the costs of congestion, administrative curtailment the appropriate size of an RTO makes clear a few points.
provides no price signals or economic incentives to FERC does not have any apparent preconceived notion
reduce congestion, and in that respect it is incompatible of the appropriate size of an RTO, only that determining
with competitive markets. In Order 2000, the Com- the right size will involve evaluating many factors. One
mission requires that an RTO develop mechanisms that size does not fit all regions, so different configurations
measure congestion costs and that market participants are likely. To maximize the benefits of an RTO, it
are made aware of the cost consequences of their appears that the larger the region covered by the RTO
transmission usage decision. FERC leaves it up to the the better, to a point. Technical factors, as well as
RTO to design a congestion pricing method to suit its managerial, economic, and political factors need to be
needs. evaluated to determine an optimal size.

Improve reliability of the transmission grid: Because an Determining the appropriate ownership structure of an
RTO typically covers a larger region, it enhances coor- RTO: One of the most important factors in determining
dination among key players during system emergencies. the appropriate ownership structure for an RTO is its
Additionally, it can better coordinate or schedule ability to achieve independence from market par-
generation and transmission outages and the sharing of ticipants." FERC commented in Order 888 that "the
ancillary services. An independent RTO can conduct principle of independence is the bedrock upon which the
more objective reliability studies of the system than ISO must be built and that this principle must apply to
others who may have vested interests in certain all RTOs, whether they are ISOs, transmission com-
outcomes. panies (Transcos), or variants of these two models.

Order 2000 enumerates three conditions for independ-
Major Issues in Forming a Regional ence: (1) the RTO's employees and any nonstakeholder

Transmission Organization directors must not have any financial interest in any
market participants; (2) the RTO must have a decision-

Creating RTOs nationwide is a formidable task, and making process that is independent of control by any
many difficult issues must be addressed. In addition to market participant or class of participants; and (3) the
the problems unique to each region of the country, there RTO must have exclusive and independent authority to
are also generic problems applicable to all regions. Three file changes to its transmission tariff with the
important generic issues are the RTO's size, organ- Commissionundersection205 oftheFederalPowerAct.
izational structure, and transmission grid coverage.

The effect of ownership on an RTO's independence
Determining the appropriate size of an RTO: The depends on which ownership model is used. The two
Commission did not prescribe boundaries for an RTO, basic models are the ISO model and transmission

" A definition of "market participant- was problematic, and FERC, after considering extensive comments, concluded that market
participants is an entity whose economic or commercial interest is likely to be affected by an RTO's decision and actions. The Regulatory
Text, Part 35. Chapter L Title 18 CFR. 35.34(b2) contains a full definition of "market participant"
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company (Transco) model. With the ISOs that are cur- mately 30 percent of the Nation's power grid, the
rently operating, ownership of the transrissionfacilities potentialexists for substantial gaps in regional coverage.
remained with the vertically integrated electric utility, For example, in the northwest and southeast regions of
but operating control of the facilities was transferred to the United States, federally owned utilities are major
the ISO. These ISOs operate as nonprofit and nonshare providers of electricity with substantial ownership iq
companies and their independence from market transmission facilities. RTO formation in those regions%
participants is established through representation and may be impractical without their participation.
voting privileges of its governing board.

In Order 2000, FERC encourages non-jurisdictional
The Transco is an independent, self-sustaining, profit- utility participation, but also recognizes that municipally
making transmission company. Under this model, the owned utilities face numerous regulatory and legal
Transco owns the transmission facilities and the issue of obstacles. The Internal Revenue Code has private use
independence concerns ownership of the company itself. restrictions on the transmission facilities of municipally
The Commission noted that it will permit market owned utilities financed by tax-exempt bonds. State and
participants to retain limited active ownership (up to5 local government limitations, such as prohibitions on
percent for a single market participant and 15 percent participating in stock-owning entities and other
for a class of market participants) in the RTO during a 5- restrictions, may also impede full participation. FERC,
year transition period. Active ownership refers to through the collaborative process, seeks solutions to
ownership of voting securities that gives the owner the these problems, but the outcome is uncertain.
ability to influence or control an RTO's operating and
investment decisions. An active ownership interest will

terminate after 5 years. Status of Regional Transmission
In Order 2000, FERC has noted its openness to consider Organizations
any type of ownership and governance structure as long
as the RTO's design meets the minimum characteristics Although FERC has encouraged formation of inde-
requirement of Order 2000. FERC has stated that "it is pendent RTOs, development of them has been sporadic;
important that we provide current transmission owners most of the Nation's transmission grid is not under
with flexibility in deciding how they will relinquish control of an independent RTO. Five ISOs have formed
ownership or control of their transmission facilities to an over the past 2 years and are now operating-California
RTO." Flexibility in ownership allows for regional ISO; Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland (PJM) ISO;
differences. ISO New England; New York ISO; and ERCOT ISO

(Figure 27). The Midwest ISO has received regulatory
Avoiding gaps in regional coverageof thetransmission approval and much of its operating infrastructure has
grid: For an RTO to realize its full potential, its must been assembled; it should take operating control of the
have control and authority over the entire transmission transmission gria in the near future.
grid in the region. Gaps or breaks in continuity of
coverage of the grid undermine the RTO's effectiveness Several factors have contributed to the current set of
and the achievement of the benefits it can provide, approved ISOs. PJM, New England, and New York ISOs

were created from existing tight power pools. A tight
_Because joining an RTO is voluntary, some utilities may power pool functions as one control area. Unlike ISOs,
decide not to participate. IOUs choosing not to par- power pools did not have control of transmission
ticipate are required to file reasons and obstacles for not facilities, they were not independent from transmission
participating. This procedure should invoke a dialogue owners, and they did not administer a regional open
with FERC and provide a mechanism to overcome access transmission tariff. According to Order 2000, "it
obstacles to participation. Because lOUs are juris- appears that the principal motivation for these tight
dictional utilities, FERC also has some leverage in power pools forming ISOs was to establish a single
convincing lOUs to participate. system-wide transmission tariff as required by Order

888." In contrast, State legislation that opened Cali-
On the other hand, federally owned and other public fornia's electric industry to retail competition required
power and cooperative utilities are non-jurisdictional the formation of the California ISO. The Public Utility
utilities; they have no filing requirements under Order Commission of Texas created the ERCOT ISO.
2000 and FERC has no apparent leverage in obtaining Originally, the Midwest ISO consisted of voluntary
their participation. Because these utilities own approxi- members. Subsequent to its initial formation, electric
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Figure 27. Independent System Operators and Regional Transmission Organizations in Operation or
Under Discussion as of April 1, 2000
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In operation (ISOs have been approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and
- the State public utility commission).

: .- 'In planning or under discussion.

Midwest ISO has received FERC's conditional approval and has much of its infrastructure in
-- place. Actual operating date has not been announced.

Notes: * Creation of regional transmission organizations (RTOs) is currently under rapid development. Under Order 2000. utilities
not currently members of an approved ISO must submit plans to join an RTO by October 2000. Utilities that are members of an
ISO must submit plans to form an RTO by January 2001. * MAPP and the Midwest ISO have reached an agreement to merge
operations. Mountain West is an independent system administrator which is considered an interim organization in a broader regional
transition plan.

Source: Compiled from information obtained in trade journals and websites maintained by the regional transmission organizations.

utilities in Illinois and Wisconsin have joined the based on dollar per megawatthour of transmission
MidwestlSObecauseofStatelegislationrequiringeither system usage. Under this system, the transmission
utility participation in an ISO or divestiture of their customer pays only one access charge regardless of the
transmission assets. number of individual transmission systems crossed in

the ISO-controlled grid, so pancaked charges have been
A comparison of the six ISOs show many similarities, eliminated. Most of the ISOs are moving toward
although many of the implementation details are development of one uniform access charge for the entire
different (Table 13). All of the ISOs are nonprofit ISO-controlled grid-
organizations. Four of the ISOs operate as a single
control area; ERCOT and the Midwest ISO have multiple Three of the ISOs (California, PJM, and New York) use
control areas within their regions. bid prices to manage transmission congestion in their

region. In general, the power generators submit
With the exception of the ERCOT ISO, all other ISOs voluntary bids to reduce output and relieve congestion,
have developed a single access charge to the ISO-con- and the ISO uses the bids to calculate the costs (or price)
trolled transmission systems. based on the costs of the of transmission congestion. The costs are assigned to the
transmission owner serving the customer. Access appropriate transmissiun user. This technique places a
charges are used to recover the transmission owner's value on congestion and it provides a basis for economic
embedded transmission system costs, and are calculated decision-making. Managing transmission congestion
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Table 13. Selected Information on Independent System Operators

Pennsylvania,
New Jersey,

California ERCOT Maryland
ISO Texas ISO ISO New England MidWest ISO (MISO) New York ISO (PJM)-ISO

Operating Date March 31.1998 August 1996 1997 Approved 1998. 1999 Apnl 1998
Not yet operating

State Covered California Texas Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, New York, Delaware.
Maine. Kentucky. Missouri. New Jersey New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Ohio, Maryland. Maryland,
New Hampshire. Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, Virginia, Washington, DC,
Vermont West Virginia Virginia

Wisconsin

Number of 3 16 15 13 8 10
Transmisslon
Owners

Type of Organization Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit

Board of Directors 24 members 18 members 10 independent 8 independent 10 independent 8 independent
representing 13 representing 6 members members members members

stakeholder classes stakeholder
classes

Control Areas Single Multiple Single Multiple Single Single

Transmission Rights Under development None Under Undecided Transmission Fixed
Program development congestion transmission

contracts rights

Transmission Price based * Priority based Priority based Priority based Price based Price based
Congestion
Management

Transmission Access Charge is based on System-wide Charge is based Charge is based on Charge is based Charge is based
Charges ' (Method to the embedded cost (postage stamp) on the embedded the embedded cost of on the on the embedded
Meet Revenue of the transmission charge cost of the the transmission embeddedcos c ost ct of me
Requirements) owner serving the transmission owner owner serving the of the transmission

customer serving the customer transmission owner serving the
customer owner serving customer

the customer

Ancillary Services ISO procures if not ISO coordinates ISO can provide ISO will arrange for ISO can provide ISO provides or
provided services coordinates

Transmission ISO leads ISO coordinates NEPOOL has lead ISO develops plan ISO is an active ISO prepares plan
Planning coordinated process role with transmission particpant

owners

Operation of a Separate from ISO None Combined with ISO None Combined with Combined with
Centralized Power ISO ISO
Market
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Table 13. Selected Information on Independent System Operators (Continued)

Pennsylvania,
New Jersey,

California ERCOT ISO New MidWest ISO Maryland
ISO Texas ISO England (MISO) New York ISO (PJM)-ISO -

The California One residual Day-ahead and One real-time joint
power exchange day-ahead market real-time market for energy

manages the day- (only the market: both and reserves;
ahead and hour- difference ISO settled; generators submit
ahead markets. between additional bids hourly bids for

The ISOmanages participants can be submited their resources

Type of Centralized Power eancillary energy resources and once daily; these
Markets services, real-time None and obligations None non-accepted resources are

imbalance. and an be bidded); bids resubmitted used by the ISO
congestion All transactions (hour-ahead for energy and

markets. are priced at bids) up to 90 reserves.
er-post energy minutes before
clearing price. dispatch hour in

the real-time
market.

"Price based means that the ISO calculates the costs of congestion and allocates these costs to the appropriate transmission user.
Priority based means that the ISO curtails power generation based on a predetermined curtailment plan.

"All of the ISOs will be phasing in one system-wide transmission access charge.
Sources: L.D. Kinsch, "Prcing the Grid: Comparing Transmission Rates of the U.S. ISO," Public Utiites Fortnightly(February 15, 2000). Energy

Informaton Administration. The Changing Sucture of the Electric Power Industry Selected Issues 1998, DOE/EIA-0562(98) (Washington, DC, July
1998), pp. 34-35.

using energy prices is a relatively new and innovative * The most significant announcement was the
application, and it is likely that RTOs now being formed planned merger between the Midwest ISO and the
will experiment with these new techniques. Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP). This

arrangement has the potential of creating one RTO
Four of the regions-California, PJM, New York, and from east of the Rocky Mountains up to the border
New England-have established centralized markets for of the PJM ISO (Figure 27).
buying and selling energy in their respective regions. In
California, the California Power Exchange, which is a * The Southwest Power Pool (SPP) has filed with
separate organization from the California ISO, runs their FERC seeking formal recognition as an ISO. It also
energy market. Operation of the energy markets and the requested that the Commission recognize that it
ISO are combined in the other regions. These centralized satisfies r-inimum requirements for an RTO. In
markets are new, and the rules of operation will likely May 2000, FERC ruled that SPP's proposal does
evolve as more operating experience is acquired. not have the operational authority, independence,

and other requirements to qualify as an RTO.
With respect to meeting the requirements of Order 2000,
ISOs have until January 1, 2001, to submit a filing to * InJune 1999,theAlliance Companies, consisting of
FERC specifying their plans for forming an RTO. None five large lOUs located in Michigan, Ohio, and
of the existing ISOs have announced publicly their Virginia, filed withFERC an application to transfer
specific compliance plans. It is unlikely that the existing their transmission facilities to a Transco. FERC
organizational structure of these ISOs will satisfy all of conditionally approved the transfer of ownership
the minimum characteristics and minimum functions and the general framework of the Transco as
required of an RTO (Table 12), so one can expect to see meeting the requirements of an ISO subject to
changes in the ISO organizational structures and certain revisions. In May 2000, FERC ruled that the
functions over the coming years. Electric utilities not Alliance Transco does not meet the independence
currently members of an ISO have to file plans to form requirements of an RTO.
an RTO by October 1, 2000. In some regions, progress
toward compliance with Order 2000 has been made as
demonstrated by the following examples.
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* Recently, FERC accepted the creation of Mountain' (NYMEX) and the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) have
West as an Independent System Administrator developed and sponsored electricity futures contracts to
(ISA) and conditionally approved the transfer of facilitate trading at these hubs. A futures contract is a
transmission facilities belonging to Nevada Power common risk management tool used in agricultural,
and Sierra Power to the ISA. FERC did not metal, and energy commodities markets. One of thy
evaluate Mountain West under its ISO or RTO main purposes of a futures contract is to eliminate the
principles Mountain West is considered an risk of price changes. For example, a power marketer
interim step in a broader regional transition plan entering into a contract to sell power at a predetermined
in the western region. price at the California Oregon Border (COB) runs the

risk that the price it must pay for electricity will increase
* In response to FERC's Order 2000, nine trans- before the power is delivered. However, the power

mission-owning utilities are working together to marketer can hedge its risk by buying electricity futures
form the Northwest RTO. that match the quantity and timing of the original power

contract. NYMEX has created electricity futures
contracts for the Cinergy, COB, Entergy, Palo Verde,

Wholesale Electricity Trading Hubs and PJM trading hubs. CBOT has created electricity

and Power Exchanges futures contracts for the Commonwealth Edison and
Tennessee Valley Authority trading hubs.

Coinciding with FERC's promotion and approvals of
market-based rates forthe sale of electricity, the industry Market Power in Wholesale
has experienced a significant change in the way power
is sold. Most noticeable is the emergence of centralized Electricity Markets
power markets where electricity suppliers submit bids
to sell power in regional markets. The market operator Market power is the ability of an electricity supplier to
evaluates the bids and selects the most economical bid raise prices profitably above competitive levels and
to meet energy demand in the region. Four centralized maintain those prices for a significant time. Electricity
power markets are now operating-California PX, New suppliers exercising market power force consumers to
York ISO, ISO New England, and PJM-ISO (Figure 28). pay higher electricity prices than they would pay in a
Of the four operating markets, the California Power competitive market.
Exchange may be the most active because California's
three major electric utilities were until recently required Market power exists in two forms-horizontal and
bv State law to sell all of their power through the vertical. Vertical market power may occur when a firm
exchange. Participation in the other power markets is controls two related activities. In the electric power
voluntary and currently most of the power in thes industry. one firm controlling both electricity generation
regions is sold through bilateral arrangements between and transmission has the potential to exercise vertical
buyer and seller. This may change as buyers and sellers market power. Separating control of electricity gener-
gain more experience with centralized power markets. ation from control of the transmission system (via ISOs

and RTOs) is designed to eliminate the potential for
To support bilateral power trading, numerous electricity vertical market power. Horizontal market poweris more
trading hubs have emerged over the past few years. A difficult to eliminate. Horizontal market power may
hub is a location on the power grid representing a occur when a firm controls a significant share of the
delivery point where power is sold and ownership market. In the electric power generation business, one
changes hands. Potentially, each control area on the firm controlling a significant share of electric generation
power grid could become a trading hub, but a few hubs capacity in a particular region has the potential to
account for the bulk of power trading (Figure 28). Of the exercise horizontal market power. "
10 major trading hubs, five of them are located in the
western United States, four in the midwest, and one in FERC and State regulators are interested in seeing that
the east. market power abuses do not undermine the potential

benefits of competitive markets. To meet this objective.
Part of the reason that these major trading Subs have FERC requires ISOs and RTOs to monitor bulk power
emerged is because the New York Mercantile Exchange markets for abuses and design flaws, and to report

" A detailed discussion of horizontal market power and its effects on competition can be found in a report prepared wy thr U.S
Department of Energy. Office of Economic, Electricitv. and Natural Gas Analysis, "Horizontal Market Power in Restructured EIctlncitv
Markets:' DOE/PO-0060 (Washington, DC, March 2000)
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Figure 28. Major Wholesale Electricity Trading Hubs and Centralized Power Markets
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authorities. This market monitoring function is critical, determine whether they are working efficiently and, if
particularly now as new competitive bulk power not, the causes of the problems. Their report ismarkets develop across the country. scheduled to be completed November 1, 2000.

A report prepared recently by the California ISO's
Department of Market Analysis demonstrates the crucial Conclusion
role of market monitoring." The report documents that onc
recent spikes in California's electricity prices over this By providing the capability to move power over longsummer were attributable, in part, to some electricity distances, the transmission system is an integral com-suppliers exercising market power. The report noted ponent of the Nation's electric power industry. Non-that "the presence of market power can be verified by discriminatory access to the transmission system for allbid prices significantly over the variable costs of many electricity suppliers is critical to creating competitivesuppliers in the ISO's market-" power markets. For more than a decade. FERC has been

pushing for the development of competitive wholesalePrice spikes in wholesale power markets in California power markets and opening the transmission system toand New York have prompted FERC to conduct an all qualified users. Since the late 1980s, FERC has
California 150, Department of Market Analysis. Report on California Energy Market Issues and Performance May-June 2000-(August 2000).
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approved more than 850 applications from electric and more efficient transmission pricing, and improvedutilities, power marketers, and independent power reliability.
producers to use market-based rates to sell power com-
petitively inwholesale markets. In 1996, the Commission In an ambitious move to promote regional control of theissued Order 888, which opened the transmission system transmission system, FERC recently issued Order 2000to all qualified power producers and marketers. Prior to encouraging all electric utilities to transfer contrOrder 888, independent power producers and power and/or ownership of their transmission facilities to anmarketers had difficulty accessing the transmission grid independentRTO. Utilities that are not currently a mem-to deliver power. ber of an existing regional organization are required to

submit plans to join an RTO by October 2000; utilitiesOver the past few years, FERC has also encouraged that are members of an existing regional organization
Over the past few years, FERC has also encouraged
regionalization of the transmission grid whereby ver- a re re quire d t o submit their plans to join an RTO bytically integrated electric utilities transfer control of their J y 2001. It is possible that compliance with Ordertransmission facilities to an independent transmission 2000 will reduce the ownership and control of thetransmission facilities to an independent transmissn Nation's transmission grid to a handful of independentorganization. Independent means generally that the transmission companies over the next few years, buttransmission organization does not have an economic there is much uncertainty about the ultimate effects ofinterest in buying or selling electriity. The inde- t here is much uncertainty about the ultimate effects of
interest in buying or selling electricity. The inde-
pendence from the electricity market helps to ensure fairr 2 .
and comparable access to the transmission grid. In Both this chapter and the preceding chapter haveaddition, regionalization of control of the transmission discussed restructuring activities at the Federal levelgrid promotes improved operating efficiency, simplified The following chapter examines the roles of the States.
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8. The Role of the States in Promoting Competition -

In the years following enactment of EPACT, there has The "Yellow Book" study concluded that the State
been a surge of activity in State legislatures and at utility should reform its regulatory program, including a
commissions to examine various issues with respect to redefinition of the prevailing regulatory compact, and
the electric utility industry. Critical among them has offered strategies to address shortcomings of its
been a wide range of activities designed to promote regulatory framework. Based on a comprehensive re-
industry competition at the retail level and to comple- examination of the electric utility industry in the State
ment the wholesale wheeling and stranded cost and the regulatory policy under which the industry
initiatives of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission functioned, the CPUC opened rulemakingand investiga-
(FERC). In 1999, customers in 12 States could actually tive proceedings to consider its proposed restructuring
choose their electricity supplier. In California, Rhode policies in early 1994." These initiatives, popularly
Island, Massachusetts, and New Jersey almost all known as the "Blue Book" proposals, outlined a strategy
customers had the right to choose. In Arizona, to replace the traditional cost-of-service regulatory
Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire, framework with alternatives that focused on utility
and New York customer choice is still being phased in. performance and, where possible, the discipline of the
In Pennsylvania, where two-thirds of customers could market. Subsequent regulatory and legislative activities
choose in 1999, as of January 1, 2000, all customers can in California will be presented in more detail as one of
choose their electricity supplier. the five case studies that follow later in this chapter.

Regulatory Activities Other States have not moved with such enthusiasm,
however. In December 1998, 23 State public utility corn-

Not all State commissions have moved with the same missions sent Congress a letter expressing concerns that
zeal, even though most of them have under consider- issues affecting them may not be given adequate con-
ation the merits and implications of competition, sideration in the debate about restructuring. Kentucky,
deregulation, and electric utility industry restructuring. whose electricity prices are the lowest east of the Rocky
States with high electricity rates, such as California and Mountains, is one of these States. Recently, Kentucky's
those in the Northeast, have had compelling reasons to Special Task Force on Electricity Restructuring con-
promote competition in the hope of making lower rates cluded that there are no compelling reasons to
available to their customers in general. restructure their electric power industry.

As an example, the California Public Utility Commission States such as Idaho and Nebraska have taken the view
(CPUC) directed an examination of the comprehensive that the main tenets of EPACT (as pertaining to pro-
set of regulatory programs to explore alternatives to moting competition) are difficult for them to implement.
what was then the current regulatory approach based on
conditions and trends identified in its Decision No. 92- The Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC), for
09-088 of September 1992." The directive resulted in the example, has stated that it is not its role to actively
submission of a staff report-generally known as the attempt to bring about deregulation of the industry. The
"Yellow Book"-to the CPUC in February 1993.' IPUC expressed the concern that rates in Idaho could go

9 California Public Utility Commssion, Decision 92-90-088. W4,43, Order Instituting Investigation on the Commission's Own Motion
to Implement the Biennial Resource Plan Update Following the California Energy Commission's Seventh Electricity Report" (September
1. 1992).

'" Refer to California Public Utility Cornnission, Calfornia's Electric Serncs Industry: Perspectives on the Past, Strategis for theFuture
(San Francisco, February 1993).

" California Public Utility Commission, "Order Instituting Rulemaking on the Commission's Proposed Policies Governing
Restructuring Califoria's Electric Services Industry and Reforming Regulation and Order Instituting Investigation on the Commission's
Proposed Policies Governing Restructuring of California's Electric Services Industry and Reforming Regulation," Docket Nos. R.94-003 1
and 1.94-04032 (April 20. 1994).
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up, arid, at the same time, deregulation could result in electricity rates to their customers. In addition, Statethe diminution of the quality of service enjoyed by the commissions are also empowered to regulate variousratepayers in the State." The Nebraska Public Power other aspects of power generation, transrrssion, andDistrict (NPPD) maintains that applying reciprocity distribution at the State level. However, not all com-requirement provisions of FERC Order 888 violates missions may be endowed with the necessary legalNebraska's law and its constitutional rights.' " The authority to manage an evolving competitive marketNPPD has, however, continued to monitor the develop- structure. Accordingly, legislation in some States isment of regional transmission organizations and designed primarily togrant theutility regulator agencyindependent transmissioncompanies. NPPDhas created the authority to address the restructuring issues or toa new position-Vice President of Transmission consideralternativerate-makingprocesses 
(incentive-orServices-to focus on restructuring outside its bounda- performance-based regulation). Elsewhere, State legis-ries and how external activities might affect NPPD."' lators show a serious interest in finding out how theState could respond to new competitive pressuresIn 1996, Idaho, Kentucky, and Nebraska ranked first cou ld "^p 0"' to ne w competitive pressuresIn 1996, Idaho, Kentucky, and Nebraska ranked first, emerging in the electric industry.'0 3 Exploratory activi-second and twelfth, respectively, in lowest average ties may also be promoted at the behest of the Staterevenue per kilowatthour.'i2 In 1998, they ranked first, legislators in an effort to gain additional insights."4 Inthird and ninth, respectively. It is not surprising that some cases, legislative actions may become necessary tothey are not the States that are leaders in the restruc- adopt decis l a v eions m becoee e ssion(s)forturing movement p decisions recommended by the commission(s) forturing ~movement.~ implementation.

Like California, Kentucky is one of the five States that As of July 1,2000,24 States 5 and the District of Coluwill be examined in detail later in this chapter. The bia had enacted lisatn or pad the strict of ColOthers are Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Texas bia had enacted legislation or passed regulatory ordersothers are Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Texas. to restructure their electric power industries. Alaska andMassachusetts and Pennsylvania were chosen because South Carolina had legislation or regulatory ordersthey, like California, were among the earliest States to o u th Carola had legislation or regulatory ordersembrace restructuring although they have had vastly pending. Sixteen States' ° still had ongoing legislative or
embrace restructuring although they have had vastlydifferent experiences. Texas was chosen because it is a regulatory ivestigations, and there were 6 States'0 7
large State that is in the planning stage for instituting w h e re norest ngactivities had taken place (Figrecompetition.

Legislative Activities Case Studies
All State utility commissions typically enjoy broad This section presents the current status of restructuringregulatory authority to ensure that electric utilities in in five States: California, Kentucky, Massachusetts,their jurisdictions provide fair, just, and reasonable Pennsylvania, and Texas. California, Pennsylvarua, and

Idaho Public Service Commrission's Order No. 26555, Case No. GNR-E-96-1, "In the Matter of the Commission's Investigating intoChanges Occurring in the Electric Industry" (August 16. 1996).' Note that Nebraska has no privately owned electric utilities. All generation, transmission, and distribution service in Nebraska isprovided by public entities, municipalities, and cooperatives whose governing boards are responsible to, and serve at the voting pleasureof, rate-paying Nebraska residents.
lt' Nebraska Public Power District, 1999 Annual Report, p. 5.02 Energy Information Administration, State Elctrcity Profilas, DOE/EIA-O629 (Washington, DC, March 1999).'" On July 3, 1995. Legislative Resolve to Require a Study of Retail Competition in the Electric Industry became Maine law Thislegislation directed the Maine Public Utilities Commission (MPUC) to undertake a study to develop at least two plans for an orderltransition to a competitve market. The MPUC released its draft report on July 19, 1996.o' The New Hampshire legislature, for example, passed legislation in June 1995 directing the New Hampshire Public UtilitvCommission (NHPUC) to establish a pilot program to examine the implications of retail competition In its order establishing preliminarnguidelines for a retail compention pilot program, the NHPUC noted that the program was not necessarily a step toward wide-scalecompetition but was rather a way to examine the implications oan obstacle to a competitive retail market at a time when supply shortagesare not a concern. Subsequent legislation (HB-1392), enacted in May 2996, directed the NHPUC to undertake a generic proceeding todevelop and establish a final order establishing a statewide electric utility restructuring plan no later than February 28. 1997
05 Arizona, Arkansas, Califomia, Connecticut Delaware. Illinois, Maine. Maryland Massachusetts Michigan. Montana. Nevada, NewHampshire. NewJersey. New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Okahcna, Ogon, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island Texas. Virgina, and West vargnial' Alabama, Colorado, Florida. Indiana. Iowa, Louisiana. Minnesota Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakta. Utah,Verront, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Georgia, Hawaii. Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky. Nebraska. South Dakota. and Tennessee.
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Massachusetts were chosen because they were among the ISO and PX are independent of the utilities."2 The
the first States to institute restructuring at the retail level law allows for stranded cost recovery in California.
and they did so differently. Texas has recently passed Utilities may apply the difference between their actual
restructuring legislation and its utilities and public operating costs and the frozen rate toward recovering
utility commission are planning for competition which their stranded costs. A "Competition Transition Charge"
will begin in 2002. Kentucky was chosen to serve as an based on the sales volume appears on consumers' bmls
example of a State that has done little to restructure; in along with another charge that finances the bonds that
fact, current policy is to maintain the status quo and put provided the rate reduction." A subsequent law
off restructuring until there is a compelling reason to do requires retail suppliers to disclose the sources of gener-
so. ation to customers; report fuel types and consumption to

system operators who will make the information avail-
California able to the California Energy Commission; and report

emissions, purchased power, losses, and retail sales.'l
In 1996, the average revenue per kilowatthour (which is
used as a proxy for price) of electricity sold in California
was 9.48 cents,'" the tenth highest rate among the 50 The California ISO received FERC approval in October
States and the District of Columbia. This rate was one 1997, and became operational on March 31, 1998. The
factor leading Governor Pete Wilson to sign Assembly major responsibility of the ISO is to ensure fair and
Bill 1890 (AB1890) on September 23, 1996. This new law impartial access to the high-voltage transmission system
established a 4-year transition period to make the State's for all generators, while maintaining reliable operation.
electric power industry competitive. To implement it, The transmission system will continue to be owned by
retail competition, allowing customers to choose their the investor-owned utilities (lOUs). The ISO will ensure
electricity, began on March 31, 1998. Rates were frozen that no particular buyer or seller of electricity can block
at the levels in effect as of June 10, 1996, and a 10-percent access by others. Generators who ship electricity
rate reduction was guaranteed for residential and small through the system will pay a fee to cover the system
commercial users.' 09 These rates will remain frozen until costs and to ensure reliability."5

March 31, 2002. As of December 31, 1999, the State has
209,752 direct access customers. This number represents The PX, regulated by FERC, also became operational on
2.1 percent of the total number of eligible customers and March 31, 1998. It serves as an auction market for the
13.8 percent of the total load."1 Industrial customers, buying and selling of electricity. The three largest IOUs
who generally use more electricity than residential in the State-Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern
customers, account for a major share of this load. These California Edison (Edison), and San Diego Gas &
customers are currently served by 35 electric service Electric (SDG&E)-must sell their power to the PX. If
providers registered with the CPUC.'" they wish to, municipalities, independent power

producers, irrigation districts, and out-of-state pro-
AB1890 also contained provisions for the creation of an ducers may also sell power to the PX.
independent system operator (ISO) and a legally
separate power exchange (PX) out of concern about The PX accepts requests to buy a quantity of electricity
market power issues. To ensure that utilities do not at a given price. The PX functions like an auction to
continue their traditional monopolistic advantage by match total demand for power with generation of
controlling generation, transmission and distribution, power. It creates a spot market where price information

'" Energy Information Administration, State Electricity Profiles, DOE/EIA-0629 (Washington, DC, March 1999), p. 29.
10' California Public Utility Commission, "Plug In, California!,- http://wwvw.-cpuc.ca.gov/division.C/csd/electric/

PlainEnglish981030.htm.
"D Energy Information Administration. An Overview of the Electric Power Industry," presentation to staff of the .S. SenateCommittee

on Energy and Natural Resources (March, 2000).
m1 California Public Utility Commission, http:/ /www.cpuc.ca.gov/electricrestructuring/esp.regi.tration/ roviders/esp._udc.htm
1" California Public Utility Commissio., "Plug In, Californa!," http://www,.cpuc.ca.gov/divisions/csd/electric/

PlainEnglish981030.htn.
1" Energy Information Administration, "Status of State Electricity Industry Restructuring Activity: Stranded Costs as of May 2000.

http: // www.cia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity chgs.r/ tab5rev htmlCCA.
'" California Energy Commission, "Electricity Industry Restructuring- What it is and will it afrect me?." http:/ Swr renergy.ca gov,'

restru ctu ring/ restructure FAQ.html.
"' California Public Utility Commission. "Plug In, Califomria'. http:/ /'ww.cpuc.ca.gov Jdivn iions/ csd/electnc/

PlainEnglhsh981030.htrm
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is publicly available. The PX then solicits bids from Edison has sold 10.6 gigawatts for $1.2 billion. SDG&Eelectricity generators and chooses the lowest bidders has completed transactions of 2.1 gigawatts for $75mi-
until it has enough supply to meet the requests to buy lion.' California has been cited as "leading the wa
power. The prices change cn an hourly basis., 6 f atd

with merchant plant proposals." The California EnergyCommission approved three merchant plant proposals
PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E were ordered to buy their in 1999, has seven applications under review, arnd
power from the PX for 4 years after its inception to resell anticipates 11 more proposals.'to customers who buy electricity from the utility distri-bution companies. Theywill pay a price determined by In June 1999, the CPUC began public hearings on
the PX based on the market demand for power This was opening distributionto competition. The formal opening
done to foster fair competition between utilities and of the proceeding in December 1998 resulted in
other electricity suppliers. 

responses from numerous stakeholders. Some have
other 

electricity suppliers.

suggested waiting until competition in the generation
However, in a recent development, California regulators market has matured before attempting to open distri-
are poised to amend the requirement that the State's bution to competition,'nlOUs buy all their power through the PX The Auto-mated Power Exchange of Santa Clara and other rivals The California electricity market was in turmoil during
have consistently opposed the mandate that the IOUs the summer months of 2000. There were periods of
buy from the PX and they have won support from two rolling blackouts around the San Francisco area. Prices
commissioners, Josiah Neeper and Richard Bilas. They in the San Diego region more than doubled. A scorching
have introduced a proposal that would allow utilities to summer exacerbated these conditions. Some stake-
buy from any approved exchange."' holders have called to re-regulate the industry, whileothers have called for market reforms. In the meantime,AB1890 established a public benefit program for low the California ISO set price caps to contain wholesaleincome assistance, energy efficiency, researchand devel- pnrices over the summer. The cap was initially set at $750
opment programs, and programs to encourage renew- permegawatthour and was lowered to $250 per mega-
ables. It was anticipated that approximately$540 million watthour in August 2000.would be collected over 4 years by a non-bypassablewires charge."' Approxinately 30 local goverrnents Calforraa's high electricity prices have been linked to
have switched to Co.mmonwealth Energy, which s three causes: a deficiency of generating capacity in
supplying geothermal energy from Lake, Sonoma, aid California; a market system that does not permit enoughB ̂  ̂  ot ^ n r yfr m L k ,S n m ,a d forw ard m arket trading as a m eans of m anaging supply

Imperial counties. Santa Monica, in Los Angeles County, forward market trading as a means of managing supply

pea cu. Santya Monca, in Los aAngesta- ales County, but and demand risk; and a system that does not allow
is currently the world's largest all-renewable city, but sufficient customer response to high prices. TheOakland is considering making purchases that would sufficient customer response to high prices. The
put it in the global leaden California ISO sees improving consumer response toincreasing prices and opening the market to newelectricity suppliers as fundamental solutions to the

PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E have divested a large recent nstabiityx2amount of generating capacity to address concerns recent instabilityabout market power. To date PG&E has divested itself Governmentexecutives and agencies have offered short-
of 7.4 gigawatts of capacity at a sale price of $1.5 billion. term relief to high prices. On August 2,2000 Govemor

"6 Ibid.
I1 American Public Power Association, Pubic Pouwr Daily (May 18, 2000).

Florida PublicService Commission, ElectricRestructuring Activities Update.- http://wwwpscstatef.us/geran/publhcationrestruc.htrn.
h9 The Electrfcity Daily, Vol. 14, No. 98 (May 22, 2000)." Califomia Energy Commruission, 'Electic Generation Divestiture in Califomia. ~ http://vww.energyca.gov/lectriaty/divestiturerhtml.

121 The Energy Report (Arlington, VA Financial Times Energy, January 3, 2000), p. 5.122 Energy Information Administration, *Status of State Electricity Industry Restructuring Activity as of May 2000,'
http: //wwaeia.doe.govncniaf/lectriity/chg 

sr/ tab5rev htrnlCA .Califomia Independent System Opetor, Report on Calfornia Energy Market Issues and Performance, May-une 2000(August 10 2000),
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Gray Davis issued three executive orders aimed at wholesale electricity market in Texas consistent with
stabilizing prices, increasing supply, and reducing peak FERC requirements forunbundled transmission service.
demand."' The Low Income Home Energy Assistance The law also required the establishment of an ISO. The
Program and the Small Business Administration ISO in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
released more than $2 million in emergency funds to differs somewhat from the other ISOs. The ERCOT ISO
assist low-income households and small businesses in does not participate in generation dispatch, in power
the San Diego area.'" exchanges, in providing ancillary services, or in estab-

lishing prices other than determining the cost of any
Responding to San Diego Gas & Electric's petition to redispatch needed to allow transactions to occur. In
reduce wholesale prices, FERC ordered a hearing on 1996, the Public Utility Commission (PUC) of Texas
August 23, 2000 to investigate if the electricity rates are issued rules implementing the legislation that required
just and reasonable. Should FERC conclude that the transmission-owning utilities in the State to provide
rates were unreasonable, it could order refunds under open access to the transmission system and ancillary
-authoritygrantedbytheFederalPowerActforsalesthat services. The rule also required separation of trans-
occurred after August 23. Subsequently, on September mission, distribution, and generation costs and rates,
21, FERC Chairman James Hoecker asked Congress for and the establishment of the ERCOT ISO.'"
greater authority "to retroactively correct extraordinary
wealth transfers" since the agency has limited authority In 1999, Texas was the largest State to pass restructuring
to order refunds.12 legislation. Governor George W. Bush signed Senate Bill

7 to introduce retail competition to Texas.'1 Retail

Texas choice will begin in 2002. The restructuring law freezes
rates for 3 years or until 40 percent of a utility's

Much of Texas is unique in that it is not subject to the customers have switched to an alternate provider,
control of FERC. As stated in Chapter 3, the United whichever comes first. The law is expected to give a
Slates has three separate power grids connected by a boost to development of renewable energy sources.
few direct current tie Lines: the Eastern Interconnect, the Utilities can recover an estimated $9 billion in stranded
Western Interconnect, and the Texas Interconnect. costs through securitization. In response to the law, TXU
Utilities within each interconnection coordinate opera- and SouthwesternPublic Service have already put some
tions and planning and buy and sell power among of their power plants up for sale.'' Electric cooperatives
themselves. Because utilities in the Texas Interconnected and municipally owned utilities are exempt from
System are not connected with other utilities outside the customer choice unless their governing boards decide to
State and electric trade does not cross State boundaries open their markets to competition.
for these utilities, FERC does not have regulatory
jurisdiction over them. In 1998, Texas was near the As of January 10, 2000, all Texas lOUs had filed detailed
middle of the rankings of all States and the District of plans describing how they propose to unbundle their
Columbia with respect to electricity rates. In 1998, the operations.' 3 As of March 31, 2000, nine utilities had
average revenue per kilowatthour was 6.07 cents, which turned in their transition plan proposals to the PUC."'
ranked as the 25t lowest in the country. With prices in Utilities were required to state which aspects of their
the middle of the range of States, it is not surprising that businesses would be deregulated and which portions
Texas recently passed restructuring legislation. would remain regulated. The companies were also

required to describe how they would separate their
In 1 995, Senate Bill 373, which became the Public Utility businesses into a retail provider, a generation company,

-Regulatory Act of 1995, was enacted to restructure the and a transmission and distribution utility. The electric

B'' "California Looks in Every Direction Seeking 'Fix' for Market Shock," Electric Utility Week (The McGraw-Hill Companies. August
7. 20CO), p. 7.

12 The Energy Report (Arlington, VA: Firancial Times Energy, August 28, 2000), p. 1.
' American Public Power Association. Public Power Daily (September 22, 2000)

1' Energy Information Administration, State Electricity Profiles, DOE/EIA-0629(Washington, DC, March 1999), p. 263.
2a Public Utility Commission ofTexas. Electric Competition Overview, http:/ /www.puc.statc.tx.us/ocp /competition/echome cfm
' The Energy Report (Arlington, VA: Financial Times Energy. January 3.2000). p 4

130 Electric Utility Week (New York: McGraw-Hill, January 17,2000) p. 7.
' .Dallas Morning News (April 1. 2000), http:/ /www.dallasnews.com.
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companies were required to report the fees they would Massachusetts
charge to retail competitors using the utilities' lines.'m

E;y September 2001, the PUC will begin to certify retail On November 27, 1997, HB 5117, the Electric Utility
electricity providers. The Texas Pilot Program is Restructuring Act, was signed by Governor Paul
scheduled to commence on June 1, 2001, and on January Cellucci to restructure the industry in Massachusetts.
1, 2002 retail choice is slated to .begin with small The law basically affirmed the PUC restructuring orda
commercial customer and residential electric rates of 1996. The Restructuring Act mainly affects the
decreasing by 6 percent. A proposal for a consumer Commonwealth's eight investor-owned distribution
education plan has been approved by State regulators. companies, which supply 87 percent of the electricity in
This marks the first step in implementing a consumer Massachusetts.'' Retail access was required by March
plan mandated by the restructuring law. The intent of 1998, and a simultaneous rate cut of 10 percent to be
the plan is to explain restructuring to customers and followed 18 months later by an additional 5 percent cut
inform them of their options. Plans for northeastern was made law. Municipal utilities have the option to
Texas have been developed, and the PUC will strive to participate.'8Additionally, the divestiture of generation
develop a plan with emphasis on non-English speaking assets was encouraged.'39 In 1996, Massachusetts had the
and lower-income customers. The plan will most likely eighth highest electricity rates in the Nation, which were
be implemented by early 2001."13 most certainly a consideration in enacting the legislation

the following year. In 1998, the rates in the Common-
The Texas approach to implementing competition has wealth were the ninth highest in the country. Between
been cited as a good model for restructuring. The 1996 and 1998, the nonutility share of capability
decision to deal with wholesale issues at the outset by increased from 16 percent to 67 percent as utility
leveling the playing field for equal transmission access divestitures took place. So far, however, the number of
"promises to create a strong retail market," according to customers that have switched is not high. A slowly
one energy consultant.' A spokesperson for another increasing standard offer rate (described below) could
energy company, however, believes that a serious flaw lead to increases in customers in the future.'"
in the restructuring plan is the local control of metering
and billing until 2004.15 Three generation service options are available to con-

sumers: (1) Standard Offer Service, provided by
With regard to renewables, a new rule mandates the distribution companies; (2) Default Service, provided by
building of 2 gigawatts of new capacity fueled by renew- distribution companies; and (3) Competitive Generation
able sources by 2009. Between now and 2009 the rule Service, provided by competitive suppliers. The price
requires the following: 400 megawatts by 2003, an the customer pays for generation service is dependent
additional 450 megawatts by 2005, another 550 mega- on the type of service that the customer receives.
watts by 2007, and an additional 600 megawatts by 2009.
January 1, 2002, will mark the beginning of a Renewable Standard Offer Service is a transition generation service
Credits Trading Program in the State, which will available through 2004 to each distribution company's
continue until 2019. Retailers with insufficient credits customers of record. The price of the Standard Offer
will be penalized $50 per megawatthour or 200 percent Service is set in advance and will increase gradually. As
of the average cost of traded credits of the year.'3 examples, the Standard Offer Rates for the Boston

: U. S. Department of Energy, Electric Utility Restructuring Weekly Update, http://www.eren.doe.gov/electricityrestructuring/
weekly/apr7_00.html.

13
3 U. S. Department of Energy, Electric Utility Restructuring Weekly Update, http://www.eren.doe.gov/electncityrestnicturing/

weeklv/jan21 00.html.
3 U.S. Department of Energy, Electric Utility Restructuring Weekly Update, http://www.eren.doe.gov/electricity.restructuring/

weeklv/feb25_00.html.
"5 Ibid.
I" U.S. Department of Energy, Electric Utility Restructuring Weekly Update, http://w.ww.eren.doe.gov/electricity _restructuring/

weekly/jan7_00.hrml
1 ' Foster Electric Report. No. 176 (October 20 1999). p. 3.
"3 States' Electric Restructuring Activities Update. Florida Public Service Commission. http://www.psc state flus/fgeneral/pul

licatiorls/restruc.htm
'".Energy Information Administration, "Status of State Electricity Industry Restructuring Activ-it as of MJav 2000,

http://www .eia.doe gov/cneaf/electricity/chgstr/tabrev .html.
'0 The Enrrgy Report (Arlington. VA: Financial Times Energy. January 3,2000). p. 5.
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Edison Company and the Cambridge Electric Light to facilitate or otherwise arrange for the purchase andCompany rose from 3.69 cents and 3.5 cents per sale of electricity and related services to customers, butkilowatthour to 4.5 cents and 3.8 cents per kilowatthour, is not licensed to sell electricity to customers. Anrespectively, from 1999 to 2000. 4' A customer that did applicant for a competitive supplier or electricity brokernot select a competitive supplier as of March 1, 1998, license must demonstrate, among other things, theautomatically was placed on the Standard Offer Service. financial and technical capability to provide Die(Customers who move into a distribution company's applicable services. Prices for Competitive Generationservice territory after March 1, 1998, are not eligible to Service will be set by the competitive electricity mar-receive the Standard Offer-these customers are placed ketplace; these prices will not be regulated by the DTE.on Default Service until they select a competitive Customers receiving generation service from a corn-supplier.) In general, once customers select a com- petitive supplier have two billing options: (1) completepetitive supplier, they are no longer eligible to return to billing, where a customer receives a single bill from thethe Standard Offer Service. Exceptions include (1) low- distribution company, including charges for generationincome customers who can return at any time, (2) service, and (2) pass-through billing, where a customerresidential and small commercial and industrial receives two bills--one from the distribution companycustomers who return within 120 days of deleting a for ron-generation charges and another from thesupplier (This option was available only until March 1, competitive supplier for generation service charges.'41999.), and (3) customers participating in a municipal
aggregation program who return within 180 days of Anassessmentofthefirstyearofelectricutilityindustry
joining the program. The rates for the Standard Offer restnrcturing in Massachusetts shows that the largestService are regulated by the Department of Telecom- accomplishment was the mandated reduction in overallmunications and Energy (DTE) and were set at levels customer bills by 10 percent. However, little retail com-that provided a 10 percent overall bill reduction to petition has resulted due to the low Standard Offer. Incustomers receiving the Standard Offer Service. The fact, between February and March 2000, the number oflevel of the overall bill reduction for the Standard Offer customers buying competitive power dropped by 1,100.customers increased to 15 percent on September 1, 1999. Of the 25 million electric accounts in the Common-

wealth, only 7,302 are buying power competitively."'Default Service is the generation service provided by
distribution companies to those customers who are not Energy Commissioner David O'Connor has stated thatreceiving either Competitive Generation or Standard the problem lies in the region's volatile wholesale powerOffer Service. Customers who moved into a distribution market, which has seen significant price spikes. Highcompany's service territory after March 1,1998, received wholesale prices have led to high retail prices andDefault Service until they selected a competitive consequently, commercial and industrial customers,supplier. Prices for Default Service are regulated by the whose competitive power contracts are expiring, areDTE and may not exceed the average market price for opting to go back to low-price utility service."electricity in New England.

To address the problem, the DTE has proposed twoCompetitive Generation Service will be provided by market-based pricing options to remove the incentive forcompetitive suppliers and electricity brokers that have customers to return to default service. The first offersbeen licensed by the DTE. A competitive supplier is customers a fixed price for 6-month periods. It would bedefined as licensed to sell electricity and related services available to all customers who are already on defaultto customers. As of May 2000,33 authorized competitive service when the 6-month period begins, or who movedsuppliers/electricity brokers were located in Massa- into the service territory after the period begins. Thechusetts. An electricity broker is an entity that is licensed price would be based on the average monthly wholesale

"' Initially the Standard Offer rates for each of the Massachusetts distribution companies approved by the Department ofTelecommunications and Energy was equal to 2.8 cents per kilowatthour. The rate for each of these companies remained at 2 S cents forthe remainder of 1998, with two exceptions: (1) Boston Edison increased its Standard Offer rate to 3.2 cents on June. 11995. concurrent withthe completion of the divestiture of its non-nuclear generating units; and (2) Massachusetts Electric Company increased its Standard Offerrate to 3.2 cents on September 1. 1998, concurrent with the completion of the divestiture of New England Power Company's non-nucieargenerating units.
12 Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Energy, Electric Restructuring in Massachuetts.http:/ /www.magnet.state ma us/dpu/reslruct/competition/index.htm.
'1 Electric Utility Week (New York: McCraw-Hill. January 17,2000) p. 8.

Ibid.
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price that each utility pays for supply. The second option proposals will come to fruition, it is likely that the
would allow default service price to change monthly, increased competition from these new plants will force
based on the monthly wholesale prices that each utility some of the existing, less efficient plants into retirement.
pays for its default service supply. This option would be Most of the new capacity will be fueled by natural gas
available to customers who begin receiving the service and other low emission fuels; therefore air pollution
after the start of the 6-month period and who were should be lowered and customers will have the optionr
previously receiving their electricity from a competitive to buy greener power from sources dose to home.
supplier."5

With respect to public benefit programs, distribution
Paul Gromer, an attorney with the Boston-based Pere- companies must offer low income discounts. A Renew-
grire Energy Group, which represents the independent able Energy Trust Fund was established with a fee of
powvermarketersoperatingintheCommonwealth,states 0.125 cents per kilowatthour in 2000. Also, a charge of
the problem lies in the fact that one default service rate 0.33 cents per kilowatthour has been established for
existsforall customers. He argues that this creates cross- funding energy efficiency programs. The fee will be
subsidization and inaccurate pricing signals. He con- phased down to 0.25 cents per kilowatthour in 2002.
trasts what is happening in Massachusetts with the way
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, California, and A renewable portfolio standard is mandated, and hydro-
Maine have offered different rates for different customer power is considered to be a renewable energy source.

~~~~cl asses."'~~ One percent of sales must be from new renewables by
Major changes are, however, taking place even though 2003. This rises by 0.5 percent each year until 2009 and

Mar c s ae, h r, t g p e en t h then increases 1 percent per year thereafter until ended
competitive supply is hardly pervasive throughout the b e e e e.
Conunonwealth. For example, utility companies made
significant progress in divesting their power plants and
power supply contracts. The generation portion of the Pennsylvania
electric industry is now virtually all owned by inde-
pendent power producers. This extensive sale of power In 1996, the average revenue per kilowatthour in Penn-
plants has significantly reduced the stranded cost sylvania was 7.96 cents;'5 0 in 1998, it was 7.86 cents. In
obligations-that would have been facing ratepayers. both years, Pennsylvania had the eleventh highest
Massachusetts had awarded stranded costs if con- average electricity price among the 50 States and the
forming utilities had demonstrated that they had District of Columbia. Like California and Massachusetts,
divested all non-nuclear generation and attempted to Pennsylvania falls into the camp of relatively high-
mitigate all other costs. So far, approximately $2 billion priced States that have been somewhat aggressive in
of the total $6 billion that will eventually be paid has pursuing restructuring.
been transferred. Securitization then becomes per-
missible."'7 If a utility had been unwilling to divest its In terms of numbers of customers that have switched
generation, the DTE would have determined the level of suppliers, Pennsylvania's restructuring program is the
stranded costs. most successful in the Nation. Governor Tom Ridge

signed the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and
ISO New England received conditional FERC approval Competition Act into law on December 3; 1996. The law
on June 25, 1997. Utilities in all six New England States basically separates the generation of electricity from the
created the ISO through a voluntary agreement.'" services of transmitting and distributing it. The law
Additionally, proposed construction of more than 30 called for a phase-in of retail choice with one-third
gigawatts of new power plants has been announced eligible to choose by January 1998, another third by
across the region, prompted by restructuring legislation January 1999, and the remaining third by January 2000.
enacted in most of the New England States. While not all Therefore, all customers in Pennsylvania can now choose

1 5 Electric Utility Week (New York- McGraw-Hill. January 17.2000) p. 1.
" Electric Utility Week (New York: McGraw-Hill, January 17,2000) p. 9.
'" The Act authorizes the Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency to issue "electric rate reduction revenue bonds," to finance the

buy-out by electric companies of purchased power contracts with above-market rates.
l* Florida Public Service Commission, "States' Electric Restructuring Activities Update," http://www.psc.state.fl.us/general/

publicaitions/restruc.htm.
149 bid.
15

Energy Information Administration. Sctr E lectricity Profiles. DOE/EIA-0629 (Washungton, DC. March 1999). p. 234
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the generator of their electricity, but they are still whose Supreme Court recently reaffirmed restrictions
required to purchase the 'ransmission and distribution on merchant plants), interesting developments have
components of their electricity from the local supplier. occurred. For example, the largest wind farm in the
All utilities subject to the separation requirements were eastern United States is now in Pennsylvania. Green-
required to file their restructuring plans with Pennsyl- Mountain.cor, which completed the eight-turbine
vania's Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in 1997. The project in April 2000, is betting that customers will May

'UC has established industry groups to provide a slight premium to switch to power that is cleaner than
recommendations on areas of concern that have arisen the traditional source of Pennsylvania's elec-
in the restructuring process. These areas include edu- tricity-coal.' 3

cation, information and billing, universal service, con-
servation, reliability, direct retail access implementation Today, 52 suppliers are licensed to sell their generation
scheduling, metering competitivesafeguards, interaction in the Commonwealth. A survey from the Office of
between suppliers and utilities, and taxes. A multimedia Consumer Advocate reports that 408,414 (8 percent) of
consumer education campaign was launched by the Pennsylvania's residential electricity customers have
Pennsylvania Electric Choice Program to educate con- switched utility providers. The survey also noted that
suiners about their ability to shop for a competitive 95 percent of electricity customers are aware of their
supplier. Included in the campaign were television and options to switch to alternative suppliers under the law.
radio advertisements as well as a four-page newspaper Of those who have switched, approximately 20 percent
insert. 51 have opted for a green power choice.' 4 In the PECO

service area in southeastern Pennsylvania, 15 percent of
MTrth regard to stranded costs, the PUC is authorized to residential customers, 30 percent of commercial cus-
determine the level of stranded costs that each utility is tomers, and 62 percent of industrial customers have
permitted torecover. Cost shifting between customers as switched suppliers.'5 Twenty-six percent of Duquesne
a result of stranded cost recovery is prohibited. The Light's residential customers switched their supplier.
costs can be recovered through a non-bypassable corn- Technically, with the recent completion of Duquesne
peititve transition charge (CTC) that will be reviewed Light's sales of its generating assets to Orion Power
and adjusted annually for each customer who elects to Holdings,15 all customers have a new supplier of elec-
receive service from an alternative generation supplier. tricity The 26percent citation represents those cus-
The CTC will be collected by utilities over a maximum tomers who actively sought an alternative supplier.
period of 9 years, unless the PUC approves another time Duquesne Light provides service in the Greater Pitts-
frame. California, by contrast, authorized a collection burgh area.
period of only 4 years.

The Competition Act encourages market participants to One of the keys to Pennsylvania's successful transition
coordinate their plans and transactions through an ISO to a competitive retail marketplace may have been its
or functional equivalent. Electric utilities are permitted pilot program The program provided an incentive to
to divest themselves of facilities or to reorganize their participate by guaranteeing a 10- to 13-percent discount
corporate structures, but unbundling of services is off the electric distribution company charge for all
required. Additionally, public benefits programs are classes of customers while establishing a generation
funded by an energy surcharge to provide programs for credit that allowed customers to obtaelectricity supply
low-income assistance, energy conservation, and other at 5 to 20 percent below the credit. "As a result, the pilot
public purposes at the existing funding level.'52 was oversubscribed and the PUC and the electric

distribution companies had an opportunity to work out
As a result of the new law encouraging outsiders to set problems in the transition to competition," according to
up business within the Commonwealth (unlike Florida Sandra Barber of the National Energy Team.'s

S' US. Department of Energy, Electric Utility Restructuring Weekly Update (February 18, 2000), http://www.eren.doe.gov/
electricity_restructuring/weekly/febl 8_00.html.

"s Florida Public Service Commission, "States' Electric Restructuring Activities Update," http://w ww.psc.state.fi.us/general/
publications/ rstruc.htm.

' "CreenMountain.com Makes Pitch for Clean Energy," The Wall Street Journal (May 1, 2000), p. A36.
lb Ihid

I :" The Pennsylvania Electric Choice Program. http://www.electrichoice.com/public/pdf/elecchart pdf
' nThe Energy Report (Arlington, VA: Financial Times Energy, May 8. 2000), p. IS.

15 Anne Millen Porter. "Why Pennsylvania Might Be the Only Game in Town." Purchasing (uly 16.1998).
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Kentucky * Because Kentucky has had no restructuring activity, no
stranded cost provisions are in place.

In December 1999, Kentucky's Special Task Force on
Electricity Restructuring released its findings and Issues Under Consideration
recommendations. It found that "there is no compelling
reason at this time for Kentucky to move quickly to The current issues faced by the States are varied based'reason at this tune for Kentucky to move quicklv to
restructure. Despite the prospects of Congressional on the wide array of associated circumstances. Some
legislationto mandate restructuring, actions taken by 24 areas of concern, however, are similar across State lines,

States and the District of Columbia to restructure, and exaple:
the fact that some of those States are geographically l o t b f l

· Remedying the loss of tax base for local authoritiescontiguous to Kentucky, there are obvious advantages
for Kentucky adopting a wait-and-see approach to elec- G
tricity restructuring. Representatives from other States Generating renewable power and provisions for
that have restructured as well as experts in the field of net metering
electricity restructuring indicate that Kentucky is in a E p
unique position because of its existing low electricity Evaluating performance-based ratemak
rates, which currently are the lowest east of the Rocky P

* Providing non-discriminatory access to all electricMountains. Most of Kentucky's generation is coal-fired
and its generators are close to coal fields which are powersupplers
among the cheapest fuel sources. Also, there has been Set standards of conduct for su ers and

® Setting standards of conduct for suppliers andrelatively little construction of generating capacity uty
recently, which has kept the Commonwealth's collective
rate base low. A wait-and-see approach allows Kentucky Taking enviro enta issues into consideration
to monitor the progress of restructuring in other States
and to develop options that protect Kentucky's existingg r y i s a d
low rates for electricity."".' Ensuring reliability in supplies and designation of

supplier of the last resort during transition

In 1998, when the average revenue per kilowatthour in
· Establishing consumer protection programsKentuckv was 4.16 cents, only Idaho and Washington

had lower electricity rates. Unlike California, Massa- Determining the role of public power utilities in
e Determining the role of public power utilities inchusetts, and Pennsylvania, Kentucky has no compelling pro g

price pressure to restructure. Therefore, the Common-
wealth has no retail competition and no competitivewealth has no retail competition and no competitive The following chapter examines in more detail the role
supplier activity. The only recent action of note was a a a p i i-

of recent mergers, acquisitions, and powerplant divesti-Publih Service Commission Order in April 1999 to re-he ele c
tures of IOUs in restructuring the electric powerduce rates for Kentucky Utilities and Louisville Gas and t o

Electric subsidiaries. The order calls for a $52 million stry.
rate reduction under a performance-based rate making
approach."5

1 Kentucky Association of Electric Cooperatives, Inc., http://www.kaec.org/stand/elecrestructuringhtm.
'5 Energy Information Administration, "Status of Electricity Industry Restructuring by State," http://www.eia.doe gov/cneaf/

electricity/chgstr/tabSrev.hrtml
'L Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 1999. Volume I. DOE/EIA-0348(99).1 (Washington. DC. August 200())
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9. Mergers, Acquisitions, and Power Plant Divestitures
of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

]En response to increased competition in power genera- IPPs. Twelve mergers have been announced and are
lion, investor-owned utilities (IOUs) have engaged in a now pending stockholder or Federal and State govern-
wave of mergers and acquisitions during the past ment approval (Table 14)."6' The size of IOU mergers, in
decade, resulting in some very large lOUs. In contrast, terms of value of assets, is also increasing. Between 1992
some IOUs have exited the power generation business and 1998, only four mergers were completed in which
by selling their generation assets to an independent the combined assets of the companies in each merger
power producer (IPP), or by transferring'them to an were greater than $10 billion. More recently, eight mer-
unregulated subsidiary within their company. The pur- gers completed in 1999 or 2000, or pending completion,
>ose of these contrasting strategies is to improve and each have combined assets greater than $10 billion.
solidify a position in the new competitive industry. It is
too early to determine, however, the effectiveness of One of the effects of this wave of mergers is that there
these strategies on the industry and their benefits to are fewer operating electric utilities. In 1992, 172 oper-
electricity customers. ating utilities owned generation capacity in the United

Rcn m.erges ae States. By the end of 2000, the number of operating
Recent mergers are classified broadly into two cate- utiities owig generation capacity will decrease to angories, each category representing a fundamentally utilities owning generation capacity will decrease to an
gonres, each category representing a fundamentally estimated 141 (Table 15). Power plant divestitures,
different reason for merging. The first category inludes discussed later in the chapter, have also reduced the
rnergersbetweenIOUsorbetweenIOUs and IPPs. These total numberoflOUs that own generation capacity
mergers are motivated by the desire to increase power
generation capacity and/or transmission and distri-generatn c y a or tra n ad dtri- The majority of operating electric utilities are wholly-
bution capacity and in general become a larger electric

owned subsidiaries of public utility holding com-utility. Most utility executives take the position that to ne ssiiai of pub r on consolidation of t
panies. m" The effect of mergers on consolidation of thecompete successfully in today's electricity market at moe e et hen ownership c city is

company must be relt l e industry is more evident when ownership capacity is
company must be relatively large.company must be relatiy l . aggregated byholdingcompanies. In 1992, there were 70

The second category includes mergers between electric electric holding companies owning 78 percent of the
utilities and natural gas companies. Companies entering IOU-held generation capacity. By the end of 2000, the
into these types of mergers are seeking to become a number of electric holding companies will decrease to
regional or even a national company that produces, 53, and the gene-ation capacity they own will increase to
transports, and markets electricity and natural gas. about 86 percent of the total IOU-owned capacity,
These are called convergence mergers because they primarily because of mergers and acquisitions. This
represent the increasing number of companies that own statistic suggests that relatively large companies are
both electricity and natural gas assets and are active in becoming even larger.
both industries. Each of these categories of mergers is
described followed by an examination of recent Although many electric utilities see a need to grow
divestitures of power generation assets by lOUs. through mergers, others do not. Of 82 electric utilities

(53 electric utility holding companies and 29 inde-

Mergers and Acquisitions Between IOUs pendent electric utilities) in 2000 (Table 15), 56 (approxi-
and IPPs mately 60 percent) have not been involved in a merger

since 1992 and have not announced plans to merge. This
From 1992 to April 2000,35 mergers or acquisitions have suggests that even though the merger trend is strong,
been completed between lOUs or between lOUs and most lOUs believe consolidation is not necessary to

"' Investor-owned utility acquisitions of foreign companies or non-energy related companies are not included in this anal'sis.
I

t
2 In some cases a holding company will also be a subsidiary of another holding company. The number of holding companies cited

in this report refers to the highest level holding company.
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Table 14. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through April 2000

r I~~~~~~~~~~~~------ _ ~S- States
Name of Surviving Served Combined Assets

Merger Company or Name (Retail (Year-of-Merger Dollars In
Status Company 1 Company 2 of New Company Customera) Billions) Comments/Status

American Electric Power Co., Inc. Central and South West American Electric VA, WV AEP: 19.5 Under regulatory
a<~S (a registered holding company for AEP Corp. Power Co., Inc. OH, IN CSW:$13.7 review

S Generating Co., Appalachian Power (a registered holding company (Central and South Ml, KY Total: 33.2
R Co., Columbus Southern Power, for Central Power and Light West will be a TN, TX

Indiana Michigan Power Co., Kentucky Co., Public Service Co. of wholly-owned OK, LA
o Power Co, Kingsport Power Co., Ohio Oklahoma, Southwestern subsidiary) AR
) Power Co., and Wheeling Power Co.) Electric Power Co., and
Go _________West Texas Utilities Co.) _a ' Consolidated Edison, Inc, Northeast Utillties Consolidated NY, CT, Consolidaled Edison: $14.4 Under reulatory

(a holding company bor Consolidated (a holding company for Edison, Inc. MA, NH Northeast: $10.4 revew. Received
Edison Co. of New York, Inc., and Connecticut Light & Power, (Northeast Utilities Total: 24.8 shareholder approval
Orange and Rockland Utilities) Public Service Co. of New will be a subsidiary) 4/14/00.

-4 Hampshire, and Western
ao?~~~~~~~~ _______________Massachusetts Electric Co.)

Carolina Power & Light Co. Florida Progress Corp. Unknown FL, NC, SC CP&L: $8.3 Under regulatory
(an operating utility) (a holding company lor Florida Florida: $6.2 review.

; I3~ P____________ eIPower Corp.) Total: $14.5
trng UtIIICorp United St. Joseph Light & Power Utlllccrp MO, KS Utlicorp: $6.0 Under regulatory

c (a holding company) (an operating utillty) (St. Joseph will CO, WV St. Joseph: $0.3 review.
Penin keep its name and Total: $6.3

n Pendng become a wholly-
9s ___ _ owned subsidlary)

X4t 1(New Century Energies Northern States Power Xcet Energy NM, OK New Century: $7.7 Received FERC
2 (a registered holding company for (a holding company) (unknown II New TX, WY NSP: $7.4 approval. Under review

enw Public Service Co, of Colorado, South- Centuries and AR, Ml Total: $15.1 by States.
n western Public Service Co., and Northem States MN, SD
5 Cheyenne Light, Fuel, & Power) Power operate as ND, WI

^ LX~________________________________ _ subsidiaries) _____

5 UtlllCorp United Empire Dsltrlcl Electric Co. Unknown MO, CO Utilicorp: $6.3 Under regulatory
F . ~ (a holding company) (an operating utility) KS, WV Empire District: $0.7 review.
r$§ ____________________________O ARToal__ OK, AR Total: $7.0

Sierra Pacific Resources Portland General Electric Sierra Pacific NV, CA, OR Sierra: 54.6 This acquistlion was
SrX ~ ~ (a holding company for Sierra Pacific (a subsidiary of ENRON Corp.) Resources Portland: $3.2 announced 11/99.
oP Power and Nevada Power) (Portland General Total: $7.8

~'!3~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~Electric will be a
. ...___________________ _____t_________ subsidiary) . .

0 ! Energy East I CMP Group Energy East MA, Ml Energy East: $4.9 Obtained FERC
grn sla holding company lor New York (a holding company for (CMP Group will be NY, NH CMP Group: $2.3 approval 4/10/00
to Eleclric S Gas) Central Maine Power) a wholly-owned Total; $7.2
ft ________ ____________________ __ . subsidiary)

o

0,Ba§,

29



Table 14. Mergers end Acqulsitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through April 2000 (Continued) _____

States
Name of Surviving Served Combined Assets

Merger Company or Name (Retall (Year-ofMerger
Status Company o New Company2 Company Customers) Dollars In Billions) Comments/Status

Uncom Corporation PECO Energy Co. Exelon IL, PA Unicorn: $30.2 Under regulatory review
(a holding company for Commonwealth (a registered holding (A new holding Peco: $12.0

1-~ ~ ~ Edison) company for Susquehanna company) Total: $42.2
Power Co.) __

PowerGen plc LGAE Energy Corp. PowerGen KY. VA 'Iot available because This acquisition wasIgs ~ ~ (a foreign-owned power producer) (a holding company lor (LGOE will be a PowerGen Is a foreign announced In 2/00.
~~~~~~> t~~Louisville Gas & Electric and wholly-owned company.

Kentucky Utilities) subsidiary)
Cap Rock Energy Corporation Citizens Utillties Company Cap Rock Energy AR, VT Not Applicable Cap Rock is an electric

Pending (electric cooperative) (an operating utility) Corporation cooperative that Is in the
process of converting to an
investor-owned utility. Cap

; t Rock Is purchasing Citizens
0 Utilities distribution assets
' _ In Arizona and Vermont.

3 ~. ~ Kaual Island Electric Cooperative Citizens Utilities Company Kaual Island HI Not Applicable Citizens Utilities is selling
to,, ~ (an electric cooperative) (an operating utility) Electric Cooperative Its Hawaii Electric

J Cro distribution business ,o
i o _ Kaual Island.

Berkshire Hathaway (at. |t.) MidAmerican Energy Berkshire Hathaway IA, KS Unknown Berkshire Hathaway is an
o (an investor group) Holdings Company (MidAmerlcan will be Investment company. The

((a holding company for a subsidiary) acquisition was completed
m MidAmerican Energy) in 3/00. MidAmerican and
f _ __ ___ CalEnergy merged In 1999.

Compleed in Laurel Hil Capital Partners, LLC TNP Enterprises Inc. TNP Enterprises will TX NM Unknown Th acquisition represents
e 2000n (an inveslmenl company) (a holding company lor conllnue to exist a change in ownership ot

2§ 000sTexas-New Mexico Power TNP. No Information was
Company) given about creating a new

. _ _ corporation.
E ~c ~~~National Grid Group PLC Now England Electric National GidG Group VT, NH Not available because Completed.

$ (a loreign company) Systems (NEES) (NEES will be a MA National Grid Group s a
(a registered holding wholly-owned foreign company.

o company for Granite Stale subsidiary)
> Electric Co., Massachusetts

n8 3 EI~ ~~ c · C~~~~~Electric Co., Narragansetl
~. Electric Co., and New

m _ I England Power Co.)

0)
* ,



Table 14. Mergers and Acqulsltiohs Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through April 2000 (ontinued)

Slates
Name ef Surviving Served Combined Assets

Merger Company or Name (Retill (Year-of-Merger Dollars In
0 Status Company 1 Company 2 ol New Company Customers) Billions) Comments/Status

2 Completed in New England Electric System Eastern Utility Associates New England MA, RI NEES: $5.3 Completed.
< 2000 (a registered holding company for (a registered holding Electric System VT, NH EUA: S .3
' (Continued) Granile State Electric Co., company for Blackstone (EUA will be a wholly- Total: $6.6

o4~ IfiMassachusetts Electric Co., Valley Eleclric Co, owned subsidiary)
a.i~ ~ Narragansell Electric Co., and New Newport Electric Corp.,

England Power Co.) Eastern Edison Co., EUA,
"D___ , , ~~~~~~and Ocean State Corp.) ____

3 Allegheny Energy, Inc. West Virginia Power Allegheny Energy PA, WV, Allegheny: $6.7 West Vlrginla Power is
o (a registered holding company) (an operating utility) (West Virginia Power OH MD West Virginia: $.1 a small electric and gas

~ ____ ,_____________ ,, ba aS63will be a subsidiary) Total: $6.8 distriblion company.

o Nevada Power Sierra Pacific Resources Sierra Pacific NV, CA Nevada Power $2.6 Compleled.
2. (an operating utility) (a holding company for Sierra Resources Sierra Pacilic: $2.0

3Vsi~~~~~~ ~Pacilic Power Co.) (Nevada Power will be Total: $4.6
0 a wholly-owned
t I subsidiary) sbs_
. AES Corporation CILCORP AES IL AES $10.0 Completed.

3oi S(an independent power producer) (a holding company lor (CILCORP will be a CILCORP: $1.3
rShu,~~~~~~~~~ ~Central Illinois Light Co.) wholly-owned Total: 511.3

2 _________________________ __ _ subsidiary)
BCE Energy Commonwealth Energy NSTAR MA BCE: $3.2 Completed.

g~o ~ (a holding company lor Boston Edison) (a holding company for (a new holding Commonwealth: $1.5
Cambridge Electric Light Co., company; Boston Total: $4.7

Completed Canal Electric Co., and Edison and
m Completedrn in C 9e9 Commonwealth Electric Co) Commonwealth

Energy will be
R'-- - - „_____ ______ subsidiaries)

Scottish Power PLC PaclllCorp Unknown UT, OR, Not available because Completed.3 (a loreln company) (an operating ulilily) (a new holding WY, WA. ID. Scottish Power a foreign
3|~[~~~~~~~ ~company; MT, CA company.
r~~~~Ct~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~PacitiCorp will be a

X5_______ . _____ , _______ subsidiary)
Ki CICalEnergy Co., Inc. MidAmerican Energy MidAmercan EnEnergy I KS Ener $7.5 Compleled.

(an independent power producer) Holding Co. Holding (CalEnergy MidAmeican $4.3
(a holding company for will be a subsidiary) Total: $11.8
MidAmerican Energy Co.)

5 f Consolidaled Edison, Inc. Orange and Rockland Consolidated NY ConEd: 14.4 Completed.
(a holding company lor Consolidated Utilities Edison, Inc O&R: 51.3

§~~O ~Edison Co. ol New York, Inc.) (an operating utlity) (Orange and Total: $16.7
0 Rockland will be a

wholly-owned
t0 tQj,-------- -------- - -------- - _"__ __________ _I subsidiary)

O)
0
ON



Table 14. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through April 2000 Continued)___

States
Name of Surviving Served Combined Assets

Merger Company or Name (Retail (Year-of-Merger
m Status Company 1 Company 2 of New Company Customers) Dollars In Billions) Comments/Status

3e *~Delmarva Power & Light Co. Atlantic Energy Conectv MD, DE Delmarva Power: $3.0 Compleled.
-^ {8(an operating utility) (a holdirg company for (a new registered VA, NJ Atlantic: $2.7

z3;_____ A___I~ l ~~Atlantic City Electric Co.) holding company) Total: $5.7
|3 LO&E Energy KU Energy LQ&E Energy KY, VA LG&E: $30 Completed

. (a holding company lor Louisville Gas & (a holding company for (KU Energy will be TN KU Energy: $1.7
9 Electric Co.) Kentucky Utilities) dissolved) Total: $4.7
a WPL Holding, Inc IES ndustries Alliant Energy Wl, IA WPL Holding: $1.9 Completed.
3 (a holding company for (a holding company for IES (a new holding MN, IL IES: $2.5

Compleed n Wisconsin Power & Ught) Ulilities and Interstate company) Interstate: $0.6
Comp199el8 Power, an operating ulility) Total: $5.0

6 Wisconsin Energy ESELCO Wisconsin Energy WI, Ml Wisconsin: $5.0 Completed.
l~(a holding company for (a holding company for Company ESELCO: $0.1
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.) Edison Saull Electric Co.) (ESELCO will be a Total: $5.1
Q§?8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~wholly-owned

.~*>i__________ ______________ subsidiary)
o1 WPS Resources Upper Peninsula Energy WPS Resources WI, Ml WPS: $1.1 Completed.

Ifo l ) s(a holding company for (a holding company for (Upper Peninsula Upper Peninsula: $0.1
Wisconsin Public Service Corp., Upper Peninsula Power Energy will Total: $1.2

_________ Wisconsin River Power Co.) Co.) cease to exist)
E Ohio Edison Co. Centerlor Energy FirstEnergy OH Ohio Edison: $8.9 Completed.
o (an operaling utility; Ohio Edison also (a holding company for (a new registered Centerlor: $10.2

owns Pennsylvania Power Co.) Cleveland Electric holding company) Total: $19.1
* Illuminating Co. and Toledo

m'__________, I Edison Co.)
Public Service Co. of Colorado (an Southwestern Public New Century CO, TX PS Co. of CO: $4.6 Completed.
operating utility and a holding company tor Service Co. Energies NM, OK Southwestern: $2.0

oi^ ~ Cheyenne Light, Fuel. and Power) (an operating utility) (a new registered KS Toal: SG.6
Completed in holding company)

Q. 1997 Union Electric Co. CIPSCO Ameren MO, IL Union: $6.8 Completed
c lan operating utility) (a holding company for (a new registered CIPSCO: $1.8
5 Central Illinois Public holding company) Total: 58.6

__ _ ______ I I ~~~~~~~~ Service Co.)
o Pacllic Gas & Electric Corp. U.S. Generating Co. Paclllc Gas & USGen USGen: $5.0 PG&E acquired 50 percent
> (a holding company lor Pacilc Gas A (USOen) Electric Corp. has plants In in USGen Al the time,

0:1O t~ ~ Electric) (an Independent power (USGen will be an numerous USGen had ownership in
O ' producer) unregulated Stales 17 elecric generating

affiliate of PG&E) facilities operating in the
rn-------- -- _-----i----i----t-__ of_____________ P____ G&_______ ______) __ United States.

New England Electric Systems Nantuchet Electric New England VT NH NEES: $5 1 Completed.
Completed In (a registered holding company for Granite (a small electric distribulion Electric System MA Nantucket: 0.1

S0 St 1996 State Electric Co., Massachusetts Electric company) (Nantuckel Electric s Total: 5 2
r4~h~ \Co., Narragansett Electric Co., and New a subsidiary)

_ _,e _ __ England Power Co.)

«Y·



Table 14. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through April 2000 Continued) _ ___

States
Name of Surviving Served Combined Assets

Merger Company or Name (Retail (Year-ol-Merger
rr Status Company 1 Company 2 of New Company Customers) Dollars In Billions) Comments/Status

oa,~ ~ City of Groton, CT Botrah Light and Power Unknown CT Unknown Completed.

Delmarva Power and Light Conowlngo Power Co. Delmarva Power DE. MD, Delmarva Power. $2.9 Completed.
Completed and Light VA Cpnowingo: $0.1

1995 _________________________Total: $3.0
o 1995 Midwest Resources lowa-Illinols Gas and MidAmerican IA, SD, Midwest: $2.6 Completed.

>. (a holding company lor Midwesl Power Electric Energy IL Iowa: $1.9
3 Syslems) (an operating utility) (a holding company Total: $4.5

__ and operating utility)
I PSI Resources Cincinnati Gas & Electric CINergy IN, OH, KY PSI Resources: $2.9 Completed.
o Completed in (an operaling utility) (an operating utility) (PSI Resources and Cincinnati: $5.2

1994 Cincinnati are wholly. Total: $8.1
2__________________ ___________________ owned subsidiarIes) ___________owned subsidiaries)

~o ~ Clitzens Utillties Co. Franklin Electric Citizens Utillties A2, HI, Citizens: $2.6 Completed.
(an operating utility) (an operating utiliy) (Franklin Electric VT Franklin: $0.8

5 ceased to exist) Total: 53.4
et/) IES Utilliles Inc. Iowa Electric Light A Power IES Industries IA Toial: $1.8 Completed.

(a holding company) and iowa Southern Utilities (IES Ulililies, Iowa
Electric, and Iowa

S; Southem are
o Completed in _ subsidiaries)

5 1993 Txaes Utllties Southwestern Electric Texas Utilities TX Tolal: 520.9 Compleed.
m (a holding company) Service Co. (Southwestern

(an operating utility) Electric is a
WK_ _ _______ _ subsidiary)

o Enlergy Corp. Gulf States Utilitiee Entergy Corp. AR,TN, LA, Enlergy: 14.2 Completed.
*,n ~ (a holding company) (a holding company) (Gulf Slates is TX MS.NY Culf Slales: 7.2

53z~~~ I I I ) ~~~~~~~~~~wholly-owned Total: $21.4
rc -_____________________________________ subsidiary)

qF5 ~ Connecticut Light & Power Fletcher Electric Light Co. Connecticut Light CT Tolal: $6.2 Completed.
g--___»_______-_-__ ~____________ _ 

>and Power
PIowa Public Service Co. Iowa Power Co. Midwest Power IA SO Total: $2.6 Compleled.

> Kansas Power & Light Kansas Gas & Electric Western Resources KS Total: $5,2 Completed.

og Completed in
m ' 1992 Indiana MIchig oan Power Co. Inl Michigan IN Ml Tolal: 4.3 Compleed.

0h Power Co.
OtP~~ ~Unltlt Corp. Fltohburg Gas & Electric Unttil Corp. NH Total: $0.2 Completed.

2 r Northeast Utilities Public Service of New Northeast Utilities NH CT MA Total: 10.6 Completed.
rp , Hampshire

00



Table 15. Comparison of the Number of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities Owning Generation Capacity,
1992 and 2000

1992 2000 (Estimated)

Generation Generation
Capacity Capacity ^

Number of Number of (Percent and Number of Number of (Percent and
Operating Holding Thousand Operating Holding Thousand

Company Category Utilities Companies Megawatts) Utilities Companies Megawatts)

Utility that is a Subsidiary to a (78%) (86%)
Holding Company. ........... 113 70 422.1 112 53 384.5

(22%) (14%)
Indepenent Utility ........... 59 - 120.3 29 - 60.6

(100%) (100%)
Total .................... 172 70 542.4 141 53 445.1

Te utilieepod here does no mach he number of utilities reported hedoesnonbero esrepo in Chapter2 for the following reasons () these data include lOUs
that own power generation capacity, whereas the data reported in Chapter 2 include lOUs that operate power plants: (2) some utilities operate
transmission and distribution systems only and are not included here; and (3) these data exclude Alaska and Hawaii.

Notes: · The 2000 data inctude the effects o pendlngmergers on consolidation of ownership. It is assumed that all pending mergerswil be completed
by 2000. * Alo, the 2000 data include the effects of generaton asset divestitures on consolidation of ownership. It is assumed thatall divestitures where
a buyer has been announced wilt be completed by 2000. * Holding companies were identified from the following documents: US. Securities and
Exchange Commission Financial and Corporate Reports, "Holding Companies Registered Under te Public Utility Holding Company Ad of 1935 as of
October 1. 1995. as of December 1. 1996, and as of June 1.1998," and "Holding Companies Exempt from the Public Utility Holding Company Act of
1935 Under Section 3(a) (1) and 3(a) (2) Pursuant to Rule 2 Filings or By Order as of August 1, 1995 and as of November 1, 1997.

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Forms E1A-860. 'Annual Electric Generator Report." EIA-860A. "Annual Electric Generator Repor -
Utlity." and EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report."

remain competitive in the industry in spite of the fact the 20 largest companies owned 58 percent of total IOU
that those companies choosing to merge are acquiring a generation capacity; by the end of 2000 their share is
larger share of the industry's assets. expected to increase to approximately 72 percent.

The absolute number of companies provides insight into Mergers and acquisitions also cause consolidation of
consolidation trends, but concentration of generation ownership of the Nation's transmission and distribution
capacity ownership is perhaps more indicative of systems. However, the outcome of this trend is unclear
consolidation.'" As a measure of consolidation of the because many utilities may transfer ownership of their
IOU sector, concentration indicates the extent to which transmission system to regional transmission organiza-
total capacity ownership is dispersed among companies. tions in compliance with the Federal Energy Regulatory
The data suggest that generation capacity owned by Commission's (FERC's) Order 2000.
IOUs has been concentrated in the hands of a few
companies, and that mergers and acquisitions are Reasons for Mergers and Acquisitions
increasing the concentration of ownership within the Among Electric Utilities
IOU sector. In 1992, the 10 largest utilities, ranked
according to generation capacity, owned 36 percent of Most, if not all, utility executives who have directed
all IOU generation capacity; by the end of 2000 the 10 their companies through mergers, argue that electric
largest companies' share will increase to an estimated 51 utilities must be relatively large to be competitive.'" This
percent (Figure 29). Evidence of consolidation among the position underlies most of the mergers and acquisitions
20 largest companies is evenmore compelling. In 1992 recently completed between lOUs. Why does size

i' Measures of concentration are sometimes used to identify the potential fora firm to exercie market power in a particular product
market Measuring concentration is problematic in the electric power industry due to the difficulty in defining relevant markets. In this
report, measures of concentration were not developed for a particular electricity market Instead. the term concentration is used broadly
to suggest that the recent wave of mergers is responsible for the increase in size of many IOUs.

16 For example, the CEO of New Century Energies, when discussing the merger between New Century Energies and Northern States
Power, said The merger provides both the combined company and its operating units with the scale necessary to remain competitive in
a changing industry marketplace," Press Release, New Century Energies (March 1999)
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Figure 29. Concentration of Ownership of enhance the strategic objectives of the company is a
Investor-Owned Utility Generating - question asked by company executives in identifying
Capacity, 1992 and 2000 merger partners. Strategic objectives are company

100o specific and depend upon the merging companies'
2 - | 1 0 Latbes m 20o Lrest !particular circumstances. Building on core competencies,

I .I.o, Largs W 20 Largest . Z
m so - ..- ..--. ............ ... securing more customers, consolidating transmission

[8 | I _and distribution facilities, diversifying power generating
o 60, . ....... .-Bcapability, and acquiring additional managerial and

technical expertise are mentioned often as reasons. These

S 4o- - - strategic reasons, however, relate to the desire to remain
- | 4 -- ' - || competitive in the rapidly changing electricity industry.

L l I |H * , *Convergence Mergers

0992 20oo(Estintted - Increased competition has pressured electric utilities and
natural gas companies to combine operations in order to

Notes: -The 10 largest companies are public utility holding become more efficient, to diversify products, to share
companies that own one or more operating electric utilities. expertise and experience in energy markets, and to take
*The 2000 data assume that all pending mergers will be advantage of the growing use of natural-gas-fired power
completed by year-end 2000. · Capacity owned by subsidiaries plants. Combining electric utilities and natural gas com-
of IOUs was not counted when computing rankings. convergence of the industries, and many

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-860. anies cald once sold on electricity or natura as
"Annual Electric Generator Report." Form EIA-860A, "Annual companies that once sold only electricity or natural gas
Electric Generator Report - Utility," and Form EIA-861. now sell both electricity and natural gas, or are involved
"Annual Electric Utility Report" in other aspects of both industries.

matter? The thinking is that larger companies are able to A combined electric and natural gas utility is not some-
achieve economies of scale. By combining resources and thing new to the industry. Many IOUs sell both elec-
eliminating redundant or overlapping activities, larger tricity and natural gas to retail customers. What is new
companies hope to benefit from increased efficiencies in about the recent wave of mergers is that many of them
procurement, production, marketing, administration, are between electric utilities and natural gas production,
and other functional areas that smaller companies may processing, orinterstate pipeline companies. These types
not be able to achieve. For example, a larger company, of mergers expand greatly the business opportunities for
because of a high volume of purchases, may be able to electric utilities.
negotiate a lower price from its fuel supplier than would
be available to a smaller company. Cost savings From 1997 through April 2000, 23 convergence mergers
resulting from increased efficiency can be passed to the involving companies with assets valued at $0.5 billion or
utility's customers through lower electricity rates. higher have been ompleted or are pending completion

(Table 16).i No one knows for certain how long this
Whereas utility executives argue that a merger or acqui- trend will continue, but many industry observers agree
sition will improve the efficiency of the combined that more convergence mergers wil take place as
company, experience indicates that efficiency improve- deregulation of the electric power industry continues

.ments are not guaranteed. One study reported that only and electric and natural gas companies seek to diversify
15 percent of mergers and acquisitions achieved their their businesses.
expected financial objectives.' 5 Incomplete or under-
developed plans to integrate the companies was noted Strategic Benefits of Convergence Mergers
as a major factor for not achieving the objectives.

The natural gas industry has a relatively complicated
A company's strategic objectives are also factors in the structure that, depending on one's classification scheme,
decision to merge. Does the merger complement or mayconsistoffourrmajorcorporate segments(Table17).

-s ). Anderson, "Making Operational Sense of Mergers and Acquisitions," The Electricity Journal, Vol. 12, No. 7 (August/September
1999).

" A convergence merger is defined as a merger in which one company's primary business activity is electricity generation.
transmission, and/orsales and the other company's primary business activity is natural gas production. processing, transportation,and/or
sales.
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Table 16. Selected Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Natural Gas Companies,
1997 Through Aril 2000

Value of AssetsCombined Electric Power and Companies Merging Type of (Year-of-MergerNatural Gas Company Business Dollars In Billions) Status Comments
AUgEeAlegheny Energy Electric/Gas Alegheny: S6.7 A e Allegheny Energy y s expanding its business in West Virginia so that itAllegheny Energy, Inc. (Allegheny Power) Mountain Gas: $ 0.3 Pending can cross-sell electricity and gas in the Stale.
|' _____ Mountaineer Gas__Gas as olal: $7.0

1.~ O76~~TE Energy ElocliThis merger was announced In early October 1999. OTE Energy is aDTE E inergy Eloctrc olding company; it's primary subsidiary is Detroit Edison, a largerTE EnergylCN E inergy Group GTE Energy: 12.1 investor-owned electric ullilty. MCN Energy Group, through ilsDTE Michig Consolidated Gas MN Energy: $4.4 Pending subsidiary Michigan Consolidated Gas Company, is a larga gasI5 Company) Total: $16.5 distribution company. II also has gas pipeline, processing, and' Company . marketing activities, and it has Investments in electric power. The* combined company will be the largest gas and electric utility In
So ..--U------- - --- _-- -- -------- - ______ _ ___ _ ______ ______ Michigan.
P. KeynKeySpan Energy Electric/Gas KeySpan: $6.9 KeySpan is a diversified energy company providing electrical powerKeySpan Energy Corp. Easte Enterprises Gas Easern: $1.5 Pendin nd natural gas in New York. This merger expands KeySpan's naturaliy9~ _---- ~ --------- _--* ---- - -- ..____Total: $8.4 gas customer base to New England.

NISOURCE NISOURCE Electric/Gas NISOURCE: $5.0 This merger was announced In February 2000. It will create a largea new holding Servic) Columbia: $7.0 Pending nlegraed energy company serving nine States In the Midwest.
C__ olumbia Energy Group Gas Toal: 12.0

F SCANA Corp. Eleclric/GasC S Corporation SCAA Carolina Electricr SCANA: $ 5.3 SCANA Is the parent company of South Carolina Gas & Electric.
Pblic Service Co. ol North t PSCaoon NC:Et$07 Pending SePublilc a oF North Carolina, Inc. is a gas utility. This merger

o Public Service__Carolina Total: $6.0 expands SCA N A's gas distribution business and energy m arketing
Carolina resources.

Mr (Southern Indiana Gas Eec SlgCorp: 1.0 c SigCorp is a mid-size gas and electric company. Indiana Energy is a.Vecl ren Electric) Indiana Energy: 50.7 natural gas distribution and energy marketing company. IndianaIndiana Energy Gas DPL: 0.4 Pendng Energy Is purchasing DPL's natural gas dislribulion business. Theseo: wP~~~ S ______DPL (Nalural Gas) as Total: $2.1 acquisitions increase the customer base of the new combined
Gas-- - ------ i---- ---- --- ______ _____ _____ company.

aIsaoure, Dominio Reso rces DornDominionin Resources is predominanlly a power company owningD Resonircs Virn Power) Donioia 5 regulated and unregulated power generation assets. Consolidated
DominionResorces(VirginiaPoweConsolidared: $6.4*2.~C oConsolaeddaled Nat29 ural G Gs is a large producer, transporter, distributor, and retailTtl ---- 23------9 -- markeler of natural gas. This merger will create one of the Nation's5

.-------------- *- ------------------ _ __.__ largest Integrated electric and natural gas companies.
m lec~riclG.. Ill inova is a n energy service company; its primary subsidiary is IllinoisD" ynegy Illinoiva Elecldic/Gas llinova Corp: $6.4 Completed Power, an electric and natural gas utility. Dynegy Inc. Is a marketer ofDynegy Gas Dyne Igy products and services. It grew fromprly a natural gas

< ITotal: $1 1.7 marketer to a lull ehergy service marketing company.

4,o
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Table 16. Selected Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Natural Gas Companies,
1997 Through A rll 2000 (Continued)

Value of Assets
Combined Electric Power and Companies Merging Type of (Year-of-Merger

Nalural Gas Company Business Dollars In Billions) Status Comments

Connecticut Natural Gas is engaged In the distribution, transportation,
ge^~~~ CTG Resources Inc. GasCompled and sale of natural gas In Hartford and 21 other cities and towns In

(Connecicul Natural Gas Corp.) I200 central Connecticut and in Greenwich, Connecticut. This represents
Energy East: $4.9 the iird acquisition by Energy East over the past few months, further

Energy East Corporalion Conn. Energy: $0.5 strengthening Its competitive position In the Northeast.
& Energy East Electric/Gas CTG Resources: $0.5 Energy East, the parent company of New York Electric & Gas, has

(New York State Electric & Gas) Total: $5.9 Cchosen to locus the company on energy delivery. The merger with
Connecticut Energy Gas Compled Connecticut Energy, the parent of Southem Connecticut Gas, a gas
(Southern Connecticut Gas) n 200 distribution company, Increases Energy East's market share In the

: -- _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ Northeast region.

_-q~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 52. ~~Northeast: $2.2 Northeast Utilities is one of New England's largest electric utility
Northeast Uilities Northeast Utilities Electric Yankee Energy: $0.5 Completed systems. Yankee Energy System, Inc. Is the parent company of

Yankee Energy System Gas Total: $2.7 in 2000 Yankee Gas Services Company, one ol the largest natural gas
distribution companies In the Northeast Under regulatory review.

iiiig~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Wisconein Energy Is an electricity and natural gas holding company.
II owns two operating electric utilities, Wisconsin Electric and Edison

=.>~Wisconsin Enery Corp EletrGas W onin5.4 SaulElectric. WICOR s a diversified holding company operating In
0 Wisconsin Energy Wicor (Washington Gas Co.) Gas WCor $1.0 Completed wo Industries-natural gas distribution and waer pump

S I I I I ICMS Is a diversified energy company having both electricity and
i CMS Eneroy (Consu Electrc Gas Panhandle S2 0In 20 manufacluring. This merger strengtdhens Wisonsin Energy's gas

e Enery CorpMSallon UnionPacillcFuels P Fuels S1 4atural C egas operations.d Panandle s a naural gas pipeline company
CMS Energy EleCotnsc/Gas CS Energy): $11.3 Completed In the Midwest. Because PanHandle's pipelines connect to CMSs gas

CMS Energy (Consumer Einergy) Panhandle: $2.0 In 1999 disltbuion and storage, this merger was a good strategic move. CMS
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Gas Total: $13.3 noted thal gas-fueled electricty generation continue s to grow n the

Midwest, and this merger Improves Its effort to be a major player In theI - -- - -- -- -.- " - - - -- _ -- _ ______ _______ ____ _ _______ ____ ~~gas supply market.

Duke Energy Field Services, a component of Duke Energy
OcueEro CorporatIon, purchased the natural gas gathering, processing,Duke Energy Corporaltion Union Pacific Fuels Gas UP Fuels: $1.4 Completed fractionation, and liquids pipeline business of Pacific Resources

in 1999 (known as Union Pacific Fuels). This purchase expands Duke
Energy's capability In the production of natural gas liquids and other

>_ 5~~~ _In?~~~ ------------ ' ---- - ------- -- * ---- l ------- s __ ___areas In the natural gas business.oC c NIPSCO Industries Electric
C NIPSCO Industries (Northern Indiana NIubPlc ENeci IPSCO: $3.7 NIPSCO is a holding company for Northern Indiana Public Service anm S Service) Bay Stale: $0.8 Compleed electric and gas distributon utility. Bay State Is a gas distributionBgay Stale Gas Gas Total: $4.5 In 1999 utility. The merger expands NIPSCO's energy distribution markel

,0



Table 16. Selected Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Investor-Owned Electric Utilitles and Natural Gas Companies,
1997 Through A ril 2000 (Continued) _

Value of Assets
Combined Electric Power and Type of (Year-of-Merger

Natural Gas Company Companies Merging Business Dollars In Billions) Status Comments

LILCO Electric/Gas LILCO: $4 2 Completed The merger of LILCO, an electric utility, and Brooklyn Union, a
In 1998dgas utility, creates a regional energy distribution company3 KeySpan Energy (Long Island Lighting Co.) Brooklyn Union: $2.3 Inas utility, creates a rego1998nal enery distribuion company

_ _ _ _ Brooklyn Union Gas as Total: 6.5 servin primarily New York.
i ENOVA ElectricGas ENOVA: 5 2 The merger of San Diego Gas & Electric, primarily an electricily

Sempra Energy (San Diego Gas and Electric) Completed distribution company, and Southern California Gas, a gas
Se aPacific Enterprises Gas Pa ic S50 In 1998 distribution company, creates one of the largest regulated

_ _____ E(Southern California Gas) Total 10energy distribution companies in the United States.

§it~~~~~~~~ "'"' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~In June 1997, Duke Power Co., one of the Nation's leading
=rDke P ti5 electric utilities, and PanEnergy Corporation, a natural gas

DukeEnerg Corpol ODuke Power Company Electric 2 Completed pipeline and marketing company, completed a merger creating
e PEnergyanEnergy Corporation Gas T $22.1In 1997 Duke Energy Corporation. Duke Energy Corjporallon has an

.aggressive growth strategy, and Its objective Is to become a
- large diversified global energy company.

The merger between Enron, an Integrated natural gasa EnroGas p .a .Enron Gas company, and Portland General Electric was the first merger
Enron Portland General Corp. Electric Enron 3. Completed between a predominantly natural gas company and an electric

t Enronag~~~ (Portland General Electric) otla $36. In 1997 utlity. It marked the beginning of the convergence trend In the
Total: $26.7 Industry and the creation of large electricity and natural gas

rr companies.

E Pacific Gas & Electrir Corp. ElectrGas PG&E Corporation is a large electric and natural gas company.PG&E Corp: S30.6
o * Paciic Gas Electric Corporallon Valero Energy Corp. Gas1 Completed Valero Is a natural gas process and gas transportation and

or aciG lccC o (Valero Natural Gas Company) Total 32.1 in 1997 storage company. This acquisition increases PG&E's presence
a , ________ ________________ _____ T tl$2 in the Texas natural gas industry.

uoet Sound: 53 This merger creates one of the largest combined electric and
S Puget Sound Energy Pugel Sound Power & Llghl Co. Electric Wa on $. Completed natural gas ullilties in the Northwest. The merger expands

i F*nr e Washington Energy Co. Gas gto: $0 n 1997 Puget Sound Power & Light into the nalural gas disribullon' Total: $4.3
§X~~ ________________ ______________~~~~~~~~~~_ ______ ' ___business.

Houston Industries is a holding company; Houston Ught &
| Reliant Rel Ret liant: $12.3 Com ted ower a verlicaly Integrated electric company, is the principal
" (ormeary Houslon Industries) NorAm Energy Gas NorAm: $4.0 I 997 subsidiary. NorAm Energy owns subsidiary companies

Total: $16.3 engaging In wholesale electricity and gas marketing, interstate
_ _________ _____ ejgas transmission, and retail natural gas distribution.

,^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o ~~Texas Utilities Is a combined electric and natural gas company.BD9~~~~~~~~ 'Ia~~~~ Ta~as Utilities Co PTexas Utilities: $21.4 It owns two electric utililies In Texas. ENSERCH is a naturalO c TXU (formerly Texas Ulis C) xas Utiliiies Co . Electric/Gas Completed gas distribution and pipeline company. It owns Lone Star Gas
Q. E NS(or er y ex s'SUlliGesCoG a E N S E R C H : $ 3 .2

S SENSERCH (Lone STotarl: $24.6 In 1997 Company, the largest natural gas distribution company In
s) g Texas. This merger significantly expands the customer base of

J~~.j> --~~~,-------------- _ ________ _____I,_._. the new combined company.
· ,, . Note Table incudes mergers or acquisitions in which each company had assets valued at $0.5 billion or higher at the time ol the merger.
PD ~ Sources: Meigers and acquisitions were identified from trade journals, newspapers, and electric utility press releases found on Internet websites. Values of the companies' assets were

6 obtained from the SectJnies and Exchange Commission 10-K filings.
•_ ,



Table 17. Overview of Strategic Benefits of a Combined Electric and Natural Gas Company

Natural Gas Potential Strategic Benefits to Electric Company
Corporate Segments Description of Combining with Natural Gas Company

Producers Perform gas exploration and production Electric company may have direct access to natural
functions. Generally market gas at the gas to fuel power plants.
wellhead to third parties who resell thewelihead to third parties vwho resell the In general, by acquiring natural gas assets, the
gas combined company can offer a wider assortment of

energy products and services.

Pipelines Provide wholesale transportation/trans- Access to a reliable source of natural gas for existing
mission function. Transport gas from gas-fired power plants.
the field to market area Pipelinehe iel maret area Pipline gNew gas-fired merchant power plants can be
network facilities may include gathering, strategically built relative to natural gas pipelines.
transmission, compressor, storage, and -
metering facilities. In general, by acquiring natural gas assets, the

combined company can offer a wider assortment of
energy products and services.

Local Distribution Provide retail sales and local Cross-sel natural gas to retail electricity customers
Companies transportation deliveries. as a way to expand products and services.

Help reduce unit costs by expanding overhead over
larger customer base.

Improve efficiencies of retail sales by combining
billing and other administrative functions.

Marketers and Brokers Engage in competitive wholesale gas Expand marketing effort and improve effectiveness of
sales and services. Buy and resell marketing by selling both natural gas and electricity
natural gas and gas management to a common customer base.
services to others on a deregulated Apply gas company expertise and experience in gas

~b~~asi~~s". tmarketing to electricity marketing.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Coal, Nuclear. Electric and Altemale Fuels.

Some of the major natural gas companies are vertically risk of price volatility. Many electric utilities and natural
integrated, having exploration and production, pipe- gas companies realize that there are similar and related
lines, local distribution, and marketing components. The techniques for electricity and natural gas marketing and
majority of the companies are not vertically integrated trading in spot markets, and are merging to form larger
but specialize in one or two areas. Local distribution organizations specializing in electricity and natural gas.
companies (LDCs) are the largest segment of the This provides the opportunity to sell a diversified line of
industry, with approximately 1,400 LDCs operating in products to their customers, and it can help lower
the United States. The benefits to an electric utility of a administrative and processing costs. It also facilitates
convergence merger depend on where the gas company arbitrage between electric power and natural gas prices.
is located in the production cycle. An analysis of the
current wave of convergence mergers shows that the One of the most frequently cited reasons for a conver-
benefits of the merger generally fall into one or more of gence merger is the transferring of a gas company's
the following areas. experience in marketing and trading to an electric com-

pany that is relatively new in competitive markets and
Strengthen Wholesale Marketing and Trading Oper- commodity trading. The gas industry has been dereg-
ations: Deregulation of the electricity and natural gas ulated since the 1980s, and over that time surviving gas
industries has created spot markets for wholesale elec- companies have developed skills and experience in
tricitv and natural gas, as well as markets for buying, working in competitive energy markets.
selling, and trading financial instruments for risk man-
agement. In competitive commodity markets, prices for Diversify Products and Expand Retail Markets: Most
the commodities (in this case, electricity or natural gas) electric utilities believe that to remain competitive they
are sometimes volatile. Risk management, such as need to offer more products and services to their retail
buying futures contracts for electncity, helps reduce the customers. State-designed customer choice programs,

102 Energy Information AdminisirationtThe Changing Structure of me Efectric Power Industry 2000: An Updale
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which allow retail customers to select their energy sup- Figure 30. Cumulative Electricity Generation
pliers, motivate utilities to differentiate their products Capacity Additions Through 2020
from their competitors' products. One strategy to ___ ___

accomplish this is to merge with a local gas distribution ccoei
utility and offer both electricity and natural gas services 3D .=N

+NI Gas

to customers. The idea of one-stop shopping appeals to so - ....... .
some customers, and combined marketing and delivery 20 i

systems can also help reduce the utility's billing, c_ _

metering, and other administrative costs. i s- - -t , i
0o- . . ... .

In addition to diversifying products and services, many
utilities see convergence mergers as a way to increase o
market share, although this concept also applies to ° a 205
mergers involving only electric utilities. Increased mar- Year
ket share should lower per-customer costs by spreading
fixed costs over a larger customer base. Utility distri- Source: Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy
bution systems have a large fixed-cost component. Outlook 2000, DOE/EIA-0383 (2000) (Washington, DC,

December 1999).
Another benefit from convergence mergers is the
potential for cross;selling electricity to natural gas tighten in the future. Electric utilities that own upstream
customers and natural gas to electricity customers. The and midstream natural gas resources will be positioned
extent to which the customer base of the merging to compete for customers in growing natural gas
companies does not overlap represents the potential for markets brought on by the increase in demand for gas-
increasing market share by cross-selling. fired plants. Also, by owning upstream and midstream

gas resources, a company can expand its range of
Expand and Strengthen Access to a Fuel Supply for products and services an build a marketing strategy
Merchant Power Plants: Electric utility holding corn- focused on a customer's total energy needs.
panies are merging with natural gas companies that
specialize in natural gas production, processing, pipeline
operation, and storage. These are called upstream and Regulatory Review of Electric Utility
midstream functions in the natural gas industry Mergers and Acquisitions
parlance. Distribution to the ultimate customer is a
downstream function. Electric utility mergers with up- Electric utility mergers or acquisitions of substantial size
stream or midstream natural gas companies position the go through a review process involving a number of
new company to benefit from the growing demand for Federal and State Government agencies (Table 18). At
natural gas stimulated by the projected growth in gas- the State level, the public utility commission or its
fired power plants across the country. equivalent reviews the merger for potential anti-com-

petitive effects and potential cost savings. States may
Because of the rising demand for electricity and the also review the merger's effect on a utility's stranded
retirement of older power generation units, 300 giga- costs,'" an issue brought on by industry deregulation.
watts of new generating capacity will be needed in the Because most electric utility operations cross State
United States by 2020 (Figure 30). Assuming an average boundaries, it is not uncommon for multiple States to
plant capacity of 300 megawatts, a projected 1,000 new review a merger. The extent and depth of the review can
plants will be needed to meet electricity demand and to vary widely between States, depending on the merger's
offset plant retirements. Ninety percent of that capacity expected impact in the State and the resources available
is projected to be natural-gas-fired or dual-fired gas and to conduct an evaluation.
oil combined-cycle or combustion turbine technology.
These technologies have lower capital costs and oper- Federal review of a proposed merger may involve up to
ating and maintenance costs than other technologies, five different agencies. Either the Federal Trade Com-
and they more easily meet local and Federal Gov- mission (FTC) or the Antitrust Division of the
eminent emissions constraints, which are expected to Department of Justice (DOJ) could conduct a review to

1
67 In general, stranded costs are historic financial obligations of utilities incurred in the regulated market that hecorme unrecoverable

in a competitive market. Stranded costs are also known as stranded investments, stranded commitments, and transition costs.
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Table 18. Government Agencies Responsible for Reviewing Mergers and Acquisitions Involving
Electric Utilities

Government Agency Authority Type of Review

Department of Justice or Federal Section 7 of the Clayton Act, Hart- Examines mergers that may substantially
Trade Commission Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements lessen competition or tend to create a

Act monopoly.

Federal Energy Regulatory Federal Power Act of 1935, Examines mergers and other combinations
Commission Department of Energy Reorganization to assure markels and access to reliable

Act of 1977, Energy Policy Act of 1992 service at reasonable prices.

Internal Revenue Service 16" Amendment to U.S. Constitution Determines amount of tax liability for
(1913) combination.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Atomic Energy Act, Energy Approves transfer of ownership of nuclear
Reorganization Act of 1974. Energy facilities.
Policy Act of 1992

Securities and Exchange Public Utility Holding Company Act of Assures compliance with PUHCA provisions
Commission 1935 (PUHCA) and protection of shareholder interest.

State Public Utility Commission, Various State Laws Full review may include antitrust, market
State Attorney General Office power, stranded costs, rates, and demand-

side management The State has the
authority to allocate merger savings between
ratepayers and shareholders.

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Natural Gas 1998: Issues and Trends, DOE/EIA-0560(98) (Washington, DC, June
1999), Chapter 7: and M.W. Frankena and B.M. Owen, Electric Utility Mergers, Principles of Antitrust Analysis (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 1994).

determine whether the merger is consistent with anti- industry, electricity rates to customers, and regulation.
trust laws. Recently, the Antitrust Division of the DOJ, FERC sometimes will request merger applicants to
rather than the FTC, has reviewed electric utility prepare special reports showing the merger's effect on
mergers, but for most electric utility mergers the DO) market power or the cost savings and efficiencies that
relies on FERC to take the lead in evaluating the are expected from the merger. These reports and other
competitive effects of the merger. The DOJ limits its role documents, such as public comments about the merger,
to participation as an interested party.'" The Securities are available on the Commission's website
and Exchange Commission (SEC) can become involved (www.ferc.fed.us). Depending on the level of public
in a merger or acquisition when a holding company interest, the size of the merging companies, and the
gains control of 10 percent or more of the voting merger's potential impact on the industry, FERC may
securities of another electric utility. If that is the case, the hold public hearings to obtain information and to
SEC reviews the merger for compliance with require- discuss important issues associated with the merger.
ments of the Public Utilities Holding Company Act of
1935. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Divestiture of Power Generation Assets
reviews a proposed merger or acquisition when it
involves the transfer of a nuclear power plant operating The previous sections discussed mergers and acqui-
license. sitions and their effects on the structure of the industry.

Recent divestitures of power generation assets (i.e.,
Of all Federal Government agencies involved in power plants) by a number of lOUs is another type of
reviewing a proposed merger between electric utilities, corporate realignment that is changing the structure of
FERC's review is probably the most extensive, covering the industry. Divestiture of generation assets is defined
the merger's potential effects on competition in the as the sale of assets to another company, or the transfer

'I M.W. Frankena and B.M. Owen, Electrc Utility Mergers. Principrs of Antitrust Anal.yis (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1994).
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of assets from the regulated utility subsidiary to an require utilities that own both power generators and
unregulated subsidiary within the company structure. transmission lines to divest their power generation

assets.
Over the past 3 years, IOUs have divested power
generation assets at unprecedented levels. From late In Order 888, FERC took a less intrusive alternativeto
1997 through April 2000,51 lOUs (32 percent of the 161 actual divestiture of generation assets by requiring fuic-
IOUs owning generation capacity) have divested or are tional unbundling. Functional unbundling is achieved
in the process of divesting 156.5 gigawatts of power when a. company's organizational structure separates
generation capacity, representing approximately 22 operation of and access to the transmission system from
percent of total U.S. electric utility generation capacity power generation. To comply with functional un-
(Table 19). Of the 156.5 gigawatts, 86.2 gigawatts have bundling, electric utilities created an open access trans-
been sold or are pending completion of the sale, 31.9 mission tariff, established separate rates for wholesale
gigawatts are up for sale, and 38.3 gigawatts will be generation, transmission, and ancillary services, and
transferred by an IOU to its nonutility subsidiary. Some established an electronic information network that
industry observers have estimated that ownership may supplies information on the availability of transmission
change for up to 50 percent of total US. generation capacity to customers. All IOUs have complied with
capacity (about 364 gigawatts as of 1998) over the next FERC's functional unbundlingrequirements and insome
10 years. No one can predict with certainty the volume regions electric utilities have formed independent
of future divestitures, but more are expected as system operator (ISO) companies and turned control
restructuring of the electric power industry proceeds. (but not ownership) of their transmission assets over to

the ISOs. This action can be construed as a way of
The idea of an electric utility divesting generation assets unbundling power generation from transmission.
can be traced back to before November 1996, when
FERC issued Order 888 requiring electric utilities to Why Investor-Owned Electric Utilities Are
allow access to their transmission lines to other Divesting Power Generation Assets
electricity suppliers. As discussed in Chapter 7, FERC
believed that access to transmission lines was necessary Even though all IOUs have functionally unbundled
in order for a competitive power generation market to generation from transmission, and some have formed
develop. Some industry participants believed, however, ISOs, many utilities have divested their power plants
that open access to the transmission system would not because of State requirements or as a result of strategic
be sufficient. When transmission line capacity becomes business decisions made by the utility. With regard to
limited due to high usage, it is argued that utilities that State requirerrments, States that are opening the electric
own the transmission lines will favor power from their market to retail competition view the separation of
own generators over a competitor's generator. Many power generation ownership from power transmission
thought the answer to this problem was for FERC to and distribution ownership as a prerequisite for retail

Table 19. Status of Power Generation Asset Divestitures by Investor-Owned Electric Utilities,
as of April 2000

Capacity Percent of Total U.S.
Status Category (GW) Percent of Total Generation Capacity

Sold ................................ 58.0 37 8

Pending Sale (Buyer Announced) ......... 28.2 18 4
For Sale (No Buyer Announced) .......... 31.9 20 4
Transferred to Unregulated Subsidiary' ..... 4.1 3 1
Pending Transfer to Unregulated Subsidiary . 34.2 22 5
Total ............................... 156.5 100 22

'Includes generation capacity owned by a holding company that is being transferred from its electric utility subsidiary to its
nonutility subsidiary.

Note: Totals may not equal sum of individual components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration. Office of Coal. Nuclear. Electric and Alternate Fuels. Compiled from information

in trade journals, newspapers, and Internet websites, 1998 through September 1999.
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competition. Some States have passed laws requiring Five Census Divisions Accounting for Most
utilities to divest their power plants. California, Con- Generation Asset Divestitures
necticut, Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island are
examples of States withlaws explicitly requiringutilities Five census divisions-Middle Atlantic, New England
to divest their fossil and hydroelectric generation assets South Atlantic, East North Central, and Pacific Con.
and, potentially, any ownership in nuclear power tiguous-account for a total of 141.3 gigawatts of the
generating assets. divested capacity, representing 90 percent of the 156.5

gigawatts of actual and planned divestitures in the
In other States that have passed electricity industry United States as of early April 2000 (Figure 31). The
restructuring legislation, the requirements for tun majority of divestitures are concentrated in these regions
bundling are not always clear and vary from State to because the States in these regions were among the first
State. In some instances, the State public utility corn- in the Nation to promote retail competition. With the
mission (PUC) may encourage divestiture to arrive at a exception of States in the South Atlantic Division, most
quantifiable level of stranded costs for purposes of of the States in the other four divisions passed legislation
recovery during the transition to competition. On the in 996 or997restructuringtheelectricityindustry, and
other hand, many times the PUCs are not explicit in their they have had over 2 years to implement their restruc-
unbundling requirements, leaving it to the utility to turing programs.
propose a method that satisfies the PUC's unbundling
objectives and satisfies the strategic and economic lOUs in New England have completed divesting their
objectives of the utility. The utility prepares a company power plants; approximately 25.2 gigawatts have been
restructuring plan which may include selling its assets sold, representing all of the region's generating capacity.
or alternatively, transferring its assets to anunregulated Capacity in the region that has not been divested is
subsidiary company. Negotiation and compromise owned by IPPs or municipal or Federal Government
between the PUC and the utility are part of the process power plants. IOUs in the Middle Atlantic region,
of finalizing the plan. Not all States that have restruc- mainly in New York and Pennsylvania, have divested or
tured their electricity industry require resident electric are in the process of divesting more than 33 gigawatts,
utilities to unbundle their assets. accounting for approximately 43 percent of the region's

generating capacity. IOUs in California have divested
As a business strategy, a few utilities have decided to slightlyover28gigawatts,representingabout36percent
sell their power plants, indicating that they cannot of the generating capacity in the Pacific Contiguous
compete in a competitive power market. For example, region
General Public Utilities, serving customers in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, sold its fossil-fueled and
hydroelectric generating assets, and will focus on Selling Generation Assets and the Approval
running its transmission and distribution systems in a Process
regulated environment. Potomac Electric Power Com-
pany, serving primarily Maryland and Washington, DC, How power plants are sold is important to the owner
announced in February 1999 that it will sell its gener- and potential buyers. The procedure should ensure
ation business and concentrate on distribution. Both of fairness to all interested buyers and ensure that the
these companies concluded that at their present level of utility gets a fair market value. The most popular dives-
power generation capacity, they are too small to corn- titure method is the auction. The advantages of auctions
pete effectively in a competitive power market. It is are that they have been used successfully for manyyears
expected that more small electric utilities will either to sell products, they can be easily understood and
merge with other utilities or sell their power generation monitored, and they can produce greater revenues than
assets. other methods, if designed properly.

In a few instances, an IOU will divest power generation Many of the IOUs divesting assets have used a two-
capacity to mitigate potential market power resulting stage auction process. In the first stage, the utility
from a merger. For example, American Electric Power advertises the sale of the plant and bidders submit
Company and Central and SouthWestCorporationhave notifications of interest back to the utility. Advertising
agreed, as a condition for obtaining approval of their the sale of the plant can be accomplished in many ways.
pendingmerger, todivest 1,604 megawattsof generation One way is ti develop a potential buyers list and send
capacity in Texas. each a notification that a power plant is for sale. In the
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Figure 31. Investor-Owned Electric Utility Generation Capacity Divested or to be Divested by Census
Division, as of April 2000
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Note: Nationally, approximately 22 percent of total power generation capacity has been divested or will be divested.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels. Compiled from information

in trade journals, newspapers, and Internet websites, 1998 through April 2000.

second stage, the utility selects a shortlist of buyers. Ideally, contentious issues are resolved during the
Short-listed bidders conduct due diligence and submit planning stage.
their final bids. Sometimes post-bid negotiations are
conducted, but they have the tendency to reduce the bid With the exception of hydroelectric power plants, the
price because the bidder, knowing that negotiations will Federal Government has only a small role in IOU asset
be conducted, can change the original bid price. divestitures. FERC's position is that generation assets

are not under its jurisdiction and its approval is not
When the divestiture involves many plants, packaging required unless the sale includes transmission assets
of the plants is important. Packaging refers to the group along with generation assets.
of assets that will be sold at one auction. In many cases,
bidders cannot submit a bid for just some of the assets, Conclusions About Mergers, Acquisitions,
but must bid on all the assets in the package. Thus. it is and Divestitures of Generation Assets
important to combine assets in a way that will interest
potential buyers. Deregulation of the electric power industry and the

ensuing competition is driving lOUs to formulate
All power plant sales must be approved by the PUC of strategies that will help them to compete in the changing
the affected States. The PUC examines the sale's impact industry. Many times the strategy is a merger or
on the utility's customers, the environment, and other acquisition. Recent mergers have created large vertically
public interests, and resolves any conflicts which arise. integrated regional electric utilities, and more are
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expected as some of the pending mergers are completed. many IOUs have divested their power generation assetsOne effect of these mergers is that ownership of IOU and will focus on operating their transmission and dis-power generation capacity is becoming more concen- tribution business. From 1998 through April 2000, IOUstrated. By the end of 2000, it is expected that the 20 have either divested or are in the process of divestinglargest OUs will own about 72 percent of total IOU approximately 1565 gigawatts of power generationcapacity (Figure 29). capacity. Over 95 percent of this capacity has been o?
will be acquired by IPPs, furthering the growth of theOver the past few years, IOUs have increasingly merged IPP segment of the industry.with natural gas production and gas pipeline companies,

creating vertically integrated energy companies. These Since the early 1990s, when deregulation and restruc-mergers are motivated primarily by the growth in gas- turing of the industry began, mergers and acquisitionsfired power plants and the opportunity to become a in the industry have accelerated. The intent of thesemajor fuel supplier to these power plants. Combined corporate realignments is to strengthen the company'selectricity and natural gas marketing and diversification position in the competitive industry. It is not clear,of products and services are also reasons for these however, if these strategies will benefit most companies,~~~~~~~~~mergers. ~and if the industry and electric customers will be better
off as well.Induced by State government restructuring of the elec-

tric industry and the emergence of retail competition,
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Appendix A .-

History of the U.S. Electric Power Industry, 1882-1991'"

Beginnings: 1882-1900 proposed) and the transmission superiority at that time
of alternating current (ac) over direct current (dc). Niag-

The modern electric utility industry began in the 880s. ara set a contemporary standard for generator size, and
It evolved from gas and electric carbon-arc commercial was the first large system supplying electricity from one
and street lighting systems. Thomas Edison's Pearl Street circuit for multiple end-uses (railway, lighting power).
electricity generating station, which opened September E u s .
4, 1882, in New York City, introduced the industry by Electric utilities spread rapidly in the 1890s. Municipally
featuring the four key elements of a modem electric owned utilities predominantly supplied street lighting

featuring the four key.elements.. of a modemelectric and trolley services and reached their peak share of totalutility system. It featured reliable central generation, and ser v ces an d ch th peak share of tota
efficient distribution, a successful end use (in 1882, the generation, about 8 percent, at the turn of the century.
light bulb), and a competitive price. A model of effi- Privately owned multiservice utilities controlled the rest
ciency for its time, Pearl Street used one-third the fuel of of the industry, aggressively competing for central city
its predecessors, burning about 10 pounds of coal per markets. Competition and technological improvements
kilowatthour, a "heat rate" equivalent of about 138,000 served to lower electricity prices steadily, with nominal
Btu per kilowatthour. 17 0 Initially the Pearl Street utility residential prices faling to less than 17 cents per

served 59 customers for about 24 cents per kilo- kilowatthour by the beginning of the 20th century.

watthour.'1 In the late ] 880s, power demand for electric
motors brought the industry from mainly nighttime
lighting to 24-hour service and dramatically raised Era of Private Utilities: 1901-1932
electricity demand for transportation and industry
needs. By the end of the 1880s, small central stations From 1901 through 1932, growing economies of scale
dotted many U.S. cities; eachwas limited to a few blocks hastened growth and consolidation in the electric utility
area because of transmission inefficiencies of direct industry, as well as the beginnings of State and Federal
current (dc). regulation. Larger, more efficient steam turbine-pow-

ered generators quickly replaced reciprocating steam
The hydroelectric development of Niagara Falls by engines; average heat rates dropped from 92,500 Btu per
George Westinghouse in 1896 inaugurated the practice kilowatthour in 19E2 to 20,700 Btu per kilowatthour by
of placing generating stations far from consumption 1932. 1 As a direct consequence of those growing
centers. The Niagara plant transmitted massive amounts efficiencies, small private and municipal lighting and
of power to Buffalo, New York, over 20 miles away. railway or power companies either merged with.
With Niagara, Westinghouse convincingly demonstrated purchased electricity from, or were absorbed quickly by
both the general superiority of transmitting power with ever-larger, more efficient private multiservice systems.
electricity rather than by mechanical means (the use of Systems and cities interconnected with high voltage
ropes, hydraulic pipes, or compressed air had also been transmission lines. Private electric utility ownership also

"'The following is a historical sketch of the electric power industry from 1882 through 1991. The information for utilities from 18S2
to 1984 is excerpted from Energy Information Administration (EIA), Annual Outlook for U.S. Electric Power 1985, DOE/EIA-l474(&S,)
(Washington. DC. August 1985). Utility and nonutility information from 1985 to 1991 is excerpted from EIA. The Caning Structurr of tin
U.S. Electric Power Industry 1970-1991, DOE/EIA-0562 (Washington, DC, March 1993).

T'C. E. Neil, "Entering the Seventh Decade of Electric Power, Some Highlights in the History of Electrical Development,- reprinted
from Edison Electric Institute Bulletin (September 1942), p. 6.

'"A.J. Foster, The Coning of the Electrical Age to the United States (New York, NY: Amo Press, 1979), pp 120, 123. iSI
'"Edison Electric Institute. Hfilorical SaIturit of the Electric Utility InduItry Through 1970 INew York. NY: 1973). p. 24-
"C.E. Neil. -Entering the Seventh Decade of Electric Power," from Edison Electric Institute Bulletin (September 1942, p. r.
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consolidated into large utility holding companies, each electricity prices falling to 5.6 cents per kilowatthour in
"holding" controlling interest in a number of electric 1932, a level about one-third their price at the beginning
utilities. At their peak in the late 1920s, the 16 largest of the century. In 1907, only 8 percent of all dwellings
electric power holding companies controlled more than were using electricity; by 1932, this figure had risen to 67
75 percent of all U.S. generation."' percent. By i932 considerably more than 80 percent qf

urban dwellings were electrified, while only 11 percent
The growth of utility service areas, first beyond city of farm dwellings had electrical service. This disparity
boundaries and then across State lines, brought State between urban and rural service led to demands by farm
regulation of electric utilities in the early 1900s to ensure interests for government help in obtaining electric
that the monopolistic utilities did not take advantage of power."1

their customers. Georgia, New York, and Wisconsin
established State public service commissions in 1907,
followed quickly by more than 20 other States. Basic Emergence of Federal Power:
State powers included the authority to franchise the
utilities, to regulate their rates, financing, and service, 1933-1950
and to establish utility accounting systems.

The Federal Government became a regulator of private

The foundations for strong Federal involvement in the utilities in the 1930s; it also became a major producer of
electricity industry were established between 1901 and electricitybegining inthis period. The 19331950period
1932, based on three factors: first, the electric power was also characterized by continued growth of the
industry became recognized as a natural monopoly in industry, increased consolidation and interconnection,
interstate commerce (producing a product most effi- and increasing economies of scale.
ciently provided by one supplier) subject to Federal
regulation; second, the Federal Government owned most 1933-1941
of the Nation's hydroelectric resources; and third,
Federal economic development programs accelerated, The Federal Government moved quickly in the
including electricity generation. In 1906, Congress mid-1930s to regulate private power and, where oppor-
authorized the sale of surplus Federal power from tunities appeared, to produce and distribute less
western irrigation projects, giving sale preference to expensive Federally produced electricity to preference
municipalities. The Federal Water Power Act of 1920 customers. Federal participation was hastened by
(PL. 66-280) codified Federal powers and established widespread public perception of private utility abuses
the Federal Power Commission (FPC) to issue hydro- and national efforts to overcome the Depression.
electric development licenses revokable after 50 years. In
1928, Congress authorized the Boulder Canyon Project First, the Federal Government moved to regulate private
for irrigation, flood control, and electricity production. utilities. To counter utility abuses beyond State control,

the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935
From 1901 to 1932, electric utility capacity and genex- (PUHCA, P.L. 74-333) provided for the regulation of
ation grew at annual average rates of about 12 percent a utility holding corr.panies by the Securities and Ex-
year, despite a 14-percent absolute drop in generation change Commission (SEC). The Federal Power Act of
from 1929 to the Depression-era low in 1932. Both the 1935 (Title II of PUHCA) established FPC regulation of
number of municipal utilities and their share of total utilities involved in interstate wholesale transmission
generation dropped steadily, as municipals were and sale of electric power.
overwhelmed by larger, more efficient private systems.
By 1932 municipals contributed only 5 percent of total Second, the Federal Government encouraged the growth
generation. At the same time, State-owned utilities and of rural electricity service by subsidizing the formation
Federal systems, however, grew noticeably, together of rural electric cooperatives. The Rural Electrification
contributing more than 1 percent of total generation. Act of 1936 (P.L 74-605) established the Rural Electrifi-
Private utilities provided the remaining 94 percent." cation Administration (REA) to provide loans and
Electricity prices dropped, with nominal residential assistance to organizations providing electricity to rural

"'Encyclopedia Americna, International Edition, Vol. 22 (New York, NY: Americana Corporation. 1977). p. 7h9
'nEdison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York, NY: 1973). p. 24.
"'U.S. Bureau of the Cesus, Historical Statistics of the United States. Colonial Times to 1970. Bicentennial Edition. Part 2 (Washington, DC,

1975). p. 827
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areas and towns with populations under 2,500. to 1941, with generation growth averaging over 8
REA-backed cooperatives enjoyed Federal power percent a year, although capacity increased less than 25
preferences plus lower property assessments, exemp- percent per year.
tions from Federal and State income taxes, and
exemption from State and FPC regulation. As a result, 1942-1950
by 1941 the proportion of farm homes electrified rose to
35 percent, more than three times that of 1932.7' Soaring electricity demand during World War II was

met by increased use of privately owned capacity and a
Third, in the 1930s Federal electricity generation dramatic growth in Federal power. From 1941 to 1945,
expanded, providing less expensive electricity to Federal capacity growth averaged 21 percent a year, and
municipals and cooperatives. Large Bureau of Recla- generation grew by 27 percent. By the war's end, Federal
mation dams began serving the western States; Hoover electricity generation had grown to more than 12.5
Dam began generation in 1936, followed by other large percent of US. generation." Total US. generation grew
projects. Grand Coulee, the Nation's largest hydro- at an annual average rate of over 7.5 percent during
electric dam, began operation in 1941. U.S. Army Corps these war years, with capacity increasing at an annual
of Engineers flood control dams provided additional average rate of almost 4.5 percent.
low-priced power for preference customers. Under the
Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933 (P.L. 73-17), the Both residential and commercial end use of electricity
Federal Government supplied electric power to States, grew rapidly from 1941 to 1945, despite the war. Almost
counties, municipalities, and nonprofit cooperatives, one-half of all farm dwellings were electrified by 1945.
soon including those of the REA. The Bonneville Project Growth in demand was helped by continuing tech-
Act of 1937 (P.L. 75-329) pioneered the Federal power nological improvements, yielding overall heat rates
marketing administrations. By 1940, Federal power below 16,000 Btu per kilowatthour'" and residential
pricing policy was set; all Federal power was marketed electricity price drops averaging over 2 percent a year.
at the lowest possible price while still covering costs.
From 1933 to 1941, half of all new capacity was provided Public and Federal power continued to grow, and terms
by Federal and other public power installations. By the of public sale improved. Generating capacity built for
end of 1941, public power contributed 12 percent of total defense was directed to public sale. The 1944 Pace Act
utility generation, withFederal power alone contributing (Department of Agriculture Organic Act, P.L. 78-425)
almost 7 percent.' extended REA indefinitely, dropped REA long-term

interest rates below market rates, and authorized
During the pre-World War II years, electricity gener- additional dam construction. The Flood Control Act of
ating systems continued to grow in size and efficiency. 1944 (P.L. 78-534) gave the Secretary of Interior
Maximum turbine sizes and pressures doubled, and jurisdiction over U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' electric
steam temperatures increased; generator cooling by power sales and extended public preference to all Corps
pressurized hydrogen was introduced, resulting in power. The Southwestern Power Administration
higher generator outputs. Average heat rates dropped to (SWPA) and the Southeastern Power Administration
18,600 Btu per kilowatthour by 1941. 17 Improvements in (SEPA) were established in 1943 and 1950, respectively,
transformers, circuit breakers, protection and reclosing to market Federal power to preference customers. The
devices, and transmission and distribution systems also First Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1949 (P.L 81-71)
continued, increasing both the efficiency and the ineffectauthorizedTVAconstructionofthermal-electric
reliability of electric utility systems. power plants for commercial electricity sale. By 1950,

Federal generation contributed over 12 percent of total
Electricity prices continued to decline. Nominal U.S. generation, while cooperatives and other public
residential electricity prices fell to 3.73 cents per kilo- power provided almost 7 percent. u In settling the Hope
watthour in 1941, a drop of about one-third from 1932. Natural Gas case (Federal Power Commission vs. Hope
Demand for electric power grew steadily from 1932 Natural Gas Company, 1944), the Supreme Court dosed

"Ibid.
'7 Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York, NY: 1973), pp. 2,24.
"C.E. Neil, -Entering the Seventh Decade of Electric Power." from Edrson Electric Institute Bulletin (September 1942), p. 6.
"Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York, NY: 1973), p. 24.
1 'Edison Electric Institute, EEI Pocketbook of Etric Utility Industry Statstics (New York. NY: 1983), p. 21.
't 2Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York. NY: 1973), p. 24.
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a longstanding dispute by allowing either original or Commercial nuclear power was introduced in the 1950s.
replacement cost accounting in utility rate-making, so The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (P.L. 83-703) allowed
long as just and reasonable rates resilt. private development of commercial nuclear power, and

the Price-Anderson Act (P.L. 85-256) reduced private
Following a brief decline at war's end in 1945, overall liability by guaranteeing public compensation in thl
demand for electricity continued to grow. From 1945 event of a commercial nuclear catastrophe. The NationS
through 1950, generation growth averaged more than first central station commercial nuclear reactor, located
8 percent a year and capacity over 6.5 percent Resi- in Shippingport, Pennsylvania, began operation in 1957.
dential electricity consumption grew most rapidly,
almost 14 percent a year, and the share of farms Finally, during the 1950s new Federal power plant
electrified rose to almost 80 percent.' Growth was construction slowed, but the slowdown was offset by
encouraged by continued efficiency improvements; by more rapid growth of other public power capacity. Both
1950 heat rates had fallen below 15,000 Btu per the "no new starts" policy of the Eisenhower Admini-
kilowatthour.'" Drops in nominal residential electricity stration and a lack of additional major hydroelectric sites
prices averaged 3 percent a year. checked major new Federal development. Nevertheless,

projects begun earlier continued to come on line, and
Federal generation reached its highest share of total

Utility Prosperity: 1951-1970 generation, more than 17 percent, in 1957. TVA added
thermal capacity, by 1960 becoming predominantly a

The era following the end of World War II through 1970 thermal rather than hydroelectric system. Non-Federal
marked a time of essentially uninterrupted prosperity public power grew rapidly in the 1950s, led by coop-
for the electric utility industry. Demand for electricity eratives, power districts, and State projects. Generation
grew rapidly, consistently, and predictably, while elec- from non-Federal public power plants and cooperatives
tricitv prices continued to fall. The arrival of commercial increased from more than 65 percent of total generation
nuclear power held the promise of an even more i 1950 to alm ost 8.5 percent in 1960.'"
prosperous future. At the same time, problems that were
later to affect the industry dramatically either did not The 1960s
exist or were not yet serious.

During the 1960s highelectricity growth rates continued,

The 1950s paralleled by growth in nuclear power generation.
During the period, however, signs of future difficulties

Three major characteristics marked the electric utility in the electric power industry appeared, including
industry in the 1950s: robust growth, the introduction of decreasing efficiency gains, escalating costs, and envi-
commercial nuclear power, and other public power ronmental concerns.
expansion replacing Federal power growth.

Vigorous growth continued throughout the 1960s,

From 1950 to 1960, generation grew by an average of prompted by overall economic growth, declining real
energy prices, and growing consumer preference forover 8.5 percent a year, led by strong increases in energy pces, and growing consmer preference for

* .. ',... ' _, -, - , .. , electricity because of its convenience, versatility, andresidential electricity demand and near completion of electricity because of its conveence, versatility, and
rural electrification. Capacity grew slightlymore rapidly price. Generation and capacity growth averaged almost
than generation, averaging almost 9.5 percent annually. 75 percent a year predominantly from increases in
With generating efficiencies still improving, electricity petroleum-and gas-fired generaon. Cooperatives accel-

erated capacity additions, and by 1970 non-Federalpnces continued to decline, as evidenced by drops in t , 10 p al
public power contributed well over 10 percent of totalnominal residential electricity prices averaging about uli eront ed well e percent f ta

I percent a year.m5 *utility generation.' Demand grew nearly 7.5 percent a
year, helped by annual declines of over 1.5 percent in
residential and commercial electricity prices. 6'

'sU.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States (Washington. DC. 1972), pp. 827-828.
'"Derived from Edison Electric Institute, EEI Pocketbook of Elctric Utility Industry Statistics (New York. NY: 1983).. 21.
"'Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York, NY: 1973). p. 23.
'"Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electrki Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York, NY: 1973). p. 24.
6'Edison Electric Institute, Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry Through 1970 (New York. NY: 1973). p. 24.
'"Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Renvew 1984, DOE/EIA-0384(84) iWashington, DC, April 1985), . . 87.
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New technology introduced during this period included major factors affecting the electric utility industry during
automated controls and computers. Technological the period were general inflation, increases in fossil-fuel
advances during the 1960s were led by the growth of prices, environmental concerns, conservation, and prob-
commercial nuclear power. Facing continued high lems in the nuclear power industry.
demand growth and encouraged by performance of ^
small nuclear facilities, utilities began ordering many First, electric utilities with ambitious capital expansidt
more nuclear units of far greater size and still programs heavily financed by borrowing were particu-
undemonstrated efficiency. In contrast to the 837 mega- larly affected by inflation. As technical and regulatory
watts of new capacity ordered in the 1950s, with units requirements increased construction lead times, the
averaging fewer than 150 megawatts, in the 1960s, 86,596 impact of inflation was compounded.
megawatts were ordered, averaging about 850 mega-
watts per unit."' Generation by nuclear power rose to Second, in the 1970s all fossil-fuel prices rose sharply.
over 1 percent of the US total by 1970.t° Petroleum costs more than doubled in 1974 alone and

increased an average of over 26 percent a year for the
During the 1960s some signs of difficulties in the electric 1970-1980 period. Natural gas prices, accelerated by
utility industry began to appear. First, environmental decontrol under the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA, P.L.
requirements became a noticeable component of electric 95-621), rose by over 23 percent a year, with the largest
utility costs. Coal-fired power plants began to experi- increases occurring after 1978. Coal price increases aver-
ment with emission control equipment to decrease the aged almost 16 percent a year. n

amount of sulfur dioxide (SO2) emitted into the atmos-
phere. Tall emission stacks were introduced to disperse Third, during the 1970s environmental legislation in-
SO,. Further, the National Environmental Policy Act of creased the costs of building and operating electric
1969 (NEPA, P.L. 91-190) required utilities seeking utility (particularly coal-fired) power plants. The Clean
Federal permits for new power plants to prepare and Air Act of 1970 (CAA, P.L. 91-604) and its amendments
defend environmental impact statements (EISs) as a part in 1977 (P.L. 95-95) required utilities to reduce pollutant
of the permit process. Second, the increasing efficiencies emissions, particularly SO2, causing increases in capital,
historically characterizing the industry flattened in the fuel, and operating costs. The Act also limited use of tall
mid-1960s. From 1960 to 1970, the average size of stacks to disperse emissions. The Federal Water Pol-
thermal plants more than doubled. Heat rates, on the lution Control Act of 1972 ('Clean Water Act," P.L.
other hand, declined only a little, from about 10,800 Btu 92-500) limited utility waste discharges into water. In
per kilowatthour to 10,500 Btu per kilowatthour."' addition, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Finally a major Northeastern power blackout in 1965 of 1976 (RCRA, P.L. 94-580) directed standards for
raised concerns about the reliability of the huge inter- disposal of both hazardous and nonhazardous utility
connected, interdependent power networks. Response to wastes.
the blackout included formation of the North American
Electric Reliability Council (NERC) and its regional Finally, conservation legislation effectively barred utili-
reliability councils to promote the reliability and ties from wider use of natural gas and petroleum. The
adequacy of bulk power supply. Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of

1974 (ESECA, P.L 93-319) allowed the Federal Govern-
ment to prohibit electric utilities from burning natural

Years of Challenge: 1971-1984 gas or petroleum. The 1978 Powerplant and Industrial
Fuel Use Act (FUA, P.L 95-620) succeeded ESECA and

The 1970s extended Federal prohibition powers. The National
Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (NECPA, P.L.

During the 1970s, the electric utility industry moved 95-619) required utilities to provide residential con-
from decreasing unit costs and rapid growth to sumers free conservation services to encourage slower
increasing unit costs and slower growth. Among the growth of electricity demand.

'Energy Information Administration, U.5 Commercial Nuclear PowerHistorical Perspectie, Current Status,and Outlook, DOE/EIA-0315
(Washington, DC, March 1982), p. 10.

'"Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 1984, DOE/EIA-0384(84) (Washington, DC, July 1985), p. 171.
" Energy Information Administration, Thermal-ElectricPlantConstrwchonCCostandAnnualProduction Expenses-1979. DOE /EIA-0323(79)

(Washington. DC, May 1982), p. 10.
'"Energy Information Administration, Fuel Choice in Steam Electric Generation: A Retrospective Analysis, EIA-M012 (Washington, DC,

October 1985), Table 2.
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Expected high electricity demand growth did not The Early 1980s
materialize in the 1970s. Instead, capacity growth
began to outrun increases in demand. For the first time The early 1980s were marked by almost no growth in
in the history of US. electric power, electricity prices the U.S. electric utility industry. In 1982 total net
rose consistently, with nominal price increases generation dropped more than 2 percent, the first
averaging 11 percent a year. Consequently, demand absolute decline since 1945. In the mid-1980s, however,
and generation growth moderated to just over 4 the industry returned to moderate if unspectacular
percent a year. However, capacity growth continued at growth.
a rate of 6 percent a year. Slackened demand growth,
coupled with completion of expensive new capacity, Cost and price increases continued to slow the growth
left utilities with excess capacity and without new of electric power in the early 1980 Costs of new
revenues to pay for it. As a result, some electric utilities nuear power plants increased to more than 00 per
suffered financial setbacks and incurred declining owattof capacityinthealy 980s. "Highinfation
investor confidence. ensured increases in other financial and operating

The commercial nuclear power industry expanded costs. As a result, electricity prices rose sharply.
rapidly but also met serious reverses. From 1971 Average end-use electricity prices (nominal) increased
through 1974,131 new nuclear units were ordered, at by almost 19 percent in 1980, 15 percent in 1981, and
an average capacity of about 1,100 megawatts."l As a 12 percent in 1982 End-use electricity consumption
result, inflation, labor, and materials cost increases responded to rising prices and a sluggsh economy by
quickly affected construction costs of nuclear power increasing only 1 percent in 1980 and 25 percent in
plants, while high interest rates raised financing costs. 1981. Demand then dropped almost 3 percent in 1982,
Capital costs rose fromabout $150 per kilowattl97 b ec au s e o f a decline in industrial electricity use of
to more than $600 after 1976. TM Utilities building downturn."to more than $600 after 1976.^' Utilities building nearly10 percent, as part of that year's severe economic
commercial nuclear facilities faced financial difficulties downturn.
in justifying and meeting these increased costs. Safety
concerns increased. First, in February 1979 the Nucludear Electricity generation increased in 1983 to a record high
Regulatory Commission (NRC) shut down five of2,310billionkilowatthours. Capacity, however, grew
operating reactors following concerns about durability by little more than 1 percent over 1982, the smallest
during earthquakes. Then, on March 28, 1979, the increase since 1956. Industrial electricity use grew most
Nation's most significant commercial nuclear accident rapidly among end-use sectors, rebounding from its
occurred at the Three Mile Island Number 2 reactor 1982 decline. The average price of electricity increased
near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. by 2.6 percent, less than the rate of inflation. In 1984,

electricity posted its largest single-year increase in
These events heightened public concerns and spurred generation since 1976, 45 percent. Though not large by
opposition to commercial nuclear power. As a result of historic standards, the growth rate reflected a healthy
higher costs, slackening electricity demand growth, economy, generally increasing preference for elec-
and public concern, demand for nuclear power plants tricity, and a decline in electricity's price relative to
dropped quickly in the mid- and late-1970s. After 1974, other forms of energy. Capacity grew by 2.1 percent in
new orders plummeted and cancellations accelerated. 1984, led by coal-fired and nuclear-powered additions.
No new reactor orders were placed after 1978. More- Electricity prices increased at the rate of inflation,
over, 63 units were canceled between 1975 and 1980.'" leaving real prices unchanged.

""Energy Information Administration U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Historial Prrspectiv, Current Status,and Outloo.k DOE/ EIA-0315
(Washington, DC, March 1982). p. 10.

'"Energy Information Administration, Survey of Nuder Power Plant Construction Costs 1983, DOE/EIA-0439(83) (Washington, DC,
December 1983), p. 8.

'Energy Information Administration, U.S CommercialNuclear Power Historical Perspective. Current Status. and Outlook, DOE/ EIA-0315
(Washington, DC, March 1982), p. 10.

"'Energy Information Administration, Survey of Nuclear Power Plant Construction Costs 1984. DOE/EIA-0439(84) (Washington, DC.
November 1984), p. 15.

I'Energy Information Administration,Anual Energy Rrview 1984, DOE/EIA-0384(84) (Washington. DC, July 1985), pp. 179,187.
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From 1980 through 1984, net electricity generation grew In 1991, nonutilities produced 49 percent of their elec-
an average of a mere 1.4 percent annually. End-use sales tridty from natural-gas-fired boilers, much more than
grew by only 2.1 percent a year, the slowest rate of from any other single primary energy source. In con-
growth since the early years of the Great Depression. trast, utilities produced the majority of their electricity
Capacity, however, increased 2.3 percent a year, further by burning coal, and their second major source of energy
raising reserves available to meet unexpected demand. was nuclear power. Renewable energy sources, except
Nudear capacity additions entering commercial service, for hydroelectric power, were virtually untapped by
despite the absence of new orders, led the rate of new electric utilities, while renewable fuels (including wood
capacity growth, increasing by 6.1 percent a year. Prices and waste) collectively produced the second largest
rose by approximately 8 percent a year. Commercial share (34 percent) of nonutility electricity. One reason
electricity use increased more than any other end use, for the difference was that the majority of nonutility
averaging almost 4.5 percent a year; industrial end use capacity was in the manufacturing sector of the eco-
grew less than 1 percent a year.'" nomy, particularly in the chemical and paper industries.

Both industries produce wastes as byproducts of the
manufacturing process that can be used as a source of

Nonutility Growth: The Late 1980s", energy to drive electricity generators. Also, paper manu-
facturing uses a renewable fuel (wood) as a raw material

In 1970, electric utilities supplied 93 percent of the elec- in producing paper, making wood and wood waste
tricity generated in the United States. The balance was easily accessible to paper manufacturers as an energy
produced by "nonutilities"-generators of electric power source for electricity generation.
that are not utilities-consisting primarily of industrial
manufacturers that produced electricity for their own As of December 1991, the process of change in the
use. The electric utility share of electric power gener- structure of the electric power industry had not yet run
ation increased steadily between then and 1979, when it its course. Major issues arose, including the effect of the
reached 97 percent. The trend reversed itself in the changing industry structure on the reliability of electric
1980s, and by 1991 the electric utility share declined to power supply and on bulk (wholesale) power trade.
91 percent. Also at issue was whether the Clean Air Act Amend-

ments of 1990 (CAAA90) would alter the course of
Increasingly, nonutilities were generating electricity not nonutility growth.

-- ily for their own use but also for sale to electric utilities
for distribution to final consumers. In 1991, nonutilities The concern with the CAAA90 centered on whether
owned about 6 percent of the electric power generating nonutilities would be able to obtain a sufficient number
capacity and produced about 9 percent of the total of emissionallowancestooperateincompliancewiththe
electricity generated in the United States.20 Amendments. Beginning in 2000 (with an incremental

phase for utilities beginning in 1995), the Amendments
About one-half of 1991 nonutility capacity was located require virtually all suppliers of wholesale electric
in the West South Central Census Division, particularly power to obtain emission allowances for any sulfur
in Texas, and the Pacific Contiguous Census Division, dioxide released into the atmosphere. Utilities have been
particularly in California. Most nonutilities in Texas, allocated most of these allowances. Nonutilities must
which produced 49 billion kilowatthours of electricity in obtain the allowances they need from utilities or from a
1991, were engaged in chemical manufacturing, which sale or auction administered by the FederalGovernment.
provides many opportunities for generating electricity
along with another form of energy (such as heat or Conclusion
steam). In California, which produced 53 billionkilo-
watthours in 1991, most nonutilities were engaged This appendix has summarized the past 100 years with
primarily in electricity generation- respect to the history of the electric power industry. The

following appendix provides an interesting look at
milestones in the history of the industry.

"'Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Rviw 1984, DOE/EIA-0384(84) (Washington. DC, July 1985). Fp. 171.179,181,
187.

'"Reprinted from The Changing Structure of the U.S. Eltric Power Industry. 1970-1991. DOE/EIA-0562 (Washington, DC. March 1993),
pp. vii-ix.

Z"Edison Electric Institute, 199 Capacity and CGenraton of Non-Utility Sources of Energy (Washington, DC, November 1992), p. 21.
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Appendix B

Historical Chronology of Energy-Related
Milestones, 1800-2000

The following Historical Chronology of Energy Related and institutional events that have occurred throughout
Milestones provides an interesting look at technological the history of the electric power industry.

Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1800 First electric battery-A. Volta (Italy).

1801 Principles of arc light-H. Davy (UK).

1808 First effective arc lamp-H. Davy (UK).

1816 Gas Light Co. of Baltimore founded by R. Peale-first energy
utility In USA, predecessor of Baltimore G&E.

1820 Relationship of electricity and magnetism Congress gives City of Washington authority to regulale
confirmed-H.C Oersted (Den.). some prices.

1821 First electric motor-M. Faraday (UK).

1826 Ohms Law-G.S. Ohm (Ger.).

1831 Principles of electromagnetism, induction,
generation and transmission-M. Faraday (UK).

1832 First dynamo-H. Pixii (France).

Faraday publishes on induction (UK).

J. Henry publishes on induction (USA).

1837 First industrial electric motors-T. Davenport
(USA).

1839 First fuel cell-W. Grove (UK). Rhode Island sets up regulatory commission.

Term "acid rain" coined - A. Smith (UK).

1860 Lead storage battery-G. Plante (France).

1865 Mathematical theory of electromagnetic fields-J.C.
Maxwell (UK).

1870 First effective dynamo-Z.T. Gramme (Bel.).

1872 Gas turbine patent-F. Stulze (Ger.).

1873 Outdoor arc lighting, Winnipeg.

1876 Improved arc light, Jablochoff candle-P. Arc lights at Philadelphia exposition.
Jablochoff (France).
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1877 Munn v. Illinois-U.S. Supreme Court upholds regulation.

First commercial district heating in USA - Lockport, NY.

1878 Efficient arc lamp and open coil dynamo-C.F. Edison Electric Light Co. (USA) and American Electric and
Brush (USA). Ilurrinating of Montreal founded.

1879 T.A. Edison (USA) and J. Swan (UK) independently First commercial power station opens in San Francisco,
invent practical incandescent lamp. uses Brush generator and arc lights.

British Columbia Electric Railway.

1880 First isolated power system, from Edison, for S.S. Columbia.

1881 Electric streetcar-E.W. v. Siemens (Ger.).

1882 Edison's Pearl Street Station.

First hydroelectric station opens-Appleton, Wisconsin.

1883 Transformer invented-L. Gaulard (Fr.) and J. First electric lighting plant in Canada, Cornwall, OnL
Gibbs (UK).

First electric tramway in USA, Richmond, VA-Sprague
design.

1884 Steam turbine invented-C. Parsons (UK). Edison takes control of Edison Light Co.

Streetlights, Montreal and Toronto.

1886 W. Stanley develops transformer and AC electric Westinghouse Electric formed.
system (USA).

1888 N. Testa invents induction motor and polyphase AC
system (USA).

O. Shellenberger invents induction motor, first AC
meter to measure consumption (USA).

1889 Impulse turbine patent-L. Pelton (USA). Edison General Electric formed.

National Association of Regulatory Commissioners founded
as association of railway commissioners.

1890 First execution in electric chair.

The North American Co. formed.

United Electric Securities organized by Thomson-Houston.

1891 Westinghouse transmits hydro AC at 3.3 Kv for 13
miles, Oregon.

C. Brown transmits at 3.0 Kv for 110 rriles (Ger).

1892 T. Wilson develops electric furnace process to General Electric (GE) formed by merger of Thomson-
produce calcium carbide (Canada). Houston and Edson General Electric.

C. Steinmetz, theoretician of AC and mathematician, joins
GE. beginning corporate industrial research in USA.
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Tabre B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1893 Westinghouse displays AC system at Chicago AC chosen for Niagara Power.
World's Fair.

Folsom Powerhouse in California transmits at 11.0
Kv.3 phase AC, 22 miles to Sacramento.

1895 Niagara station completed.

1896 Niagara line, 11.0 Kv, 3 phase AC, 20 miles. Niagara transmission line (Niagara Falls to Buffalo) opened.

Connection between CO2 and climate change -
S. Arrhenius (Sweden).

1897 J. Thompson discovers electron (UK). C. Yerkes proposes state regulation for streetcars and long
franchises.

1898 Smth v. Ames. Supreme Court decrees just compensation
on fair value.

S. Insull proposes state regulation of utilities.

1900 Highest voltage transmission line 60 Kv.

1901 Westinghouse offers 3.5 Mw turbine. First power transmission line between USA and
Canada-Niagara Falls.

2.0 Mw turbine, largest installed in USA.

1902 5.0 Mw turbine for Fisk St Station, Chicago.

1903 First successful gas turbine (France). Worlds first all turbine station, Chicago.

Shawinigan Water & Power installs world's largest generator
(5000W) and world's largest and highest voltage line-136
Km and 50 Kv (to Montreal).

1905 Work begins on Great Southern Grid, which. by 1914,
transmits in N.C., S.C., Ga.. and Tenn.

Pacific G&E incorporated.

Electric Bond and Share founded.

Ontario Hydro founded.

1906 Associated G&E incorporated.

1907 Electric vacuum deaner-J. Spangler (USA). State utility regulation in Mass., N.Y., and Wis.

Electric washing machine-A. Fisher (USA).

1909 First pumped storage plant, 1.500 Kw,
Schlaffhausen (Switzerland).

1910 Neon lamps. S. Insull electrifies rural communities.

Tungsten wire filament.

1911 Air conditionin--W. Carrier (USA).
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1912 Largest generator 35 Mw, highest transmission Insult starts holding company.
voltage, 150 Kv.

1913 Gas filled incandescent lamps.

First air pollution control device-cinder catcher-T.
Murray (USA).

Electric refrigerator-A. Goss (USA).

1914 Ilinois forms regulatory agency.

1916 Federal government begins construction of Muscle Shoals,
Ala., dam to supply electricity to munitions complex. Origin
of TVA.

1919 Atomic fission-E. Rutherford (Can.).

1920 First U.S. station to only bum pulverized coal. Federal Power Commission (FPC).

1922 175 Mw largest generating station. Associated Gas and Electric Incorporated.

Connecticut Valley Power Exchange (CONVEX) starts,
pioneering interconnection between utilities.

1923 Television components-V. Zworkyin (USA). Bluefield decision calls for reproduction cost rate base.

1924 Cities Service Power & Light.

1926 A.B. Collins creates Reddy Kilowatt.

1927 First regional power pool, Pennsylvania-New Jersey
Interconnection.

Rhode Island PUC v. Attleboro-selling electricity interstate
cannot be regulated by state.

1928 Construction of Boulder Dam begins. Federal Trade Commission begins investigation of holding
companies.

F. Whittle publishes thesis proposing gas turbines
for aircraft propulsion (UK).

1929 GE produces 208 Mw generating unit, largest in Commonwealth & Southern and United Corp. organized.
service through 1953.

Stock market crashes.

1930 Transmission at 240 Kv.

Jet engine patented-F. Whittle (UK).

1932 Sodium light. Middle West Utilities, National Electric Power, Seaboard P.S.
collapse-end of Insull empire.

1933 Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) established.
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1934 Nuclear chain reaction described-L. Szilard (UK).

1935 Public Utility Holding Co. Act.

Federal Power Act.

Securities and Exchange Commission.

Bonneville Power Administration.

First night baseball game in major leagues (Cincinnati,
Ohio).

1936 Highest steam temperature reaches 900 degrees Rural Electrification Act
Fahrenheit vs. 600 degrees Fahrenheit in early
1920s.

287 Kv line runs 266 miles to Boulder (Hoover)
Dam.

Boulder Dam completed.

1938 Man-made fission of uranium-O. Hahn and F. Supreme Court affirms Holding Co. Act of 1935 in Electric
Strassman (Ger.). Bond & Share v. SEC.

1939 First jet flight-engine developed by H.P. von Ohain
working with E. Heinkel (Ger.).

1940 Steam pressure in generation reaches 2400 Nonutility generation accounts for 21 percent of USA total.
pounds per square inch (psi) vs. 1100 psi in earty
1920s.

1941 First flight with Whittle jet engine (UK).

1942 Sustained nuclear reaction-E. Fermi (USA).

1943 SEC orders divestments of Engineers P.S. subsidiaries,
begins breakup of holding companies.

1944 Hydro-Quebec formed.

F.P.C. v. Hope Natural Gas decision establishes new rules
for regulation.

1945 Atomic bomb.

1946 Atomic Energy Act, establishes Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC).

1947 Transistor invented.

Mercury vapor lamp.

Highest steam temperature in generation reaches
1000 degrees Fahrenheit.

1950 Nonutility generation accounts for 15 percent of USA total.
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Instltutlonal USA and Canada

1953 First practical nuclear reactor-for submarines. First nuclear power station ordered-Shippingport, PA

First 345 Kv transmission line-American Electric Atoms for Peace program announced by Eisenhower.
Power.

1954 First high voltage direct current (HVDC) line (20 Atomic Energy Act of 1954 allows private ownership of
MW/1900 Kv. 96 Km) - Sweden. nuclear reactors.

1955 Nuclear submarine Nautilus commissioned by U.S.
Navy.

Construction of Shippingport begins.

1956 AEC issues first permits for commercial nuclear plants

GE begins "Live Better Electrically" campaign.

1957 Generator steam reaches 1.150 degrees Price Anderson Act promotes nuclear development.
Fahrenheit and pressure 4,500 psi at Philo station,
first supercritical unit in USA. Shippingport goes Washington Public Power Supply System formed.
operational.

1959 TVA Revenue Act restricts TVA boundaries.

1960 Nonutility generation accounts for 10 percent of USA total.

1961 SL-1 Excursion accident at Idaho AEC reactor kills First gas turbines placed into service as stationary power
three. sources by U.S. utilities.

Largest generating unit in Canada, 300 Mw.

1962 First nuclear power in Canada, Rolphton station. Rachel Carson's Sient Spring published, beginning
environmental movement.

1963 Clean Air Act.

Columbia River Treaty ratified, opens way for international
hydro developments.

1964 500 Kv lines, Virginia and Tennessee. FPC conducts National Power Survey.

1965 First 765 Kv transmission line (Canada). Northeast Blackout.

1966 Accident at Fermi nuclear plant (Michigan). Endangered Species Act

Hydro development on Nelson River, Manitoba begins.

1967 First commercial CANDU nuclear reactor (Canada). P-J-M power interruption.

1968 National Electric Reliability Council formed.

1969 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Insttutlonal USA and Canada

1970 National Power Survey by FPC.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) formed.

Water and Environmental Quality Act.

Clean Air Act of 1970.

Earth Day-April 22.

1972 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

Clean Water Act of 1972

Power production begins at Churchill Falls (Canada).

1973 Arab oil embargo begins, price of oil quadruples.

Endangered Species Act of 1973.

Natural gas production peaks.

1974 Number of nuclear plants on order or under First drop in sales since 1946.
construction reached peak.

AEC split up into Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC).

Consolidated Edison omits dividend.

Churchill Falls hydro plant completed (Canada).

1975 Brown's Ferry nuclear accident Thirteen nuclear projects canceled.

1977 New York City blackout.

Department of Energy (DOE) formed.

Carter energy plan.

1978 Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) passed,
ends utility monopoly over generation.

Natural Gas Policy Act partially deregulates wellhead prices.

Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act limits use of natural
gas in electric generation (repealed 1987).

U.S. Supreme Court affirms primacy of FERC ratesetting in
Narragansett decision.

1979 Three Mile Island nuclear accident Hydro-Ouebec's James Bay project begins operation
(Canada).

N. Wertheimer and E. Leeper publish studies
linking EMF to cancer (USA). Oil prices jump 511 due to Iranian Revolution.
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Table-B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1980 First U.S. windfarrn (N.H.). Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation
Act establishes regional regulation and planning.

Nuclear industry operates at 62.7 percent capability
factor.

1981 PURPA ruled unconstitutional by Federal judge-Mississippi
(decisions overturned 1982).

1982 Shippingport retired from service. Nuclear Waste Policy Act directs DOE to build geological
repository for waste.

Record drop of 19 plants from list of nuclear plants
in operation, under construction, or ordered. U.S. Supreme Court upholds legality of PURPA in FERC v.

Mississippi (456 US 742).

1983 First denial of operating license by NRC (Byron, #1, Washington Public Power Supply System defaults on $2.25
Illinois). billion of bonds due to inability to complete five nuclear

reactors.

P.S. of Indiana cancels Marble Hill nuclear plant, cuts
dividend.

Cincinnati G&E suspends Zimmer as nuclear project,
announces conversion of Zimmer to coal.

Production of electricity from nonutlllty sources hits lowest
level since 1950.

1984 Annapolis, N.S., tidal power plant-first of its kind in
North America (Canada).

1985 Citizens Power, first power marketer, goes into business.

1986 Chemobyl nuclear accident (USSR).

1987 Nonutility generation exceeds 5 percent of USA total for first
time since 1974.

1988 NASA scientist J. Hansen tells Congress that Public Service of New Hampshire files for bankruptcy due to
greenhouse effect already taking place. nuclear project-first utility bankruptcy in more than 50

years.

FERC approves merger of Pacific P&L and Utah P&L with
conditions that require transmission access for other
utilities-precursor of program to open transmission
networks.

1989 Shippingport becomes first nuclear plant in world to Long Island Lighting sels Shoreham nuclear plant to state:
be decommissioned to "greenfield condition. first completed and commissioned nuclear plant to be

abandoned without commercial operation.
Series on EMF by P. Brodeur begins in New Yorker
(USA).

1990 Nuclear industry operates at 71.7 percent capability Clean Air Act amendments mandate additional pollution
factor. controls.

Nonutility generation reaches record level.

1992 National Energy Policy Act.
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Table B1. Historical Chronology of Energy-Related Milestones, 1800-2000 (Continued)

Year Technological Institutional USA and Canada

1993 Commercial production of variable speed wind TransAlta, largest investor-owned utility in Canada, files for
turbine begins (USA). unbundled rates that would allow retail wheeling if approved.

Credit agencies tighten bond rating standards to reflect
increasing competition and risk in electric utility business.

1994 California PUC launches inquiry into the structure of utilities,
proposes retail wheeling as a possible outcome in a phased
transition.

Michigan launches multiyear retail wheeling experiment

FPL Group cuts dividend, possibly the first electric utility to
reduce dividend as a matter of financial policy rather than
from financial necessity.

1995 Moody's estimates stranded cost at $136 billion.

1997 PECO proposes first securitization ($3.6 billion).

Long Island Power Authority plans purchase of Long Island
Lighting (first major municipalization in decades).

ISO New England begins operation (first ISO).

New England Electric sells power plants (first major plant
divestiture).

1998 Nuclear industry operates at 87.0 percent capability Califomia opens market and ISO.
factor.

Ontario to break up Ontario Hydro, sell some generation.

FERC orders removal of Edwards dam, first time without
approval of owner.

Electric shortages and price spikes in Midwest.

Scottish Power (UK) to buy Pacificorp, first foreign takeover
of US utility. National (UK) Grid then announces purchase of
New England Electric System.

1999 Secretary of Energy delays opening of Yucca First nuclear plant sold (Boston Edison's Pilgrim).
Mountain nuclear waste site to 2010.

Legendary investor Warren Buffett buys an electric
Electricity marketed on Internet company, MidAmerican.

EPA sues 7 utilities for violation of dean air laws. Enron to sell Portland General.

FERC issues Order 2000, promoting regional transmission.

2000 Industry survives Y2K. ABB stops making large steam generators.

GE announces H system, super efficient gas
turbine (60 percent efficiency, 5685 Btu heat rate).

Source: This table is from America's Eletric Uti iaes: Past, Present and Future, by Leonard S. Hyman. Reprinted with special
permission by Pubic Utilities Reports, Inc., Vienna. Virginia. Copyright 2000 by Public Utiliies Reports, Inc. Additional
photocopying prohibited.
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Appendix C -

Pending Federal Restructuring Legislation
(As of May 1, 2000)

106'h Congress House of electric service choice; (2) to pay all reasonable
costs associated with governmental requirements

Representatives Bills regarding decommissioning of nuclear generating
units; and (3) to fund public benefit programs.

H.R. 341
Environmental Priorities Act of 1999 o Declares that, as of January 1, 1999, new electric
Introduced onJanuary 19,1999byRepresentativeRobert utility contracts for purchase or sale shall no
Andrew (D-NJ). longer be subject to cost provisions of Section 210

of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
e Gives the Environmental ProtectionAgency (EPA) 1978. Additionally, authorizes recovery of all costs

the authority to establish a National Environ- associated with prior contracts involving
mental Priorities Board, and requires the EPA purchases of electric energy or capacity from a
Administrator to promulgate a final rule con- cogeneration and small power production facility
taining the rules and procedures of the Board. The by electric utilities.
Board is to support State environmental projects,
and may include loans, loan guarantees, grants, * Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act
capitalization grants, and other assistance, of 1935. Prescribes guidelines for Federal and

« ~~-.~ ~~~~~- ='~~~ ~ "State access to books and records of electric utility
* Mandates that retail electric service providers holding companies and their affiliates to ensure

must contribute 10 percent of the total consumer consumer rate protection.
savings to the Environmental Priorities Board once
retail electric service choice has been established. e Requires State laws or regulations for the recovery

of stranded costs to be filed with FERC as a pre-
H.R. 667 requisite to State receipt of Federal energy
The Power Bill assistance. Precludes any modification or repeal of
Introduced by Representative Richard Burr (R-NC) on such laws or regulations for 7 years after such
February 10, 1999. filing date.

* Clarifies States' authority to order retail wheeling * Instructs the Secretary of Energy to present a
and imposes reciprocity requirements with respect status report (2 years after enactment of proposed
to sales of electricity by out-of-state entities. legislation) to the Congress on the extent to which

State actions have removed regulatory and
* Grants cooperatively owned sellers or distributors statutory barriers to interstate commerce in

of electricity the right to engage in any activity or electricity.
provide any service lawfully carried out by any
other seller or distributor of electricity in the State. H.R. 721

Bond Fairness and Protection Act of 1999
* Authorizes a State or State regulatory authority to Introduced by Representative J.D. Havworth (R-AZ) on

impose charges upon purchases of retail electric February 11, 1999.
energy services, including fees: (1) to recover costs
incurred by an electric utility that become * Amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (with
unrecoverable due to the availability of retail respect to tax-exempt bond financing of certain
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'electric facilities) to exclude a permitted open e Directs the Federal Energy Regulatory Corn-
access transaction (as defined by this Act) from the mission (FERC) to ensure that utilities are not
definition of private business use. required to absorb costs associated with electric

energy or capacity purchases executed prior to the
e Grants public power utilities the option of grand- enactment of proposed legislation.

fathering outstanding tax-exempt debt subject to
abrogating issuing tax-exempt bonds to finance H.R. 1253
new failities in thefuture.Alternatively, theymay A Bill to Amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to
continue to issue tax-exempt bonds subject to Restrict the Use of Tax-Exempt Financing by Governmentally
current private use limitations in the tax code. Owned Electric Utilities and to Subject Certain Activities of

Such Utilities to Income Tax
H. 971 Introduced by Representative Phillip English (R-PA) on
Electric Power Consumer Rate ReliefAct of 1999 March 24, 1999
Introduced by Representative James Walsh (R-NY) on
March 3, 1999.

e Narrows the Internal Revenue Tax Code definition
Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of circumstances under which governmentally
of 1978 (PURPA) to provide that a State regulatory owned electric utilities may finance utility facilities
authority may ensure that rates charged by with tax-xempt bonds.
qualifying small power producers and qualifying
cogenerators to purchasing utilities are (1) just and * Subjects utility-related income of governmental
reasonable to consumers of the purchasing util entities to Federal income tax in situations where
and (2) do not exceed the incremental cost to e the income is derived from sources outside their
purchasingutility of alternative electric energy and specified service area.
capacity at the time of delivery.

H.R 1486
* Grants States the ability to establish programs for Power Marketing Administration Reform Act of 1999

monitoring the operating and efficiency perfor- Introduced by Representative Bob Franks (R-NJ) on
mance of in-state cogeneration and small power April 20, 1999.
production facilities to determine whether such
facilities meet FERC standards for qualifying Requires the Secretary of Energy to develop and
cogenerators. implement procedures to ensure that the Federal

Power Marketing Administrations (FPMAs) utilizee Allows a State regulatory authority to require that the same accounting principles and requirements
any contract entered into before the enactment as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
date of proposed legislation be amended to (FERC)
conform to the requirements governing rates to
retail customers.~retail customers. 9~* Requires each FPMA and the Tennessee Valley

H.R. 1138 Authority (TVA) to submit periodically, for FERC
Ratepayer Protection Act review, rates for the sale or disposition of Federal

energy that will ensure recovery of all their costsIntroduced by Representative Cliff Stears (R-FL) on energy that will ensure recovery of all their costs
March 16,1999. in generating and marketing such energy.

* Mandates that the Public Utility Regulatory * Prescribesrate mechanism and pricing guidelines.
Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) requirement that
electric utilities enter into contracts to purchase * Establishes a fund within the Department of the
electricity from certain cogeneration and small Interior to (1) mitigate damage to environmental
power production facilities shall expire after resources attributable to power generation and
January 6, 1999. sales facilities, and (2) restore the health of such

resources, including fish and wildlife. Mandates
* Mandates that all power purchase contracts which project-specific mitigation plans for each power

were in effect up to January 6, 1999 be honored. generation project.
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a Establishes a fund within the Department of within their borders. Prescribes implementation
Energy for renewable resources. Prescribes expen- guidelines.
diture guidelines.

o Allows States or State regulatory authorities to
* Mandates that public bodies and cooperatives be impose charges for recovery of stranded coststo

given a preference for future power allocations or ensure reliability and availability of electric
reallocations of Federal power through a right of supply, to support low-income residential pro-
first refusal at market prices. grams, to retrain electric employees, to fund

environmental programs, and to provide payment
* Instructs the Secretary of Energy to require each for reasonable costs associated with nuclear

FPMA to (1) assign personnel and incur expenses decommissioning.
solely for authorized power marketing, reclama-
tion, and flood control activities, and not for diver- * Amends FPA by placing the State in charge of
sification into ancillary activities; and (2) make regulation of bundled electric retail sales and
annual public disclosures of its activities, including unbundled local distribution service.
the full costs of power projects and marketing.

* Authorizes FERC to distinguish, after consulting
o Precludes an FPMA from entering into or re- with appropriate State regulatory authorities,

newing any power marketing contract for a term between facilities used for transmission and
exceeding 5 years. delivery that are subject to FERC approval and

those subject to State jurisdiction.
* Requires provision of FPMA transmission services

on an open access basis, and at FERC-approved o Encourages creation of Independent Transmission
rates in the same manner as provided by any System Operators to ensure that all sellers and
public utility under FERC jurisdiction. buyers of electricity have access to nondis-

criminatory transmission services.
i Grants FERC rate-making approval authority until

a full transition is made to market-based rates, for * Requires public power utilities to conform to open
(1) rate schedules recommended by the Secretary access requirements currently applied to private
of Energy; and (2) rate schedules for FPMA power power utilities.
sales.

* Repeals mandatory power purchase contract
* Amends: (1) the Department of Energy Organi- requirements set forth in the Public Utility Regula-

zation Act to reflect the changes made by this Act; tory Policies Act of 1978 and allows for recovery of
and (2) specified Federal law to repeal the prohibi- stranded costs.
tion against the use of appropriated funds for
purposes relating to the possibility of changing o Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act
from an "at cost" to a "market rate" or any other of 1935.
noncost-based method for pricing Federal hydro-
electric power. e Authorizes Federal and State authorities access to

books and records of all companies in a holding
H.R. 1587 company system and for Federal oversight of
Electric Energy Empowerment Act of 1999 affiliate transactions for the purpose of protecting
Introduced by Representative Cliff Stearns (R-FL) on consumers with respect to rates.
April 27,1999.

* Advocates the formation and operation of an
o Amends the Federal PowerAct (FPA) to empower Electric Reliability Council to ensure that corn-

the States to order electric utilities within their petitive restructuring of the electricity industry
jurisdiction toprovidenondiscrimninatoryopenac- does not lessen reliability of the electric supply.
cess through functionally unbundled transmission Prescribes guidelines for formation, membership,
and local distribution services to retail customers funding, and governance.
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H.R. 182 * Requires FERC to approve and oversee an organi-
Comprehensive Electricity Competition Act zation that prescribes and enforces mandatory
Introduced by Representative Tom Bliley (R-VA) on reliability standards.
May 17, 1999.

· Clarifies the authority of the Environmental Pra,* Provides a flexible mandate for States to require Clarifies the authority of the Environmental Prot
open access to the distribution facilities of regu- tection Agency to require an interstate trading
lated and non-regulated electric utilities. Allows system for the purpose of reducing nitrogen oxide
State-regulated and non-regulated utilities to "opt pollution
out" of retail competition if, after a hearing before
the State regulatory authority, it is determined th Cates a Public Benefits Fund for low-income
retail competition will have a negative impact on assistance, energy efficiency programs, consumer
certain customer classes. education, and development of emerging tech-

nologies. Stipulates funding mechanisms and sets
* Grants to any person the ability to bring an action, forth guidelines of operation.

in the appropriate State court, against a State regu-
latory authority or distribution utility for failure to * Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act
comply with open access requirements. of 1935 (PUHCA) 18 months after enactment of

proposed legislation. Grants FERC and States
e Eliminates private use limitations on outstanding access to utility books and records.

bonds for publicly owned facilities used in con-
nection with retail competition or open access * Eliminates obligatory power purchase contractstransmission. Ends the issuance of new tax- mandated in the Public Utility Regulatory Policiesexempt bonds for generation or transmission. Act of 1978 on the date of enactment of proposedContinues availability of tax exempt bonds for legislation
distribution facilities under current law.

* Places Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) trans-* Allows States and non-regulated utilities to deter- mission under seeC jurisdiction. Subjects power
mine the amount of recoverable stranded costs nmission under FERC jurisdiction. Subjects power
Grne the amount of recoverable stranded costs. wheeled through TVA to open access require-
Grants FERC authority to establish stranded cost ments and allows wholesale electric power sales

recovery in the absence of State authorityby TVA outside of their traditional service area.
• Grants FERC authorityto oversee creation of Inde- Calls for the renegotiation of long-term contracts

pendent Regional System Operators (IRSOs) and and authorizes FERC to intervene if conflict arises.
to compel utilities to turn over control of their A u o es T t o o a n It
transmission facilities to such organizations. Opeator.

* Encourages regional agreements that facilitate * Authorizes FERC to determine transmission rates
coordination among States with regard to siting for the Bonneville Power Adinistration, Western
and planning of transmission and generation Area Power Administration, and the Southwestern
facilities; calls for FERC approval of such agree- Power Administration, and allows these Federal
ments. Power Administrations to impose a surcharge on

sales to recover costs of environmental programs
* Creates a renewable portfolio system mandating and to join IRSOs.

that power sellers use a percentage of non-hydro
electric renewable technology. Sets forth require- * Provides Stales that have implemented retail
ments of sale and purchase of renewable energy competition with the authority to preclude an out-
credits and stipulates use of revenue from such of-state utility with a retail monopoly from selling
sales. within the State unless that out-of-state utility

permits customer choice.
* Authorizes FERC, upon petition by a State, to

require generators to submit a plan mitigating * RequiresStateselectingretailcompetitiontoestab-
market power which FERC can accept or modify. lish terms and conditions to protect consumers,Clarifies FERC merger review over generation- including rates that are just and reasonable,only companies and holding companies. measures to ensure privacy of consumer infor-
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mation and that prohibit discriminatory practices o Permits States and nonregulated utilities to bar
by electric utilities. Allows States to impose non- those who have not elected retail choice from
bypassable fees to fund such programs. Author- selling to electric customers in their State or utility
izes creation of a publicly accessible database that service regions.
will provide information to consumers on electric
utilities which participate in retail competition. * Allows a group of electric customers to buy reail

electricity on an aggregate basis if they are served
* Amends PURPA by allowing net metering for by one or more electric utilities in consumer choice

renewable energy and granting tax credits for regions.
production of energy from renewable resources
and production of energy efficient buildings. * Provides that States will have jurisdiction over

disputes arising from States' or nonregulated
* Grants customers the ability to acquire retail elec- utilities' actions in electing to move to retail

tric energy on an aggregate basis if the group of competition.
customers is served by one or more local distri-
bution companies which sell electricity on a * Directs the Federal Trade Commission to establish
competitive basis. rules and penalties to protect consumers from

unfair trade practices by electricity suppliers.
* Authorizes the provision of grant money for

assistance purposes to tribal Indians, Southeast * Amends the Federal Power Act (FPA) to require
Alaska, and rural and remote communities. that electricsuppliers and transmitting utilities join

an Electric Reliability Organization subject to
FERC approval and oversight. Protects such* Eliminates antitrust review by the Nuclear Regu- FERC approval and oersg. rott

la tory Commission and amends the Internal organizations from the provisions of anti-trustlatory Commission and amends the Internal "
Revenue Code relating to deductions to a qualified
nuclear decormmissioning fund. nuear decommis* Allows small-scale power generators to inter-

u~~~~~~~~~~~H.R. 2050 iconnect with local distribution utilities to facilitate
Electric Consumers' Power to Choose Act of 1999 supplies that are closer to end-use requirements.
Electric Consumers' Pourr to Choose Act of 1999
Introduced by Representative Steve Largent (R-OK) on * Directs FERC to determine the exercise of market
June 8, 1999. ~~~~~~~June 8,~~1999. ~power by an electric utility and to initiate miti-

gation measures where necessary.
* Accords States a flexible mandate in terms of retail

competition. States maychoose to implement retail * Extends FERC's authority over transmission facil-
electric competition for theirregulated distribution ities of electric utilities to include facilities of State
systems, or choose to opt out if retail competition and municipal utilities, rural electric cooperatives
would negativelyimpact customers. Nonregulated and facilities that qualify under the Public Utility
local distribution companies are also provided Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, thus enabling the
with a similar flexible mandate to establish or opt Commission to set transmission rates for all
out of retail competition. utilities in the country.

* Grandfathers State plans already underway or on o Clarifies State and Federal authority over bundled
the books and provides a reciprocity provision to and unbundled retail electric sales by granting
keep out companies whose territories are not open FERC exclusive regulatory authority over the
to competition. Similar plans adopted by non- transmission component of an unbundled retail
regulated local distribution companies will also be sale.
grandfathered.

* Provides FERC with the authority to establish
* Amends tax laws to permit public power and Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) by

municipal utilities to participate in open access requiring that all transmitting utilities transfer
plans without forfeiting the tax-exempt status of operational control or ownership of their trans-
their outstanding bonds. mission facilities to such an organization.
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* Authorizes FERC to order the BPA and the Electric investment in the Bonneville Transmission System.
Reliability Council of Texas to wheel power. Requires FERC to establish a rate recovery mecha-

nism. to meet BPA's cost recovery requirements.
* Requires FERC to review mergers and property

dispositions involving generation-only companies * Subjects Power Marketing Administrationsr
and holding companies. (PMAs) to the same accounting principles used by

other public utilities and applicable antitrust laws
* Encourages regional agreements that facilitate and authorizes PMAs to participate in FERC-

coordination among States with regard to siting approved RTOs.
and planning of transmission and generating
facilities subject to approval by FERC of such * Mandates a renewable portfolio generation mini-
agreements. mum standard of 3 percent of total generation and

sets forth enforcement procedures for noncom-
* RequiresStateselecting retail competitiontoestab- pliance. Directs the Secretary of Energy to

lish terms and conditions to protect consumers, establish a program to issue, monitor the sale and
including rates that are just and reasonable, exchange of, and track Renewable Energy Credits.
measures to ensure privacy of consumer infor-
mation and that prohibit discriminatory practices * Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
of electric utilities. Allows States to impose non- of 1978 by allowing net metering for renewable
bypassable fees to fund such programs. energy, and granting tax credits for production of

energy from renewable resources and production
* Exempts holding companies from limitations of of energy efficient buildings.

the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935
eighteen months after enactment of proposed H.R. 2363
legislation unless they provide retail service in two Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999
or more States that do not provide open access. Introduced by Representative W.J. (Billy) Tauzin (R-LA)
Grants FERC and States access to utilities' books on June 25, 1999.
and records to assist regulatory authorities in
carrying out their functional responsibilities * Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act

of 1935.
* Prospectivelyrepeals the PublicUtility Regulatory

Policies Act of 1978 and eliminates obligatory * Enacts the Public Utility Holding CompanyAct of
power purchase contracts. Allows for recovery of 1999 to support the continuing need for limited
stranded costs with respect to purchases from Federal and State regulation and to supplement
outstanding contracts. the work of State commissions for the continued

rate protection of utility customers.
* Places TVA transmission under FERC jurisdiction.

Subjects power wheeled through TVA to open H.R. 2569
access requirements and sets limitations on electric Fair Energy Competition Act of 1999
power sales by TVA. Prouhbits the acquisition of Introduced by Representative Frank Pallone, Jr. (D-NJ)
new generating resources and calls for the on July 20,1999.
renegotiation of long-term contracts. Repeals
TVA's jurisdiction to regulate municipality or e Aims that older and more polluting power gener-
cooperative organization distributors and removes ating units internalize pollution costs on par with
TVA's PURPA ratemaking authority. Allows for newer and less polluting generation units.
imposition of charges for the purpose of stranded
cost recovery. * Requires FERC to (1) calculate generation per-

formance standards for nitrogen oxides, carbon
e Subjects BPA to relevant provisions of the FPA for dioxide, mercury, sulfate fine particulate matter,

purposes of BPA's transmission systems, but and any other significant air pollutant released in
provides that any determination by FERC would significant quantities by electric generating units
be subject to a list of conditions, including a from covered generating units, (2) set forth
requirement that the rates and charges are suf- schedules of statutory tonnage caps for electric
ficient to recover existing and future Federal generation emissions of nitrogen oxides, carbon
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dioxide, mercury, and sulfate fine particulate H.R. 2602
matter, and (3) promulgate, by rule, a national National Electricity Interstate Transmission Reliability Act
limit on total annual emissions of any other Introduced by Representative Albert Wynn (D-MD) on
pollutant from electric generating units. July 22,1999.

* Prescribes rules for allocation and trading of * Amends the Federal Power Act to accord FERC
allowances and sets penalties for excess emissicns. jurisdiction over an electric reliability organization

(ERO), affiliated regional reliability entities, system
* Mandates that, during periods when National operators, and users of the bulk-power system for

Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone are enforcing compliance with respect to transmission
exceeded, certain generating units shall be reliability standards.
required to "adjust (their) reported actual
emissions." * Prescribes procedures that enable FERC to

approve reliability standards (subject to the
* Amends the Federal Power Act to require the requirement that the standards are nondiscrimina-

Commission to provide estimates of electricity tory and in the public interest) for the bulk-power
generation from covered electric generation units system and to approve an entity's application to
with projections of demand growth for regions function as an ERO contingent on its capability to
and time periods specified in the legislation. meet criteria listed in the proposed legislation.

* Directs the Secretary of Energy to establisha * Authorizes FERC to take disciplinary action
National Electric System Public Benefits Board against those violating organizational reliability
authorized to collect wires charges to fund public standards.
purpose programs including renewable sources,
universal/affordable electric service, energy con- H.R. 2645
servation and efficiency programs, research and Electricity Consumer, Worker, and EnvironmentalProtection
development programs, and assistance to low- Act of 1998
income families. Introduced by Representative Dennis Kucinich (D-OH)

on July 29, 1999.
* Creates a renewable energy portfolio (to become

= effective upon the enactment of proposed legis- * Prescribes standards for electricity services at the
lation) that mandates renewable electricity genera- State and Federal levels.
tion to increase from 2.5 percent in 2000 to 7.5
percent in 2010. Authorizes FERC to sell renewable
energy credits (that equal the number of mega- * Provides protections for electric utility workersenergy credits (that equal the number of mega- whose companies are undergoing transfer of
watthours of electricity from renewables) and to w h o s e companies are undergoing transfer of
utilize proceeds to fund research and development ownership as a result of restructng.
of renewables and cleaner burning fuels.

o Ensures concumers' right to privacy with respect

* Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act to billing payments, usage, and dispute resolution.
of 1978 (PURPA) to net metering to producers of
renewable electricity and sets guidelines for inter- * Mandates that each State create a not-for-profit
connection to the grid. Also, stipulates disclosure membership corporation to represent and promote
requirements of emissions and generation data the interests of States' residential electricity con-
with respect to sales of electricity to consumers. sumers.

* Eliminates obligatory power purchase contracts * Requires each provider of distribution services
mandated in PURPA on the date of enactment of andsupplies tosubmit monthly reports tomonitor
proposed legislation without invalidating the performance and reliability to help protect
sanctity of existing contracts. consumers.

* Sets forth terms and conditions to protect con- * Establishes within the Federal Energy Regulatory
suners(includingprivacy and non-discriminatory Commission an office of the Consumer Council to
measures) and sets penalties for violations. represent energy consumers.
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* -Prohibits State or Federal authorities from ir- * Setsforthpost-deregulationrequirementsforcom-
posing a stranded cost recovery burden on existing pliance in areas such as the provision of basic
consumers. services, aggregation of customers, worker pro-

tection, and rules for electricity suppliers and° Sets limits with respect to affiliate ownership on distribution companies.
State-regulated investor-owned utilities.

· Prohibits unfair business practices and stipulates
o Directs that utilities set aside adequate financial norms to protect the consumers in billing,

resources to meet the costs of nuclear decom- metering, and in securing credit. Remedies for
missioning and waste disposal activities. violation are also provided.

o Reinforces FERC's authority to review electric H.R. 2756
utility mergers. Fair Competition in Tax-Exempt Financing Act of 1999

Introduced by Representative Ralph Hall (D-TX) on
o Requires the Environmental Protection Agency to August 5, 1999.

promulgate regulations establishing nationwide
pollution standards together with pollutant mon- * Am c n ds the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by
itoring procedures. eliminating the issuance of tax-exempt bonds to

finance public projects to prevent governmental
e Establishesa NationalElectricPublic BenefitBoard entities from using tax-exempt financing to engage

toprovide funds (gathered through the imposition in unfair competition against prvate sector
of a wires charge) to States for low-income facilities.
assistance programs.

H.R. 2786
* Establishes renewable energy portfolio standards Interstate Transmission Act

for electricity generation to reach 8 percent in the Introduced by Repiesentative Thomas Sawyer (-OH)
year 2010 (increasing by 1 percent annually there- on August 5, 1999.
after) by requiring the Secretary of Energy to
implement the standards in accordance with the Expands the definition of interstate commerce in
provisions of the proposed legislation, electricity to include unbundled transmission of

electricity sold at the retail level under FERC's
Amends the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act jurisdiction (in addition to transmission at the
of 1978 to provide net-metering and intercon- wholesale level) and directs FERC to determine
nection facilities for renewable energy, where which facilities used in interstate commerce will be
necessary. subject to FERC's jurisdiction and which facilities

will be subject to the State's jurisdiction.
* Sets deadlines for States to comply with the

requirements of this Act subsequent to their dereg- * Authorizes FERC to permit a transmitting utility toulating retail electricity sales. recover all costs incurred in connection with the
transmission and associated services including the* Directs States not to permit customer classes to be costs of expansion of transmission networks.charged rates for transmission and distribution in

excess of their proportional responsibility for * Directs FERC to establish just and non-discrim-providing these services. inatory rates that promote efficient transmission
and network expansion to avoid cost shifting* Requires that utilities transfer their transmission among customer classes.

and distribution assets to regulated counter-
parts/affiliates after deregulation of electricity 0 Directs FERC to promote and approve thesales at the retail level. Also, provides detailed voluntary formation of regional transmissionguidelines to prevent affiliate abuse and cross- organiations.
subsidization.

* Entrusts FERC with the responsibility to ensure* Limits utilities' ownership of power plants to that transmitting utilities and their customers
prevent exercise of market power in electricity comply with reliability standards adopted bygeneration. electric reliability organizations.
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H.R. 2944 B Amends the FPA by allowing transmission utilities
Electricity Competition and Reliability Act to recover costs incurred to encourage additional
Introduced by Representative Joseph Barton (R-TX) on investment in transmission. Directs FERC to
September 24,1999. approve transmission rates that are high enough to

ensure the expansion of transmission networkk

* Gives priority to State laws that are passed up to
3 years after enactment of proposed legislation D r ec t s FE R C t o encourage transmission pricing
that address concerns proffered by proposed legis- p es t h a t en co u r age R TO formation, red u ce

t ation. pancaking of rates, minimize cost shifting among
customer classes, encourage reliability of the

* Amends the Federal Power Act (FPA) to darify transmission system, and encourage investment in
States' authority to require retail competition ande trasmsson system Authorizes FERC to
to clarify State and Federal jurisdiction. Gives approve transmission rates and requires FERC to
States the authority to impose fees to fund public submit a report to Congress on these issues.
purpose programs. o Amends the FPA to allow FERC to impose civil

* Amends the FPA to require open access for all penalties for non-compliance with FPA regu-
transmitting utilities and to provide transmission lations. Permits Federal agencies to file complaints
service at nondiscriminatory prices. Grants FERC with FERC and seek rehearing of FERC orders.
authority over the transmission systems at the o Amends the FA to allow FERC jurisdiction over
State, municipal and rural cooperative level, and an ERO, affiliated regional reliability entities, and
allows FERC to review transmission rates. operators to ensure

bulk power system users and operators to ensure
reliability. Calls for FERC review of ERO

* Grants FERC the power to determine which reliability. Calls for FERC review of ERO
t rantsmission f es c os the bul power o d e w h standards and provides guidelines for the ERO's
transmission facilities compose the bulk power
system (and fall under FERC's jurisdiction) and

whichare exempt fromFERCregulations. a Provides consumer protection measures that

address information disclosure issues, consumer
* Allows FERC to recover wholesale stranded costs privacy practices, unfair trade practices, and

where necessary. express the consensus that electric services should

be universal and affordable.
* Amends the FPA to permit FERC to order

domestic transmission service to be used for a * ExpandsFERCmergerreviewauthoritytoinclude
foreign country. all electric utilities and transmitting utilities. Elim-

inates antitrust review by the Nuclear Regulatory
* Encourages the formation of RTOs. Provides Commission for production facilities.

standards that RTOs must meet and authorizes
FERC to approve RTOs. Allows Federal trans- * Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act
mitting utilities to participate in RTOs with Con- of 1935. Allows FERC and the State access to
gressional consent. Protects RTOs formed prior to records of holding and associate companies to
enactment of legislation from mandatory modifi- identify costs and to protect utility consumers'
cations directed by FERC. rates.

* Amends the FPA to grant Congressional consent 0 Prospectively repeals the Public Utility Regulatory
to regional transmission siting to ameliorate Policies Act of 1978 and allows for cost recovery of
problems encountered by States in planning for purchases made prior to enactment of proposed
future transmission. Authorizes FERC to review legislation.
compacts to protect the public's interest.

* Allows retail customers to designate an entitv to
* Authorizes FERC to order a transmitting utility to aggregate purchases of electric energy.

expand its transmission facilities (if it would not
unreasonably harm the services provided by the o Amends the FPA to require local distribution
utility), but retains State and local authority over companies to interconnect distributed generation
transmission siting. facilities with the local distribution facilities.
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Grants FERC the ability to order interconnection e Attributes energy generated through net metering
and establish safety standards. that is entitled to receive credits under a Federal

minimum energy portfolio to the retail electric
o Prohibits TVA from selling electric power at the supplier and allows the retail supplier to count

retail level with certain exceptions. Allows TVA to these credits towards requirements for renewabk
only sell excess electric power and limits TVA's resources.
contract offerings to new customers. Places TVA
under the same standards for wholesale sales in * Prescribes guidelines and procedures for the
interstate commerce as public utilities. Authorizes calculation of net metering and for the purposes of
TVA to build or acquire additional generation monitoring, billing, and providing consumer
facilities, if needed, and directs TVA to renegotiate protection.
existing all-requirements power contracts. Allows
stranded cost recovery by TVA. ® Places limits on the amount of allowable net

metering that a local distribution company retail
* Provides that FERC determine transmission rates, electric supplier is required to provide.

terms, and conditions to assure BPA adequately
recovers costs, protects customers from cost e Calls for open public documentation of total gener-
shifting, and provides transmission access. ating capacity, type of unit, and energy source(s)

of consumer-owned generating units.
* Grants FERC statutory authority to approve and

modify Power Marketing Administration (PMA) o Provides consumer protection measures and sets
wholesale rates to guarantee full cost recovery. performance and safety standards for use in net-
Applies provisions of the FPA to the transmission metering and interconnection to the electrical grid.
of electric energy by PMAs, and subjects PMAs to
antitrust laws antitnrust laws~ 106'h Congress Senate Bills

* Reauthorizes and expands the Renewable Energy
Production Incentive program established by the S. 1 61

Energy Policy Act of 1992. Requires retail electric Po r Marketing Administration Reform Act of 1999
suppliers to provide net metering services. Introdced by Setor Daniel Moynihan (D-NY) on
Maintains States' authority to set Renewable January 19,1999.
Energy Portfolio standards. Directs the Secretary of Energy to develop and

implement cost accounting procedures to ensure* Directs the Department of Energy to present a re- that theFederal Power Marketing Administrations
port to Congress on interstate commerce in electric (FPMAs) and TVA use the same accounting
energy and identify regulatory and statutory barri- principles and requirements that FERC applies to
ers. Directs FERC to study State regulation of the electric operations of public electric utilities.
transmission sales and report the results to
Congress. a Mandates that the FPMAs and TVA implement

rate-adjusting procedures to allow for full cost
H.R. 2947 recovery of power they sell while transitioning to
Home Energy Generation Act market-based rates set by an open market.
Introduced by Representative Jay Inslee (D-WA) on
September 24,1999. * Requires FPMAs and TVA to develop and submit

to FERC, once every 5 years, proposed rates that
e Amends the Federal Power Act to allow for net ensure recovery of all costs of generation and

metering. Requires retail electric suppliers to make marketing of power (including fish and wildlife
electric energy meters available (if necessary) to related costs) for approval and/or modification.
consumers who have installed an energy gen-
erating unit capable of net metering. * Empowers the Secretary of Energy to establish

procedures enabling FPMAs and the TVA to
* Protects against discrepancies in rates and contract implement market-based pricing 2 years after the

terms between net metering customers and enactment of legislation using bid and auction
customers who do not participate in net metering, procedures.
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· Prescribes specifics regarding use of revenue col- * Amends the Internal Revenue Code by eliminating
lected through market-based pricing including, restrictions placed on public utilities which
among others, environmental mitigation and prevent the reciprocal provision of open access
restoration, renewable resource development, and transmission and ancillary services required by
utilization of potential surpluses to reduce the FERC Order 888.
budgetary deficit.

* Grants public power utilities the option of grand-
* Precludes an FPMA or TVA from entering into or fathering outstanding tax-exempt debt subject to

renewing any power marketing contract for a term abrogating issuing tax-exempt bonds in the future
exceeding 5 years from the date of enactment of to finance new facilities. Alternatively, they may
proposed legislation. continue to issue tax-exempt bonds subject to

current private use limitations in the tax code.
* Directs that FPMAs and the TVA provide trans-

mission service on an open access basis at just and S. 516
reasonable rates approved by FERC. Electric Utility Restructuring Empowerment and Competi-

tiveness Act of 1999
S. 282 Introduced by Senator Craig Thomas (R-WY) on March
Transition to Copetition in the Electric Industry Act 3,1999.
Jointly introduced by Senators Connie Mack (R-FL) and
Bob Graham (D-FL) on January 21,1999. o Empowers States to regulate intrastate retail

electric supply or distribution service, establish
* Prospectively repeals mandatory power purchase and enforce reliability standards, determine just

requirements (from cogenerators and small power and reasonable fees where appropriate, and to
producers) by the electric utilities as required by enforce open transmission and provision of
Section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies universal service.
Act of 1978.

a Grants FERC jurisdiction over wholesale electricity
* Ensures recovery of powerpurchase contractcosts transmission services, but removes sales of whole-

incurred by electric utilities prior to the enactment sale electricity from the scope of FERC regulation.
of proposed legislation.

* Amends PURPA to exempt electric utilities from
S. 313 obligatory contracts with cogenerating facilities or
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999 small power producers.
Introduced by Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL) on
January 27, 1999. e Repeals PUHCA.

* Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act , Allows FERC and the States access to and dis-
(PURPA) of 1935. closure of holding company management and

affiliate rate recovery records. Authorizes appro-
* Ensures rate protection of utility customers by priations and calls on FERC to promulgate final

empowering State and Federal regulatory rules of exemption from PUHCA.
authorities with tools which permit access to the
books and records of holding companies for the S. 1047
purpose of jurisdictional rate-setting activities. Comprehensive Electricity Competition Act

Introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on
o GrantstheFederalEnergyRegulatoryComnmission May 13,1999.

additional enforcement authority under the
Federal Power Act to permit implementation of * Amends PURPA to require each distribution
provisions of proposed legislation. utility to permit all of its retail customers to

purchase power from the supplier of their choice
S. 386 by January 1, 2003, but provides a flexible mandate
Bond Fairness and Protection Act of 1999 for States to require open access to the distribution
Introduced by Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) on facilities of regulated and non-regulated electric
February 6, 1999. utilities. Allows State-regulated and non-regulated
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utilities to "opt out" of retail competition if, after a * Creates a renewable portfolio system mandating
hearing before the State regulatory authority, it is that sellers use, as a generation source, a per-
determined that retail competition will have a centage of non-hydro electric renewable tech-
negative impact on certain customer classes. nology. Sets forth requirements of sale and pur-

chase of renewable energy credits and stipulates
* Allows States and non-regulated utilities to deter- use of revenue from such sales.

mine the amount of recoverable stranded costs.
Grants FERC authority to establish stranded cost * Amends PURPA by allowing net metering for
recovery in the absence of State authority. renewable energy, and granting tax credits for

production of energy from renewable resourcesa Amends PURPA to permit a State that has chosen production of energy fr renewble resouces
to implement retail competition to prohibit a
distribution utility that is not under the rate- * Eliminates obligatory power purchase contracts
making authority of the State and that has not mandated in the Public Utility Holding Company
elected to institute retail competition from selling Act of 1935 (PUHCA) on the date of enactment of
electricity to the consumers of the State that has proposed legislation.
chosen retail competition. Grants non-regulated
utilities similar requirements of reciprocity. Amends PRPA to require a distribution utility to

allow a heat and power or a distributed power* Allows electricitycustomers and entities actingon allow a heat and power or a distributed power
their behalf to acquire retail electric energy on an f ity to interonnect with it if the facility is

aggregate basis if they are served by one or more located within the distribution utility's serviceaggregate basis if they are served by one or moreaggregate .: .,,., ., . ... territory and complies with rules issued by thedistribution utilities for which a notice of retail terrtory and complies with rules ssued by the
competition. has been fild. Secretary of Energy and related safety and powercompetition has been filed.

quality standards.

o Requires States electing retail competition to estab-
lish terms and conditions to protect consumers, * Authorizes the provision of grant money for
including rates that are just and reasonable, assistance purposes to tribal Indians, Southeast
measures to ensure privacy of consumer infor- Alaska, and rural and remote communities.
mation and that prohibit discriminatory practices
by electric utilities. Allows States to impose non- PU H CA m on t s af ena n
bypassable fees to fund such programs. Author- proposed legislation Grants FERC and States
izes the creation of a publicly accessible database access to u es books and recds
that will provide consumers information on elec-
tric utilities that participate in retail competition. r equire generators to submition by a Stiate,

require generators to submit a plan nmitigating

* Clarifies State and Federal authority over retail market power that FERC can accept or modify.
transmission services. Expands FERC'sjurisdiction Clarifies FERC merger review over generation-
to include authority over unbundled retail tronly coanies and holding companies.
mission and municipal and publicly owned
utilities and cooperatives. Reinforces FERC's * Allows FERC to approve and oversee an ERO to
authority to require public utilities toprovide open prescribe and enforce mandatory reliability
access transmission services and permit recovery standards.
of stranded costs.

* Clarifies the authority of the Environmental
* Grants FERC authority to oversee creation of Protection Agency to require a nitrogen oxide

IRSOs and to compel utilities to turn over control (NO,) allowance cap and trading program in all
of their transmission facilities to such organ- Stales in which a NO. emission source is located.
izations.

e PlacesTVA transmission under FERCjurisdiction.
* Creates a Public Benefits Fund for low-income Subjects power wheeled through TVA to open

assistance, energy efficiency programs, consumer access requirements and allows wholesale electric
education, and development of emerging tech- power sales by TVA outside of their traditional
nologies. Stipulates funding mechanisms and sets service area. Calls for the renegotiation of long-
forth guidelines for operation. term contracts and authorizes FERC to intervene
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if conflict arises. Authorizes TVA to join an Inde- placed in service in calendar years 2000 through
pendent System Operator. 2002. Precludes any carryback of the energy credit

prior to the effective date of this Act, except for
* Authorizes FERC to determine transmission rates solar and geothermal energy property.

for the BPA, Western Area Power Administration
(WAPA), and the Southwestern Power Adrrn- S. 1273
istration (SWPA) and allows these Federal Power Federal Power Act Amendments of 1999
Administrations to impose a surcharge on sales to Introduced bySenatorJeffrey Bingaman(D-NM)onJune
recover costs of environmental programs and to 24, 1999.
join IRSOs.

0 Expands the jurisdiction of FERC to order retail

e Eliminates antitrust review by the Nuclear Regula- wheeling to facilitate transition to competition in
tory Commission and amends the Internal power generation.
Revenue Code relating to deductions to a qualified
nuclear decommissioning fund. e Preserves authority of States (and of their regula-

tory commissions) to require that jurisdictional
S. 1048 utilities provide unbundled local distribution
Comprehensive Electricity Competition Tax Act service on a nondiscriminatory basis to customers
Introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on May within the State.
13, 1999.

o Sustains States' authority to impose charges on
* Amends the Internal Revenue Code with respect retail electricity distribution and power generation.

to tax-exempt private activity bonds to declare
that the determination whether any electric output * Directs FERC to establish and enforce reliability
facility bond issued before enactment of this Act standards for transmission purposes and grants
(pre-effective date electric output facility bond) is FERC the authority to set up the required
a private activity bond shall be made without infrastructure.
regard to any specified permissible competitiver rr r ii ii·„ Empowers FERC to order a transmitting utility toaction taken by the issuer. Requires such a bondg tn ty

enlarge, extend, or improve its transmissionnot to be a private activity bond or industrial elae ete i e it ta
~- - ~- o- development bond as of the date of enactment of

this Act. Makes this Act inapplicable to any * Authorizes FERC to order the formation of
qualified refunding bond meeting certain criteria regional transmission systems and regional inde-
which is issued to refund a pre-effective date pendent system operators to ensure nondis-
electric output facility bond if the net proceeds of criminatory transmission availability within a
the refunding bond are used within 90 days of region by securing the participation of all trans-
issuance to redeem the refunded bond. - mitting utilities within regions so formed.

* Qualifies for tax exemption private activity bonds * Protects existing wholesale power purchase con-
for electric output facilities issued after enactment tracts and preempts any State action that would
of this Act, excluding any part of an issue for bar recoveryofassociatedcostsby electric utilities.
distribution property that operates at 69 kilovolts
or less. S.1284

Electric Consumer Choice Act
* Modifies special rules for nuclear decommis- Introduced by Senator Don Nickles (R-OK) on June 24,

sioning costs to eliminate cost-of-service as the 1999.
maximum which a taxpayer may pay into a
Nuclear Decommissioning Fund. * Amends the Federal Power Act to ensure that no

State may establish, maintain, or enforce on behalf
o Includes any distributed power property within of any electric utility an exclusive right to sell elec-

15-year depreciation property. tric energy or otherwise unduly discriminate
against any consumer who seeks to purchase

* Establishes an 8-percent investment credit for electric energy in interstate commerce from any
combined heat and power (CHP) systems property supplier.
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e Stipulates that no electricity suppliers shall be review, that an emissions rate of specified pol-
denied access to transmission and local distri- lutants in excess of the generation performance
bution facilities orbe precluded from participating standard can be reasonably anticipated to cause or
in retail sales on grounds that such denial may be contribute to significant adverse local impacts.
permissible under existing State laws. Establishes civil penalties for noncompliance. -

* Authorizes the State to prohibit retail electric sales Directs the Secretary of Energy to establish a
by an electric utility or its affiliates if the utility or Nalional Electric System Public Benefits Board to
affiliates fail to comply with State requirementof nd States for supporting renewable energy
reciprocity. sources, universal electric service, energy conser-

vation, and other public purposes. Prescribes
* Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company Act funing for the Board by establishing a non-

of 1935 from the date of enactment of proposed bypassable wires charge of up to 2 mills per
legislation. kilowatthour.

* Prospectively repeals mandatory power p ~urchase Establishes Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards
provisions required by the Public Utility Regula- prescribes um requirements for elec-

and prescribes minimum requirements for elec-tory Policies Act of 1978. . .tory Policies Act of 1 . tricity generation from renewable sources to
gradually increase from 2.5 percent in 2000 to 20o Recognizes the authority of a State to regulate g y i f 2 i
percent min 2020 (as a share of total electnric sales).retail sales and local distribution of electric energy.

S. 1369 * Requires FERC to establish standards and pro-
Clean Energy Act of 1999 cedures for issuing renewable energy credits to
Introduced by Senator James Jeffords (R-VT) on July 14, facilities generating electricity from renewable
1999. sources.

* Directs EPA to promulgate final regulations that * Amends PURPA to repeal its mandatory power
establish a schedule of limits on the quantity of purchase provisions, but retains the validity of
each pollutant that allcovered generationfacilities, contracts entered under such provisions prior to
(i.e., all non-nuclear facilities with a nameplate the enactment of proposed legislation.
capacity of 15 megawatts or greater that use a
combustion device to generate power) in the * Requires electric companies to allow a retail
aggregate, shall be permitted to emit in each electric customer to interconnect and employ a net
calendar year beginning in 2002. metering system. Sets procedures and guidelines

for net metering, and sets safety and performance
* Sets maximum limits for nationwide emissions of standards.

carbon dioxide, mercury, nitrogen oxide, and
sulfur dioxide for the calendar year 2005 and each * Directs the Secretary of Energy to establish a
year thereafter. system of disclosure that enables retail consumers

to knowledgeably compare retail electric services
* Requires that EPA perform an annual deter- offerings, including comparisons based on gener-

mination of generation performance standards for ation source portfolios, emissions data, and price
carbon dioxide, mercury, nitrogen oxide, and sul- terms.
fur dioxide emissions per megawatthourof electric
production by covered generation facilities. S. 1949

Clean Power Plant and Modernization Act of 1999
* Establishes guidelinesfor earning emissioncredits Introduced by Senator Patrick Leahy (D-'T) on

for covered generation facilities and prescribes November 17,1999.
penalties for noncompliance with the emission
credit system. * Sets combustion heat rate efficiency levels for

operational and future fossil fuel-fired generating
* Prohibits a generating plant from emitting plants, and requires each generating urnt to obtain

specified pollutants if the EPA determines, upon a permit.
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* Directs the Department of Energy (DOE) and EPA * Provides that FERC shall havejurisdiction over the
to promulgate methods of measuring compliance electric reliability organization, all affiliated
levels. Allows EPA to grant waivers for heat rate regional reliability entities, all system operators,
efficiency standards. and all bulk power system users.

* Requires all fossil fuel-fired generating units to AllowsanypersonincludingtheNorth9 Allows any person, including the North AmeriCn
comply with the air emissions standards put forth Electric Reliability Council and its member
in the Clean Air Act not later than 10 years after Regional Reliability Councils, to submit to FERC,
the date of enactment of proposed legislation Sets before designation of an electric reliability organi-
emission rates for certain particulates and requires zation, any reliability standard, guidance, practice,
each generating unit to obtain a permit within the or amendment to a reliability standard, guidance,
same timeframe. Requires the DOE and EPA to or practice that the person proposes to be made
promulgate methods for determining compliance. mandatory and enforceable.

* Directs the Administrator of EPA to promulgate r
fuel sampling and monitoring techniques, o DirectsFERCto() proposeregulationsspecfyng
reporting ues procedures and requirements for ann entity to
for certain pollutants. apply for designation as the electric reliability

organization not later than 90 days after the date
e Amends the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 by (1) of enactment, (2) provide notice and opportunity

extending Renewable Energy Production Credits, for comment on the proposed regulations, and (3)
(2) imposing a tax on fossil fuel-fired generating promulgate final regulations not later than 180
units, (3) reviewing and adjusting tax rates on a days after the date of enactment.
biannual basis, and (4) creating a Clean Air Trust
Fund. * Mandates that the electric reliability organization

submit to FERC (1) proposals for any new or
* Provides grants to publicly owned generating modified organization standards, and (2) any

units that make capital expenditures for com- proposed change in a procedure, governance, or
pliance purposes, funding provision relating to delegated functions.

* Grants monies to fund research and development Requires the electric reliability organization, at the
programs focused on generating electric power request of an entity, to enter into an agreement
from renewable resources, clean coal technologies, with the entity for the delegation of authority to
gas turbine technologies, and combined heat and implement and enforce compliance with organ-
power technologies. ization standards in a specified geographic area if

o Requires DOE, the Federal Energy Regulatory the electric reliability organization finds that the
Energy Regulatory entity satisfies certain requirements and theCommission, and the EPA to submit a report to et s at s fi e s cer t a n reqrement a n d th e

_~ .... « , ,_ . , ' . delegation would promote the effective andCongress within 2 years of enactment of proposed efleation would promote the e tivon o
legislation to evaluate the implementation of bulk pow er sstem reliabilityn

proposed legislation. bulk power system reliability.proposed legislation.

* Provides dislocation and worker adjustment funds e Requires each system operator to be a member of
for coal industry workers who are terminated the electric reliability organization and any
from employment and communities that are affiliiatedregionalreliabilityentityoperatingunder
adversely affected due to downsizing of the coal an agreement applicable to the region in which the
industry. system operator operates, or is responsible for the

operation of, a transmission facility.
o Appropriates money for the development and

implementationof carbonsequestrationstrategies. · Allows the electric reliability organization to im-
pose a penalty, limitation on activities, functions,

S. 2071 or operations, or other disciplinary action against
Electric Reliability 2000 Act a bulk-power system user if the electric reliability
Introduced by Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) on organization, after notice and an opportunity for
February 10, 2000. interested parties to be heard, issues a finding in
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writing that the bulk power system user has reliability entities (entities to which authority hasviolated an organization standard. been delegated to enforce compliance with relia-
bility standards), (3) all system operators and all· Directs the electric reliability organization to con- users of the bulk power system for purposes ofduct periodic assessments of the reliability and approving and enforcing compliance withadequacy of the interconnected bulk power system standards in the United States. -and report annually to the Secretary of Energy and

the Commission its findings and recommendations Provides that, before establishment of the Electricfor monitoring or improving system reliabilityand Reliability Organization, anyperson (including theadequacy. North American Electric Reliability Council and its
member Regional Reliability Councils) shall file a* Prescribes all appropriate steps that the electric proposed reliability standard, guidance, or prac-reliability organization shall take to gain recog- tice which, subject to FERC approval, shall benition in Canada and Mexico. mandatory and enforceable.

S. 2098 Title IV: Repeal of the Public Utility Holding CompanyElectric Power Market Competition and Reliability Act Act of 1935 and Enactment of the Public Utility HoldingIntroduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK) on CompanyAct of 1999February 24, 2000.

Repeals the Public Utility Holding Company ActTitle 1: Amendments to the Federal Power Act of 1935 effective 1 year after enactment of this title.
* Amends the Federal Power Act to (1) place within a Prescribes procedural guidelines for (1) FERCthe ambit of Federal regulation unbundled inter- access to records of a public utility or natural gasstate transmission of electric energy sold at retail, holding company, and (2) State access to recordsand (2) place within the jurisdiction of the State of a public utility in a holding company system.within which the energy is consumed the bundled

retail sale of electric energy, unbundled local * Instructs FERC to promulgate a final rule todistribution service, and unbundled retail sale of exempt for such Federal access requirements anyelectric energy and attendant facilities. holding company with respect to one or more (1)
qualifying facilities under PURPA, (2) exemptTitle II: Repeal of PURPA Mandatory Purchase wholesale generators, or (3) foreign utility com-Requirement 
panies.

* Directs that, with respect to new contracts, no * Retains the jurisdiction of FERC and State com-electric utility shall be required to enter into a new missions to determine whether a public utilitycontract or obligation to purchase or sell electricity company or natural gas company may recover inor capacity under the Public Utility Regulatory rates any costs of affiliate transactions; grantsPolicies Act of 1978. FERC certain F-A enforcement powers; and trans-
fers from the Securities and Exchange Commission* Preserves existing contract rights and remedies to FERC all books and records that relate primarilyunder such Act. to the functions vested in FERC by this Act.

Title ll: Electric Reliability Title V: Nuclear Decommissioning
* Amends the Federal Power Act to provide for the * Permits a nuclear power facility licensee to petitionestablishment and enforcement of mandatory the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for a deter-reliability standards to ensure the reliable oper- rnination of whether (1) adequate amounts areation of the bulk power system. deposited in its nuclear decommissioning trust

fund, and (2) future funding for any nuclear power* Grants FERC jurisdiction over (1) the Electric plant is assured for any nuclear power plantReliabilitv Organization, (2) all affiliated regional owned-in whole or in part by such licensee.
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Appendix D '

Electric Power Industry Statistics

The Energy Information Administration (EIA) collects Electric Trade in the United States
and disseminates electric power industry statistics, and This report presents information on bulk power
a summary of those statistics is provided in Table Dl. transactions by investor-owned utilities, Federal and
The following publications contain additional industry other publicly owned utilities, and cooperative utilities.
data relevant to this report and are available from EIA's
website at http://www.eia.doe.gov. The reports are Financial Statistics of Major U.S. Investor-Owned
also available in hardcopy by contacting the National Electric Utilities
Energy InformationCenter via telephone at202-586-8800 This publication presents summary and detailed
or via Internet at inf6ctr@eia.doe.gov. Previous analysis financial accounting data on investor-owned electric
reports dealing with the restructuring of the electric utilities.
power industry are also attainable.

Financial Statistics of Major U.S. Publicly Owned
Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Generation of Electric Utilities
Electric Power in the United States This report presents summary financial data for the past
This report summarizes carbon dioxide emissions 5 years and detailed current financial data on major
produced by electricity generation in the United States. publicly owned electric utilities.

Electric Power Annual, Volume I Inventory of Electric Utility Power Plants in the
This publication contains data on net generation; fossil United States
fuel consumption, stocks, receipts, and cost; generating This report provides annual statistics on generating
unit capability; retail sales of electricity and associated units operated by electric utilities in the United States.
revenue; and the average revenue per kilowatthour of The publication also presents a 5-year outlook for
electricity sold. generating unit additions and retirements.

Electric Power Annual, Volume II Inventory of Nonutility Power Plants in the
This publication presents an overview of the electric United States
power industry in the United States and a summary of This publication summarizes US. nonutility data with
industry statistics at national, regional, and State levels. detailed information on existing and planned net

summer capability, nameplate capacity, energy source
Electric Power Monthly and prime mover, as well as information on facility
This report provides monthly statistics at the State, owner and facility locations.
Census division, and national levels for net generation,
fossil fuel consumption and stocks, quantity and quality The Restructuring of the Electric Power Industry - A
of fossil fuels, cost of fossil fuels, electricity sales, Capsule of Issues and Events
revenue, and average revenue per kilowatthour of This brochure offers an overview of electric power
electricity sold. industry restructuring, including the major changes that

have already occurred, their causes, and currents events.
Electric Sales and Revenue
This publication provides information on electricity State Electricity Profiles
sales, associated revenue, average revenue per kilowatt- This report is designed to profile each State and the
hour sold,'and number of consumers throughout the District of Columbia regarding not only their current
United States. Data are presented at the national, restructuring activities but also their electricity
Census division, State, and electric utility levels. generation and concomitant statistics. Included are data
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on a number of subject areas, including generating U.S. Electric Utlity Demand-Side Managementcapability, generation, revenues, fuel use, capacityfactor This publicationpresents comprehensive information onof nuclear plants, retail sales, and pollutant emissions. electric power industry demand-side management
(DSM) activities in the United States at the national,
regional, and utility levels.

Table D1. Electric Power Industry Summary Statistics for the United States, 1998
-_ t m lt t .996t

Electric Power Industry'
Generating Capaility (megawattsa)' ..
Net Generatlon (million kiowttlhour) .......... 175.885
Emissions (thousand short tona)' .3.6.

Sulfur Dioxide (SO,) .........
Nitrogen Oxides (NO) .7............ 0.......Carbon Dioxide (CO,) ......... . .............. .... 55267Electrfc Utilti7.902Electric U tltes -...................................... 2,455.267

Gnrtling Capability (megawts)'.'.9
coal ............ __ .............................. 6Z.,2Coal...2,73t
Petroleumr - ..9.739
Gas . . ....... ...... ......... 62,959
Hydrolectri Purnped Slowe 

125.386N u Sea r . ....... ..... ............... 18.898Nuclear .
97,070W aste Heat ..... . .............. ..... " ,

Hydroelectnc (convertional) .......... 75.525Other Renewabe .5.
Geothmenal ...
Biomass' . .............. .......... 1550
W ind ........... 9.. .. ..................................... .504
Photovoltaic . ............ 

95Net Generation (million kllowatthours) ......12- 171
Coal . 3.2120171
Petroleum

7
.. ... ................................... 1.80 .480

Gas . * * ** *** * ** **- *** *. . ... ... 110.158
Nuclear ... ',',''/ '_ \\ ""* - - * * *- * * -309 222Nuclear ......... ............................... 7 2Hydroelectric Pu ped Storage

·
..... . . . . .. .. 673.741Hydroelectric (conventional) . - - - - -8.. -,441

Other Renewable *conv*r*i* -................ ..................... . 308,a8 .Other Renewable 
308.-

;
--- _ ~ Geothermal .

Biomass' . . . 5.1.6......... .Wind . ........... 2.024
Photovoltaic ............. - -...... . . 3ConsumptionConsumption short. . . . . . ................... ...................... 3

Coal (rmiinon sxn tons) ...
Petroleum (milion barrels) ........ . 911Gas (billion cubic leet) ..... ....... . 325

Stocks (Yer End) 35
Coal (mrdion stxxt tons) ...........
Petroleum (million barrels)" .. ..... .. 5 ............'.. 12Receipts
Coal (million shor t ) ........
Petroleum (million barrels) ............ ...........
Gas (billon cubic teel)" .2 . 9................ 6524

Cost (cents per milion Btu)' 4
.. . . . . .. 224

Coal . ............ .................Coal 
125.2Petroleum " . ...............

Gas ... ............................................... . . .Gas.~~~`~"~"~"'~""'~~~--·- 213.6
238.1Sates To Ullimate Cornumner (mirntn 1iowatthoun) 323981Residential .. 239918

Commeroial 9 5'." """ " ' 1.127735
Inousmnal ....... ................. . . 96
OIA edi . . . . . . . .............. 1.040.038

.....e . .............................. 103.51BRevnue From Ultimaet Consumers (million dollars)Residental -- 218.346ReCommenal ......................... ...... 93.164
n usrial .... ........ .................. 71.769

Omther" t4~"~~", 46.550oI il s . ... ... . . . . .... ........ .............. 46.S50
Othe--', '' ..'- '~~~ .* ****........******6.863

See tootnotes at end of tabo
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Table D1. Electric Power Industry Summary Statistics for the United States, 1998
(Continued)

Item 1998
Average Revenue per Kiowatthour (cents) 674
ResiJenial .

8.26
R esidential ................. ...... .. ............ ........ .. .. 26Conm ercial .................. ..... . .. ............ 7.41Industrial .. .. .. . . ...... ..... .4
O th r .................................. ........ . .. ........ 634.48

Nt Electric Plnt Inc Fuel (nillon dollar) 63
Major Investor Owned ................ ............... 006
MaorPublicy Owned Generatortongenerator ..........................

Emssions (thousnd short tons)"
Sullur Dioide (SO,) ......... ........ ... .... ..... 1432
Nitrogen Oxides (NO ................... ........... 221
Carbon Dioxide (C) .................... ........ . ...... 986

Noneolncdlental Summer Peak Load (mgawts) ............... 069
DSM Actual Peak Lood Reductton (megawat) ........................
DSM Energy Savings (miN klowattours) .. . ............... 49,16

NomuUtiiy Power Producers
Installed Capacit y (megalwatts)tCoaln d ty (m ) .................. ................. 98,085

Petroleum Only" 131.............: ................ 2.62

PetrolurrmvNatural Gas (combined) .................................... 23.105
Nuclt r . .. ......... ....... ... .......... ..... ........ .... . -Hydroelectric (conventional) ................. 4.1......36
Other enewabtMe

Geothermal ................... 49

W ind . . . ... ... 1........................ ..................... 1,689
So at herm al ............ . ...... .. ............................. 385Phoovoltaic.......................................................

O ther . ..... ........................ .... ... .......::::: ::: ::... ...... 3,075
Grou Generation (million klUowtthours) . ........... ... 421,364

Coal' .. .............. .... ... . .. ..... . ..... ...... 70.369
Petroleum " ............................. . ........ .. 17,3369
G a ......

7.............3... . . . ..... ........ 247,613
Nuclear :: : 

2 4 7
.
6 13

Hydroetectric (conventional) .. 14.633
Other Renewabie

Geothenrmal ..................................... 9 ,92Geothermal

Bic ss ' .. . *...... ................. .. . . . ..................... 53,682W ind ........ ........................ ........................ 3,0 15
Sot Thermal ........................ .... ...................... 0.87
Photwovolaic ........ ................ .......... 887

Coal (Tound shorttons) ......................... ...............
Petroleum (Thousand barres

2
........................ ... 57450

Natural Gas (Million bic ee) ....................... ......... 30
Other Gas (Million cubic feet) ............. .............. .......... 1.017

Supply and Disposition (million kilowanhours)
Gross Generaio .................. . ....... ...... 421364Receits

2
. .. 90.675

Deveres . ........................ .: ::2 67560
Fa ty Use ............. ....... . ....... ..... 236770

Emisslona (thousand hrt ton)".77
Suur Dioxide (S ......... ... 6
Nitrogen Oxies (N .............. .......... ..... .... 681Carbon Dioxide CO.....................249

'Elecric utiily and nonuitty values (capabiity versus capacty. net ersus ros generation total entisso versus ernissions fr theproduction of electricity) may not be surme directly.
2 Data ar based on the initial cormmercial oeraion year tor the generator

In 1997. the useful utity terrnal output produced addtional emissions o 192 thousnd short tons of sultur dioxide. 66 houand shrt
tons i nitrogen orides. and 18.159 thousand short tons of carbon dioxide. In 1998. the useful utiity thermal output produced additional
emisions of 231 thousand snort tons of suitur dioxide. 91 thousand short tons of nitrogen oxides, and 29267 thox and short tons ofcarbon doxide In 1997. the usetul ronuity thermal oulput produced additional emissions of 775 thousand short tors of sutur dioxae473 thousand short tons of nitrogen oxides and 143.824 thousand short tons of carbon dioxide. In 199. te useul nonuiy thermalautput produced additional emissions of 756 thousand short ons of sulur dioxide. 493 thousand short tons of nitogen oxides, and
1 85.04 iTousand snon tons of carbon dioxide
*Tht report Cwboo Dio id Smem a

sions rhm h w GWerton Od Ebri Pow n he United States, presented carbon dode emnons
2.359.853 thousnd short to in 1997 and 2.7.457 thousand short tons in 1998 The nonutility data were revised since the October15S 1999 release of that report.
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Table D1. Electric Power Industry Summary Statistics for the United States, 1998
(Continued)

1998

aNe sumnmer cr ila y based on prienmy enr source. Waste gaes and wate ste m are included in the orii pmary energ
sOur (i.t., ca petoleun or gas). Historical d hae been revised to relect ttis change

IncJdes wood, wood waste, eat woodiquors. raidad lies. pitc, wood sludge, municOal solid wase, agricltal byprod , strw,
tires, ndfil gases, and fish ds.

nludes petroleum cole.
Repreents total pumped storage atCdyrduction minus eregy used fo purwlg. Negate gneratin denotes at declic po

consmed for plant use exceeds g generation.
Includes 216 megawatts mrt eled capacity and 13 megawatts fueled by ho nitrogn.

~o Does not incude pebtOulw cotk consumption o0 1,40 thousand sor tons in 1997 and 1,769 thousand short tons in 1998.
t Dces frdu ridpelelmden cokeo tockd o 469 thou d h ton at year end 1997 and 59 thousd hrtons at yearend 99
' Does not include petroeun coe receipt of 2,192 usand sht tons in 1997 and 3,217 housand short tons in 1998.
" Indludes srnaH amounti of co-ove, refney, blst urnance, and landl gas.
* Average cot of hl deered to electric eeating plants with a total stam r nameplale capacity of 50 or more gawatts;

average cost values are weighted by ltu.
" Does not include peoleum oo cat 0t 91 c2 r per mMion Blu in 1997 and 71.2 oents per ilion u in 1998.

Includes public strt and highway lightin other sales to pubic autoitie, sales to railroads and railways, and interdepartmental
sales.

Ir Includes only those power plants wit a toss-hieled stearr-eltectic nameplate capacity (existing or planned) of 10 or more
megawatts. As ol 1998, emission atorf t e calcution carbon dxide ermissions have Been changed Histoical data were revsed
to reflect that change.
" Includes coal, anthracite cm, cote breeze fine coal. waste coal. bntrinous gob, and igni waste.

Includes peroeum. petroleum coe, dies, kerosene, liquid butae, liquid propane, oil waste, and tar oil.
"Includes natural as. was heat wste gas, butane methane, popane, and oter gas.
1 Includes hydrogen, sulfur, batteries chemical and purchased steam
" Includes all corrustble fuels h red at generat facilities (not JSt tor ti production of ecty)
' Does not indude petroleum cote consumpion of 4.364 thousand shot tom lor 1997 and 4,470 thousand shod tons or 1998.
i Incudes butne, methane, propane, digester as, and other gas.
2 Includes purchases, interchanges, and ehanges electric energy with utNtles and other nontaites.
* Includes sales, interchanges. and excanges of electc energy with utiis and other nonutiies. The diparity in these data and

data reported on other EIA surveys occurs due to derences in the respondent universe The Form ELA-880B and the Form EIA-67
are tiled by nonutiies reporting the energ dehered wke other data sources are led by electric utilties reportirn energy receied.
Dirferences in teminology and accruting procedures conribute o the disparty. I addition, since th frare for the Form EA-860 and
the Form EA-867 is derived from utIt surveys. te Form EIA-8B and the Form EIA-867 universe lag 1 year.

7 In 1998. ermssiontacsrthe calcuatiio o carbon dioxide and the re.ctios trm nitrogen adufuoxides sulurdox have been
changed. Historical data were revised to reflect th change.

R - Revised data.
Notes * ODaa previously published have been reclassfie by ry source and have been changed to reflect these changes. * Data

tor mrnutiiy power proucers and emission are preliminary for 1999; other data in this tabe e final. Totals may not eca sum ol
components because of independent rounding * Percent change is calculated before roundin.

Sourcets Energy Inrormation Adminisaion. Form EIA-412. Aual Report of Pubic Electric Utites-; Form EA-759 Monthly Power
Plant Reporr: Form EA-860. -nnual Electric Generator Reporr' for 1997; Form EIA-860A, -Arual Eectric Generator Report -Utility-
tor 1998. Form EIA-861. -Anua Ectric Utlity Repor Form EA-767, Seam-Eletric Pant Operation and Design Repor-; Form EA-
860.B -Annual Electic Generator Rport- Nonrtiy" for 1998 and Form EA-867. 'Annual Nonutily Power Producer Reporr for 1997;
Federal Energy Regulatory Comision (FERC) Form 1 "Anual Repor of Maor Electric Utilities. Licensees, and Others as edited
by Nalgan Conulting. Inc.; FERC Form 4Z3. -Morthly Report of Cost and Ouality o Fuels tor Electric Plants"; Form EIA-411,
'Coordinated Bul Power Supply Programs-. Departento Eergy, Officeo Emergency Policy. Form OE-4 ."nated Bu lk Power
Supply Program
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Energy Education Resources:
Kindergarten Through 12th
Grade'is a directory of 158\
educational resources on such
topics as energy conservation, E _renewable energy, energy D EDUCATION ^sources, and earth science. RESOURCES
Resources include local utilities,
trade associations with energy _
companies among their members, ^ ) "' T
nonprofit and for-profit <
organizations focused on energy /
conservation, and Federal and
State agencies dealing with ^ '
energy.

Materials available range from
curriculum guides and brochures
to films, videos, workshops for
teachers, and software, all at low
or no cost. Many resources are
targeted to specific grades or age
levels. Contact information for
each entry includes Web sites and "
e-mail addresses, if available. A
subject index al!ows users to
identify materials on specific
subjects such as electricity, petroleum, coal, natural gas. energy efficiency. nuclearenergy, and waste. Energy Education Resources is one of EIA's most popularpublications and has been distributed widely to energy companies. schools. andstudents all over the country.

,c4ada6;c h--oc 6: z iotf t I dc tag Eocyy 5-rr;r (2cr ec.
(&oe@c. c .coe 02-5 6- O0. o z 2 -5 6- 0) oR tc %ctc-r.c':
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Energy Information Administration
U.S. Department of Energy
Forrestal Building, El-30
Washington, DC 20585
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Do Not Forward, Do Not Return
Address Correction Requested
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 8:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP Schedule

Yes, please go to the 11:00 Qi ) (

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 8:49 AM
To: Kdher, Joseph
Subjec: NEP Scdedule

Joe,

What's the NEP schedule for today? Do you need me to go to the 11:00? 1 figure you are going with S1 to the 10:00.
We have a 3:00 here (in 7B-040) to go over the policy options. We have a 4:00 Tuesday to go over the remaining
DOE chapters. I don't think we have had any comments on them in over 10 days but I am still checking.

Margot

I
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: .Monday, March 12, 2001 8:56 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP Policy Options

When do we provide our options to the Task Force? I can't remember. This week?

-Orignal Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Monday, March 12, 2001 8:43 AM
To: Haspel, Abe; Zimierman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas;

Braltsch, Jay; Meihert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; jkstier@bpa.goV; O'Donovan, Kevn; Kolevar, Kevin; Scaling, Paula
Cc Kelliher, Joseph
Subject NEP Policy Options

All,

As of Friday, I received about 65 policy options. I put together the summaries for each (attached) and will have the
whole set photocopied to bring to today's 3:00 meeting (7B-040). I need to rearrange these by topic (not everybody
identified which policy goal (from the list we put together) the option went with. Right now it is just a listing in the order
received:

<< File: Short titles.doc >>
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Keliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 12:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: prices
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2001 3:48 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: tax ideas - for your consideration

bless you

-Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Frday, April 13, 2001 3:34 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: tax ideas - for your consideration

<< File: NEP Tax ideas.doc >>
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Martin, Adrienne

From: William_Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemet [William_Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2001 2:13 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: chapter 8 [Virus checked] - addition
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, March 12,2001 12:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: prices

r
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 5:22 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP

How about tomorrow morning? I have a 9 and an 11, but am free otherwise. Should be in by 8.

--- Onral Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 5:07 PM
Tos KeHlher, Joseph
Subject: NEP

Do have a sec to talk about the NEP or do you want to wait until Tuesday morning?
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent Monday, March 12, 2001 5:22 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP

How about tomorrow morning? I have a 9 and an 11, but am free otherwise. Should be in by 8.

-- igna Message-
From: Andeon, Margot
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 5:07 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: NEP

Do have a sec to talk about the NEP or do you want to wait until Tuesday morning?
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2001 8:33 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP activities

Look forward to it

---- Origka Message--
Form: Anderson, Margot
Sent Tuesday, March 13, 2001 8:28 AM
To: Kellier, Joseph
Subject: NEP activiie

Joe,

Do you want ot met at 10:00 to go over various NEP activities and meetings? I'll come down if you will be around.

Margot
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Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent Tuesday, March 13, 2001 8:33 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP activities

Look forward to it

-- Origin Message-
From: Anderson, Magot
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2001 8:28 AM
To: Keliher, Joseph
Subjet NEP activities

Joe,

Do you want ot met at 10:00 to go over various NEP activities and meetings? Ill come down if you will be around.

Margot
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Williams, Ronald L

From: KarenY._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%intemet [Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2001 3:56 PM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot
Subject: talking points

will you guys please look at these and comment asap - I can't possibly come
up with a conclusion. thanks, Karen
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Pumphrey. David
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2001 5:19 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: comments are chapter 10

Here's how it will get around.

-- inginal Message-
From: Angulo, Veronica
Sent: Tuesday, Apri 24, 2001 4:17 PM
To: Pumphrey, David
Subject: FW: comments are chapter 10

Please send an email out asking folks for comments by tomorrow COB (if they are going to comment).

-Orignal Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Tuesday, Apil 24, 2001 4:11 PM
To: Angulo, Veronica
Subject comments are chapter 10

Veronica

Thanks for the comments on chapter 10. Did you send these into State and the White House already? I ask because this
copy is hard to read. If I fax it to State, they won't be able to decipher. You will probably want to fax the original or use a
redline method on the e-version. Do you know if others in IA are going to respond?

Margot
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2001 11:42 AM
To: Martin, Adrienne
Cc: Sacks, Steve
Subject: NEP people

-i

Adrienne,

As requested: the IA folks have been listed since the beginning (starting on line 83 or so). The list was provided to me by
their acting director, David Pumphrey

Margot

NEP PDeoo. s,
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Tuesday. June 05, 2001 3:44 PM
To: Martin, Adrienne
Subject: FOIA

All of the people on your FE list of FOIA/NEP contacts are government except for Fendun Albayrak. who is a contractor.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: ' Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 2:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

do we have a new product from das technical editor?

---- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 2 202001 12:36 PM
To: Vemet, Jean
Cc: Carter, Douglas; Conti, John; KeRier, Joseph
Subject: RE: NSR

<< File: env't chapter 2-21.wpd >> << File: March 27 DOE comments Chapter 4.doc >>

The last version plus our comments. I have seen no later interactions. Technical editor should be working on it. 11I see
if I can get a more recent version. This one is pretty thin.

---Origina Message--
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, Apri 20, 2001 11:36 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc Carter, Douglas; Conti, John
Subject RE: NSR

Margot: Report from the call. Brenner, Gibson, and Schmidt on call.

4. "Joe said you had the latest environment chapter, and could share it with me (it's difficult to discuss
issues with EPA when you haven't seen any version more current than the first.) Thanks.

Jean

--- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 9:15 AM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Thanks. I won't be there. I am swamped with WH orders for the NEP. I called Joe to tell him. Unless he insis:s.
I am tying myself to my computer.
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--- Original Message---
From: Vemet, lean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

See you then.

-- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Magot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:42 AM
To: Vernet, ean
Subject: RE: NSR

Nope. Just Joe's note.

-- Original Message--
From: Vernet, ean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:37 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

Certainly. Do we have any more info?

---Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:35 AM
To: Vemet, 3ean
Subject: RE: NSR

Can you attend the meeting in Joe's office at 10:00?

-- Original Message--
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 7:05 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR
Importance: High

I'm here.

-- Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: FW: NSR
Importance: High

Jean,

You going to be around in the morning?

Margot
-- Original Message-

From: Keliher, Joseph
Sent: husday, April 19, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: NSR
Importance: High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you,
be frank and admit it if that is the case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a
conference call with our brothers at EPA on NSR? Let me know. They just called
about this. Thanks.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 2:37 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: 3 Items

Margot. can you send Veronica the latest intl chapter?

-- O-ngnal Message---
From: Angulo, Veronca
Sent: Friday, Apri 20, 2001 1:59 PM
To: Keliher, Joseph
Subject: 3 Items

As per my voicemail,

1) Could you forward me the latest draft on the International Chapter in the VP's Task Force?
2) Editing for VP's task force update
3) FERC action on interconnection orders

Thanks.

Veronica
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:25 PM
To: Conti, John; Anderson, Margot
Cc: Terry, Tracy
Subject: RE: price cap report .

Let's meet at 3 for 30 minutes.

--- Original Message--
From: Conti, John
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:24 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Cc: Terry. Tracy
Subject: RE: price cap report

I have a meeting at 1:00 that is suppose to run to 3:00. However, I can step out at 2:00 if you think we can review the
price cap memo in an hour or less.

-Original Message--
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:10 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Conti, John
Subject: RE: price cap report

John, are you free to meet with me before 3 on the price cap report?

--- Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:07 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: price cap report

Joe,,.

I am pretty jammed up with until 3:00. If you want to meet before, do you want to call John directly? I could meet at 3:00
and I'll see if John is free then as well.

Margot

--- Original Message-
From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:05 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: price cap report

Can we sit down and talk about the price cap memo/report? I have a WH meeting at 4:30, otherwise am free.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:10 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Conti, John
Subject: RE: price cap report

John, are you free to meet with me before 3 on the price cap report?

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:07 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: price cap report

Joe,

I am pretty jammed up with until 3:00. If you want to meet before, do you want to call John directly? I could meet at 3:00
and I'll see if John is free then as well.

Margot

--- Original Message-
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:05 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: price cap report

Can we sit down and talk about the price cap memo/report? I have a WH meeting at 4:30, otherwise am free.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 12:05 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: price cap report

Can we sit down and talk about the price cap memo/report? I have a WH meeting at 4:30, otherwise am free.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: . Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 11:36 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Carter, Douglas; Conti, John
Subject: RE: NSR

Margot: Report from the cal. Brenner, Gibson, and Schmidt on call.

4. * Joe said you had the latest environment chapter, and could share it with me (it's difficult to discuss issues with
EPA when you haven't seen any version more current than the first.) Thanks.

Jean

--- riginal Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Fnday, April 20, 2001 9:15 AM
To: Vemet. Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Thanks. I won't be there. I am swamped with WH orders for the NEP. I called Joe to tell him. Unless he insists. I am
tying myself to my computer.

-----Original Message---
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

See you then.

----Orignal Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April ZO, 2001 8:42 AM
To: Vernet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Nope. Just Joe's note.

---Original Message--
From: Vemet, lean
Sent Friday, April 20, 201 8:37 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
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Subject: RE: NSR

Certainly. Do we have any more info?

--- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:35 AM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Can you attend the meeting in Joe's office at 10:00?

-Oriinal Message--
From: Venet, lean
Sent Friday, April 20, 2001 7:05 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR
Importance: High

I'm here.

--Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject FW: NSR
Importance: High

Jean,

You going to be around in the morning?

Margot
---Original Message--

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, Apri 19, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Andersn, Margot
Subject NSR
Importance High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you, be frank
and admit it if that is the case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a conference call with our
brothers at EPA on NSR? Let me know. They just caled about this. Thanks.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:55 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

See you then.

--- Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:42 AM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Nope. Just Joe's note.

--- Original Message---
From: Vemet Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:37 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

Certainly. Do we have any more info?

-Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:35 AM
To: Vemet, ean
Subject: RE: NSR

Can you attend the meeting in Joe's office at 10:00?

-- Original Message----
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 7:05 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR
Importance: High

I'm here.

-----Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: FW: NSR
Importance: High

Jean,

You going to be around in the morning?

Margot
-- Ongra( Message--

From: Kelliher Joseph
Sent Thursday, Apnl 19, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: NSR
Importance: High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you, be frank and
admit it if that is the case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a conference call with our brothers al
EPA on NSR? Let me know. They just called about this. Thanks.
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Sent Thursday. Apri 19, 2001 12:47 PM
To: MHcN, Barry; Watts, Edward
Cc Breed, Willm; Conti. John
Subject FW: Chapter 8
Imporbtnce: High

Ed and Barry (you are acting, right)

Long story but this is chapter 8 of the NEP now with technical editor's input plus significant comments fror,
CEA. State, DOI. EPA. If you have time to read today, great. FE took the lead. no policy options. PO provided
earlier input and comment.

Margot

-- Original Message--
From: &Baits, Jay
Sent Thusday, Apri 19, 2001 12:44 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Capter 8
Importance: Hgh

We are all bpsy re-reading this. If you or any of your staff want to give it a quick lookover, I would welcome
commentC -5

< File: ch 8 April 18, w DOI, CEA, EPA comments.doc >>
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Vemet. Jean
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:37 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR

Certainly. Do we have any more info?

- Original Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2001 8:35 AM
To: Vemet, Jean
Subject: RE: NSR

Can you attend the meeting in Joe's office at 10:00?

-- Original Message-
From: Vemet, Jean
Sent Friday, April 20, 2001 7:05 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NSR
Importance: High

I'm here.

-- Original Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:37 PM
To: Vernet, Jean
Subject: FW: NSR
Importance: High

Jean.

You going to be around in the morning?

Margot
----- Original Message---
From: Keliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: NSR
Importance: High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you. be frank and admit it if
that is the case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a conference call with our brothers at EPA on NSR? Let
me know. They just called about this. Thanks.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 5:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: NSR

Importance: High

Who is our smartest NSR person? Can you and that person (and it may well be you, be frank and admit it if that is the
case) be in my office at 10 tomorrow for a conference call with our brothers at EPA on NSR? Let me know. They just
called about this. Thanks.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Braitsch. Jay
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 3:40 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Chapter 8

Nothing was attached.

--Original Messae--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent Thursday, Aptl 19, 2001 2:45 PM
To: Braitch, Jay
Cc Watts, Edward
Subject: RE: Chapter 8

Jay,

Ed Watts took a quick look.

Margot

---Oriinal Messag--
From: Watts, Edward
Sent Thursday, Apr 19, 2001 2:43 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Chapter 8

My comments are incorporated (highlighted text) in the attached file.
c File: ch 8 April 18 w DO0 CEA EPA comments2.doc >>

-- Original Mesage--
From: Anderson. Margot
Sent Thrsday, April 19, 2001 12:47 PM
To: McNutt, Barry; Watts, Edward
Cc Breed. William; Conti, John
Subject: FW: Chapter 8
Importance: High

Ed and Barry (you are acting, right)

Long story but this is chapter 8 of the NEP now with technical editor's input plus significant comments from
CEA. State. DO1, EPA. If you have time to read today, great. FE took the lead. no policy options. PO provided
earlier input and comment.

Margot

-- Ongrial Message--
From: Braitsc. Jay
Sent: Thursday. Apri 19, 2001 12:44 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Chater 8
Importance: High

We are all b;ay re-reading this If you or any of your stff want to give it a quick lookover, I would welcome
comments. -

<< File: ch 8 April 18, w DOI. CEA, EPA comments.doc >
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday. April 19, 2001 1:18 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Dingell response

What is the status of the price cap report?

--Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 1:17 PM
To: Keliher, 3oseph; Whatley, Michael
Subject: RE: Dingell response

I am not sure it even made it through the DOCs system yet for assignment! Ill check right now and let you know.

--- rigin Message--
From: KeHiher, Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 1:03 PM
To: Whatey, Michael; Anderson, Margot
Subject: Dingel response
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Thursday, April 19,2001 1:03 PM
To: Whattey, Michael; Anderson, Margot
Subject: Dingell response
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Poche, Michelle [Michelle Poche@ost.dol.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 10:14 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: Sidebars

Importance: .High

t repod bonea2 doc

Margot,
Attached is a small addition to the "sidebar" info that I forwarded to you
on Monday.
The attached summary paragraph of the FAA free flight program should be
added at the bottom of the Energy Conservation Through More Efficient
Practices in the Use of Transportation section.

-- Original Message-
From: Trilling, Donald
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2001 9:42 AM
To: Poche, Michelle
Cc: Lawson, Linda
Subject:Addition to DOT Program Boxes

We apologize for the delay in getting this to you.

<<e-report boxes4a2.doc>>

> -- Original Message--
> From: Poche, Michelle
> Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 6:07 PM
> To: 'Anderson, Margot'
> Subject: Sidebars
> Importance: High

> Margot,
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2001 5:30 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: chapter 8 figures and graphics

Thanks - I am starting to feet like I almost know what I am doing (dangerous place to be). Bill Magwood wanted to take
another look at the NE piece, and respond to some comments of mine on what he sent today on fuels processing.

After I get his stuff, I wonder if we should do a quickie review (mainly selected PO and FE staff) before sending it over to
OVP. I fear that once we launch it, we may not have another chance.

-- Ongina4 Mssage----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2001 4:54 PM
To: Braitsc, Jay
Subject chapter 8 figures and grapics

Jay,

These are the figures and graphics that went over for chapter 8 but I think the editor stripped out the figure names so I
no longer know which one is figure 3 or 4, etc. Figures and graphics are not to be confused with photos (I do not have
the final list of photos you sent over after our conversation two weeks ago Friday)

Margot

<< File: chapter 8 graphics, March 24.ppt >>
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday. April 18.2001 5:16 PM
To: O'Donovan. Kevin; Anderson, Margot: Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth
Subject: renewable energy/biomass
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Darrell Beschen
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2001 9:28 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: <No subject>

RtnwaAe chaper

fphICch ... attached in tom's email to me is the entire graphic set including the economist graphic with
round number estimates derived visually from the economist article -- as we discussed. d.
..................... Forwarded by Darrell B,'schen/EE/DOE on 04/17/2001 03:35 PM -- --..... ------......

1--- r------ -01

Tom Kimbis
04/17/2001 03:11 PM

To: Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE@DOE

Su:blect: chapter 7
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Martin, Adrienne

From:* Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Tuesday. April 17, 2001 3:07 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: chapter 8 - hydropower language [Virus checked]

The current version has everthing down below (in most cases word for word) plus additional verbage which I think makes
it belter. I suspect someone who knows what they are doing started with the language below and enhanced it

--- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 12:24 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay
Subject: FW: chapter 8 - hydropower language [Virus checked]

Wait, there's more..............Sorry, Jay

Margol

-----Original Message
From: William_Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov%intemet
(mailto:William_Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 11:48 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%intemet; CharlesM._Smith~ovp.eop.gov%internet
Subject: RE: chapter 8 - hydropower language (Virus checked]

(See attached file: en010416.hydropower narrative for chapter 8.wpd)
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Martin, Adrienne :-

From: Vernet, Jean
Sent: Tuesday. April17. 2001 10:33 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Cc: Anderson. Margot
Subject: RE: EPA materials

-Original Message-- .
From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday. April 17, 2001 10:31 AM
To: Vernet, Jean
Subject RE: EPA-pAtiaLs ... -.

This is what I'm sending to Krip. fyi. Please do not distribute.

Doug

-Original Message-
From: Vernet, Jean
Sent: Tuesday, April 17. 2001 9:10 AM
To: Carter. Douglas
Subject: RE: EPA materials
Importance: High

Just got it too. Have asked Lorie if there are some other related pieces we should have.

Would love to share each other's comments.

Lv

Jean

--- Original Message--
From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 9:12 AM
To: Vernet, Jean
Subject: FW: EPA materials

Jean -

This is on a fast track. I assume you have it. but if not. you have it now.

I think EPA left out a couple of points.

Doug

-- Original Message--
From: Kripowicz, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 7:23 AM
To: Carter. Douglas
Subject: FW: EPA materials

Please review the new source review attachment
Thanks.
-- Original Message--
From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday. April 16. 2001 7:19 PM
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Martin, Adrienne -

From: Vemet, Jean
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:33 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Cc: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: EPA materials

AV(.1
-- Original Message-
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:31 AM
To: Vernet. Jean
Subject: RE: EPA materials

This is what I'm sending to Krip. fyi. Please do not distribute.

Doug

-- Original Message--
From: Vernet, Jean
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 9:10 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE: EPA materials
Importance: High

Just got it too. Have asked Lorie if there are some other related pieces we should have.

Would love to share each other's comments.

Missing at least: WEPCO, enf initiative, offsets, any mention of 3-pollutant strategy replacing nsr technology requirements,
visibility BART.

Jean

----- Original Message--
From: Carter. Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 9:12AM
To: Vernet, Jean
Subject: FW: EPA materials

Jean -

This is on a fast track. I assume you have it, but if not, you have it now.

I think EPA left out a couple of points.

Doug

--- Original Message---
From: Kripowicz, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 7:23 AM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: FW: EPA materials

Please review the new source review attachment.
Thanks.
--- Original Message--
From: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Monday. April 16, 2001 7:19 PM
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To: Anderson, Margot; Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: EPA materials

Please circulate. We will need to turn around quickly.

-- Original Message---
From: Schmidt.Lorie@epamail.epa.gov%intemet
[mailto:Schmidt.Lorie@eparail.epa.govl]
Sent: Monday, April 16. 2001 7:14 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Symons.Jeremy@epamail.epa.gov%intemet;
Moss.Jacob@epamail.epa.gov%intemet;
Gibson.Tom~epamail.epa.gov%intemet;
Spencer.Susaneepamail.epa.gov%intemet
Subject: For Review

For review by USDA and DOE, here is the piece on RFG and boutique fuels:
(See attached file: boutique 4 16 01.wpd)

For review by DOE, here's the additional background piece on NSR:
(See attached file: nsr back 4-16.wpd)
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Symons.Jeremy@epamail.epa.gov%intemet [Symons.Jeremy@epamail.epa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 9:15 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot
Subject: For Review

btikucs 4 16 O0l.pd rn back 4*-t6wp

Margot/Joe,

You should have received last night the NSR and RFG pieces, \b ) )

ThanKs.

Jeremy Symons
EPA, Office of Air and Radiation
(202) 564-9301
Fax: (202) 501-0394

- Forwarded by Jeremy Symons/DC/USEPA/US on 04117/2001 09:13 AM -

Lorie Schmidt
To: Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov

04/16/2001 cc: Jeremy Symons/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jacob
07:14 PM Moss/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Tom Gibson/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,

Susan Spencer/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Subject: For Review

For review by USDA and DOE, here is the piece on RFG and boutique fuels:
(See attached file: boutique 4 16 01.wpd)

For review by DOE. here's the additional background piece on NSR:
(See attached file: nsr back 4-16.wpd)
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawrence Mansueti
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 12:30 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Zimmerman, MaryBeth
Subject: Kelliher's request on Clinton solar tax credits

ATTAO-IMENT TXT

In case you havent had one of your people yet dig them up, I have given Bob Dixon per
below email chain originally from Joe K. hard copies of Clinton's FY99 - 01 solar tax credit proposals......

...................... Forwarded by Lawrence Mansueti/EE/OOE on 04/17/2001 12:28 PM ........................-

r ~ ~ ....... ...... ........... _ A .
Lawrence Mansueti
04/17/2001 12:20 PM

To: Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: James Rannels/EE/DOE@DOE, Richard King/EE/DOE@DOE. Lynne Gillette/EE/DOE@DOE

Sublect: Re: solar tax credits

Also have FY99 proposal, which I think may have been the first year of Clinton proposals.
-----..-----------... Forwarded by Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE on 04/17/2001 12:19 PM ..------.--....... -----...

Lawrence Mansueti
04/17/2001 12:16 PM

To:
Subject: Re: solar tax credits

Bob --

I have hard copies that I can provide of the FY01 and FYOO Clinton solar tax credit proposals, per Treasury's
Greenbook text for those two years.

Robert Dixon
04/17/2001 11:57 AM

To: James Rannels/EE/DOE@DOE. Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE@DOE
cc: Richard King/EE/DOE@DOE. Lynne Gillette/EE/DOE@DOE

,ublc-ct solar tax credits
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Gentlemen:

See request below. Do you wish to respond?? If so, please forward through me to Abe. Thanks.

Bob
- -............. -- -- Forwarded by RotDrt Dixon/EE/DOE on 04/17/2001 11:56 AM ----...-------.-.--...----

Abe.Haspel@ee.doe.gov on 04/1.'/2001 08:24:53 AM

To: Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE
cc:

Subject: solar tax credits

Bob: FYI. Any info you want to share? Abe

Joseph KelliherHQMAIL on 04/16/2001 07:20:28 PM

To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE®DOEBHOMAIL. MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOEODOE5HOMAIL, Margot

Anderson8HOMAIL
cc:

Subject: solar tax credits

: would like information on solar tax credits proposed by the Clinton
Administration. Can I get a list of the solar tax credits they proposed? They

may have been packaged as part of the Admin's global warming tax proposal, but I

am not sure about that.

2
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawrence Mansueti
Sent: Wednesday, April 18,2001 11:04 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Anderson, Margot; Dixon. Robert; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; York, Michael
Subject: Re: solar tax credits

ATTACHMENT TXT

Joe *-

Bob Dixon and Abe Haspel are both out today so they asked me to respond directly to you with your request
(your original email is below) for a copy of the Clinton solar tax credit proposals.

larry mansueti
office of power technologies, EE-10
EERE
6-2588

- .......- ....... Fcr.;ar3er( toy Lawrence Mansuet:iEE!DOE on Oa4 18/2001 08:59 AM ----.------ ----.-------.

Robert Dixon
04/17/2001 07:40 PM

'c Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE@DGE
Don Richardson/EE/DOE@DOE

u itie:t Re: solar tax credits

Larry
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Please respond directly to Joe Kelliher in my absence tomorrow (April 18). Abe Haspel is also away. Please
copy us both on your response. Thank you.

Bob

.............. ForwardeC by Robert D xon/EE;DOE or, 04/1 7/2001 11:56 AM ...........................

Abe.Haspel@ee.doe.gov on 04/17/2( 01 08:24:53 AM

To Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE
cc:

Suulect: solar tax credits

Bob: FYI. Any info you want to share? Abe

Joseph KelliherHOQMAIL on 04/16/2001 07:20:28 PM

To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOESDOE®HOMAIL, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOEBDOEEHQMAIL, Margot

Anderson@HQMAIL

cc:

Subject: solar tax credits

I would like information on solar tax credits proposed by the Clinton

Administration. Can I get a list of the solar tax credits they pror-osed? They

may have been packaged as part of the Admin's global warming tax proposal, but I

am not sure about tha:.
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Martin, Adrienne

From:'. Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, April 29, 2001 4:49 PM
To: Conti, John; Carrier, Paul
Cc: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Cal QFs
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Martin, Adrienne

From:- Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Saturday. April 28.2001 3:16 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Conti, John; Terry. Tracy
Subject: DAvis conservation plan

http://www.govemor.ca.govlstatelgovsile/gov htlprint.jsp?BV SessionlD=@@@ 1360845885.0988485257
@@@@&BV EnginelD=calkkflmngbemfcfkhcng.0&sFiePath=%2fgovite2pressrelease/2001_04%2f20010427

PRI01176
-fivepointPlan.html&sTitle=GOVERNOR+DAVIS+ANNOUNCES+STATE'S+SUCCESS+ N+SAVING+ENERGY&sCatTitle
= Press+ Release&sSubCat=null&iOID= 14525
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawson, Linda (Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday. April 27. 2001 3:21 PM
To: Anderson, Margot

Source for transit data below. L

Federal Transit Administration's National Transit Database
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Martin, Adrienne

From:' Lawson, Linda [Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 2:34 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Poche, Michelle
Subject: FW: can you fill in the auto blank?

Importance: High

> The source is
>

> Weiss. et. al., On the Road in 2020: A life-cycle analysis of new
> automobile technologies. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
> Massachusetts, Energy Laboratory Report #MIT EL 00-003, 2000.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawson, Linda [Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 227 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: transit answer

Importance: High -

I have the answer-am sending it as soon as its typed. L

---- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot [mailo:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 2:20 PM
To: Lawson, Linda; Poche, Michelle
Subject: RE: transit answer

Linda,

Can you answer number 3. No one can seem to.

Margot

--- Original Message---
From: Lawson, Linda [mailto:Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 1:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Poche, Michelle
Subject: RE: transit answer

> ----- Original Message---
> From: Lawson. Linda
> Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 12:56 PM
> To: 'Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov'; Poche, Michelle
> Subject: transit answer
> Importance: High

> Mass transit ridership has increased 21 % since 1996.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawson, Linda [Linda.Lawson@osl.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 2:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: transit answer

-- Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot [mailto:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.govl
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 2:20 PM
To: Lawson, Linda; Poche, Michelle
Subject: RE: transit answer

Linda,

Can you answer number 3. No one can seem to.

Margot

--- Original Message-
From: Lawson, Linda [mailto:Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 1:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Poche, Michelle
Subject: RE: transit answer

----.... O ~riginal Message---

> ---- Original Message---
> From: Lawson, Linda
> Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 12:56 PM
> To: 'Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov'; Poche, Michelle
> Subject: transit answer
> Importance: High

> Mass transit ridership has increased 21 % since 1996.
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Martin, Adrienne

From:' Lawson, Linda (Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 27,2001 1:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Poche, Michelle
Subject: RE: transit answer

> --- Original Message-
> From: Lawson, Linda
> Sent: Friday, April 27, 2001 12:56 PM
> To: 'Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov'; Poche, Michelle
> Subject: transit answer
> Importance: High

> Mass transit ridership has increased 21 % since 1996.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Lawson, Linda [Linda.Lawson@ost.dot.gov)
Sent: Friday. April 27, 2001 12:56 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Poche, Michelle
Subject: transit answer

Importance: High '

Mass transit ridership has increased 21 % since 1996.
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Martin, Adrienne

From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Thursday, April 26. 2001 12:41 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: HUTZLER. MARY
Subject: Another full fact check of Chapter 1

rib\

Andy

Andy

Andy S. Kydes, El-80
U.S. DOE/EIA
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, D.C. 20585
email: akydes@eia.doe.gov
Tel: (202) 586-2222
fax: (202) 586-3045

Please see our website http://www.eia.doe.gov for access to EIA's energy
information and publications. Please call NEIC at (202) 586-8800 or email
them
at infoctr@eia.doe.gov if you have general questions regarding such
information
or how to locate it.
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Williams, Ronald L

From:. Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2001 7:45 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: fax number needed

586-7210

-- Orgnal Message-
From: ndeson, Mago
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2001 6:46 PM
To: Kllher, Joseph
Subject ax number needed

I What's your fax number? I have info on the report issued by the State of Washington today. /

1
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 2:48 PM
To: Zimmerman, MaryBeth; York, Michael; Beschen, Darrell
Cc: Friedrichs, Mark
Subject: RE: List of energy efficiency examples/indicators -

FYI: Mark's request came out of today's NEP meeting. I was hoping someone from EE would be there but I understand
conflicts (I looped MB and Darrel - ll add Michael to my list). As I told the group today, we are likely to get assignments
every day as the editing team progresses. Ili let folks know by the end of the day if we need to meet the next day Thanks

Margot

-- Origina Message-
From: Fiedrics, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 2:27 PM
To: Zrnmenmna, Maryfet; Yort, Mael
Cc: Andersn argot
Subject: Lst do energy efdacy saplIndcators
Importane: High

Sorry, I sent it by accident. Now it has the attachment.

Thanks. < File: Efficiency Indicators.dc >>

Mark D. Friedrichs (PO-2)
Policy Office
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
202-586-0124
Fax: 202-586-3047
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday. April 26. 2001 2:12 PM
To: Zimmerman. MaryBeth; Beschen, Darrell; York. Michael
Subject: help

All.

Margot b)
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Martin, Adrienne

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, Apnl 30, 2001 5:54 PM
To: Carter, Douglas; DeHoratiis, Guido
Subject: chapter 5 fact check

All,

EIA has been doing a heroic fact check on chapter 5 (increasing supply). I will compile al their edits into one doc and wil
want FE to review in the morning. Doug and Guido. will that be okay?

Margot
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 6:47 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: NEP guidelines with your edits

-- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, Februay 14, 2001 5:13 PM
To: PETTIS, LARRY; Kripowic, Robert; Porter, Robert Haspel, Abe; Sulivan, John; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Magwood, William;

Pumphrey, David; Hart, James; Scalingi, Paula; Whatey, tchael
Cc Keiher, )oseph
Subject: NEP guidelines with your edits

All,

Hope I got everything - I am sure you will tell me if I didn't Still missing a few names. There is some new stuff, based on
your input. I am only sending this to primary points of contact - youll need to disseminate accordingly. Call or write with
concerns.

Margot

NEP
organization.doc
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Tnpodi, Cathy

om: Kelliher, Joseph
sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:24 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: CZMA

CZMA Bulletsl.doc CZMAreauthbckgnd CZMA White
4_.doc Paper.doc

----- Original Message-----
From: Jim Ford [mailto:Fordj@api.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 11:40 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: CZMA

Joe - the short answer to your question on CZMA is that we do believe
that

legislation is necessary to solve the problems that application of the
law
have created for sound OCS development. The note below and the
attachments

speak in more detail. After you look at this, perhaps we should have a
couple of our experts come meet with you. Please let me know what we

do
t, Thanks. Jim. Industry position -

Support the original tenets of the CZMA including
environment-aly
comca:ibie energy development.

cnsiste-_zv process is broken and a fix is necessary to consider

i--acs -- :r enrica's energy supplies are evaluated.

- _re-vious problems are -

Delays or impediments to obtaining permits especially in

cre-s-. -r e>xamr.e,

-States ave blocked or delayed federal offshore energy

far cu:sle of their coastal waters tnrough unreasonable applicaticn of

.Z. -:c5ss:e-_y prcvisi.ons. {i.e.. FPSO's)

Con.uerce's improper objection and failure to act in an appeals
decisior which is highlighted in a Supreme Court decision issued

-eases cff Ncr-h Carolina known as the Manteo prospect.

rcc--e-r.s foreseen wih recently finalized regulation -
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NOAA's recently revised CZMA federal consistency regulations
ex.panc

ne ability for a state to use its coastal management program to impede

ederal permizring involving proposed activities which occur in federal
waters off the coasts of other States. (We are already seeing this in

mne

FPSO example)

Industry amendments would fix the law without affecting a state's
ability to

be part of the consistency process. The amendments would:

1. Avoid the expansion of a state's review of activities outside

of

its own geographic area;

2. Create a single comprehensive consistency review process
covering
all activities rather than redundant processes authorized under current
law;

3. Recognize that the Secretary of the Interior will determine
information requirements for consistency certifications for OCS oil and
gas

activities;

4. Allow override appeals concerning OCS activities to be
decided by
tne Secretary of the Interior; and

5. Ensure timely decisions by the
=sronsible

oerai coffcial in override appeals.

ae-_:ies should be considering how the broken CZMA process is affecting
eerey _i-n ins country. For example, the Administration, through DOI,
C-rer-e, anc EPA is ultimately responsible for achieving [and

r faires -in t--e balance between national and state/local interests
c . _

-ez^--i: ro-wth and environmentai protection that is at the heart of the
'--. .n time is ripe for federal "CZMA leadership" in the national

--- es, _s as ertair- state governments continue providing divergent

" leazen" i .-- e state/ local 1-.terest.

2
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Kolevar, Kevin

From: Rob Goldston [rgoIdston@pppl.gov]
Sent: Thursday. May 17, 2001 5:16 PM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Kolevar, Kevin
Subject: Thank you for your Supportl

Kyle and Kevin,

I guess I hardly need to tell you that those of us in the fusion
research community are extremely pleased with the recognition
afforded fusion energy in the National Energy Policy Development
report.

' '^ C-)

I look forward to working together with you to make DOE and fusior
energy both successful.

- Rob Goldston

Rob Goldston, Director, MS-37 rgoldston@pppl.gov
DOE Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Phone: (609) 243-3553
P.O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ 08543-0451 Fax: (609) 243-2749

You can visit DOE PPPL's Home Page at http://www.pppl.gov
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Trpodi, Cathy

From: Kellher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday. July 03, 2001 8:58 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Proposed Energy Policy Language

Ubp.htn Prposed Energy
Policy tanguag...

----- Original Message-----
From: mwmenezes@aep.com%internet [mailto:mwmenezeseaep.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2001 12:54 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: apkavanagheaep.com%internet
Subject: Proposed Energy Policy Language

As per our discussion. Thanks for you review and consideration.

Mark W. Menezes
Vice President and Associate General Counsel
American Electric Power
801 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 320
Washington DC 20004
PH: 202.383.3430
FX: 202.383.3459
email: mwmenezeseaep.com

This e-mail message from the Legal Department of American Electric
Power is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all
copies of the original message.
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:59 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: letter re national energy policy

Kelhcr lettr -
mal.doc

----- Original Message-----
From: Oneill, Karen [mailto:karen.oneillegreenmountain.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2001 2:06 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: letter re national energy policy

Mr. Kelliher,

At the conclusion of our meeting last week, you were kind enough to
invite
written comments on electric competition as a part of national energy
strategy. Attached is a letter responding to that invitation.

Thank you for you time and consideration.

Karen O'Neill
Vice President, New Markets
Green Mountain Energy Company

<<Kelliher letter - final.doc>
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: KeHiher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03. 2001 4:39 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Coal's Role in Meeting the Nation's Energy Needs

NATIONAL EET Outline - Te NEET Oveiew- NEET slides
TRnCITY AND ENV V 22101... Policy Rationa... 22101.PT

NEP correspondence from non-Federal person

----- Original Message----
From: Altmeyer,Tom [mailto:TAltmeyer@nma.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 4:42 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Coal's Role in Meeting the Nation's Energy Needs

Joe,

In order for coal and coal-fired power generation to increase its role
in
meeting the nation's electricity requirements and energy needs, a number
of
actions would be helpful.

1. Enactment of legislation similar to S.60, the National Energy
and
Environmental Technology Act which was introduced earlier in this
Congress
by Senators Byrd and McConnell and has bipartisan support of
approximately
eight Senators -- including the ranking member of the Senate Energy
Committee, Senator Bingaman and the Democratic Whip in the Senate,
Senator
Reid. The concept of S.60 had the support in the previous Congress from
Senator Abraham. Its provisions are expected to be included in the
comprehensive energy legislation to be introduced by Senator Murkowski
or
February 26. The following material explains the rationale for S.60 and
i=s

-ustification.

2. A number of constraints to the continued economic availability

coal-fired power are presented by approximately 15 separate regulatory
ar-;ons dealing with S02, NOX and mercury which are either pending at

E?A or in litigation. It would be very important for DOE to take on a
leadership role within the federal government to bring rationality to
-ne
plethora of regulatory actions directed at coal-fired power by the
previous
administration. Doug Carter (586-1650), policy analyst in Fossil
Energy, is
very articulate on this issue.

3. To make improvements either for environmental performance or
increased efficiency of existing coal-fired power plants and to
facilitate
tne construction of new coal-fired power plants and necessary
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transmission
facilities, it is very important to give a priority focus to issues
associated with siting and permitting. We would recommend an Executive
Order, fashioned along the lines of the recent Executive Order
addressing
California's energy needs, that gives the DOE lead responsibility in
ensuring priority focus on siting and permitting actions by the various
federal agencies involved and facilitating those actions with the
appropriate state authorities.

4.- DOE should become involved in issues associated with access to
coal
reserves and the permitting of coal operations from an energy standpoint
which will grow out of a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
anticipated to be published in draft form by EPA imminently. This EIS
grew
out of the "mountaintop mining" controversy in 1999. Similarly, DOE
should
take an active role in insuring the federal coal leasing program is
administered in a way which insures timely access to the development of
coal
reserves on federal lands.

5. In addition to combustion technology and coal preparation, DOE
should continue to focus its research activities in the area of
alternative
fuels from coal, such as liquids, with specific targets and timetables
for
development of cost-effective technologies to make greater utilization
of
our nation's coal reserves.

Under separate cover I will forward a recent study completed for
the
Edison Electric Institute entitled Fueling Electricity Growth for A
Growing
Economy. This study was conducted by the National Economic Research
Associates and was published on January 15, 2001. It identifies the
significant impediments to the expanded economic use of coal-fired power
generation.

You should be aware that the National Coal Council, an advisory
group to the Secretary of Energy, established by Secretary Hodel in
1985,
was requested by former Secretary Richardson to report back by mid-April
an
obstacles to greater utilization of existing coal-fired power generation
facilities. The initial draft of that report should be completed in
early
March. The Coal Council's recommendations should be helpful to your
ork. .

Flnally, under separate cover, you will also receive a chart we
ieveloped which identifies new additions in coal-fired generation
capacities
in the United States between 1980 and the year 2000 and a copy of our
DOE
transition paper. The chart shows that a significant amount of new
coal-fired capacity is brought on-line in the 190Bs and is currently
helping
to meet our nation's energy needs. Since 1990, relatively little
low-cost,
coal-fired power has been brought on line. Legislation such as S.60
,: - _

neip provide incentives for construction of new coal-fired capacity that
is
more efficient in terms of producing electricity with improved

2
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environmental
results. EIA projects that by 2020 we will need 45 percent more
electricity
(over 1200 power plants) in the United States. To assure the
availability of
reliable, low-cost power, it is important that utilities have the
flexibility to build coal-fired power.

Please call (202-463-2653) with any questions.

attachments

<<NATIONAL ELECTRICITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY ACT prelim
est
of env. benes.doc>> <<NEET Outline - Title V 22101.doc>> <<NEET
Overview
- Policy Rationale 22101.doc>> <<NEET slides 22101.PPT>>

3
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 7:12 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Waste-to-energy tax credit

aecmtpno.doc

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles Ingebretson [mailto:cingebretsonebracepatt.com]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 11:57 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: kcullen@wte.orginternet
Subject: Waste-to-energy tax credit

Joe, thanks for the call back.

3elow is a one-pager on the waste-to-energy tax credit. Its a little
more than you asked for, but still only one page! Let me know if you
need more, or less.

As to the cost of the tax credit: IWSA has estimated that a tax credit
would result in additional electricity generation of approximately 200
megawatts. If the full credit of 1.7 cents per kilowatt were available,
assuming 90 percent availability, I am told that the cost of the credit
would be approximately 527 million per year. This figure would vary
year-to-year, of course, based on how quickly new generating capacity is
put into place. For purposes of estimating the cost, what is most
inmortant is the estimate of additional electricity generation of 200
megawatts from new units at existing facilities, or from altogether new
facilities (less -ikely,, over the next 5-10 years.

Again, thanks for your willingness to consider recommending this tax
credit to the Vice President's Task Force. We appreciate that there is
some disinclination to consider tax credits, and we are willing to do
anything necessary to make the case. We would be most concerned if the
Vice President's proposal included a tax credit package before we had a
chance to make our case. Your call back was especially timely. Thanks
again.
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 9:23 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Meeting on April 4th: small refiners association CEOs

DweseWh.doc essica A.
Wassermanvcd

---- Original Message-----
From: Wasserman, Jessica [mailto:jwasserman@MANATT.comn
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 2:48 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Meeting on April 4th: small refiners association CEOs

Joe, attached is a White Paper on our issue.
Look forward to meeting'you at our meeting on April 4th at 4:00pm.

The attendees will include Scott Lovejoy, CEO Paramount; Jake Belin,
Kern
Oil; Tom Temple, CEO U.S. Oil.

Jessica

> Jessica A. Wasserman
> Manatt Phelps & Phillips
> 1501 M. Street, NW., Suite 700
> Washington DC 20005
> (202) 463-4396 phone
>- it2i 463-4394 fax
> jwassermanemanatt .com

>
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EPA Requirements to Produce Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel
Jeopardize the Financial Viability of Small Business Refiners

and Run Counter to a Balanced U.S. Energy Policy

Government Mandated Costs Impact Small Business Refiners Disproportionately
and Should be Offset with a Tax Incentive

On January 18, 2001, the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") published
new regulations, which create new standards for levels of sulfur in highway diesel fuel
beginning in June, 2006. Under the new regulations, refiners must meet a stringent new
standard of 15 parts per million sulfur limit for most on-road diesel volume ("Ultra Low
Sulfur Diesel Fuel").

Just one year earlier, the EPA promulgated regulations that will severely restrict
the concentration of sulfur in gasoline and that will become effective during the same
time frame as the diesel requirements.

Prior to the issuance of these new EPA diesel regulations, small business refiners
(refiners with fewer than 1500 employees and less than 155,000 barrels per day ("bpd")
total capacity) participated in a process to review EPA proposals pursuant to the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA). Small business refiners
presented information and opinions in support of the position that the new regulations,
when combined with other recent EPA regulations, will have a disastrous impact on their
business.

In the final rule, EPA agreed with the final SBREFA report regarding the diesel
sulfur standards "that small business refiners would likely experience a significant and
disproportionate financial hardship in reaching the objectives of our diesel fuel sulfur
program." However, EPA has made no provision to assist small business refiners in
financing the mandated capital expenditures.

Without such provision, some small business refiners will shut down and all will
struggle to meet the mandated expenditures. Such a policy ignores the important role of
the small business refiner in the U.S. energy market The result of such a policy will have
serious consequences for our country.

The Small Business Refiner is a Critical Part of the U.S. Economy

Some 25 U.S. refineries have shut down over the last decade. Today,
approximately 124 refineries which produce highway diesel are still operating in this
country. Some 18 small business refiners operate 22 of these diesel producing facilities.
Small business refiners produce about 4 percent of the nation's diesel fuel and in some
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regions provide over half of the diesel fuel. Small business refiners are primarily owned
by U.S. citizens including privately held businesses and one farmer cooperative.

Small business refiners have long served an essential function of maintaining _
competition. Individually, each small business refiner represents a relatively small share
of the petroleum product marketplace. Cumulatively, however, their impact is substantial
and decidedly procompetitive. Such pricing competition pressures the larger integrated
companies to lower prices to the consuming public. For example, in early 1991, Amoco
shut down its 40,000 bpd refinery in Casper, Wyoming, and gasoline prices jumped
almost 10 cents per gallon. In California, the Attorney General concluded that after five
small refiners shut down because they could not manufacture California's cleaner
burning gasoline, the loss of competition cost consumers hundreds of millions of dollars.

Small business refiners also fill a critical national security function. For example,
in 1998 and 1999, small business refiners provided almost 20 percent of the jet fuel used
by U.S. military bases. This adds up to almost 500 million gallons of jet fuel supplied
each year under defense contracts between the government and small business refiners. In
the event small business refiners stop operating because they cannot make Ultra Low
Sulfur Diesel Fuel, this resource would not be available to the U.S. military.

The Impact on Small Business Refiners will be Substantial and
Disproportionate

The cost to comply with the new regulations will be substantial and impact small
business refiners disproportionately. Costs include both up-front capital expenditures and
increased on-going operating costs. These costs will vary from facility to facility, and
estimates vary as well. But even EPA estimates, which the industry disputes as
substantially too low, show high costs of compliance and a disproportionate impact on
small business refiners.

EPA estimates that small business refiners will incur average capital costs of $14
million per facility to meet the new diesel regulations; for some facilities the cost will be
substantially more. In addition, costs to produce low-sulfur gasoline will add significantly
to capital requirements in approximately the same time frame. Such capital investments
are significantly beyond the financial capability of facilities operated by small business
refiners, whose total investment is dwarfed by these requirements. On top of the initial
required capital expenditures, the related increases in operating costs could equal or
exceed the refineries' historical annual profits, and thus, imperil the viability of these
important US businesses.

Small Business Refiners Must Be Protected

If small business refiners reduce or eliminate production of on highway diesel.
and if some go out of business, the competitive fabric of the U.S. oil and gas industry will
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be irreparably damaged. If small business refiners are unable to operate, it will adversely
affect not only the market for diesel fuel but also the market for every other product
manufactured by small business refiners.

The new regulations also will make it even less likely that new refineries will ever
be built. With the exception of one small topping facility in Alaska, no new refinery has
been built in the United States for almost 20 years. Existing facilities are operating at full
sustainable capacity. Operational demands imposed by the new regulations will result in
a reduction of on-road diesel production. At the same time, U.S. consumer demand for
diesel fuel, as forecast by the Energy Information Administration, is expected to grow by
6.5 percent between now and 2007. If small business refiners are eliminated from diesel
production, supply shortages will become even more likely. Therefore, it is important to
seek methods to reimburse small business refiners for their costs in meeting these new
government imposed mandates, which endanger their long-term economic viability.

A Substantial Tax Incentive Is Necessary To Provide
Meaningful Relief to Small Business Refiners

As a legislative matter, the tax code has traditionally dealt with similar issues by
providing tax incentives such as investment tax credits, accelerated depreciation, or
expensing of certain qualified expenditures. Given the magnitude of the mandated
expenditures, and the short time frame under which they must be expended, a substantial
tax incentive equal to a 35 percent tax credit (not subject to the alternative minimum tax
("AMT") calculation) is necessary to provide meaningful relief to assist small business
refiners. Further, small business refiners must be allowed a substantial tax incentive equal
to a 35 percent tax credit toward additional operating expenses incurred as a result of the
new regulations.

A taxpayer who qualifies for the tax incentive should be defined as a "small
business refiner" under the EPA definition, i.e. refiners with fever than 1500 employees
and less than 155,000 bpd total capacity.

The tax incentive would be applicable to qualified property purchased in order to
comply with the "applicable EPA regulations." Applicable EPA regulations include
"Heavy Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control
Requirements." Further, the tax incentive would be applicable to qualified operating
expenses incurred in order to comply with the same applicable EPA regulations.

Since many small business refiners are just beginning to pay under the regular
income tax regime (due to loss carryforwards and application of the AMT), it is
important that the tax incentive not be subject to the AMT. Thus, these tax incentives
would not be subject to the AMT calculation. Further, depending on the form of the tax
incentive, a taxpayer could carryback and carryforward the tax incentive.
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The tax incentive applicable to capital expenditures will become effective
immediately and expire on the date a qualified taxpayer must meet the EPA regulations.
The tax incentive applicable to operating costs would be effective immediately and would
be permanent.

March 2001

Small Business Refiners Producing Diesel

Age Refining Company San Antonio, TX
American Refining Company Bradford, PA
Calcasieu Refining Company Lake Charles, LA
Countrymark Cooperative, Inc. Mt. Vernon, IN
Foreland Refining Tonopah, NV
Frontier Oil Corporation Cheyenne, WY; El Dorado, KS
Gary-Williams Energy Corporation Denver, CO (Wynnewood,OK)
Golden Bear Oil Specialties Bakersfield, CA
Inland Refining, Inc. Woods Cross, UT
Kern Oil & Refining Company Bakersfield, CA
Paramount Petroleum Corporation Paramount, CA
Petro Star, Inc. North Pole and Valdez, AK
Placid Refining Company Port Allen, LA
San Joaquin Refining Company Bakersfield, CA
U.S. Oil & Refining Company Tacoma, WA
Wyoming Refining Company Newcastle, WY

4
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Alan Zelenka [ALAN@epud.orgl
Sent: Tuesday. March 27, 2001 1:45 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: REPI Reform

tmp.htm

Mr. Kelliher,

We talked a few weeks ago about REPI and the need for its
reauthorization,
refunding and reform. Attached is Emerald's position paper on REPI
Reform.
Please let me know if we can do anything else or if you would like any
more
information.

Alan Zelenka
Resources Manager
Emerald PUD
33733 Seavey Loop Road
Eugene, OR 97405
(541) 744-7464
Fax (514) 726-1128
alaneepud.org

Emerald PUD Position Paper
Renewable Energy Production Incentive (REPI) Program

Background (with assistance from APPA)

Congress established the REPI program in large part to provide
equivalent
incentives for not-for-profit public utilities that are currently being
received by investor-owned utilities through tax credits for the
development of new renewable resource projects. Renewable resources are
domestic, reliable, and efficient source of clean energy. REPI
authorizes
the Department of Energy to make payments of 1.5 cents per kWh (adjusted
for
inflation) of energy produced from eligible renewable energy sources to
consumer-owned electric utilities. Payments are completely dependent on
annual congressional appropriations. This is public power?s only
incentive
to develop much needed renewable resources.

Since the program?s inception in the early 19907s, nearly $15 mi-l.cn in
incentive payments have been made to the owners of qualifying
facilities.
The potential success of REPI is reflected in the increasing number of
projects that have come on line ? from 6 projects in 1995 producing 43
million kWh of electricity from renewable resources to 19 projects in
1999
producing more than 529 million kWh of clean electricity. The downside
of
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the program is reflected in the lack of adequate revenues to fully fund
the
program.

However, funding shortfalls for the program began in FY1997. While tier
1
projects (wind, solar, geothermal and closed-loop bicmass) have received
adequate payments, all of tier 2 projects (mostly landfill-gas-to-energy
projects) have received only 5% of their eligible amount. Annual
appropriations for REPI have been as follows:

FY1998 FY 1999 FY2000 FY2001
$3.0M $4.0M S1.5M

$4.OM

To fully fund the REPI program congress would need to make an
appropriation
of $20 million per year.

As well, there is a backlog of projects that only received partial
payments
for generation due to lack of funds over the years. In 1999 alone that
backlog is near 1 billion kWh and would take an additional appropriation
of
about $16 millionto clear the books of this backlog.

A fully funded REPI program would provide public power utilities a
tremendous opportunity through methane gas recovery programs to reduce
harmful greenhouse gases to the atmosphere. There is potential to reduce
39
million metric tons of carbon equivalent from the 600 potential new
landfill
gas to energy projects that exist, and from the expansion of already
existing LFG generation plants.

Emerald Position

1. Emerald calls on the 107th Congress to fully fund the REPI program
and to
make an appropriation that eliminates the backlog of qualifying
generation.
To do this the FY2002 appropriation should be $20 million with an
additional
one-time appropriation to clear the backlog of qualifying renewables
generation.

2. Emerald urges the 107th Congress to reauthorize the REPI program for
another 10 years. The program is due to expire in 2003, and after that
public power?s only incentive to develop renewable resources goes away!

3. The REPI program also needs reform. The uncertainty caused by
inadequate and uneven funding creates a disincentive for public power to
develop renewables. Emerald encourages the 107th Congress to provide
multi-year funding and to eliminate the two-tiered payment system.
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Tripodl, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 9:07 PM
To: Tripodi. Cathy
Subject: FW: NSR and Energy Strategy

Importance: High

A Nationl Energy
Strategy Sho...

----- Original Message-----
From: Riith, Michael J. [mailto:MJRiithesQuthernio.com]
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 9:43 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: NSR and Energy Strategy
Importance: High

Good morning.

This is the document I told you was in "the works" on NSR in relation to
the
national energy strategy. As promised, it is attached.

I hope this is helpful. After talking with you yesterday, the last
thing
you need is another issue to deal with. Thanks for your consideration.

Again, I look forward to lunch on Tuesday.

Best regards,

Mike

<<A National Energy Strategy Should Include Reform of EPA.doc>>
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A National Energy Strategy Should Include Reform of EPA's New
Source Review Program

The Federal Clean Air Act established a 'New Source Review" permitting
program for industrial facilities that undergo 'modifications" as defined in the Act
and by the EPA could trigger a process called 'New Source Review". This
permitting process requires a detailed review by the EPA of modifications as well
as possible retrofitting of additional pollution control equipment on the facility. In
1980, EPA adopted rules to implement the NSR program and these rules were
amended in 1992 for facilities in the electric utility industry.

EPA's historical interpretation allowed plants to be maintained and
repaired.
These rules and EPA's historical interpretation have generally been consistent
with the intent of the statute, only focusing on changes or modifications that
increased a facility's maximum achievable emission rate and not merely on more
hours of operation. The rules also excluded from scrutiny routine repair and
replacement of equipment and efficiency improvements at facilities from the
definition of what constitutes modification. In a proposed, but never finalized,
1996 rule and in recent legal actions EPA has re-interpreted these regulations in
extreme ways that not only places in legal jeopardy past work conducted at
facilities but also threatens the safe, reliable and efficient operation of energy
production facilities across the country.

EPA's new interpretation makes maintenance and repair subject to NSR.
EPA's re-interpretation of the NSR rules discourages any repair or replacement
project that might make an electric utility generating unit more available to
operate - projects that improve the safety, efficiency or reliability of the unit.
These are the types of projects that are necessary for utilities to operate their
units in a manner consistent with their duty to provide a reliable supply of
electricity to their customers and to assure safe operations for their employees.
Projects, like these, that only allow units to operate more hours have never been
considered projects that trigger NSR modification requirements unless they also
increase the design capacity of the unit to emit pollutants (i.e., increase the
maximum achievable emission rate). EPA's new interpretation brings into
question any project that could enable a unit to operate more hours in the future
than it had in the past.

EPA's new interpretation defines "routine" very narrowly.
EPA's modification requirements also do not apply to repair or replacement
activities that are "routine" in the utility industry. In the final days of the Clinton
Administration, EPA published in the Federal Register a notice announcing a
Region V NSR applicability determination, affirmed by Administrator Browner,
involving a turbine repair project at Detroit Edison's Monroe Power plant. In that
determination, EPA established a 24 factor test that could render virtually any
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project that improved efficiency or reliability at an existing electric utility boiler
"non routine" and therefore potentially subject to NSR permitting requirements.
This determination creates a serious regulatory impediment to utilities
undertaking the type of projects that provide the only short-term hope of -
expanding existing generating capacity (i.e., efficiency improvements) and of
maintaining the availability of existing generation (i.e., reliability improvement
projects). The Utility Air Regulatory Group (UARG) has filed a 'protective'
petition to review that decision in the D.C. Circuit.

EPA's new interpretation threatens electricity reliability and efficiency.
EPA's current interpretation of the NSR rules are counter to the need for the
important safe, reliable and efficient operation of electric utility generating units
across the nation. Especially in the energy short western U.S., the ability to
maintain and operate generation could be compromised by EPA's current
position. Put succinctly, the routine maintenance and repair of electric utility
plants such has been performed in the industry over the last seventy-five years is
not lawful under EPA's current interpretation.

A National Energy Strategy should reaffirm EPA's historical interpretations.
A National Energy Strategy that is focused on increasing supply should find ways
to resolve the inconsistency between the Strategy's goals and EPA's current
NSR interpretation. This could be accomplished by EPA's confirmation of the
historical approach to the NSR modification requirements which would exclude
from NSR review projects that are routine repair and replacement and allow
utilities and other industries to move forward with needed projects so long as the
projects do not increase the maximum achievable emission rate of a unit. This
reaffirmation of historical interpretations would insure the reliable supply of
electric energy and would not negatively impact air quality.
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03. 2001 9:11 PM
To: Tnpodi, Cathy
Subject FW: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

natenegypoQ.doc

---- Original Message-----
From: Slaughter, Bob [mailto:Bob Slaughter@npradc.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 3:52 PM-
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Anthony, Betty; Sternfelsj Urvan
Subject: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

Joe Kelliher: Attached is a short document which includes NPRA's current
thinking as to what changes in national energy policy are needed to help
the
refining sector.

I would like specifically to highlight three:

One. We believe that the Administration is missing an important
opportunity
to improve energy policy by not addressing the onroad diesel sulfur
rule.
This rule will have a greater adverse supply impact than any other in
the
next five years and should be reviewed. Instead of requiring
essentially
100% of onroad diesel output to be reduced from 500 ppm to 15 ppm sulfur
by
mid-2006, at a cost of $8 billion, the Administration could move the
required supply date back to 2008-9 and provide a reduction in the
ciesel
excise tax for 15ppm sulfur diesel sold in advance of the 2008 date.
This
could provide all the necessary supply for new trucks which need the
aiesel
in 2006-7 (probably only 5% of demand). There are no environmental
benefits
frcn using the new diesel in old truck engines, so the program in its
current form constitutes massive waste, since those trucks aren't a
sufficient force in the market until 2008 at the earliest. This change
will help prevent loss of diesel supply and refinery closures which will
take place under the rule in its current form. The overall benefits of
the
program are not reduced. We would like to talk with you more on this.

Two. The EPA's enforcement campaign against U.S. refineries should be
halted and reexamined. As you know, it is impossible to build new
refineries, so the industry has had to add capacity at existing sites in
an
attempt to maintain an adequate supply of products for consumers in the
past
twenty years. Even at that, the industry has been able to keep U.S.
capacity only flat over the past decade, so new demand has been met by
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increased imports of refined products. The Browner EPA launched an
extensive
and coordinated campaign against the industry, alleging that capacity
additions diring the past twenty years were not appropriately permitted.
This despite the fact that refinery improvements were made with the
knowledge of both state and federal environmental agencies and in
keeping
with permitting requirements as they were understood at that time. The
EPA
has sent section 114 requests, in effect blanket subpoenas, to most
refiners, and many are now facing notices of violation and legal action.
A
few have settled because they believe that it is easier to pay a fine,
sign
a consent decree and move forward than resist. All this comes at a time
when federal and state authorities have urged the industry to continue
its
herculean efforts to produce product all-out to avoid shortages. EPA's
actions are really nothing more than an attempt to discredit the
industry
and collect tribute in the form of fines in order to allow refiners to
get
on with their business. We believe that everyone in the industry should
obey the law, and we believe that they do, often under difficult
circumstances. But this activity goes far beyond the pale of reasonable
enforcement activity and should cease.

Three. The Unocal patents, recently upheld by a federal court of
appeals.in
a decision that the Supreme Court let stand, provide no real benefit to
the
industry or consumers. The huge royalties granted by a California
District
Court-- 5.3/4 cents/gallon--are far in excess of the cost of even the
reformulated gasoline program and may well cost consumers over $200
million
per year when implemented. The existence of the payents will increase
the
cost of gasoline, reduce supply, and eliminate all of the incentive for
overcompliance with environmental regulations. The patent will also
make it
even harder to use ethanol in gasoline where ozone problems exist during
the
summer months (e.g. Chicago and Milwaukee). The Administration should
study
this issue and take steps to put any royalty collections on hold.
Otherwise, this situation will affect Midwestern and East Coast gasoline
supplies adversely this summer, as it did last year.

The rest of our thinking is attached. Thank you for your call
yesterday.
I'm available to discuss these matters with you at any time.

Bob Slaughter
NPRA 202.457.048C x 152; home 202.362.8558

<<natenergypol2.doc>>

2
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National Energy Policy: Themes

- Stable, reliable and affordable supplies of energy and more efficient energy use
are essential to maintaining living standards and supporting economic growth.

-Greater emphasis should be placed on diversifying the sources of US energy
supplies. Domestic supplies can be enhanced through incentives for improved
recovery from existing fields and through improved access to promising acreage.

-Energy policy cannot just focus on the 'upstream" sector, i.e. exploration and
production. There needs to be a dear understanding that local/regional
bottlenecks can occur in producing and distributing feedstocks and products.
Further, refineries have been operating near maximum capacity and it has been
almost twenty years since a new refinery has been built.

Petroleum product pipelines are increasingly challenged by the proliferation of
'boutique" (area-specific fuels) due to limits on their ability to handle segregated
shipments and availability of adequate storage tank capacity. And, additional
constraints may arise from the need to gain regulatory approvals for new facilities
or pipelines, e.g., the Longhom pipeline recently agreed not to carry MTBE
products in order to gain approval.

-Siting and permitting challenges can seriously delay needed
modifications/expansions of existing manufacturing (refining and petrochemical)
capacity and constrain additions to downstream infrastructure (e.g. pipelines).

-No single action or single fuel can resolve all energy concerns. The nation needs
a balanced mix of policies - which fosters a mix of fuels and balances
environmental goals and energy supply concerns.

-A balanced approach to energy policy should examine both demand and supply.
Incentives for greater energy efficiency (e.g. through the use of lighter weight
materials in vehicles) can play an important role.

-Regulatory programs that distort markets can divert energy supplies from essential
(i.e.. where there are limited, if any, substitutes) andlor highest valued markets.
For example, environmental programs are increasingly drawing natural gas to use
in electric generation, thus depriving petrochemical manufacturers of feedstocks or
making them so costly that the US petrochemical industry is placed at a
competitive disadvantage in global markets.

Both energy and environmental policy should be based on sound science and the
best and most current data available. Cost-benefit analyses and reasonable risk
assessment are key tools for choosing the most effective policies to achieve
national goals. Regulations should:

* take into account the cumulative effect of regulations in that sector;
* set performance goals and avoid mandating specific technologies or setting

product specifications;
B provide adequate leadtime and avoid overlapping requirements wherever

possible;
* provide flexibility through the use of market-based incentives; explicitly

evaluate their impact on energy supplies; and
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* be fairly and consistently enforced, without retroactive reinterpretation of
regulations through enforcement programs.

Potential Energy Policy Improvements

Process

-Require annual study by Secretary of Energy of refining and product
distribution infrastructure including assessment of cumulative impact of
regulations and specific recommendations for improvements.

- Periodic OMB-led review of supply impact of environmental regulations.
Could be included as part of National Energy Policy Plan.

- Require Energy Impact Analysis for new regulations.

Enhance regulatory certainty, e.g., avoid retroactive reinterpretation of
regulations such as in recent EPA NSR enforcement actions.

Incentives

-Accelerated depreciation for clean fuels upgrades.

-Accelerated depreciation for pollution control equipment on stationary
sources.

- Tax credits for energy efficiency improvements.

- Investment tax credit for clean fuel capital investments.

- Relief from Alternative Minimum Tax to ensure any incentives offered are not
automatically recaptured.

- Excise tax incentives for early introduction of clean fuels, e.g. for low sulfur
gasoline and diesel.

Streamlinina/Flexibilitv

-Reasonable guidance on BACT and LAER for Tier 2 gasoline and diesel
sulfur programs. Guidance on the emissions level and cost used to
determine BACT/LAER requirements. [NOTE: Current draft guidance is not
reasonable on this point].

Allow for trading of credits from mobile source emission reductions with
stationary sources.

-Expedited permitting review. Provision of greater certainty that once permits
are approved, they will not have to be reopened/renegotiated due to third
party intervention.
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Linkage between regulatory implementation deadlines and permitting
process, e.g., if delay in permitting despite good-faith efforts to comply, the
regulatory deadline is adjusted.

Fuels

- Reassess the sequencing of major fuel regulatory programs. Eliminate the
overlap in timing between the gasoline sulfur and diesel sulfur requirements.

- Eliminate 1.5% minimum oxygen requirement for RFG.

- No additional product specifications (such as aromatics caps) that will further
constrict gasoline supplies. Focus on performance goals not product specs.

-Reassess mobile source air toxics program to allow greater flexibility through
trading among refineries. Reevaluate baseline calculation to remove penalty
on refiners who are cleaner than average. Reevaluate standard in light of
state programs that limit MTBE use (e.g., Connecticut, New York) which could
make regulatory requirement unattainable or very expensive.

-National Academy of Sciences study of MTBE to provide a science-based
assessment of impact on groundwater and effectiveness of remediation
technologies and including assessment of role of MTBE in meeting gasoline
demand.

-Determine appropriate sequencing for any future off-road diesel
requirements. Avoid overlap with other regulations, set a reasonable
standard for sulfur content.
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Tripodi, Cathy

:rom: Kelliher. Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:24 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Recommendations on National Energy Policy

----- Original Message-----
From: Jim Ford [mailto:Fordj@api.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 8:41 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Recommendations on National Energy Policy

We do have more. I'll get back to you with supplementary material as
soon as possible. Curious as to whether any of the other suggestions
we've made - particularly the short-term administrative measures
recommended in the first e-mail I sent you - have any traction. By the
way, I heard some word yesterday that the NEP development group may have
croduced a draft. Can you sehd any light on that?

----- Original Message-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph [mailto:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 4:38 PM
Tc: 'Jim Ford'
Subjec-: RE: Recommendations on National Energy Policy
m.prtance: Hian

D yvo have more detail on the CZMA issue? Your description suggests
-ha: Legsiazicn is not needed, and that changing the regulations would

fice. is that true? Also, please explain in more detail how the
current regulations relating to consistency impede offshore development,
i- s not clear wnat the problem is. Thanks.

-----O inai Message-----
rr_.: Jim F-or [mailto:Fordj@api.crg]
e: Tuesaay, March 20, 2001 2:51 PM
^: :KeLl'he-, JosepD
ue-: 'Re-ormendations on National Energy Folicy
=c --. Ee: Hlu-.

- _. ie. A-s we c-scussed, attachec are a set of papers on national

z_:-:. r-e-.-.en-c aons. Much of it is designed to be self-explanatory.

_-E- e-.. is a suggested executive order to ensure that energy
_-- _-- ^-. a-e _-.Es-ere = ano aczed or in rulemakings and other

---r.E. -t.._s craf- as E as tne coordinator. Probably also need to

e-. er' a acr -- ortfolio item for a senior White House aide.

n .e know if you have questions or additional info needs. Thanks.

-_' ad,.or t <ma:itc:fordpEaml.orc>
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Tripodi, Cathy

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 8:08 PM
To: Tripodi, Cathy
Subject: FW: Energy Policy Support Team

energypolicytea
_supportmrL...

----- Original Message-----
From: Faron Robert [mailto:Faronr@HallEvans.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 3:15 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Energy Policy Support Team

Here is the proposal for your consideration. Thank You
Bob Faron <<energy policyteam_supportmri.doc>>
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Date: 3/12/01

TO: President Bush Energy Policy Development Group

RE: NEP Support Proposal

To assure the early and effective formulation of the President's balanced energy
policy, the Bush Administration has created an energy policy development
group, to collect and coordinate agency positions and to seek independent
stakeholder input in developing a comprehensive, balanced policy. However,
an independent non-governmental element is needed to support the principal
features of this policy study and to use the various governmental and non-
governmental contributions to that policy development effort.

A vehicle exists to provide that support through DOE's Prime Contract
with MRI.

MRI, an independent, not-for-profit research organization has a Prime Contract
with the Department of Energy. Under this contract, MRI currently manages
and operates the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for DOE. However,
this contract may be used for the accomplishment of the various activities
outlined below. The accomplishment of these activities would be independent
of the management and operation of NREL and would be carried out under the
auspices of the Office of MRI's President and Chief Executive Officer. A Special
Project Office (reporting to the President and CEO) would be established to
conduct and provide oversight for the tasks to be performed. The SPO would
be managed by MRI's Chief Science Officer, who is a Vice President and
Corporate Officer. As the Prime Contract is already in place, its use (as
proposed) would only require that DOE issue specific Work Authorizations,
with appropriate departmental funding therefor, as is required by the
provisions of the Contract. MRI would then either use corporate resources,
third party resources under existing NREL subcontracts (e.g., various task-
order subcontracts, already in place, that call for analysis work) or newly
awarded subcontracts, consultants, NREL staff, other National Laboratories (as
appropriate and as directed by DOE), and/or the resources of MRI's partners in
the management and operation of NREL (Bechtel and Battelle), who are
integrated subcontractors under MRI's Prime Contract. Furthermore, MRI can
draw upon the experience and expertise of its Board of Trustees, which is
comprised of over 140 business and industry leaders, including executives with
various companies that represent a broad range of energy technologies, as well
as energy delivery and transmission systems.
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MRI and its various other available resources would be able to assist in
the following ways:

MRI will be able to support of the Energy Policy Development Group (EPDG)
though systematic approaches to data and policy management by providing:

o systems development to collect, manage and prioritize the various
contributions from governmental and non-governmental contributors,
[including IT support to manage the inflow and information
assessment process];

o technical evaluation of proposed approaches form contributors using
scientific, analytical and engineering capabilities;

o economic analysis using modeling tools and analytical processes;
o legal analysis of constraints, barriers and opportunities for the

various proposed policies and approaches, including a review of how
institutional and bureaucratic limitations, financial and fiscal (tax)
constraints and legal and regulatory restrictions could be eliminated,
how the judicial review process will be handled, the implications of
increasing supply sources of fuels or a balanced substitution of fuel
sources in light of the deregulation of the electricity industry and
independent power generation capacity, and

o Analysis of policy development process such as how institutional and
bureaucratic limitations could be negotiated, what balances need to
be made, as well as what compromises need to be considered to
assure broad public acceptance of the Bush policy and its
implementation.

This analysis will be independent of the various governmental agency and
independent (non-governmental) submittals and position papers. It will offer
an independent analytical structure dedicated to the EPDG and focused on the
hard choices that the EPDG will have to make to categorize and prioritize
desired outcomes and identify issues for future resolution. MRI internal
resources or its use of third party resources can be accomplished on a rapid,
short-term basis.

The MRI support team will provide both feedback and facilitation of the policy
development goals, as an independent sounding board for ideas and policy
implications that need to be considered independently of the source of the
proposal.

In light of the urgency of this matter, quick action is needed to assess and
develop policy goals and aid in the development of background and substantive
briefs to sell the Bush Administration's position. MRI experience is
immediately available to link the EPDG team to independent representatives
from the maior elements of our society that should be involved in or affected by
the policv. MRI and the third party resources it will assemble will provide the
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EDPG a real world connection to companies and stakeholders who would have
to live with the resulting policy decisions and who could be used to gather
grassroots and political support, and provide a credible basis for education of
the public elements to push through the policy that is developed.
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Martin, Adrienne

From:. KYDES.ANDY
Sent: Wednesday. April 25, 2001 12:5B PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

Margot .

We have an FOI request for all NEPP material. Keep in mind that whatever I
get
I will have to include with it.

Thanks

Andy

-Original Message--
From: Margot Anderson_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 8:42 AM
To: Kydes, Andy
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

thanks.

--- Original Message----
From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 11:23 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP help on Chapter 1

Yes

-- Original Message---
From: Margot AndersonatHQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2001 6:08 PM
To: Kydes. Andy; Pettis, Larry; Jay Braitsch at HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
Douglas Carter at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; William Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO;
John Contiat_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; MaryBeth Zimmerman at HQ-NOTES at
X400PO; Darrell Beschenat_HQ-NOTES at X400PO
Cc: Joseph Kelliher atHQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: NEP help on Chapter 1

Folks.

Margot

1
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Martin, Adrienne

From: MaryBeth Zimmerman
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2001 6:01 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Pollock, Edward; Laughlin, Qonnie; Card, Brian
Subject: Re: need a citation

-DOE, Office of Building Technology, State and Community Programs, 'BTS Core Databook,' August 7, 2000.

However, please note that everything in this book is from another source.

The source for the refrigerator average efficiency through 1998, for instance, is from 'AHAM, 2000 Major
Home Appliance Industry Fact Book (draft), 2000, Table 25, pg. 32."

The 2001 datapoint is from the DOE Technical Support Document for the refrigerator rulemaking (which goes
into effect July 1). I am CC:ing our appliance standards people so they can get this for you.

Thanks for your care on the fact checks., / i ) /

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 04/23/2001 04:05:23 PM

T.- MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL
r

Srtec' need a citation

MB,

Just sent you a voice mail. Do call when you get a sec and I'll come down. Easier to do
in person.

Than
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Stephen Sayle [ssayle@dutkogroup.com]
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 10:18 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: might not have time to read. May be useful background

Political

The' threshold question is whether a multipollutant strategy would
detract or
enhance a National Energy strategy. I will not go into the downsides,
but
they revolve around attention that any pollutant plan would garner and
take
away from core energy issues. But let me give you at least some reasons
to
include such language.

As you know, there will be a lot of talk about how increasing generation
will result in increased emissions. If some action is not taken on
controlling emissions-that will become a negative, at least to some.
Secondly, if Bush is serious about pushing a utility emissions plan, it
will
have a whole lot greater chance to pass as part of the Energy bill as
opposed to being a stand-alone bill.

Depending on how the pollutant plan is written, it will gain support
from
some in industry if it provides regulatory certainty. In addition, if
NSR
is reformed/eliminated for new and old generators, we believe it would
actually spur new generation, by removing economic incentives that
encourage
capital to remain in very old coal generation.

Discussion

Remember that the purpose of most pollutant plans is to reduce emissions
from so-called grandfathered plants. That is the multi-pollutant (NSR
reform-emissions reductions etc) only applies to these old plants. To
understand why, you need a refresher course on how the Clean Air Act
treats
old and new sources. Recognizing that it was economically impossible to
treat old and new sources the same; The CAA set up a two-tiered system.
Old
sources would have to install the Best Achievable Control Technology
(BACT);
new sources a much more stringent Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate
(LAER).
The caveat was if old sources made major modifications to their
facilities,
they too would fall under NSR and LAER. The thought was that in the
near
future major modifications would be made and all these old facilities
would
soon be cleaned up.

But that didn't happen. Facilities had economic incentive not to make
major
modifications, and did just enough maintenance to keep these plants open
but
not enough to trigger NSR. They thought. Last year, E?A started taking
many of these utilities to court saying that the changes they made were
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in
fact major modifications and that they should have to retrofit with LAER
technology.

So the system is totally screwed. Old facilities are not cleaning up,
so
EPA is going after them through the courts on a case-by-case basis,
which is
very inefficient. Meanwhile, LAER is so restrictive that there may never
be
a new coal powered plant built in our lifetime, and it's difficult (
although it is happening) even to get gas-fired generators permitted.

Our idea was, we would start to clean up old plants, and loosen somewhat
LAER standards on new plants. This will make it easier for all new
generation, coal and gas to come on board.

Because enviro's wouldn't like the fact that "command and control" NSR
is
gone, we will trade it off with a declining emissions cap. And so that
old
generation will not have to immediately adopt expensive new technology
we
will set up a trading program with circuit breakers to make sure it
doesn't
get to expensive. This would give them the option to decide when to
stop
buying credits and put on new polllution control technology and provide
some
encouragement for capital to migrate to new generation.

Finally, we wanted to reward efficiency, so allocations would be made
year-to-year based on output.

Obviously, this is a dream list. Not all will be done. But perhaps
some of
these ideas could be floated and adopted. This is my work, and may not
cover other questions you have so feel free to shoot away.

2
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Stephen Sayle [ssayle@dutkogroup.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 4:58 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: to mr. commissioner

A multipollutant regulatory strategy should be established for the
power generation sector including:
- Gradually phased in reductions.
- Reform/replacement of NSR
- Use of market-based/emission trading programs
- Inclusion of both existing and new plants and equal treatment for
both

The last bullet is the critical one to ensure that: a) we
encourage the new generation that is required b) we ensure that
the new technologies developed through DOE programs can come
into the market.)

I will follow up with a short statement on above tomorrow. Call me with
questions
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' /

Kelliher, Joseph

From: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org)
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2001 11:22 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Mitchell Rapaport (E-mail); 'pja(a)vnf.com'; rrn(a)vnf.com'; 'snf(a)vnf.com'
Subject: Joint Tax Assumptions '

Mitch Rapaport of Nixon Peabody prepared the analysis below in response to your question. Mitch represents LPPC and
this responds to your inquiry to Bob Nordhaus as well. Let us know if we can provide any additional information.

I think that the major assumptions made by the joint tax committee in
preparing a revenue estimate over the 10 year budget period include those
described below. It is important that the Joint Tax Committee did not
provide us with specific information regarding the assumptions that were
made in preparing the revenue estimate, so this list is based on the
conversations that we had with JCT regarding the legislation.

(1) Although many states have not yet deregulated, the pace of deregulation
will be such that for much of the budget period, nearly every state (and
particularly the larger ones) will have deregulated. We had argued that the
pace of deregulation would not be that rapid, that there would be transition
periods prior to the effectiveness of deregulation, and that even after the
transition period, there would be an additional period before potential
violations of the private use rules would begin to occur.

(2) Despite the fact that no state has compelled public power to
participate in retail competition, practical realities will force nearly
every public power entity to participate. We disagreed and pointed out
California as an example.

(3) As a result, public power would have to take action to make sure that
outstanding tax exempt bonds do not lose their tax exempt status and would
be significantly constrained in its ability to issue new tax exempt bonds.
Under current law, this means redeeming those outstanding bonds at the
earliest opportunity. The revenue loss to the Treasury occurs when
outstanding tax exempt bonds that would have to be redeemed are permitted to
be left outstanding because of the legislation and new tax exempt bonds that
could not have been issued without the change in law are permitted to be
issued. We argued that there are methods available for public power to
minimize the amount of tax exempt bonds that would have to be redeemed.

(4) The most recent revenue estimate was prepared prior to the issuance of
the latest set of temporary regulations. This revenue estimate assumed that
the temporary regulations would have expired by the time that the
legislation was enacted (or that, in any event, at the end of the relevant 3
year period, the regulations would go away). As a result, any relief
provided by the Temporary Regulations for public power would be gone (that
is, actions that are permitted under the Temporary Regulations without
necessitating redemption of tax exempt bonds would no longer be permitted).
We disagreed with this approach. It is clear that the temporary regulations
will not be permitted to expire.

(5) We suggested to the Joint Tax Committee that there were a number of
actions that exist under current law that could be used by public power to
participate in deregulation in certain ways without running afoul of the
private use rules to avoid having to redeem bonds. One example included
entities not participating in deregulation where there would be significant
tax consequences. Our belief is that the joint tax committee did not buy
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these arguments and took a relatively black and white view: without tax
relief, public power would participate in deregulation even though it would
mean having to redeem significant amounts of tax exempt bonds; with tax
relief, all of these bonds would remain outstanding and many new tax exempt
bonds would be issued.

(6) The Joint Tax Committee did not believe that many public power entities
would elect to give up the ability to issue tax exempt bonds in return for
private use relief. As a result, they did not view this provision as a
'revenue raise'r. Our discussions with members indicate that some members
will make this election.

(7) The joint tax committee raised revenue concerns with respect to the
provisions regarding pollution control financings that would be permitted
without the private use limitations applying and advance refundings of
bonds. They also seemed to believe that the new provision limiting
financing of transmission to "local transmission' (which we believe would be
a revenue raiser) was not a significant limitation on the issuance of new
tax exempt bonds.

It is also worth noting that the prior administration's private use
proposal, which provided private use relief and prohibited the issuance of
new tax exempt bonds for generation and transmission, was viewed as revenue
neutral by the Treasury.

-Original Message
From: Kelliher. Joseph fSMTP:Joseph.Keliher@hq.doe.gov)
Sent Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:42 AM
To: 'Pettit, Susan'
Subject: RE: Info an Public power

-- Original Message-
From: Pettit Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanetorg]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:37 AM
To: Keliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on pubic power

As you probably know, under the proposed legislation, public power systems can provide open
access without triggering the private use limitations. The systems can:

(1) elect to forgo issuance of most future tax-exempt debt and its existing bonds would be
protected from private use restrictions. But the system could still issue tax-exempt debt to
finance local transmission and distribution facilities over which it provides open access.

or,

(2) choose not to make the election and remain subject to private use rules EXCEPT, even
under this scenario, the system would still be permitted to provide open access transmission
and distribution without triggering the private use restrictions.

So, under the legislation and under either scenario, public power systems could provide local
open access transmission without being subject to private use rules.

Joint Tax assumed that without the legislation, in the 23 states that have adopted
restructuring, all outstanding public power debt would be defeased. Taxable bonds would
then be issued, so JT Tax assumed that the federal government would lose all of that revenue
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should the legislation pass. On top of that, they assumed that all 50 states would ultimately
adopt restructuring...and to get to the conclusion that all public power debt would be defeased,
they assumed that public power would be mandated to participate in restructuring..

My knowledge on other specifics of these assumptions is limited, but our tax consultant, Mitch
Rapaport, was in all the meetings with JT Tax and could be far more helpful. Would you like
to talk to him? "

-Susan Pettit

-Origin essage
From: Kellher. Joseph [SMTP:Joseph.Keliherfhq.doe.gov)
Sent Monday, April 16, 2001 7:25 PM
To: 'Petti Susan'
Subject RE: Info on public power

- Original Message-
From: Pettit, Susan [mailo:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Keliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to our
website:

http://www.appanet.org/generaVissues/stats.htm

-Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985

3
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Kelliher, Joseph

'rom: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 3:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Mitch is out this afternoon but can e-mail you tomorrow. In addition to what I described, he
mentioned that Jt. Tax assumed that no public power entities would elect to give up the issuance of
tax-exempt bonds (under the first scenario I described). 'We disagree with that assumption, and
there are other points he'd like to highlight for you as well. Will tomorrow work? There seems to be a
shortage of consultants given the Easter recess...

.- Original Message--
From: Kelliher, Joseph [SMTP:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Tuesday. April 17.2001 10:42 AM
To: 'Pettit, Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, could you ask him to send me an email explaining whether he thought JTC's estimate was unreasonable, and
explain any difference of opinion. It seems unreasonable to me to assume that public power would be required to
participate in competitive markets if no State has yet done so.

-Original Message-
From: Pettit Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:37 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

As you probably know, under the proposed legislation, public power systems can provide open
access without triggering the private use limitations. The systems can:

(1) elect to forgo issuance of most future tax-exempt debt and its existing bonds would be
protected from private use restrictions. But the system could still issue tax-exempt debt to
finance local transmission and distribution facilities over which it provides open access.

or,

(2) choose not to make the election and remain subject to private use rules EXCEPT, even
under this scenario, the system would still be permitted to provide open access transmission
and distribution without triggering the private use restrictions.

So, under the legislation and under either scenario, public power systems could provide local
open access transmission without being subject to private use rules.

Joint Tax assumed that without the legislation, in the 23 states that have adopted
restructuring, all outstanding public power debt would be defeased. Taxable bonds would
then be issued, so JT Tax assumed that the federal government would lose all of that revenue
should the legislation pass. On top of that, they assumed that all 50 states would ultimately
adopt restructuring...and to get to the conclusion that all public power debt would be defeased,
they assumed that public power would be mandated to participate in restructuring.

My knowledge on other specifics of these assumptions is limited, but our tax consultant, Mitch
Rapaport, was in all the meetings with JT Tax and could be far more helpful. Would you like
to talk to him?
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-Susan Pettit

-Original Message-
From: Kelliher, Joseph [SMTP:Joseph.Kelliher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 7:25 PM
To: 'Pettit, Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, what were the assumptions underlying the private use estimate? Did Joint Tax assume that some
publics would provide open access notwithstanding the private use limits. Curious about the reasoning.

-Original Message
From: Pettit, Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to our
website:

http://www.appanet.org/general/issues/stats.htm

-Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985
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Kelliher, Joseph

rom: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2001 10:37 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Info on public power

As you probably know, under the proposed legislation, public power systems can provide open
access without triggering the private use limitations. The systems can:

(1) elect to forgo issuance of most future tax-exempt debt and its existing bonds would be protected
from private use restrictions. But the system could still issue tax-exempt debt to finance local
transmission and distribution facilities over which it provides open access.

or,

(2) choose not to make the election and remain subject to private use rules EXCEPT, even under
this scenario, the system would still be permitted to provide open access transmission and
distribution without triggering the private use restrictions.

So, under the legislation and under either scenario, public power systems could provide local open
access transmission without being subject to private use rules.

Joint Tax assumed that without the legislation, in the 23 states that have adopted restructuring, all
Outstanding public power debt would be defeased. Taxable bonds would then be issued, so JT Tax

;sumed that the federal government would lose all of that revenue should the legislation pass. On
.op of that, they assumed that all 50 states would ultimately adopt restructuring...and to get to the
conclusion that all public power debt would be defeased, they assumed that public power would be
mandated to participate in restructuring.

My knowledge on other specifics of these assumptions is limited, but our tax consultant, Mitch
Rapaport, was in all the meetings with JT Tax and could be far more helpful. Would you like to talk
to him?

-Susan Pettit

-Onginal Message-
From: Kelliher, Joseph [SMTP:Joseph.Keliiher@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Monday. April 16, 2001 7:25 PM
To: 'Pettit, Susan'
Subject: RE: Info on public power

Susan, what were the assumptions underlying the private use estimate? Did Joint Tax assume that some publics
would provide open access notwithstanding the private use limits. Curious about the reasoning.

-Original Message-
From: Pettit, Susan [mailto:SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to our
website:
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http://www.appanet.org/generalfissues/stats.htm

-Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985

. .. - . -C
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Pettit, Susan [SPettit@appanet.org]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2001 1:51 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Info on public power

Joe, Hopefully you have received my fax regarding the revenue estimates,
transmission and retail sales stats. Let me know if you have additional
questions. You might find additional useful information on this link to
our
website:

http://www.appanet.org/general/issues/stats.htm

--Susan Pettit
Government Relations Representative
APPA
202-467-2985
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Kelliher, Joseph

:rom: Linda Stuntz [stuntz@sdsatty.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 15, 2001 6:27 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Re: Reliability Legislation

THanks Joe. How about the 26th, or the morning of the 27th? I will
check
with DAve and DAvid to be sure, but I think David Cook is down here most
Mondays and could stay over to Tuesday morning if that would help you.

Thank you for the kind words on the Energy Strategy. It was a work
product
of a lifetime (and I had a lot of great help). I do have some feel for
what
you are trying to do, and would like very much to help. (By the Way,
Vito a
Stagliano is putting finishing touches on a book about the preparation
of
'the strategy, complete with all the scoop on inside fights, as well as
less
juicy discussion of analysis/assumptions etc. It is now dated, but some
of
the interagency and agency-White House tensions remain, I am sure. I
have
most of the near-final manuscript, when you ever have time, if you are
interested.)

Es for that transmission investment data, I canot recall for sure, but I
link I used data from Leonard Hyman's book, "Unlocking the Benefits of
2structuring: A BluePrint for Transmission." I can fax you key pages

or
messenger the whole book over to you in the morning, please just let me
know.

Best regards,
Linda

-----Original Message-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph <Joseph.Kelliher@hg.doe.gov>
To: 'Linda Stuntz' <lstuntz@sdsatty.com>
Date: Thursday, February 15, 2001 3:43 PM
Subjec:: RE: Reliability Legislation

>1 would like to meet with you all. When is a convenient time? I would
be
grateful if we can do it after 2/23. In the meantime, let me ask a
favor.
Remember the transmission article you inserted in the record of the E&P
hearing on March 18, 1999. Do you still have a copy? If I recall, it
hac
good historical information on transmission investment. The PA report
commissioned by National Grid has good info on investment since 1990,
but
the report you provided had info going back to the 60s and 70s, I
believe.
We are looking for good graphs and charts for the VP's energy task force
'eport. I reviewed your National Energy Strategy. It was a good piece

rk.

>-----Original Message-----
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>From: Linda Stuntz [mailto:istuntz@sdsatty.com]
>Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 12:37 PM
>To: -Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Dave Nevius; David Cook
,Subject: Reliability Legislation
>

> Dave Nevius, David Cook and I would appreciate the opportunity to
visit
with you sometime soon to talk about reliability legislation. As you
may
know, Senator Gordon Smith has introduced the Gorton bill of last year
(S.
172). Mr. Wynn and others have introduced legislation similar to the
Wynn
Bill of last year, which includes RTO coordination amendments .(H.R.
312). I
understand that you are working with the Vice President's task force on
a
Comprehensive Energy Strategy. We would like to talk with you about
making
the NERC reliability legislation a part of that Strategy, and address
any
questions you may have about our legislative effort.
>
>Dave would also be prepared to talk about the status of NERC's summer
assessment, and how things look to them.
>

>I know you are swamped. Please just let me know when you could fit us
in,
and we will be there.
>
thanks and best regards,
,inda
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Lnda Stuntz stuntz@sdsatty.com)
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 12:37 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Dave Nevius; David Cook
Subject: Reliability Legislation

tmp.htmn

Dave Nevius, David Cook and I would appreciate the opportunity to
visit with you sometime soon to talk about reliability legislation. As
you may know, Senator Gordon Smith has introduced the Gorton bill of
last year (S. 172). Mr. Wynn and others have introduced legislation
similar to the Wynn Bill of last year, which includes RTO coordination
amendments (H.R. 312). I understand that you are working with the Vice
President's task force on a Comprehensive Energy Strategy. We would
like to talk with you about making the NERC reliability legislation a
part of that Strategy, and address any questions you may have about our
legislative effort.

Dave would also be prepared to talk about the status of NERC's summer
assessment, and how things look to them.

I know you are swamped. Please just let me know when you could fit us
in, and we will be there.

thanks and best regards,
Linda
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: KMurphy@doc.gov%intemet [KMurphy@doc.gov)
Sent: Wednesday. March 21,2001 6:54 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Re: CZMA

"Kelliher, Joseph"

<Joseph.Kellihereh To:
"'Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov'" <Kmurphyeosec.doc.gov>

q.doe.gov> cc:

Subject: CZMA

Wed 03/21/01 04:43

PM

(iQ --
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2001-018646 8/8 P 3:08

GORDON L. CRUME
777 ARGUELLO BLVD. APT. 202

SAN FRACISCO, CA 94118

3 August 2001

Spencer Abraham
Department of Energy
Washington, DC

Sir
On "Moneyline' today. How big a bribe (oops-Campaign Contnibution) did the

energy companies pay George W. "Landslide Bush for that so-called energy plan"?
How much did Chcncys company contribute?

Copy:
Monecyine-CNN

P ^^LG.O.PENERGY
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 9:46 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: alternatives and renewables

Joe,

Margot
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday. February 21. 2001 11:23 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: 97%

Sorry, I got called away to meeting with the chief of staff (on energy emergencies at
DOE).

According to EIA: "Of all energy consumed for transportation, 97% is petroleum based."

not 2/3, not 95%

Margot
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